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• •

• •

lo'

50 41 47 57 27 14 • •

51 2 22
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57 5 38
56 .32 46

• •

51 38 5 55 56 21 • .
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II

14

27

5

49

50
50
50
SO
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

16 26

16 43
14 21

12 35
17 32
12 56
17 11

42
25
24
29

7

33
49 49 29
49 38 21
49 23 47
49 19 43
49 18 49

17

15

11

5
13

2

West Point . .

Cape Henry .

South West Point

South Point . .

East Point
^ear Bay . ,

Observation Bay
North Point . ,

ANTIC08TI ISLAND
f

I

S.W. extreme of the headland at)
( high water

f
S.E. estreiae

High-water mark near the light'l
house

At high-water mark .

Ditto

Entrance of river .

West side of near ri^fulet

,

Ditto, high-water mark .

49 .02 20

49 47 50

49 23 53

49 3 43
49 8 25
49 30 30
49 38 59
49 57 40

Longitude,
West.

50 11 48

10 44
9 12

O f It

60 4 5

60 9 46
60 20 55
61 18 21
61 50 43

61 53 17

62 15 49

62 44 3

' 63 1 7
63 13 30
63 30 4
64 4 56
64 10 31
64 23 16
65 17 9
65 51 50
6() 7 41
66 26 35
66 27 7
lie 47 45
6/ 4 57
67 13 10
67 21 12
67 25 2
67 26 22

64 35 8

64 25 44

63 38 47

62 18 30
61

62
62
64

42
27
44
12

59
29
?4

St. Nicolas Point .

3t. Giles Point . .

Mani^ouagon Point .

Bersimis ."oint , .

II

Jeremy ....
PortNeuf . .

Tadousac fSaguenav)
Hiver) .. . .}

Chicoutimi (Sague-l
nay River^ f!

Coud'res Island
Quebec .

NORTH SHORE OF THE ST. LAWRENCE
GoodboutR.ver

. . I Trading post . .

bt. Nicolas Harbour
| Cross point . . . \

'

South extreme
. • .

.*

Extremu ...,["
S.E. extreme . . . . [

South extreme . . .

'

Trading post ..!!.'
Church . .

RIVER.

n

Store on beach

Tradin

West,
North'Bastion

'g post . . . .

point of Prairie Bay

49
49
49
49
49
48 54
48 52
48 37

48

33
14
55

12 34
6 i\i

5
53
23

67 39
67 49
67 53
68 12

48

8 40

G 13

47 24 18
46 49 8

68
68
fi8

69

9

42
10

3
1

35

15

41

49 52
9

G!) 46 1

71 8 :

70 28 2
71 16

HiRh
Water at
Full and
Change.

h. m.

10 30

10 45

11 12

1*"
7

,

I 20

i'sl

1 55

1 43

1 52
I 55

2

2

2*
10

45

4 11

25

38

^-.r/'.- -: ,^\



10

45

11

25
38

POSITIONS,
XI

Latitude,
North.

Lonf(itudf,

West.

Cape Despair

Gaspfi Basin .

Cape Gasp^ .

Cape Rozier .

Great Fox Bay .

Mont Louis ttjver
Cape Chalte .

Matau River

.

Metis . . .

Camille Mount

Barnaby Island
Bic Island .

Razade Rocks
Green Island
Loup River .

Brandy Pots .

Kamourasca .

Crane Island

.

Dauphine River (Or-
leans Isle).

SOUTH SHORE OF THE ST. LAWRENCE.

•{

Extreme
Sandy Point, N.W. side of Nar-)

row Entrance
f

Flower-jpot Rock ....
Extremity, seen from Cape Gasp{'
Ceutreof . . . , .

East point of entrance .

Extreme
Inner 3.W. point of entrance
ReefoffLittle Metis . .

Summit, 2,036 feet above
water spring tides . .

N.E. point ....
N.E. extreme of S.E, reef
N-E.iock
Lighthouse ....
N. point of entrance . .

South point of South Rock
N.E. point of Crow Island .

Station on beach, ^ mile S.W,
Macpherson . .

S.W. point of entrance

high

n

"I

48 25 30

48 49 53

48 45 10
48 51 45
49 5
49 14 37
49 6

48 51 43
48 41 18

48 28 44

48 29 43
48 25 17
48 12 35
48 3 25
47 51 5
47 52 36
47 35 17

47 4 30

O / f,

64 21 32

64 31 41

64 12 22
64 14 48
64 25 52
65 ^6 35
fi6 48 19
67 34 29
68 4 39

68 1 5 55

68 35 2
68 51 30
69 11 9
69 28 14
69 36 49
69 43 47
69 55 48

70 34 22

46 58 12 70 bS 54

High
Water at
Full and
Change.

h. m.

2 30

1

1 30
• •

2

2 10

2 15

2"45

3
4

5 20

5 40
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CHAPTER I.

GENERAL REMARKS.

'
''rVaSul'!!^*^.^""^--'- ''^^^''^ Sounding Maehine.-

Ice._r. Fog8.-8. Winds and Weather.-9. The Marine Barometer.

1. Th« navigation of the Gulf and River of St. Lawrence has p r.a way« been supposed to be attended with a considerable degr
'*""'

f difficulty and danger, and the numerous accidents which'^e
cons antly „ccurr.ng to vessels there seem to show that theopm.on .s well founded. The want of soundings, in ma y^snear the shores

; the irregularity of the tides and currents theseventy of the climate, especially towards the closeTthe iali!gae season; and, above all. the frequent fogs, are difficultieswh.ch may well cause much anxiety in the mind of the seamanand which call for the exprriRP nf oil k- •
i

seaman,

«hiHt„ M r, *" '"^ vigilance, prudence, andab.hty Nevertheless, a very large proportion of the losses whichannually take place, may. I think, be attributed to other that
these na ural and irremediable causes. Erroneous charts, a want
of knowledge of the direction and strength of the tides and cur-
rents, and a false variation of the compass, are although not the
only certainly the most frequent causes of shipwreck in the
St. Lawrence. It is hoped that these last will be removed by the
Burvey, which has been made by order of the Lords Commis-
Bioners of the Admiralty, and hv thes- ^;~«h-^^. --,-1 —- ,

.
,. - ~j -.jcB.. .,,,.„viiunD aHu remarks,

r^ Mitten also by their comr.,and. in order to accompany that survey!
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Chart*.

GULP AND RIVER ST. LAWRENCE.

I! .1

Sounding

Machine.

b«?i „.T .'t *' "• ^"""^ ""'cl. We hitherto

rndter^ who, m their compilation, from materials generally inae-c^ate, appear to have considered the latest a, nece.s.r heZ.

m„„ and the addition of ne. one., for it so happens that "hem» recent charts of the St. Lawrence a, present il, nse, are hmost erroneons of any. In De. Barra,' charts, althonah th„

Zr 7?'r"''-"e^ '^ ««"•% incorrect, frequently somuch so a. to be directly contrary to the troth; for he „cJon".Hy shows a moderate depth of water, where there should he
100 fathoms or more, and in other places a great depth whereh re .. bottom to be found with the hand lead Commander, f

these, and the other charts, h.,e considered it of no use to sound,

kn«Wge
°"°'' '"^ '°°'"°" '"' °"=™=' "'*'" "y »"»

taken w,th Massey.. patent sounding machine, which give, tfe
exact perpendtcnlar depth independent of the effect of cLent. or
dr.ft of the vessel I strongly recommend the nse of this excel-to. mstrumen. w,th which every vessel, in my opinion, ought tob. far„,shed I. i. „o. «pcn.ive. and will last with ^.re for.tag penod of ,,me

: correct sounding, may be obtained with it in
30 «,thoms of water without heaving to, if the vessel be notailmg a. a rate exceeding 1 knots; and no vcel ought to bepermmed to run faeter, in a thick fog, or dark night, when in the..cmtyo land orother danger. Furnished with'this instrument

charts, a vessel ma, be mn in safety up the St. Lawrence a. high

.re the best of .11 guides to the navigator.*
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muchh. been ™„e„e„„ceLCi:.r:::; 7:^7,T
seen full, treated in Mr °' ,"""»• ^hi. subject nu, be

•ion; .Jsll; „t w!*rr":' °° °'"^"'° •""=-

Greenland whele BA^vT ° ''*""'' '"'' °'' ">»

d.ee..„.reapeir:b?;:::irir:i"^rr

•hip a head, and .ppl,.„g a correction aecorfinl to tk, 1
r:tpa^rr;:rr '""•"?" - •"-
».. .econ.e .ice .bat^C:.e':rl

""-—
di..nr^d°n: LTrr^rst'-r""" °' ™'"' •- «^-
.urbanee ha. been attribuL J be La^:!"""' "f

'"'" *- ST '^ '*'

the water, a superior line should be employed fi.r .1at a rate not exceeding 5 knots bottZ i^t ' P"'''"'"- Wh«n mailing
and when going slowef, at stUI ^^^^^^ t^'t

'" '° '''**'»'"»« "^ -"ter!
wings will seldom bear the p sC at dtJh '

"' ?' ''•'""" '^y""'^«' "^ the
The deep sea lead line, with'the"1 „e aShT V.

",??"^ ''' ^«*'«"--
from the weather quarter of th. v stoS aV t ^J

' ^T' ''"*"«^'
or bowsprit end. If going ] ., jt mav hi / '

.
' '''*^''«' '"'**'ead.

from the weather gangway, ao.l their.
"?''"^' ^^^ «°"ve„ie„tly,

cases, to drop it perpendicukrly n o the seT "f'

'"''''^ •="«' "' '^
a« is sometime, carelessly done^ An iron!?' ""I""*

*" '^'•'"^' »' «wing it.

either quarter as required, whh atrndn; Tr^"; '" '^^ """^ """hip'on"
line throtmh -in ^~Y)- 4 -\ ™"" snatch-block attached, to •«- U

• 3
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the variation to vary from this cause from 19° to 31° west. At
Port Neuf, and on Manicouagon Point, the needle was also
disturbed. But these effects were only noticed when the instru-
ment was placed on the shore. In two instances only, when

.

saihng within two miles of the shore, have we observed any
effect of the kind upon the compasses on board the Gulnare,*
and then only to the amount of a few degrees,

d^ir' '^ "
^^
When running from place to place, at greater distances from

the coast, nothing of the kind has been noticed; so that I feel
sure, that m nine cases out of ten where this source of erroneous
reckoning has been alleged as the cause of accidents to vessels,
they ongmated either in emrs of the chart, or in the local attrac-
tion on board the vessels themselves.

6. Among the difficulties of the navigation may be mentioned
the ice. In spring the entrance and eastern parts of the Gulf
are frequently covered with it. and vessels are sometimes beset
for many days. Being unfitted for contending with this danger,
they often suffer from it. and are occasionally lost; but serious
accidents from this cause do not frequently occur, because the
ce IS generally m a melting state from the powerM effect of
the sun m spring. In the fall of the year accidents from ice
seldom occur, except when the winter commences suddenly orwhen vessels linger imprudently late from the temptation of
obtaining high freights.

1. But all danger from ice is far less than that which arises
from the prevalence of fogs: they may occur at anytime during the
open or navigable season, but ,are most frequent in the early part
of summer; they are rare, and never of long continuance during
westerly winds, but seldom fail to accompany an easterly wind
of any strength or duration. The above general observation
IS subject^ however, to restriction, according to locality, or
season. Thus winds between the south and west, which are
usually clear weather winds above Anticosti, are frequently ac-
companied with fog in the eastern parts of the Gulf. Winds
between the south and east are almost always accompanied
with ram and fog in every part. E.N.E. winds above
Point deMonts. are often E.S.E- or S.E. winds in the Gulf,
changed in direction by the high lands of the south coast, and
have therefore in general the same foggy character. I speak of

Fi>9t.

* Tlie schooner in which thp survey has hson carried i
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Winds of considerable strength and duration, «nd which protably
extend over great distances. Moderate and paitial fine weather
winds may occur without fog at any season, and in any locality.

In the early part of the navigable season, especially in the months
of April and May, clear weather, N.E. winds are of frequent oc-

• currence, and they also sometimes occur at other seasons, in every
part of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence.

The fogs sometimes last several days in succession, and to a La»img Fog,.

vessel either running up or beating down, during their continu-
ance, there is no tafe guide but the constant use of the deep sea
lead, with a chart containing coricct soundings.

The fogs, which accompany easterly gales, extend high up into High Fog*.

the atmosphere, and cannot be looked over from any part of the
rigging of a ship. They, however, are not so thick as those which
occur in calms after a strong wind, and which are frequently so
dense as to conceal a vessel within hail ; whilst the former often,
but not always, admit the land, or other objects, to be distin-
guished at the distance of half a mile, or more, in the day time.
The dense fogs, which occur in calms, or even in very light Low Fog,.

wmds, often extend only to small elevations above the sea; so
that it sometimes happens, that when objects are hidden at the
distance of 50 yards from the deck, they can be plainly seen by a
person 50 or 60 feeft up the rigging. In the months of October
and November the fogs and rain, that accompany easterly gales,
are replaced by thick snow, which causes equal embarrassment to
the navigator.

8. The prevrHng winds, during the navigable season, are PrevaUing
either directly up or directly down the estuary, following the

"'
'

course of the chains of high lands on either side of the great valley
of the St. Lawrence. Thus a S.E. wind in the Gulf becomes
E.S.E. between Anticosti and the south coast, E.N.E above
Point de Monts, and N.E. above Green Island. The westerly
winds do not appear to be so much guided in direction by the
high lands, excepting along the south coast, where we have
observed a W.S.W. wind at the Island of Bic become west,
W.N.W., and N.W., as we ran down along the high and curved
south coast, until it became a N.N.W. wind at Cape Gasp«J.
These winds frequently blow strong for 3 or 4 days in succession •

the westerly winds being almost always accompanied with fine,
dry, clear, and sunny weather ; the easterly winds as frequently

5

Wind,.
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^-2/"' the contrary, cold, wet, and foggy. I„ the sDnn^ tl,. . ,
winds mn«t «.- 1 i-

°^ 8P"ng. the easterly

•uccesMon. A. the summer .dvancM, the ™ie,l, ,i„d.

Lr .,. .'°
'""""' '" •" P"" »f "= »'«' ""d Gulf.

n^f0^1
"'" ''"' °°"™""'y- "»' -""^ ™* -»o, common ,„ ,„mmer, .I,h„„gh d,e, ^meUmes «».„r. Ste«i,N.W. wmd. do no. Wow fre,„en.lj before SeptemW. e.cp.mg

wind. :LhT "; 'r '''" '^ ^'""-^ --" -4
™nt of .^ong wmd., and neually veering u. the S.W. The

llr Af«r .? "!" 1"" °"" "^- "y'-e d»"d,, .nd

17 ?^°"" "°7 ""»»". »d •« then often ..rong .toadyw.nd. of con..de«ble duration. I„ ,he month, of OctoL andNovember the N.W. wind frequently blow, with great violent
.» hea^, .,„d|.. with passing .bower, of hail an^ .noT andattended with .harp fro.t.

'

Thunder storms are not uncommon in Jul, and August : theyseldom las. above an hour or two ; but the wind proce^ng froZthem « m g«,eral v,olen. and sudden, particularly when near themou^smou. psrt of the ooa.., »il .hould, Jrefore. be fZand quickly reduced on their approach
^

^ti-i.^' «"°"S ™''. .eldom veer quickly from one quarter of thecompass ,0 another directly or nearly contrary: in general a,eyd.e away by degrees to a calm, and are succeeded by a wind in

i7.r.b""'°"-

'

'" "" '^- '"'"'"• '^ «• »--
N.W. wmd. seldom or never veer round by norlh and NE
.0 east and S.E

;
but they do frequently, by degrees, to the S.W.'after becommg moderate. S.W. wind. «ld„m veer by the

S.E. and east. Easterly winds generally decre.«, to a calm andare succeeded by a wind from the opposite diftction
In the fine weather westerly wind, of .ummer, a fresh ton

gal ian. breeze will often decrease ., a ,ight breeze o ctmlght, and spnug „p .g.i„ „,„ ,^ ^ J^'™

«

folIow„,g monung: under ,he«> circumstance, only may a landbreeze off the north coast be looked for. . have observ d.ame off the south cast also, but not so decidedly or extend go
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far oflF shore. I have occasionally carried the north land wind Cout,e »//«,

nearly over to the south coast just before daylight, but have never
^"^'

observed the south land wind extend more than 5 or 6 miles off,

and that very rarely. Under the same circumstances, that is

with a fine weather westerly wind going down with the sun, a
S.W. land breeze will frequently be found blowing off the north
coast of Anticosti at night and during the early part of the
morning. If, however, the weather be not settled fair, and the
wind does not fall with the sun, it will usually prove worse than
seless to run a vessel close in shore at night in the hope of

a breeze off the land. Such is the usual course of the winds in

common seasons, in which a very heavy gale of wind will probably
not be experienced from May to October, although close-reefed

topsail breezes are usually common enough. Occasionally, how-
'

• ever, there are years, the character of which is decidedly stormy.
Gales of winds, of considerable strength, then follow each other
in quick succession and from opposite quarters.

9. The marine barometer, which is at all times of great use to Marine Baro-
the navigator, becomes particularly so in such seasons; and the

'^'"•

following remarks upon its general indications, when taken in

connexion with the usual course of the winds and weather in the
St. Lawrence, may, therefore, be useful. The barometer has a
range from 29 to 30-5 inches in the Gulf and River of St. Law-
rence during the navigable season, and its cbp^ges accompany
those of the winds and weather with a considerable degree of
constancy. The fluctuations of the barometric column are much
greater and more frequent there than in lower latitudes; and
sudden alterations, which in other climates would be alarming,
may occur there without being followed by any corresponding
change either in the wind or weather. But the navigator
should not be inattentive to those minor changes, as a constant
attention to the instrument can alone enable him to appreciate
those decisive indications of the mercury which seldom or
never prove deceptive. The following remarks will apply to

those well-marked changes which usually indicate the approac
of a gale of considerable strength, or of a shift of wind and
weather; the correct anticipation of which is often of the utmost
consequence to the safety of a vessel, as well as to the length of
her voyage. When, after a continuance of westerly winds and

— i.„i, „„. .,.,„,ji,ii.it.r Hoa tiBcii jicaiiy lu Us grcawsi ncighc.
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iss-"^ s: ;r: t^s ^a^r-^n
" ""-" -"« ^'" "^

•W . few S .?,t\ "*" ""' ""'"" "* '«
« lew noun if the barometer continues to full • ™ .t.

c»"tr.ry the wind will gr«i„.l|„ („„_, """ '°..™'
' ™ ">«

.kywm become overcaftbyde^ZZit ', r "° ""

Rain wd fog will foll6„ .„H . 1
completely clouded.

the«„,erl7J„a^"7- °':™''r """"K*' «>"«""«»ce of

mterly mnd be very .low, a,e gale will probably continue andnotbcery volent: if rapid, i. will probably be oJshor d™t^ando greater ..rength: at anyra,e,whenthemerc„,yf.„.tC;
29mcbes, a change is certainVat hand and ,C T^
general com. from the N.W. The stT:." f t-^ "'" '"

gale will be in proportion to the al'X b
"""^"^

«.e .t„ng.h Of the'ea^terly gale *e ^'ce^tT' ta CM, there i. seldom man, hours inter,.! b!, u
«d the other. The eaM wL I r.u'dl!^

"° "" ™' «*
in a very few hours, or .ometimf!rtct le^Tm'; ttiW

-Lr..,o;rc.L^:^r~rrw'Sraro.r':
... commencement

; the fog and rain cc.se. Jd S wX

T

comes quite clear, generally i„ . fy„ h„„„ .„dl„!, ,

i™edia,e,y. The streng./of the westeirg^e iriZ'^T!-n after it. commencement, and dimin'isL 1TetrT :
re2:Tt'tr°"

*" "' ""' "- '^- " '• -^yremark, that the circumstance, ust mentioned are ex«itlv thereverse of those attending the easterly gale ThcT...!., n
commence, with clear weather and a ^i|b ba..:«eXht7r:

ando/N.JV.
JVmdt.
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from the .outh or S.E., and gradually increasing a, it vee« to Marn.w
the eastward, w.th a falling barometer. To return to the westerly

'^'"••

gale. If, after it has veered to S.W. and become moderate, the
barometer remain, steady at a moderate height, fine weather mayDe expected. If it remains at a considerable height, but still fluetuatmg and unsteady, within certain limits, variable, but notheavy wmds, and variable weather may be expected. If. on the
contrary. ,t rises quickly to a great height, a repetition of the
easterly gale will not be improbable. We have experienced
easons .hich the barometer may be said to have 'been n!-ooner blown up by one wind, than it has been blown down by

another, and this stormy alternation to have continued for several

trsai?h V"
"''"^ "^ '••^^^ «"'^«^y ^^^ - double-reefed

top-sail breeze during the whole summer.

^Jttr in '!5f'
" ''''' ' '^'^"'"'^ '" '^' P^^"°™«°« «^ the

ITILI- """'' '^'* '' '^^''"»" ^«^ diffi<^»lt to

r
««yth".g respecting it. that shall not be liable to many ex-

conlr K
"'' '''"'''''•' """^ ^*™"«^y °>"''«d cases ofconnexion, between the indications of the barometer and changes Cer,ainiy.r.of the wmds and weather, which, within our experience ofZ -—''

or mne years, have been subject to few, I might almost say no.
exception The first of these cases is that most common'one
Which I have endeavoured to describe, of an easterly gale, with a

!Z. Tf' "^7 ''^''' ^'' ^"'^ ^°^^' and'succe ded ,a strong wind from the opposite quarter with a rising barometerA second case, not of so frequent occurrence in comm'on seaso^.'
excepting m spnng or early in summer, is the easterly wind witha rising barometer; which, although it may not be at first for afew hours, will almost always become fine and clear, and nd>n fine weather. A third case may be considered certain : if thebarometer fall suddenly and greatly, at any time, a northeriy and

expected
1 1

does not follow that it will be immediate, for it may

which the barometer will seldom rise, and even, probably, cTn!.nue to all. but when the S.W. gale dies away, thrnorthe^ rN.W. will soon succeed, with a rising barometer.
^

In conclusion. I may remark that as, on the one hand, a con-

y .,t.....g ^,nd, 30, on the other, a breeze of considerable

. Indicatiotu.
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strength may come on without any indication from the baro-

meter : but not anything that deserves the name of a gale. There

has never, within our experience, occuTed a gale, so heavy as to

be of serious consequence to a good vessel, the approach of which

has not been indicated by the barometer. But it must be re-

membered that a high barometer, in this climate, and under the

circumstances which I have mentioned, is often indicative of an

easterly gale. It is remarkable that, in the gulf and estuary of

the St. Lawrence, a high barometer may be considered as the fore-

runner of wet and foggy weather, which usually accompanies its

fall : whilst a low barometer renders it equally probable that dry

weather will ensue, since it often accompanies its rise. I am fiilly

of opinion, that the marine barometer is of the greatest assistance

in the navigation of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence, and that

by attending constantly to its state and changes, with reference

to the winds and weather which preceded them, combined with

the indications afforded by the appearance of the sky, &c., those

changes of the wind and weather, which are about to take place,

may be anticipated with a degree of certainty suflScient, in most

cases to enable us to avoid being caught on a lee-shore, or in an

unsafe anchorage, as well as to regulate our course in a voyage, in

anticipation of the coming change.
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CURRENTS AND TIDES. II

CHAPTER II.

UENBRAL REMARKS RESPECTING THE CURRENTS AND T,

STREAMS IN THE ST. LAWRENCE.

10. Prevailing Currents.—11. Currents at the Entrance of the

12. Current in through the Strait of Belle I»le.— 13. lU Course

entering the Gulf.—14. Main Current of the River.—15. Its Course"

and Rate.—16. Round Point de Monts.—17. Along the Sodth Coast.

—

18. Remarks on the Tide* of the North Coast, eastward of Point de

Monts.

10. TflE time of high water on the full and change days of the Prevailing

moon, and the rise in spring and neap tides at different places,

will be found in the Table at the end of this book. Local pecu-

liarities will be mentioned in their proper places. At present I

shall chiefly confine myself to a general description of those great

currents, and tidal streams, which, although they may be subject

to occasional interruption and modification, seem, nevertheless, to

depend on constantly existing causes. These currents extend

over very large spaces, though varying according to locality and

other circumstances, and they are altogether so important a feature

in the navigation, that some general knowledge respecting them

is indispensable both to the safety and expedition of vessels in the

gulf and estuary of the St. Lawrence.

11. It is a generally received opinion that a current sets con- Current* at the

stantly to the south-eastward out of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, ^Jj^^
"^

between Newfoundland and Cape Breton Islands, and also that

it is frequently deflected to the southward, towards the shores of

the Island last named, by another current from the northward,

which is said to enter the Gulf by the Strait of Belle Isle.

I have myself observed that a current sets out, between Cape S.E. Current
•' ,.,,., fromtheGulf.

Ray and St. Paul Island, durmg westerly winds and in calm

weather ; but it is checked by easterly winds, and I believe that it

may sometimes run in a contrary direction from the same cause.

Northerly winds, and perhaps also the above-named current from

the northward, may cause the stream to set to the southward

towards Cape Breton Island. But the truth is, that winds, both

present and at a distance, possess so powerful and irregular an
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Current in

through Belle

Isle Strait.

Sometipiet it

sets out.

Course of above
Current up the

Gulf.

action upon the set and strength of the currents and tides in this
entrance of the Gulf, that I can say nothing certain or definite
respecting them.

12 The reality of a current inwards through the Strait of
Belk Isle, is confirmed by th«> presence of icebergs, which it

transports into the gulf every summer, against tie prevailing
S.W. wmds; frequently canying them as far as Mecatma,
and sometimes even to the neighbourhood of the east point of
Antic .sti. It ih probable that this i? a branch of the great cur-
rent from Davis Strait, v/hichjs known to run along thfe coast of
Labrador, and to transporc numerous icebergs far to the south-
ward every year. This current will be mentioned again under the
head of the Strait of Belle Isle. Its strength is very much in-
creased by a prevalence of N.E. winds : at such times it runs
at the rate of 2 knots, through the Strait, and for 30 to 40
miles further to the westward; diminishing gradually in force as
It spreads out in the wider parts of the Gulf. Usually, however,
its rate is much less. At times, when S.W. winds prevail, it be-
comes very weak; and it has even been reported to me, that a
current has been observed setting out of the Gulf, in a contrary
direction, to the N.E., for days together, but this was never ob-
served by us during either of the three seasons which we parsed
there. There is, however, no doubt that this current is extremely
irregular, as might be expected at the narrow outlet of a great
inland sea. where winds, both within and without, must of neces-
sity possess great influence.

13. After entering the Gulf, it runs along the north, or La-
brador coast, at the distance of 2 or 3 miles from the outer islands;
leaving a narrow space inshore, in which the streams of the tides,

when uninfluenced by winds, are tolerably regular. Passing out-
side of Mistanoque, the islands of Grand Mecatina, and the South
Maker's Ledge, it pursues a direction given to it by the trending
of the coast, till it is turned gradually to the southward, by the
weak current which is often found coming from the westward be-
tween Anticosti and the north coast, during westerly winds, and
which is set off" to the southward from Natashquan Point. The
united streams continue their southern course at a rate diminish-
ing as they become more widely spread, and which seldom exceeds
half a knot

:
and, finally, joining the main downward current out

of the St. Lawrence, of which an account will be given immediately

f'^te
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they all pursue a S.E. direction towards the main entrance of the Course of above

,,-~T»,T'-L' Current up the

Gulf, between Cape Ray and the Island of St. Paul. It is this ou(f.

current, from the northward, which is felt by vessels crossing from

off thti Bird Rocks towards Anticosti : and which, together with

neglecting to allow for the local attraction of the compass, has

been the jvrinc'pal cause of masters of vessels so often finding

themselves, unexpectedly, on the south coast. Many shipwrecks

have arisen from this cause near Cape Rosier, Gasp^, Mai

Bay, &c.

Both these currents, viz., that from the northward, and the Effect of the

main downward current of the St. Lawrentv^. are modified by the
J|,'J"

°,"
""*

tides, but in a way directly contrary : fo-' ihe r.orthern current, in

through the Strait of Belle Isle, is accelerated by the flood, and

checked by the ebb; whilst the other is accelerated by the ebb,

and checked by the flood tide. These modifying causes, nan|ply,

the tides and winds, give rise to various combinations, and con-

sequent irregularities, in the direction and strength of these

streams, which it is extremely difficult at all times to estimate

and allow for correctly.

14. The current along the south coast appears to be superficial : Afain Current

at least we found it so in the lower parts of the estuary, ' .here
"/ '*» ^'v""'

observations upon the specific gravity of the water on the sur-

face, and taken up from different depths, proved to us that the

water of the St. Lawrence and its numerous tributary streams

was widely diffused over the Estuary.* It has also been observed

* I give the following out of a number of observations, made by Dr. Kelly on Temperature oj

board the Ghilnare, not alone with reference to the nature of the current, but. as the River.

also showing, that a very moderate degree of agitation of the water is sufficient

at times to mingle the warmer surface water with the colder substrata, which

always exist at a few fathoms of depth, and thus, by a reduction of tem-

perature of the surface, produce, if the state of the air and dew po'nt be

favourable, one of those low fogs, which can often be seen over from the

mast-head.

On the 8th July, 1831, we crossed from near Matan, on the south coast, to

St. Nicholas Harbour, on the north, with a light S.W. wind and fine weather,

and during the flood tide ; when near the middle of the Estuary, we had 1 32

fathoms over a bottom of blue mud. The temperature of the air 64**

Fahrenheit.

Dew Point by Daniel's Hygrometer 58°

Water at the surface CO''

,, 30 fathoms 350

, , 50 fathoms 34'' . . . . ,

Spcciflc gravity

(examined at 50" Fahr.^

1«0180

1'0260

1-0265

A fresh breeze from the westward commenced in the evening, and con-
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o/Z ^.T
'^f

the current is strongest in spring, soon after the opening ofhe nav.gat.on .hen the rivers are swelled by the recently di -
solved snows nf thp «,;„f^» tj... ,., ,

•' '=^cmiy ms

Temperatur
ike River.

solved snows of the winter But ^l^r T ^ ^"«/«<^ently dis-
me winter. But, although, generally speaking,

with a dense fog. the ^^IX^tl^l^':^^^^^

Trr;.Jiii£rf-^^^^^ ""' ^" ^^^ ^"^ ^"

southward of pS de M , "r;':^
were becalmed 2 or 3 miles to the

1* knots, by the curtnt t ;r "/"f !"
*•"' ^•'•^' ^* *^« -^« "f

eonseque^ltly^bout an tur IndT hTflf.
''\"'^^" '^ *'" ''^•'-' -d'

flood ceases.
^ ''^'^ ''"^'"^ *•»« t''"^ when the stream of

*
) >

) y

} >

> >

Specific griivlty
(exammed at 50« Fahr.)

61°

57° . .

44°) By Six's

40°
f
Register

1-0172

The temperature of the air . . .

Dew Point . .

water at the surface

)t ^ a fathom

J > 5 fathoms

,, 10 fathoms
. 38°j Therm.

r». • . " " 100 fathoms , 35° , „„_,

On the 19th June, 1832. Point de Monts N 6Io p ^- . .T.me of tide, half ebb. Wind light, from "^0;^'; r^ f ^ ""'"
knots to the S.S.E.

westward. Rate of current, 2

Specific gruvity
(examined at dO« Fahr.)

ft

>>

it

»»

» >

> i

> >

49°

44°

44°

37^°

39°

33°

36°

1'0189

1-0232

1-024G

1-0262

1-0275

The temperature of the air , . . ,

Dew Point . . ,

water at the surface .

10 fathoms

20 fathoms

47 fathoms

rtr. »!.: 1 i.
" . " 104 fathoms 36° iww?/?On this last occas on, the line and nff»„;, 1 \- l'0Z75

cular, from which we inferred that^ K,. ."'"''""' "'"'^'''''^ P^Pendi-
Estuary in the ebb tiie At tt tt )t "^^ "' "'**" '""^^'^ *'"*" ^'-e

remained perpendicular only J ,0' J e' 'T""^
•"^"^^''™^ ^'^ ''""

beyond 3 fathoms from the IZll'M ZZ^T T"T '"""'^'^ '^''^"

to the N.N.W.. and still more Lnl it^^L'^'l'T
'''^^ 1™^'^ ""'

greater depths. Hence it nn,.a
'^ wien the machine was lowered to

««perstratuLof comparativelTE^^^^^^^^^
'" ''^ """'^ *'^*'' ^'^ ^ '^in

the colder and heavier wTer benel "l™
""''' ""'''' '^°^"' -"» '^ai

Estuary.
^''""'''' '" "'^^er stationary, or moving up the

thaHntneTeXrtXllirafT''"'
""'"^ """ ^'^'^ "^--^ions,

rence. and its r^ZrX^yt::^ 71:'''''
T' "'^ ''''' '^^^-

when the waters are agitated bv a. v r ' ' °" *''" '"'"«'' l""' "'at

constantly cold water W.eath \uo\ '
^'''°"''" ""'*?'*"• ^ith the

depend. L,„„ .Hew^l'^j;;:^-;--^;-^ ^
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there seems no doubt that this current is the tribute of the St. ^««» Cu,rent

0/ the River.

Lawrence on its way to the ocean ; yet, in the upper part of the

estuary it is not alone, and at all times, caused by the discharge

of the St. Lawrence, but depends also upon peculiarities in the

set of the tides. Thus, when our observations had confirmed the

truth of the report, that the current always ran down on the south

side of the Estuary from a few miles below Red Island towards

the Island of Bic, we could not at first account for the fact ; for

it appeared impossible that this could be the comparatively fresh

water of the St. Lawrence flowing on the surface towards the sea,

when we knew that the whole body of water a few miles above,

from shore to shore, on either side of Hare Island, and also in

the Saguenay River, was running up during the flood tide.

Attention, and numerous observations, together with an exami-

nation of the temperature and specific gravity of the water, in-

formed us that this was an eddy flood, which is thus explained.

The flood tide ascends in a wide channel more than 100 The EddyFlood

fathoms deep : when it arrives at the comparatively narrow pass dotvnward

formed by Green Island, Red Islet Reef, and the extensive shoals Current.

off the entrance of the Saguenay River, it is obstructed thereby,

as well as by the shoalness of the channel to the southward of

Hare Island. There is not room for so great a volume of water

to pass, and part of it is in consequence turned back, and forms an

eddy flood, setting from below Red Islet Reef, towards the Razade

Islets, as shown by the arrows in the chart. During the ebb tide,

the stream of the Saguenay sets over to the southward in the

same direction, hence the current on that side is always down.*

* Since the eddy flood above mentioned exercises a considerable influence Low Fogs pro-

over the climate near the shore off which it runs (its course being from the <f"<^<l f>y '^«*

Red Islet Reef passing near the Razade Islets to the Island of Bic); and ^ddy flood.

also occasions those dense and low fogs, and peculia'- forms of mirage,

or terrestrial refraction, which depend upon a temperature of the surface

water lower than that of the air, or its dew point ; it may not be altogether

devoid of interest to give a few additional remarks concerning it.

Of the fact of its being really the stream of flood, although running down Proofs of ih

the Estuary, we had ample opportunity of convincing ourselves ; especially being t/ie eddy

during the nine or ten days we were employed in sounding within .^oorf.

the limits above mentioned ; and during which we made many observations

with the object of ascertaining the set, strength, and course of this peculiar

stream. I select the remarks made on the 19th July, 1831, as being alone

nearly sufficient to establish the fact of this part of the general down-

w.irsJ sf r.-'.im. or ."ijrrcTit. h'Av.a the flood tide. The Qulnare was then at anchor,

in lU fathoms, about 1 mile N.K. of the eastern Uuzadc Islet. In the
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useless to ships) all along the south coast from

and the main, but it S coltLT/' ''" """'^ '^'^ ^"« '^'-"d^^

outside of our anehorai
™° "trongly down a short distance

Remainder of the flood r«';:;r,rZd'-^'''.^''"'"'^^'^ '^"""« ''^^

>ng ebbs. Soon after high Le bv thV ^ "i"^.*'
P'""'*^*'^^ ''^ f"""*'

cea^ed for a short time. Ser whih Ve fir! °o7 h '.T""'
^''^^" '^^'»

and then turned down the estuarv „» h e J ^^^ *='™^ "^^ '^^^ ^J^"^"

flood did not reach us tU the eTd of thTfi ^" '' '"'''''' ^^'^^ '"^^ '^^Y
because time was neceJy for the tide to Tr'" ^"""^ "^^ ^'^^ "'»«'-.

channel to the northward/and to ris^^aVd T '': '"^ ""^ unobstructed

of the channel above us. before it w!,
'"""! ''' "' '^' ^^'^^^-ted part

^.end to us through 1 ^Zj^ZrutZ''! '"

'T^^^'
^^^

aft«r high water, because the stream of fl„„AT ,

"'^'^ '^*'" «°''"

only a few minutes' difference in the til A .,

''^°''' *''"« *'«'"«

A ship becalmed below the Red WeT Ret ' T' f ^'" ^^^^ ?>--
eddy flood and drifted past about hi a mte ou^d

'£'
'T"",

^° "' ^^ ^^<^

occasion, during the flood tide, when we !iS f
"•*' "" """^^^^

Bicquette, passing within 2 or 3 .^JrofL r1 f""
"'" "^'^ ''^'' *" "^

of our reckoning at the averse rat nV9l ^
.''*''""'" "^""^^ a-head

against a westerly wind ZZl * ^'''' ^'' '«'"'• When beating

the Ra^ades, wete^c^l gl^Tud":wT"f^
'^'^"'^ "" «'<=

«"'

last quarter of the ebb and theZt oTthffll^dTde '
""^""» "^"^""^ ^''^

toLt::^t^;;::JLihi^:^^^^^^^^^
the Estuary lower down

; and it was l' M^f> i ^ ^^^^'' ''"'" *''''* "^

siderable depths, or when ZlLly ^^liT^
^^^^^^

Its temperature was usually^'ttiettso l^^"^ ;»/«'«—e.y cold.

higher than 49°, Fahrenheit W« h»„„ ". V ' "** '^^^ "*'^" found
from June to Septembertli:::^r;raUm"es^I^^when che surface water of the Estuarv in l^r f

""'^"^ "''•^""''''«"<=«''

and when the fresh water of thet 7
'

r""
'"'' "^"""^^ '»»"'"* fiflo.

temperature. The great speci c gf wt;:^;^ tT ^T ""JT"^
''^^

are incompatible with the nonulLr ^
.

'"^ *«™P«^ature of this stream

lighter and' fresher wat r ofX St ZlZn::,''
''
'"T

'" *''* P"*' '^«

the sea.
l^wrence flowing on the surface towards •

Of "«:'/ ::;x tttEifit'"
''^ -"^"^^^^ --- -^^ *^"-«---

temperature. For as the ^re t b dv o r/r", ^f^"
''^^''y -"^ ^o.

North Channel, meets with rLiJ ^ ? ..
^"^ *"*"' ™''"'"^ "' the .leep

Red Islet, the old watrr ^ ^e Esr
"^''"'^ *''' ^''^ ^^-''^ -'d

moderate depth, is flrced to he f^ ^^* *
^^l

"^^'-^'^hero exists at a very
gular bottom giV rise to the vioW wl

",''
'""T'

'''''''"'' ^''^ *'"' --
that vicinity.' 'xhe thin superstr^ ,

""' "^^'^^ ^^'''^ ^^ound in

and lost, in the superio^ 7^ZTcnU T T' '" '^"^ '"'"^'^'^ -'^h,
'

reduction of temperature effected
""'*'' '^^"'" ''^"^"'''' ""'^ « great

"
"'' '"'^ "!""'"'»> "»' 'o^'-r temperature „f the water
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Cape GasptJ to a few miles below Red Islet, in consequence of

the union of this eddy flood with the main current of the river

;

and they have, therefore, so much influence on the navigation that

I shall endeavour to trace their course more particularly.

15. Commencing from a short distance below the Red hlet Course and

Reef, the current is there very strong—about 4 knots. It de- mI'h Current
creases in velocity as it proceeds to the south-eastward, slanting

over towards the Razade Islets ; off which its rate is from 2 to 3
knots. It runs strongly along the northern edge of the Bank of

Soundings off the south coast, upon which, especially in spring

tides, a weak stream of flood will be found flowing in the opposite

direction, and the boundary of the two streams is usually marked
by a strong ripple. From Father Point to Cape Chatte, the rate

of the downward current varies from a half to 2 knots, according

to the tide, direction of the winds, and season of the year.

.During the ebb tide the stream runs down on both sides, during ths Ebb,

stronger on the south than the north coast, and weakest in the

middle of the Estuary. It is deflected, or turned off to the south-

ward, by the Points Mille-Vaches, Bersimis, Manicouagon, and
Point de Monts, and by the ebbing streams of the large rivers be-

tween them : a circumstance which should be carefully attended

to by vessels coming up with a northerly wind ; as they will in-

fallibly be set over to the southward upon a lee-shore, if they do
not make the necessary allowance by keeping their wind well over

to the northward.

During tiie flood tide this stream still continues to run down during the

outside the Bank of Soundings off the south coast, although with ^'^'

diminished velocity, and is felt about half way over towards the

north shore. In the middle of the Estuary there is usually slack

water ; whilst along the north coast the stream of flood is regular

in its recurrence, increasing in force as we ascend the Estuary.

The strength of the stream of flood is greatest in shore, and di-

minishes as we proceed over to the southward, till at the distance

of about 3 leagues it becomes insensible. These differences in the

strength and direction of the streams produce strong ripples in produce*

Ripple*.

on »hc Bank of Newfoundland, as compared with the neighbouring sea?
for the great current, which brings the icebergs down along the coast of
Labrador from the northward, must meet with obatruction in its course to
the southward from these Banks, and the cold water, in consequence, be
forced tn the surface ; and, if this be so, we may probably find a reason for
the iircvalencc of fogs upon these nanks.
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i»f<w/,, * 16. Round Point de Monts there is ^\tt^.
excepting veiy close in-shore theH

."' °" ''''"'" °^^''°^'
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.

""^ '""^"* '' «°»«^«"t.

'^eat ro/nd It ^::"::^::^t:^^^ -«

-
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- that ave.er;!4^::^^^^^^^ - 2 .nets;
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'''
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ward by the latter point, frequently causing a great ripple off it, ^«"« Cmrem,

which has been mistaken .for breakers on a much more extensive

reef than exists there.

I have noted the rate of this current, off different parts of the •'«»'»•««?'*wy
south coast between Capes Chatte and Gaspe, in the months of

'"""'"*'^'

June, July, August, and September, and in different years, and
scarcely ever found it the same. It varied between 1 and 2 knots

in westerly winds. It was weaker, often nearly insensible, in

easterly winds ; and in one instance, off Mont Louis River, in a

calm which was followed by a strong breeze from the eastward, it

could not be perceived.

18. Vessels beating up the St. Lawrence against westerly ^«<'" *^gvlar

winds usually experience little difficulty in making good way to Tf Poiiude
^'

windward, after having weathered the west point of Anticosti and ^'"*"'

arrived on the north coast ; because there is seldom any current

on that side, and the tides, although weak, are tolerably regular.

It is in general very easy to beat from the Seven Islands to Point

de Monts ; for there the stream of flood is stronger than the ebb

;

the latter, as well as the current, being turned off to the southward
by Point de Monts. There seems, at times, also to be an eddy
current there, sweeping round the great bay or curve between the

above-named points. It sets off from about Egg Islet to the

S.S.W.
; and is the probable cause why vessels, which shape a

direct course tor Point de Monts with a leading N.W. wind off

the land at night, so often find themselves obliged to haul up for,

or unable to fetch, the light.

Any further remarks respecting the tides and currents will be
of a more local nature, and will, therefore, be best given where
the particular places or parts of the coast are described. The
object here was to give a condensed view of the principal streams
which mainly affect a vessel in her voyage either up or down
through the Gulf and Estuary ; and in the following Chapter will

be found their usual effects, and the allowances which should be
consequently made.

c2
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Land/aU.
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foundland, eastward of Cape Ray, is broken, rocky, and dan> ^""i'i S. coa»t

gerous. The tides and currents, being influenced by the winds, tnH'"^"'""^'
are irregular ; whilst all southerly and easterly winds, and often
also south-westerly winds, bring a thick fog, which is most dense
near the lee- shore. On these accounts, this coast should not be
approached, excepting with a decided northerly wind and clear
weather. (For description of St. Paul, see art. 30.)

20. After having made St. Paul, vessels bound to Canada From St. Pa,t
should endeavour, if the weather be clear, to make the Bird Rocks, VJ^k,^'"^
the largest or south-eastermost of which bears from the north
point of St. Paul N.N.W. \ W., 55 miles.

There is a deep channel between St. Paul and the bank on Bird and Mag.
which the Magdalens, Bryon Island, and the Bird Rocks are 'b„Z.

^'^""'^

situated. This channel is 12 miles wide, and no soundings have
been foun<||^n it with 60 fathoms of line. Twelve miles N.W.
from St. Paul, on the S.E. extremity of the bank above mentioned^
there are 50 fathoms of water over a bottom of fine sand ; and
13i miles from the island, on the same line of bearing, there
are 35 fathoms, the bottom being the same, with the occasional
addition of gravel. From this point the water shoals gradually
towards the Magdalens, distant 42 miles. Following the eastern
edge of the bank to the northward, inclining gradually to the
N.W., regular soundings extend from 28 to 35 fathoms over
sand, stones, and broken shells ; the latter depth being where
the Great Bird Rock bears W.N.W.; and when the same rock
bears W.S.W. I W., distant 13^ miles, there will be 50 fathoms
over fine sand on the edge of the bank, off which there is no
bottom with 70 fathoms of line. At the distance of 10 miles
from the Rock, and on the same line of bearing, there are 43
fathoms; and at 6 miles 33 fathoms, shoaling gradually in to
24 fathoms, within a mile of the Rocks. This bank is an ex-
cellent guide up to the Bird Rocks at night, or in thick weather,
which almost always accompanies easterly and southerly winds!
but under such circumstances it will be safer to run along the
northern edge of the bank, taking care not to come into less
than 40 fathoms, than to attempt to make the Bird Rocks
When well past them by the reckoning, a course can be shaped
up the Gulf.

^

In northerly winds the weather is usually clear; and, if the St. Paul to the

8hip be far enough to windward, it will be advisable to stand to fitf

"
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may serve to determiue the vessel's position by the lead. At the

distance from the island above jamed there are 62 fathomB of

water, shoaling gradually in towards the island, as will be seen by
the chart.

22. In the event of a vessel being near the eastern extremity of ^wfl;* ^orik

Anticosti, and having succeeded in makiqg the east point, or the
" **** '"

light on Heath Point, with a S.W. wind, it will often be pre-

ferable to proceed to the northward of the island, where there is

a good channel, rather than to tack and stand back to the south-

ward and eastward. Under the lee of Anticosti she will, in this

case, have a smooth sea, and often also clear weather, whilst there

is a heavy swell and frequently a thick fog to windward of it.

She will, moreover, avoid the current out of the St. Lawrence,

which runs constantly with westerly winds between the south

coast and Anticosti ; and thus be able, at all times, to make way
to the westward in moderate weather. At night, or in foggy

weather, the Bank of Soundings oflF the north coast, and farther

westward the banks off the Mingan Islands, will safely guide her, .

even although the land should not be visible.

All the way from Natashquan Point to the River St. John, Banks between

westward of the Mingan Islands, there are banks of sand, eravel, ^"'"'''l"'";
,. »o» ana at. John
broken shells, and bits of coral extending off the coast many river.

miles. Off the Mingan Islands these banks extend halfway

across to Anticosti. The depth of water upon them is very

various: to the eastward, or below the Mingan Islands, it ia irrrff„/ar

in general between 30 and 50 fathoms ; but in some few places ''"P'^'-

it exceeds the latter depth, whilst in others there is as little as 19
fathoms. Abreast the islands there is still less water occasionally

;

but to the southward of these Banks, and between thfim and
Anticosti, there is a very deep channel; in ,.hich, from opposite

the east point to opposite the west cliff, the soundings exceed

100 fathoms. Proceeding westward, the soundings gradually

decrease to 60 fathoms off the north point, where they become
irregular for a few miles, varying from 50 to 10 fathoms, with

occasional rocky bottom; and then deepen again, with mud
bottom, further to the westward. In all this deep water channel, b'/,ie mud in

with the single exception which has been stated, the bottom is, 'dl^lZ^
for the most part, of blue mud. Such a remarkable difference in

the nature of the bottom, as well as in the depth of water, renders

it comparatively easy to take a ship through this channel at night.
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It has been remarked already (art. 11) that, in westerly winds, PaMagi Sorik

there is a weak current down this channel, but it is not constant, "
""^ *'

and its rate seldom exceeds half a knot. Sometimes it is imper- Current down

ceptible during the flood tide, and runs even the other way on the '*" «^^*«""*'-

approach of easterly winds. Vessels, however, should be aware

that on arriving off the north point of Anticosti with a west or S.W.
wind, this current will almost always be found setting over to the

N.E., being turned off into that direction by the west end of the

island. Confined within a comparatively narrow channel, it is

here stronger than elsewhere, running, in the ebb tide, about a

knot, and in the flood tide, half a knot in the oflSng*

23. Vessels meeting with a westerly wind in the south channel Passage South

should stand over towards the Island of Anticosti, and make
°'^'^'""^^''"''

boards, oflF and on, of 3 or 4 leagues, to avoid the current out of

the St. Lawrence. In beating between Cormorant Point and
South Point, off" which there is a dangerous reef, keep the light-

house on Heath Point open of Cormorant Point. In standing

in shore at night to the eastward of the S.W. point, do not bring

the revolving light to bear to the westward of N.N.W., or when
standing in shore to the westward of it, to the southward of

S.S.E. i E. Further particulars respecting the navigation along

the shores of Anticosti will be found in the next Chapter.

In moderate weather a vessel will generally gain ground to Danger ofa

windward all along the south coast of the island, but care should IhZnel"'''
be taken to avoid being becalmed, near the shore, between the

S.W. and west points, where both the swell and current set in

shore, and where the bottom being of clean flat limestone, an
anchor will not hold. It is by no means uncommon off" this part

of the coast, for the fine weather W.N.W. breeze of summer to

die away suddenly to a calm, so that a vessel beating here, should

stand off shore on the first appearance of a decrease of wind.
In the month of August of two following years, I was nearly

driven on shore, under St. Mary Cliffs, by a sudden calm.

The sea was at first perfectly smooth, but a heavy swell from the

south-westward soon commenced, and continued for 3 or 4 hours

before the breeze which caused it made its appearance.

* Remarks on the tides in-shore, and on the dangers in this Channel, will be
found in the following Chapter under the head of Anticosti, and also in
Chapter VII., which will describe the north coast of the Gulf from Na-
tashquan to Mingan Island.
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from the fore-yard of a ship. But if the weather be thick, as it Making P^nt

commonly is with a fair wind for running up, great cautioii
"" *"

is necessary. In such circumstances, after having run within

about 15 miles of Point de Monts by the reckoning, sail should be

reduced, so as to have the vessel under complete command, and

she should be rounded to, and a good deep cast with Massey's

patent lead obtained, so as to insure that she is not to the north-

eastward of the Point, and this should be repeated every half

hour, until the light be seen, or it is certain that it is past.

If the vessel be to the north-eastward of Trinity Bay, soundings

will be obtained in less than 60 fathoms, from 4 to 6 miles off

shore. Directly off Trinity Bay, there is the same depth 3 miles

off shore ; whilst, at the same distance off Point de Monts, there

is no bottom at 100 fathoms. If the distance to Point de Monts
has been run by the reckoning without finding bottom at 70
fathoms, it will be almost certain that the vessel is not to the

northward ; but still, as the effects of currents cannot be exactly

calculated, and reckonings are liable to error, it will be prudent

to shape a course well tc the southward of the Point, till there

remains no doubt of its having been passed.

In making the light on Point de Monts, remember that it j/wcA/m *

is not on the extremity of the Point, but has been placed (as ?*'fT ''^'**,,.,., * I'tgntmuas.

1 thmk, very improperly) li mile to the north-eastward, along

the coast towards Trinity Bay.

Point de Monts may be approached as nearly as three-quarters of ^«?*« off Point

a mile with safety, but not nearer in a lorge ship, since there is a * ^""'*'

ledge of rocks, with only 9 feet at low v,ater, nearly half a mile

8outh-ea8tv.>rd of the extremity of the Point, and south-westward

of the lighthouse. There are also one or two patches of rock,

with 12 feet of water, to the southward and south-eastward of the

lighthouse, but these are not more than a third of a mile off shore

at low water.

The foregoing remarks apply where the object is to make the

lighthouse, or light, on Point de Monts, which should always be
attempted when there is any chance of success, because it is

extremely desirable to obtain a fresh departure before running up
the comparatively narrow Estuary. But if the weather be so thick,

as to leave no reasonable hope of succeeding, or if the wind be
Irom the southward, a course should be steered more to tbs south-

ward, so aa to pass well clear of the Point.
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From Point de
MonU to Bic-

> quette la/and,

with Ebb tide.

with Easterly

winds.

Point de Monts, but the Manicouagon and Bersihiis Points also

produce the same efiect, although in a less degree, during the ebb

,

tide ; to which must be added the streams out of the large rivers

Manicouagon, Outard, and Bersimis. During the flood tide, the with Flood tide,

streams out of these rivers cease, the general current is checked

in the offing, whilst in-shore, within a few miles of the north

coast, a stream of flood will be found. (Art. 15.)

A vessel taking her departure from Point de Monts with a

whole ebb tide before her, is therefore very differently circum-

stanced from one which does the same at the commencement of the

flood ; and must reckon upon being set over towards the south

coast much faster in the former than in the latter case.

I will first give directions for a fair wind, and afterwards

for beating winds.

Having made the light on Point de Monts, and being 3 or 4
miles off" it to the southward, with the usual easterly winds, nearly

or right up the Estuary, steer W. by S. by compass, until up
nearly as high as the Manicouagon Shoals, then keep half a point

more to the southward, W.S.W. ^W. These are safe courses with

either ebb or flood, and if the vessel has left Point de Monts at or

near the commencement of the ebb tide, will usually bring and with Ebb,

her into soundings off' Metis, where 30 fathoms, over sandy

bottom, will be found 3 miles oflF shore ; and 50 fathoms 5 miles

off shore, and on the edge of the bank.

If, on the contrary, the vessel has left Point de Monts early on
the flood, she will probably be further to the northward. I say,

probably, because the strength of the current is too uncertain

to allow of my saying that she positively will be so. How-
ever, the degree of uncertainty, which the irregular rate of current

gives rise to, must be met by the use of the lead. If, therefore,

the weather be thick, and the land not be seen, round to in time,

particularly if you have had the ebb tide against you, and get a

cast of the lead, to make sure that you have not been set too near

the south coast. If no bottom be found at 60 fathoms, the W.S.W.

i W. course may be continued, until you are up as high as Metis
by the reckoning, then let soundings again be tried for, and if still

without finding bottom, haul in gradually to the southward, under
easy sail, and with the deep sea lead going, so as to endeavour to— i.„...jj„ !7ii iU5_. ijtjnh. on i'ainci rumi, miicit may be

accomplished safely, since the bank in that part extends several

but with Flood.
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usual m the after part of the ship, and if there be no large masses From Point <fe

„ . • •!! 1. • Ml /• 1 /• i" • ^fonla to Bic-
of iron, as an iron tiller for instance, still lurther ait : tor, in ^.ne jg/and.

this latter case, the attraction of all the rest of the iron in

the vessel may be neutralized or overcome by that of the iron

abaft and close to the compass. I believe, however, that it very

seldom is so, since the iron tiller and rudder chains in the Gulnare

produced no such eftect. To render the effect of deviation ap-

parent, I will suppose it to amount to a point of the compass,

no uncommon occurrence on a 6 or 8 point course, and the ship

to be steering W.S.W.J^W. by the compass in her binnacle.

She will then in reality be making a S.W. by W.i^W. course,

which would soon put her on shore on the south coast, an event

that would be accelerated by the current, which, instead of

stemming, she would have on her starboard bow checking her

in-shore.

A case exactly similar to the one I have supposed, occurred ^"'"1 «"w^
quence of

on the night of the 8th September, 1831, when the ship Jane, negltei'mg the

of Belfast, having several large chain cables, and other extra
''«''»"'•««•

iron on board, by which the deviation must have been greatly

increased, ran stem on to Bicquette, with a fair wind, but thick

fog. She was steering the regular course up the middle of the

Estuary ; but her master was quite unaware of the effect of the

great mass of iron in her hold upon her compasses, and equally

so, that previous to the accident which caused the total loss

of his vessel, he had been running for many miles in less than

20 fathoms water, the Bank of Soundings not being laid down

in his chart.

These remarks, and others which I have made respecting

the deviation, will, I trust, show how important a knowledge of it

is to the safety of a vessel, and will, moreover, point it out as the

duty of every commander, to endeavour to ascertain its amount

during the voyage, and before he arrives in a diflScult navigation

like the St. Lawrence, where the fogs may frequently oblige him

to run as high as Green Island without having been able to obtain

a pilot.

Pilot schooners are often to be met with off Point de Monts, P«V».

and pilot boats frequently wait off Caribou Point, at Trinity

Bay, near the lighthouse on Point de Monts, and in St. Augustin

Cove. If, however, a pilot should not have been obtained, and

it be in the day time, you may safely stand in under easy sail and
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with the lead going, and endeavour to make the houses on FatherPo.nt although the weather be thick ; running along the tn"
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."a LI ,"'
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head off shore, a gun or two wilU su^'trbH gtff I

J«Z.%"',t 26. I have hiiherto been speaking of the case when ,e,,el.
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before, close off Point de Monta, or W. by S. if she be nearT h"2'k coast: allowing still for the set of the cnrrent to thel h!

r ""ifV^ "" '* """* """''"S '" '"« if «>= land beno. .n s,ght. Whenever the weather is foggy, .„d the land ean„«be seen, the objec. should always be to strike .he Bank of Sonndn^ along, e sonth coast about Metis, or Father Point at fante..and then follow ,. as a guide to .he wes.ward
»Mi«,„*.«, A third case, of frequen. ™,currence in ,he autamn iswhen .ere ,. a fresh „or.herly wind. The we..her ir,henn^nably clear and, as .he land can be seen, .here is no da g^^of ge.. ng on shore wi.h a good look out, bu. .he s.reng.h„f ^eeurreni o rte s„u.hw.rd is increased b, .his wind, and Ae«fo ethe vessel ™„.. be kept well to the northward, to prevent b^ „g .over to U,e lee-shore, and being, in consequence, obliged 21

Xe':;";!:;;--- «- -- »es.ward^)a„;r:

light. Take .he bearing of .he light ever half hour, and la. i,down on .he chart, in order .ha. you maypreceive he effJofthe current
,
and if you .hus find tha. i. sett you very fa, r.he.ou.hw.rd, asyou probably will, particularly dLing .he1 «de

wind.
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haul up still hiffher, but take care not to brine the light to bear From Point <fe

, , 1 . ^r , , ,, . Montsvpike
to the eastward of E. by N., lest you get too near the Manicou- river with

agon Shoals. When you reckon yourself up to the Manicouagon ^?'*'*'""'y

Shoals luff up in the wind, and get a deep cast of the lead, Mamcomg»m

for although those Shoals are very steep on their east side, and also ^f"^*-

to the westward of Manicouagon Point, yet there are soundings off

their south point. When the Manicouagon Point bears north by

compass, you will have from 50 to 60 fathoms, at tbe distance of

5^ miles off shore, and from 30 to 40 fathoms when you are

4 miles off shore, the bottom being of very fine sand. In the

first case, you will be 3i miles off the south point of the shoals,

and in the latter case, only 1J miles.

When past these dangerous and extensive shoals, the south

point of which extends 2J miles off a low point of the same name,

which can seldom be clearly distinguished at night, in consequence

of the higher land behind it ;
you may haul well up under the

north shore, coming no nearer than 3 miles, and taking care to

avoid the shoal off Bersimis Point, which extends nearly 1^ miles Bersimis Shoal.

off a low point, also diflficult to be seen at night.

There is also a rocky shoal, first discovered by us, and named the Gulnare Shoot.

Guluare Shoal, which lies nearly 2 miles off Cape Colombier.

And, lastly, give a good berth to the low Point Mille-Vaches, off Mik-rache*
Shualt

which the shoals extend 2 miles, as will be seen by the chart.

All these shoals are extremely steep, and there is, in consequence,

no trusting to the lead in approaching them with a vessel going

fast.

After passing Point Mille-Vaches, the north coast is bold,

and without anchorage, all the way to within 3 miles of the

Saguenay River.

Although I have said that the strength of the current down the instances ofthe

Estuary of the St. Lawrence is uncertain, yet it may be useful to
south^alterlw

give an idea of its rate and effect, as experienced on two occasions. Current.

First, when running up from close off Point de Monts, which

we ieft at the commencement of ebb tide, with a strong breeze

from the northward, we found that we were retarded by a stream

of 2 miles per hour, and that the set to the southward, at

right angles to our course, was at the same time 11 miles in

1 hours, the wind being free and the rate of sailing 8 knots. This

occurred in the month of October.

The second refers to an effect of the tidal stream, which is more
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JZ'r:>:{;''
'"'^^l' ^^^ higher up the Estuary, but of which it is most important

South-taiter/y to the Safety of a vessel to be aware,

mbli^?'^ We had been becalmed 5 or 6 miles south of Bersimis Point
when a breeze sprang up from the eastward, at 10 h. 30 m. p.m.'
Although we steered W.S.W., and S.W. by W. i W., yet at
4 A.M we saw Bicquette bearing south 2 or 3 miles, and were

^ obliged to haul up to clear the N.W. reef. Had this occurred
in a vessel where the lead was neglected, and had the weather
chanced to be foggy, she would have run on shore, and been in
all probability lost. On this occasion, the ebb tide appears to
have set diagonally across the Estuary, about E.S.E. by com-
pass and at the rate of 2 miles per hour; being evidently thrown
off to the southward by Point Mille-Vaches and its shoal.
During the flood tide, however, it must be remembered, that no
such stream will be found ; on the contrary. I have reason to
believe, that the remark of Mr. Lambly (the experienced har-
bour-master of Quebec) will then prove correct, that " the current

ofTsT'TT'T' ^"^«-V-^- -'« to the N.E., instead
of E.S.E., for the eddy flood (art. 14) meets the proper flood
flowing up abng the Bank of Soundings, and between Bicquette
and Bic and the united streams are turned off to the northward
after the first quarter flood, as we have ourselves observed.

Sr«/?:ri: ^
'^-

fr, '^^r'''
"'^^ "^ ^^•^^-"^ i^i-"^, the ughthouse on

htand Light, ^"-een Island, which shows a fixed light, bears S. 44° W true orS.W by W. i W. by compass, distant 30J miles ; and tlie light
can be seen, in clear weather, from a distance of 17 or is miles.
.

the observer be elevated 60 feet above the sea. The lighthouse
stands on the north side of the island, and when first seen, from
a vessel on the south Bank of Sounding, appears like a white
sail a short distance from the shore.

In running up to Green Island, after passing the N.W reef
of Bicquette a W.S.W. course, by compass, will. i„ general,

T,u , M « ;T r'
'^' ''^' '' '''' '^»^' "P - high as th

b.E
,
and render it necessary to steer more to the westward or

even to the northward of west with a scant northerlv wind. But
the lead, and a reference to the soundings in the c'hart, are the
only sure guides. With an easterly wind the fog will seldom be
so thick as to prevent either the Razades. Basque, or Apple
Islands from being seen in the day-time. They may be safbly

Green Is/and

Lighthouse,
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approached by the lead, and I recommend the attempt to make
the two last, especially Apple Island, which is very bold on the

north side, in order that the position of the vessel may be exactly

aocertained before hauling out into deep water, for the purpose of

clearing the dangerous Green Island Reef. In the circumstances

which I am supposing;, of an easterly wind with fog in the day-

time, it is much more safe to attempt to make Apple Island than
the lighthouse, since a vessel can approach within less than two
cables of the former, but would be ashore before she saw the

latter, if the fog were thick, since the reef extends nearly Ij miles

to the north-eastward of it.

Having succeeded in making Apple Island, the vessel may be
sheered out to the edge of the Bank of Soundings; and as the

distance is short, it is easy to juuge when the vessel is coming
near the reef, taking, of course, the tide into account, whether it

be flood or ebb, and keeping the lead constantly going. Then,
if the lighthouse be not seen, sheer out to the northward into

more than 30 fathoms water, and shape a course up towards the
Brandy Pots, according to the tide, as will be directed in Part
the Second of these Directions.

If the lighthouse be seen, or the light at night, there is still

less difficulty in avoiding the reef, and regulating the course
afterwards, provided the chart be consulted, the lead used, and
the tide considered.

But Green Island Reef is extremely dangerous, and is ren-
dered doubly so, by the strong tides which set upon it, and which
produce breaking ripples, that try the nerves of strangers during
a dark night, or foggy weather. Therefore, in a strong easterly

gale, dark night, fog, or snow so thick that there is little chance
of seeing the light, I consider the attempt to run through between
Red and Green Islands to be attended with great risk, especially

during the ebb tide, which, coming from between Hare Island
Reef and Red Islet, sets over towards the Green Island Reef, at

the rate of 5 knots. It requires an experienced pilot to take a
ship safely through this dangerous passage under these circum-
stances : I should, therefore, recommend, in the case of a vessel

approaching Bic, in such weather, towards the close of the day,

and without a pilot, rather to heave to, or stand on and off

the south bank, than run this risk, although there may be some
danger in go doing from other vessels running up. If the sound-
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ings about Bic be well known, or that island, or Bicqucttc, has
been seen, the safest plan would be to run under the lee, and
anchor to the westward of them, in from 8 to 10 fathoms low
water (according to the directions for Bic and Bicquette), where
the holding ground is excellent, and the vessel would ride in
perfect safety till daylight. Even as far as 6 or 'I miles to the

westward of these islands, in from 12 to 13 fathoms at low water,
I have rode out a very heavy breeze from the eastward ; the sea,

although considerable, beiug nothing in comparison with that
which was running, at the same time, in the deep water outside
of us and off the bank.

28. In beating up from Point de Monts to Green Island,
against westerly winds, which are almost always accompanied
with clear weather, there is little difficulty, with the assistance
of the Admiralty charts, other than that which arises from the
set of the tides and currents.

It requires a tolerably good sailing vessel, and a flood tide, to
beat past Point de Monts against a wind right out; but
short boards round the Point, and along the north coast, up to

Cape St. Nicholas, will most readily succeed. It is not, however,
advisable to keep this shore close on board much further to the
westward, lest the wind should fall to a calm, for there is a strong
indraught towards the mouth of Manicouagon River, during the
flood tide; and if an easterly wind should chance to spring up,
after the vessel had been drifted in near the mouth of English
Bay, it might be difficult to beat out, or to weather the eastern
side of the Manicouagon Shoals. The light on Point de Monts
cannot be seen on any bearing to the southward of east, being
intercepted by the high land to the westward of it; and when it

disappears, a vessel off Goodbout River will be only 1 mile from
the Bar, or off Cape St. Nicholas little more than 2 miles off
shore

:
so that it is a safe rule, in standing in towards the coast

at night, to tack as soon as the light bears E. \ N.
When the ebb makes, stretch over to the southward into the

middle of the Estuary, where that tide is less strong than near
either shore

; but do not go further to the southward, and be back
again to the north coast at the return of flood.

The best time to get past Point de Monts, when fine weather
and westeriy winds prevail, is at night, or in the first . .urs of
the morning:, for then vpssrIs Arp o<'t'»n ao°ist'>'' »— « -—v i
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i

land wind. If it has blown iVeshly fron the westward during the

preceding day a heavy head sea may be expected off the pitch

of the Point ; the flood from along the land in the direction of the

Seven Islands meeting the downward current. off the Point assists

in causing this.

If, after passing Point de Monts in the morning, with a

northerly land wind, there are signs of its dying away, or veering

to the westward as the day advances, continue the board to the

southward and westward, instead of tacking to keep the north

land on board, as directed when the wind is settled right down

;

for the land wind of the night will be probably succeeded by the

fine weather day wind, which usually becomes a steady breeze

about 9 A. M., after commencing at W.S.W., and thus affords an

advantageous board towards the north coast.

In the fine weather of the summer the wind will probably veer

by degrees during the day back to west and W.N.W., thus

offfring another good board to the south-westward. Pilots and

others, who are experienced in reading the indications of the

winds and weather, frequently gain more ground to the westward

by calculating upon these probable changes of the wind, than by

keeping on the north shore out of the current.

With the exception of the low Points of Manicouagon, Bersimis,

and Mille-Vaches, of which I have already warned the seaman

(art- 26), the land can in general be plainly seen at night during

the continuance of westerly winds; and where its features are

sufficiently remarkable, there will be little diflQculty in making

it out, from its representation in the Admiralty charts. Mount
Csmille, especially, being an isolated mountain, 2036 feet above

high water mark, can easih be distinguished; as well as the

summit of the high land of Bic, 1234 feet high. Their bearings

will often be of great service to vessels in clear nights, and will

show 'when they are high enough up to fetch Father Point;

where a pilot should be sought for, if one has not been already

obtained.

On arriving off Father Point, or any where between it and Bic,

if the flood be done, and the wind be light, it will be better to

anchor on the Bank of Soundings, weighing again, if there be a

breeze, in sufficient time to stand over and meet the first of the

flood on the north shore. By this mode of proceeding, vessels

will gain much more ground to the westward than by remaining

Beating to the
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^e!:2J>l
°" *''« ^""''^ «hore. for although there be a weak stream of flood

"f°"''''' "P°"^*'®^^"''''^^"»d'"g». from Father Point to the Island of
Bic, yet there is little above thi.t island, and none after the first

quarter flood, excepting so close in shore as to be useless to large
vessels.

MU^J'LAe.
^™'" ^^' ^"y «^ Mille-Vaches to within 3 miles of the entrance

nnd^Saguenay of the Saguenay River, with the exception of a shoal extending
a short distance off shore from the bay next westward of Cape
Bondesir, as will be seen in the chart, the coast is moderately
high and very bold, the flood strong, and the ebb comparatively
weak. Vessels should, therefore, make short boards along this
shore until up to Bergeron coves, and then stretch over to the
anchorage under Green Island Reef, to wait for the next flood;
for it will require a whole tide, even with a good working breeze,
and a fair sailing merchant vessel, to beat through between Green
Island and Red Islet, and reach good anchorage above, before the
ebb makes.

In standing across from the north shore, beware of the Red
Islet Reef, which extends 2\ miles to the eastward, from the low
shingle islet of the same name. There is a beacon above and
behind the lighthouse on Green Island, which has been erected
at the recommendation of Mr. Lambly, the harbour-master, to
lead vessels clear of this danger, and it answers the purpose ex-
tremely well. It is white, like the lighthouse, but much smaller

;

and when they are in one bearing, S.S.E. J E., by compass, the
beacon appears in the middle of a lane cut through woods behind
It. A vessel standing over with this leading mark on. will pass
over the tail of the Red Islet Reef, in from 5 to 8 fathoms, accord-
ing to the time of tide. This beacon will be readily distinguished
in the day time, but if a stranger should have any doubt of it, let
him be sure not to bring the Green Island lighthouse, or light at
night, to bear at all to the eastward of S.S.E., and he will be
in no danger. Crossing, below the reef, with the light upon that
bearing, there will be found from 9 to 12 fathoms, according to
the time of tide, at a mile distance from the reef.

Violent breaking and whirling ripplings of the tide, which can
be heard at a great distance in a still night, will be met with in
crossing, and are alarming enough to strangers, but there is no
danger with the lead going, and an anchor clear to let go in the
event of its suddenly falling calm near the reef.

near Red
hlet Rtrf.

Beacon for
this retf.

R'pples near

Red Ml.
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W

The Red Islet Reef is, however, very dangerous, and the first Heaimg lo tht

- , _ , , . . !• ,. -n Westward
of the flood sets strongly over it, in a direction from Bergeron „i,ove Pot„i dt

coves towards Green Island. The ebb out of the Saguenay also
^'"''*'

sets upon it, so that a stranger should not make too free with it.
^^^^j^Jt ^f'r

If a vessel cannot fetch the anchorage under Green Island Reef,

she may anchor anywhere, in fine weather, along the south bunk

between Bic and Green Island, and v/ill have good eround in -^"^Wo^* he-
° Iween Bio and

12 fathoms, at low water, and plenty of room to get under weigh. Green island.

In coming up with a N.W. wind, the north shore should be Passaget N.

kept close on board until up to Bergeron, and if it be flood tide
/,/,/

^"^

the vessel may pass either northward or southward of Red Islet,

as may be preferred; but the former passage should not be

attempted v.ith this wind during the ebb, nor yet the other, except

by those who are well acquainted with the set of the tides.

Although the passage to the northward of Red-Islet is the Northern pat-

quickest, there being a much stronger stream of flood in that ^^p^"*,"'

channel, yet I do not by any means recommend it : on the con-

trary, I think it should never be attempted unless the breeze

appears certain to continue, for if it fell calm, the vessel would

run great risk of being drawn in by the stream of flood among

the dangerous shoals off the mouth of the Saguenay, or being set

down upon Red-Islet Reef when the rapid ebb made out of that

river, which is so strong, and the water so deep, that no anchor

would hold.

To pass to the southward of Red- Islet with the same mn^, Sotithern pat-

haul round the east end of the reef, and as close to the southward
^'^''

of it as is prudent, coming no nearer than 20 fathoms until past

the islet. To those who are well acquainted both with the

soundings and set of the tide^, it may be desirable to keep closer

in attempting the passage with an ebb tide, but I cannot recom-

mend it to strangers.

More full directions for this part of the river will be given at

the commencement of Part the Second, which will begin at

Green Island.

29. For the return voyage, down the Estuary and Gulf, little Returning... , , . , . '^"«"' the
or no mstruction seems necessary, as long as the wind remains Eituary.

fair and the weather clear, beyond what may be gathered from

the Admiralty charts and the preceding remarks. But where

vessels are met by easterly winds and thick weather anywhere

above Point dc Monts, great caution, attention to the soundings
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and set of the tides and currents, become necessary to ensure
safety, particularly during the long nights and wild weather in the
fall of the year.

!^^{7£'\ ^"''^» '^^'"S '^"^ *« St. Lawrence dually stop at the
Brand!, Pou, Brandy Pots for a fair wind. But supposing, after they have passed

Green Island, that the fair wind fails, and they are met with an
easterly wind before they have arrived near the island of Bic,
I should recommend them, in that case, to run up again to the
Brandy Pots, especially if late, or very early in the navigable
season; for all that they will gain by beatinr about in thick
weather, probably for several days and nights in succession; will

ril'^" "°* ^^ ^"^^^ '^^ '^'^' B"* if *ey have reached fa» enough down
at the commencement of the adverse wind, the island of Bic affoids
good shelter and anchorage, which should be sought in time,
before the fog commences. (See directions for Bic.)

£4?Txc";;
"^^'"^ ^' "•* °*^" anchorage which I can recommend lower

Ga*prf and the down nearer than the Seven Islands, and after that GasptJ
^'""^- There are other places, which will be mentioned hereafter, in

some of which vessels ride for taking in timber, but there they
are moored close in shore, with lower yards and topmasts struck,
by which means they ride out very bad weather, with very indif-
ferent shelter; but such places are not fit for occasional anchor-
ages, or for a heavy laden ship to run for on an emergency.

JoZZJr ^" * ^««««^ ''"''"'g down, the south bank should be the guide
^ore. m thick weather, or at night. She should tack from it, after

striking soundings on its edge, and should not stand to the north-
ward more than half-channel over in any part : thus keeping in
the strength of the downward current, and avoiding the possibility
of accident from the shoals of the north coast, which being very
steep, and affording little or no warning by the lead, have proved
fatal to many vessels under these circumstances.

frstrZe J' ^'l
^^ '^^'^^^ ^l-«y« «e«n when the vessel come, upon

Bankofsound.^i^^ south Bank of Soundings, by there being so much less sea^9" there than in the deep water, and strength of the weather
current, outside

: a strong ripple will be observed at the edge of
the bank during the flood tide.

iS:T:!anl '" '^^ ^""'i ^'^^ "ear Bicquette. during the flood tide, the
«V off. vessel will go to the northward rather faster than to the south-

Vrorrl Kny«T» n«.M^» 1.*1 > • .1 > .ward back again, whilst in the ebb. the contrftrv will Ko the -—

~

But above the Razade Islets, she will go much faster to the
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southward than to the northward, in both tides. Lower dowq Reiunung

the Estuary, and as far down as Cape St. Anne, she will generally^ '*" ^*"''

go faster to the southward than to the northward during the ebb

tide : whilst in the flood, an indraught into the rivers will be felt

on approaching near the north coast from Bersimis Point, nearly

down to Cape St. Nicholas. The least reflection upon what has

been said of the set of the tides and currents (arts. 15 and 16)

will account for these efliects.

In a vessel beating down in a dark night, or thick weather, Comtmt uu of

there is no safety unless the lead be kept constantly going : when
Jj' ^fj^^

'"'

she is approaching the south coast, in the board to the southward,

sail should be sufficiently reduced for soundings to be easily

obtained, and everything in readiness to tack, or veer, at the

shortest notice. These precautions become the more necessary

as the vessel descends the Estuary, and the Bank of Soundings

becomes narrower. Off Matan there are 30 fathoms, smdy especiaUy where

bottom, 1^ miles oflF shore; and 60 fathoms, at 3 miles ofi":
'*' ^""* ""'"

whilst, at the distance of 5 miles from the land, no bottom will

be found at 100 fathoms. The south bank becomes narrower

still to the eastward of Matan, and ceases, in consequence, to be
of use to vessels. Off Cape Chatte there are 30 fathoms of water,

little more than half a mile from the shore; a short distance

further oflF there are no soundings at 70 fathoms ; and between
it and Point de Monts, from 150 to 110 fathoms, blue mud
bottom.

Below Point de Monts, there is plenty of sea-room, and although

the lead will there be of little use, yet the south coast is so high

and bold that it may generally be seen, if the fog be no thicker

than is usual with a regular easterly wind up the St. Lawrence.

Lower down still, with a beating wind and thick weather, Soundingn of
soundings may be struck off the west end of Anticosti, or between

the west and S.W. points of that island, if it be wished to

ascertain how far the vessel is over to the northward before

night. Eastward of the S.W. point of Anticosti, to Pavilion

River, the Bank of Soundings oflF the south side of the iJand is

very narrow ; but from the latter to the east point, there is pltnty

of warning by the deep sea lead, as will be seen by the soundings

in the chart.

I do not lecoinmeud the channel to the northward of Anticosti,

in the voyage down the St. Lawrence, because there is not only

Anticosti,
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less room, but also less current in favour. Neither do I recom-

:aend the route by the Strait of Belle Isle, on account of the

straggling icebergs, which are in general to be met with there

through all the navigable season. Towards the fall of the year,

however, vessels occasionally pass through it, in anticipation of

the northerly winds which prevail at that season in the Atlantic

:

they should be well acquainted with the currents, and should

know the anchorages on the north side of the Strait. Instructions

for making this passage will be given in a future Chapter.

I have purposely not interrupted the foregoing general direc-

tions, by particular descriptions of the coasts, or places, alluded

to. The latter, together with directions for the harbours, anchor-

ages, and dangers, will be found in the following Chapters.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE ISLANDS IN THE GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE.

SO. Island of St. Paul.—31. Bird Rocks.—32. Bryon Island.—33. Deadman
Islet.—34. Magdalen Islands, general Description.—35. Description

of the Southern side of the Magdalens, and the Anchoring Placeg

and Beefs, with Directions.—36. Description of the Northern side of

the Magdalens, and the Dangers, with Directions.—37. Tides and
Currents around the Magdalens.—38. The Island of Anticosti, general

Description, Provision Posts, and Lighthouses.—39. Description of the

Southern Coast of Anticosti, with Direction8.^-40. Description of the

Northern Coast of Anticosti, with Directions.—41. Remarks upon the

Currents and Tides around Anticosti.

ISLAND OF ST. PAUL.

30. The Island of St. Paul is composed of primary rocks, Description of

principally mica slate ; dipping at an angle of not less than 45° to *
.

the southward. Its appearance and shape will be better shown

by the views and the chart, than by any written description. It

is partially wooded with dwarf and scrubby spruce trees, useless,

excepting for fuel. The only inhabitants are two men in charge

of a depdt of provisions for the relief of shipwrecked persons,

supported by the government of New Brunswick. These men re-

side on the north point of Trinity Cove, where there is a dwelling-

house and store. They grow a few potatoes, and shoot ducks

during the winter, and also in the spring and autumn. A very

few foxes are the only wild animals upon the island : there is no

feathered game, or anything else to support life. The ocean

however compensates for the deficiencies of the land. Codfish and

halibut are often plentiful around the island, and mackerel and

herrings may be taken at times, in their seasons.

St. Paul Island is 2tV niile^ long, by 1 mile broad. Its N.E.

point is a small detached islet, although it does not appear as

such from the sea. This islet is separated, by a very narrow

channel, from a peninsula, between 3 and 400 feet high, which,

together with the isthmus, is so precipitous as to be nearly inac-

cessible. The remainincr orreatar nart of the island, which is also

very steep and precipitous towards the sea, has two parallel
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Water.

Anchorage,

St!Sr "^ '""^^^ ""^ hills/that on the Atlantic coast being the highest, and
attaining an elevation of about 450 feet. A valley runs through
between these hills, having 2 small lakes or ponds, 2 or 300
feet above the sea. These supply the principal stream on the
island, which is about a fathom wide, of yellowish-brown water,
well tasted and wholesome, and descending into the sea in the
southern part of Trinity Cove. There are several other, but
much smaller, runs of water, one of which is into Atlantic Cove.
These two Coves are nearly a mile from the S.W. extremity of the
island, the first being on the Gulf side, and the other on that which
is towards the Atlantic, as its name implies. They aflFord the
only shelter for boats, and the only good landing on the island,

which is easier of ascent from them than at any other part. Oflf

the two coves just mentioned, small fishing schooners anchor,
with the wind off shore, in 10 or 12 fathoms, sand and gravel
bottom, and at the distance of 2 cables' length from the rocks. In
very fine weather, large vessels might venture to ride with a stream
anchor, in from 25 to 30 fathoms about half a mile off shore,
but should be in constant readiness to weigh, at the first sign of a
change in the wind or weather. Further off shore the water be-
comes extremely deep, as will be seen in the ;hart, so that there
is little or no warning by the lead in approaching this island in
foggy weather. On this account, although so bold and high, it

is extremely dangerous, and many shipwrecks have taken place
upon its shores, attended with a most melancholy sacrifice of
human life. - In few parts of the world would a lighthouse have
prevented a greater loss of property or a greater amount of misery,
and it gives us, therefore, infinite satisfaction to announce, that
the Commission recently appointed to determine on the most
generally useful position for it, has already made their report to

Her Majesty's Government.

The irregularity of the tidal streams and currents add much
to the danger arising from the fogs, which prevail in southerly,
easterly, and often also with S.W. winds. During the whole of
a fine calm day, at the end of June, we observed the current to Set

to the S.E., at the rate of 1 knot, past the north point of the island.

Description of
the Bird ReckSi

BIRD ROCKS.

31. The Bird Rocks are of coarse red sandstone, or con-
glomerate, in strata dipping very slightly to the S.W., and are
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constantly diminishing in size from the action of the sea. They

present perpendicular cliffs on every side ; yet it is possible to

ascend them, with great diflSculty, in one or two places, but

there is no landing upon them excepting in the calmest sea.

Every ledge and fissure of the cliffs is occupied by gannets, and

the summits of both rocks are literally covered with them. The
white plumage of these birds gives these rocks the appearance of

being capped with snow, and rienders them visible, through a

night glass, in a clear and moonlight night, from the distance of

7 or 8 miles.

The two Rocks bear from each other N.N.W. ^ W. and
S.S.E. i E., and are 100 fathoms apart. Sunken rocks leave

only a boat passage between them. The south-easternmost is the

largest and highest, though scarcely 200 fathoms long, and not

more than 140 feet high above the sea. The other is divided into

two precipitous mounds joined together by a low ledge. The lesser

of these mounds resembles a tower. A reef extends 100 fathoms

to the eastward, from the Little, or N.W. Bird Rock, and there is

a patch of breakers nearly midway between the two, and rather to

the S.W. of a line drawn from one to the other. The Great, or

S.E. Bird Rock, is quite bold, excepting in the direction jf the

other Rock. The Little, or N.W. Bird Rock, bears N.E. by E.

i E., distant 16J miles from the east point of the Magdalens, and
E. i[ S. lOf miles from the east end of Bryon Island.

Tlie soundings off the Bird Rocks, to the eastward, have been
already stated (art. 20) ; they extend still further off to the north-

ward, so as to afford the most ample warning and assistance to

vessels at night, or in foggy weather, as will be seen in the chart.

Between them and the east point of the Magdalens, the depth no-

where exceeds 16 or 17 fathoms, over a bottom of reddish sand,

and sea-eggs are very frequently brought up by the lead.

Between the Birds and Bryon Island, there is a ridge of rocky

and foul ground, on some parts of which, it has been said, there

is as little as 4 fathoms of water, because bottom has been seen

in calm weather. We, however, could not find less than 1 fathoms,

but it may nevertheless exist, so that a large ship had better not

cross this ridge when there is much sea running. The two cliffy

poircs on the north side of Bryon Island, in one, mark the

northern limits of this rocky ground.

Description of

the Bird Rocks.

Reef.

Bank of Sound-
ings.

Foul Ground
between the

Birds and
Bryon. Island.
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fFater.

BRYON ISLAND.

?,^^bhnd!^ ^2- ^^^°^ ^^^**'°' "^^^""^ »8 uninhabited, is rather more than

4 miles long, in a W. by N. and E. by S. direction, with the ex-
treme breadth of rather more than a mile. Its eastern end bears
from the east point of the Magdalens, N. by E. ^ E. lOj miles,

but its S.W. point approaches to within 8| miles of the north
cape of these islands.

Bryon Island is formed of alternating and nearly horizontal

strata of red sandstone, red ochreous clay, and shaley grey sand-
stone. These rocks are soft and friable, forming perpendicular or

overhanging cliffs nearly all round the island, which are broken
in holes and caverns, showing how fast they are giving way to

the action of the waves.

The soil is similar to that of the Magdalens. A great part of
the island is wooded with dwarf spruce trees, and there is a large

upland tract covered with good native grass. Water is neither

plentiful nor easy to be obtained, but it may be had in small
quantities by digging, and there is a spring on the north side of
the narrow isthmus which joins the eastern peninsula to the re-

mainder of the island.

I had no opportunity of measuring the height of Bryon Island,
but I conceive it nowhere exceeds 200 feet above the sea. The
cliffs on the north side are much higher than those on the south,
where there are several small coves in which boats may land
easily with the wind off shore. There are three reefs off Bryon
Island. One off its east end extends near three-quarters of a mile to

the north-eastward: another off the west end extends IJ miles to

the westward, and the third, off the sandy S.W. point, I4. miles to
the southward. No marks can be given for clearing these reefs, but
the bearings of the land, as shown in the chart, will afford suffi-

cient guidance to the seaman. The reef off the S.W. point is so
much in the way of vessels passing between it and the Magdalens,
that it may be useful to add, that from the southern ridge of this

reef. Bryon Island subtends an angle of 91°, so that with the
island subteflding any less angle the reef may be passed. The
south reef assists greatly in turning off the sea from the roadstead
to the eastward of it. where vessels may safely anchor in 6
fathoms water and a sandy bottom, at the distance of a mile or
raorc from the shore, ajid with all winds from N.E. round by

Reefs.
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north to W.N.W. Small vessels in heavy N.W. gales lie at

anchor close under the reef.

There are regular soundings, from 9 to 11 fathoms, with

sandy bottom, between Bryon Island and the Magdalens, with the

exception of an extensive patch of foul and rocky ground, lying

between S.W.^W, and W.S.W. from the west end of Bryon
Island, and having a clear channel on either side of it, as will be

seen'in the chart. We could find no less than 5 fathoms here,

and although the fishermen see bottom upon it in calm weather,

I have every reason to think that there is no less water. Never-

theless, large ships had better not run over it, when there is a

heavy sea running, for a small point of rock, with a few feet less

water, might escape the most rigorous examination.

These rocky places are called fishing grounds by the inhabit-

ants of the Magdalens, because codfish abound upon them. There
is one with 11 fathoms of water, 2J miles north of Bryon Island,

and which extends a conciderable distance parallel to the island.

There is sandy bottom, and a greater depth of water within this

ridge, and vessels may anchor, in fine weather and soutaerly

winds, oflF the bay on the north side of the island. The soundings

extend so far off Bryon Island to seaward in every direction,

that there is no possibility of a vessel on a voyage being en-

dangered by it, if the lead be used. But great caution is requisite

in approaching the reefs, for they are very steep, especially that

which extends to the southward.

DetcripUon of
Bryon Itland,

Adjacent

Soundingi.

Foul Ground.

Rocky fishing
ground*.

The Rtef* are
very tteep.

DEADMAN ISLET.

33. The Deadman bears N. 52° W., If miles nearly, from DescHpiion of
the west cape of the Magdalens ; and is very small, being

^""^'^'*^*'''''

not more than 300 fathoms long, in an E.S.E. direction, and
less than half that in breadth. It is about 110 feet high, with
steeply sloping sides, meeting at the summit like a prism, so that

when seen end on, it resembles a pyramid. When seen from a
distance with its longest sides presented to view, its outline very

much resembles that of a body laid out for burial, from which
circumstance its name is derived. It is composed principally of

trap rocks, and when seen close to, on a bright sunny day, with
tlie white surf dashing against its variously coloured sides, it is a
very beautiful object. It is so bold on the west side, that a vessel
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Dtadman AM. may pass within a couple of cables' length with perfect safety, but
Reef.

Rocky fishing
grouadt.

V

I

a reef extends towards Amherst Island one-third of a mile.

About a mile to the northward of it there is a rocky fishing

ground with 8 fathoms least water; and 6 miles S.S.W. i^W.
of it, there is another with 11 fathoms. There is no danger
nearer than the " White Horses," to be mentioned hereafter, and
vessels may safely pass between it and Amherst Island. It is,

however, much in the way of vessels passing round the west end
of the Magdalens, and they should beware of it at night, or in

foggy weather, for the lead will give little warning, since there is

nearly as much water within half a mile of it, as at the distance
of several miles.

THE MAGDALEN ISLANDS.

!l^"1lagLe{.
^^" ^^^ Maodalens are a chain of islands, kssuming an

lUandi. irregular curved direction, the greatest length of which, from the
S.W. cape of Amherst Island to the east point, is 35 miles;
but if the smaller isles be included, as they evidently form a part
of the Magdalen group, the whole length of the range, from the
Deadman to the Great Bird Rock, will be 56 miles, in an
E.N.E. direction.

The central parts of these islands rise into hills, with rounded
and frequently dome-shaped summits, attaining an elevation
above the sea varying Jrom 200 to 580 feet, and which are in
general of igneous, or trap rocks. Around, and on the flanks of
these hills, are stratified deposits of sandstones and ochreous clays,

with gypsum, in the hollows and basins, and also occasionally in
veins. No rock-salt has been found upon the islands, but the
water of many springs and small streams is sufficiently saline to

be nearly unfit for use. The gypsum forms an article of com-
merce, and some valuable ochreous pigments are also found upon
the islands, but the principal dependence of the inhabitants is

FMeries. "?"« t^e cod-fishery. The herring and seal fisheries are also

prosecuted to a limited extent.

mod. The islands ere partially wooded, but the trees are small, and
mostly spruce, juniper, birch, and Canadian poplar. The un-

CaUle. wooded parts produce good grass, and afford pasturage for cattle

and sheep ; but they are far less abundant than the pigs, which
are fed upon the offals of the fish, and make very bad meat in

consequence. The general character of the soil is sterile, for

*^^^p^^.^^f^?p:-w w^mm^^^^'^^mm'-
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although good vegetable mould may occasionally be met* with, yet, Description of

on examination, it usually proves to be superficial, being only a
'^ ^"a^'"'-

few inches in depth, and having beneath it either the rock or

siliceous and ferruginous sands. The climate is severe; not

quite 80 cold as at Quebec in winter, but less warm in summer.

Rains, and especially fogs, are extremely frequent, and without

this humid atmosphere the islands v;ould be deprived of the little

fertility which they possess ; the dry and meagre soil requiring

copious and continued supplies of moisture.

There are at present upon the islands about 1100 inhabitants, Population.

the majority of whom are of French extraction, and who all in-

habit Amherst, Grindstone, and Alright Islands, with the excep-

tion of about 11 or 12 families divided between Entry Island,

Grosse Isle, and East Island, near the N.E. extremity of the

chain. Ships may obtain limited supplies of fresh provisions, Supplier.

especially at Entry Island, and water most readily from Amherst Wattr.

Harbour, either from a spring which issues from under the

Demoiselle Hill, or from a small stream which falls into Ance k
la Cabane, near the S.W. cape .of the Island. Wood for fuel is Fuel.

becoming scarce near the settlements. Large spars are not to be

had, unless when they chance to be saved from wrecks, but small

ones, of spruce and juniper, may be obtained. The latter,

of which the inhabitants build their fishing-boats and shallops or

small schooners, somewhat resembles larch-wood ; it is said to be

extremely strong and durable.

When first made from sea, the Magdalens appear like several Appearance.

hilly islands, with channels between, but, on a nearer approach,

they are seen to be all connected together, with the exception

of Entry Island, by a double line of sand-bars and beaches,

inclosing extensive lagoons, having very narrow entrances,

by which the tide finds access and egress. These sand-bars

are in some parts only a few feet above the sea, whilst in

others, they rise into hills of blown sand of considerable elevation.

They appear to be increasing, since there are generally ridges of Saml-ridges.

sand with from 9 to 12 feet water parallel to, and from 50 to 100

fathoms outside the beach. There are 3 and 4 fathoms of water
'

between these ridges and the shore, a circumstance which has

often proved fatal to the crews of vessels wrecked upon these

shores. These hilly islands thus disposed in a curvilinear shape,

and connected together by sand-bars, inclosing lagoons, reminds
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Dttcnpiion of
the Atagilalen

Itlandt.

Three harbour*

for tmall craft.

Eatl Point,

Long-Sjpit.

one forcibly of those islands in tropical eeas which are connected
together by cora' reefe.

In a bright sunny day of summer, the cliffs of various colours
in which different shades of red predominate, and the yellow of
the sand-bars contrasted with the green pastures of the hill sides,
the darker green of the spruce trees, and the blue of sea and.
Bky, produce an effect extremely beautiful, and one which distin-
guishes these islands from anything else in the Gulf of St. Law-
rence. In stormy weather, the appearance is equally character-
istic. Isolated hills and craggy cliffs are then dimly seen through
the rain and mist which accompany an easterly gale, and appear
joined by long ranges of breakers, which almost hide the sand-
bars. At such times it is dangerous to attempt making the
islands, for in approaching the lower parts, the breakers would
probably be the first thing seen from a vessel.

The Magdalens possess no harbour for ships, but three for small
vessels, named Amherst, House, and Grand Entry Harbours,
which will be noticed in the following concise description of the
shores of the islands and the dangers off them.

35. The East Point of the Magdalens is of low sand, in-
closing several shallow ponds, and having several sand-hills, some
of which are near its extremity, while others, of greater elevation
and further to the westward, extend in a chain nearly to the N.E.
cape. These last-mentioned sand-hills are inland, and on the
margin of the north-eastern part of the great lagoon. The
N.E. cape is a hill on East Island, vhich stands at the herui
of Grand Entry Harbour. It is a very remarkable cape, and its
isolated cliffs, being 230 feet high, can be seen over all the sand-
hills and sand-bars, so that when these last are below the horizon,
the N.E. cape appears to be the eastern extremity of the chain.

Long-Spit is a ridge of sand, with from 2 to 3 fathoms water,
which extends off the East Point S.E. i s! rather more than li
mile, and for U mile further in the same direction, the depth
18 from 4 to 6 fathoms. 'J'o clear this spit observe the following
remarks and directions. The southern part of Coffin Island is a
penmsula, forming the southern shore of the Oyster Pond, aiid
connected to the remainder of the island by a low neck or isthmus
at the west end of the pond. Now, the mark for the 3 fathoms
extremity of the spit k the north side of this peninsula on with
the Old Harrv Head. An»l tlio o«,,fi, ..Jp nf f^- ^i,— —r.un niue 01 tiic iiortneni
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part of Co£Bn Island, (where the narrow neck joins it, as above-
mentioned,) on with the Old Harry Head will lead over the spit

in 4 fathoms. A person with our charts before him will have
little difficulty in making out these leading marks, but may, if he
pleases, pass round the spit, by the lead, in 5 or 6 fathoms,
taking care not to bring the Old Harry to bear to the southward
of west. To know when a vessel from the eastward has passed
It, observe that the line of the summit of the north cape on with
the east side of the N.E. cape clears it nearly ^ a mile to the
S.W., which mark will also be useful to a vessel approaching it

from the westward. The tides set rapidly over this spit, and. Tides set

together with the shoal water, cause a heavy breaking aea. Jt'*"^"-
is extremely dangerous, and vessels should take care not to get
becalmed near it without an anchor clear.

DovLE Reef lies S.E. i E., dibtant 6i miles from the East ^y& ««/.
Point, and consists of pointed rocks. It is very small, being only
300 fathoms long, and 50 fathoms wide from 6 fathoms to 6
fathoms. The least water is 3 fathoms on one spot nearly in the
centre, and there are 12 and 13 fathoms all round it. The only
mark for this reef is the North Cape of the Magdalens, open
two-thirds of its breadth to the N.E. of the North-East Cape.
On the reef, the angle between these murks and the western
point of Coffin Island is 24° 2'J'.

Lying com^iletely in the way of vessels, and very seldom
showing, the sea breaking upon it only in heavy gales, Doyle
Reef may justly be considered as one of the worst dangers oflFthe

Magdalens. It has been examined and laid down by us for the
first time, and was previously known only to a very few persons
on the Magdalens. These persons reported that they had at
different times seen vessels disappear, which they concluded had
struck upon it.

Proceeding to the south-westward from the East Point, the OM Harry
first headland is the Old Harry, the S.E. point of Coffin Island,

"'""^'

bearing from the east point W.S.W., by compass 4* miles!
Between them is a sandy bay, in which vessels may anchor, with
good shelter, in all winds from west round by north to N.E. ; but
It is not a place to be recommended, because a vessel would be
there very much embayed by the shoals on either side, and might
find it difficult to get out on the occurrence of a sudden shift of
wind either at night, or attended with fog.

e2

avroti
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Columbine

The Old Harry Head has red sandstone cliffs of a moderate
height, with a reef off it to the south-eastward one-third of a mile.
From the Old Harry 2^ miles S.S.W. ^ W., and S.E. by S.,

2 miles from the east end of the cliffs, westward of the entrance
of the Oyster Pond, lies the outermost of the Columbine Shoals,
a patch of rocks, with 3 fathoms at low water. Within this, and
towards Coffin Island, are numerous small shoal patches and
pointed rocks, on some of which there are not more than 3 feet at

low water, as will be seen in the chart. These shoals are ex-
tremely dangerous, and much in the way of vessels hauling round

. the east point of the Magdulens with northerly winds. To clear

the east side of them, the whole of the high N.E. Cape must be
kept well open to the eastward of the Old Harry. There are no
good marks for clearing the west side, or for leading clear outside
of them, so that the only guide for the latter purpose is not to

bring the East Point to bear to the eastward of N.E., and, for

the former, is not to bring the west end of Coffin Island to bear
to the westward of N.W. ^ N. But although there are no good
marks, an angle with a quadrant will answer the purpose as well
and as easily. On the outer edge of these shoals, the angle
between the Old Harry Head and the left or west extremity of

Coffin Island, is 77° ; consequently, with these points subtending
any less angle, the vessel will pass outside of the shoals. Coffin

Island extends 4 miles to the westward of the Old Harry, having
on its south side a lagoon with a very narrow outlet, called the

Oyster Pond, and which boats can only enter in fine weather.
Off the coast of Coffin Island there are several rocks, besides the

Columbine Shoals, but as these are in-shore, and out of the way
of vessels, it is sufficient to refer to them, and to remark, that this

is a very dangerous part of the islands, which should never be
approached at night or in foggy weather.

Grand Entr
^^ ^^^ ^'^' ^^^ "^ ^"^" Island, and between it and the sand-

hZ,^'"
'^^ ^*" to the westward, is the entrance ofGrand Entry Harbour,

which has water enough within for large vessels, and is superior,
in this respect, to any other in the Magdalens. But its entrance
is extremely narrow, not exceeding 50 fathoms in breadth, and the
narrow channel leading to it, between sandy shoals which are said
to shift, extends \\ mile to the westward. These circumstances
render instructions for entering it of no avail. A native pilot

should be employed, or the channel buoyed or staked, aud even
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then the entrance ebould not be attempted excepting with a leading Grand Enttf

wind, flowing tide, and fine weather. The depth that can be

carried in, at low water, ie 10 feet : at high water, neap tides, 12

feet ; and in spring tides, 13 feet. There are 28 feet water at, ar t

immediately within, the entrance. The ebb tide runs out with

great rapidity, and the flood in is also strong. There are no

settlements at Grand Entry Harbour, but there are a few families

in the vicinity of the N.E. Cape who breed cattle, and are of

British extraction.

Within this harbour there is a large expanse of water, from

1 to 3 fathoms deep, extending north-eastward, to the southern

shores of Grosse Isle, and communicating by a very narrow

channel with a large shallow pond, which washes the base of

the N.E. Cape, and extends to within about 2 miles of the eastern

extremity of the chain. This great lagoon also extends south-

westward, between a double line of sand-bars, to the eastern

shores of Grindstone Island, and is, in all, 23 miles long, and

from half a mile to 3 miles wide. Throughout its whole extent

there is a communication for boats, at high water, perfectly shel-

tered from the sea. There, are, at present, 3 entrances into this

lagoon from the rca, namely, Grand Entry Harbour, already men-

tioned ; another 3^ miles to the westward, which is very shallow

;

and House Harbour, near its S.W. extremity, between Alright

and Grindstone Islands. There were formerly others, which have

been closed since the time of Des Barres, lIlS : and, on the other

hand, the second mentioned above, has opened since his time.

Shag Island is small and low, and of sandstone, lying about Shag bland.

half a mile from the sand-bars, nearly midway between Coffin

and Alright Islands, and out of the way of vessels.

Cape Alright bears from the Old Harry Head, S. 72° W., Cape Alright.

16J miles. It is the southern point of Alright Island, and a

very remarkable headland. The cliffs, of a greyish-white colour,

with occasional brick-red low down, are 400 feet high, at the

highest part, which is about a mile to the eastward of the cape,

and those to the westward of the cape, towards House Harbour,

are also very high, and of the same colour.

Nearly a mile inland is the summit of Alright Island, 420 feet Ahight

above the sea. Between this summit and the cape there is a very
'^"'"'"»'*

remarkable hill, named Bute-Ronde. The south extremity of the Buis-Ronde.

cape is low, with a small rock close of it.
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31 Pearl Reef.

ill

to the outer edge of the reef, which is 400 fathoms long, by

over them 6 feet least water. On this reef the Bute-Ronde
18 on with the summit of Grindstone Island; the west side of
Cape Akight IS on with the west side of Cape Meules : and the

»nag island. Therefore to clear the S.W. side, keep the weU-
marked summit of Grindstone Island open to the south-westward
of Cape Alright; and to clear the south-eastern side of this
reef, k^p the east side of the woods of Wolf Island (seen over

^
the sand-bars) open to the eastward of Shag Island
The N.E. point of Entry Island bears S. ^ E., 7 miles, fromCape Alnght; and the channel between them leads into Pleasant

ReTf.

^"'""^ P'«^'°"«Jy between Abight Reef and the Pearl

The Pearl Rkek is small and dangerous, and of white
pomted rocks, like most of the reefs round these islands. It is
round, and about 200 fathoms in diameter, with 9 feet least

N. 8O0 E.. 4i miles, from the N.E. point of Entry Island Even
with a moderate swell the sea breaks heavily upon it Themarks on this reef are the Demoiselle Hill, open one quarter ofa pom to the northward of the clifli of Entry Island, and exactlyon with the extremity of the N.W. spit, above water, of thesame .land. THis spit however, can be seldom seen from the

Tm ^^'""r.
" '^' '^^^^ high cliflfe, on the S.W. sideof Alnght Island, nearly in one, bearing N. 440 W., when the

.orth-westward of those diffs will be seen over the kiddie o^eand between it and the south-eastm.t. Hence, keepiu.aU
those chffs open will clear the reef to the westward, and th
north-westmost chff completely shut in behind the other two will
clear it to the eastward. The Demoiselle Hill shut in behind
the north side of Entry Island wiU clear it to the sou^hward

;
and. lastly, the Demoiselle kept more than half a pointopen to the northward of Entry Island will clear it to the north-

To the N.W. of Cape Alright, and distant 2| miles is the

':n.:l^r,^'-- ^— - orLedrn::

Mark

Clearing

Marks.
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From Cape Alright, S. 80" W., 5 miles, across the bay in which
is the entrance of House Harbour, brings us to Red Cape, the

southern point of Grindstone Island, aud the north Point ofPleasant

Bay. The opposite point of the bay, Sandy Hook, is the east point

of Amherst Island, and bears from the Red Cape S. by E. ^ E.,

6 miles. From this line to the shore of Amherst Island at the

head of the bay, the distance is 4J miles. Between Red Cape and
House Harbour is Cape Moule, of grey sandstone, off which
there is a rock, with 5 feet of water; and there is another rock,

with 3 feet, oflF the west side of Ah-ight Island. These will be seen

in the chart, and as they lie out of the way of vessels, require no
further notice.

Ghindstone Island is the second largest of the chain, being,

in this respect, intermediate between Amher"* and Alright Islands.

Its summit is elevated 550 feet above the sea at high water. .

Amherst Island, the largest and south-westermost of the Mag-
dalens, is connected with Grindstone Island by a double line of

sand-bars, inclosing an extensive lagoon, 5 or 6 miles long, and
from 1 to 3 miles wide, the southern part ofwhich is called Basque
Harbour. This lagoon is full of sands, which are dry at low water,

and has 3 outletis into Pleasant Bay, the southernmost being

the deepest, but having only 3 feet water over its bar at low

water. The others, including three through the sand-bars of the

N.W. coast, will only admit boats at high water, and when the

surf is not too high.

The hills in the interior of Amherst Island rise to the height

of 550 feet above the sea. Towards the south-east part of the

ioland, and about a mile to the N.W. of Amherst Harbour, is the

very remarkable conical hill, named the Demoiselle, of trap

rock, and 280 feet high. The perpendicular and dark red cliffs

of the Demoiselle are washed by the waters of Pleasant Bay.

Amherst Harbour is formed by a peninsula, presenting cliffs

of grey sandstone to seaward, in the S.W. corner of Pleasant

Bay, Its entrance, between this peninsula and tlie sands to the

southward, is 2^^ miles within, or to the westward of the extremity

of Sandy Hook, which is a long and narrow sandy point with

sand-hills. This harbour is the easiest of access and egress of any
in the Magdalens, and has, moreover the advantage of an excellent

rositstead outside, where veasels inay wait their opportunity of

running in. Nevertheless, its entrance is extremely narrow and

Red Cape.

Sandy HooA,

Cape Moule.

Grindstone

Island.

Amherst
Island.

Basqtte

Harbour,

Demoiselle

Hill.

Amherst
Harbour.
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Plea anI Bay

I' !
\'

Arnkr^ liar- rather crocked, 80 that, without a pilot, it would be neceesary to
buoy or stake the channel. The depth over the bar. which is
rocky, 18 -7 feet at low water, and from 9 to 10 feet at high water
according as it maybe neap or spring tides. Within the harbour
there are from 12 to 17 feet, over a bottom of soft, black, and
fetid mud, well sheltered from every wind.
Pleasant Bat is the best roadstead in the Magdalens, and the

only one where vessels can venture to lie with all winds, during
the three finest months of summer. June, July, and August. In
those months, a gale of wind'from the eastward, so heavy as to
endanger a vessel with good anchors and cables, does not occur
above once in 3 or 4 years. The riding, however, is often heavy
and rough enough in north-east gales, and a vessel should be well
moored with a whole cable on each anchor, and open hawse to
seaward, and all snug aloft.

The best and most sheltered anchorage is in 4 fathoms, with
the rocky point of entrance of Amherst Harbour bearing S.W.

"

i W., two-thirds of a mile, and a little more than half a mile from
high water mark on the sandy beach to the southward, when
a remarkable and high sand-hill will bear S. ^ E. A large ship
should anchor further off, and should take notice that there is only

'

from 3 to 3^ fathoms in one part of the bay, as will be seen in the
chart. The bottom is everywhere excellent for holding, and of
red sandy clay. A vessel anchored as I have recommended, will
be sheltered from E.N.E. ^ E. round by the southward and west-
ward to N.E. ^ N.. and will, consequently, have only 3 points
completely open. Even when the wind comes right in. the sea is
much lessened by passing over so much of shoal water; neverthe-
less, I am of opinion, that the attempt to ride out a heavy easterly
gale, either before June, or after August, would be attended with
great danger, and do not recommend Pleasant Bay as a pleasant
place under such circumstances at any time of the year. In the
northern and western parts of the bay, sandy flats extend more
than a mile from the beach.

From the Sandy Hook to the N.W. point of Entry Island, the
bearing 18 east, by compass, 2^ miles. There is an extensive flat
sandy shoal running out 2 miles from Sandy Hook towards Entry
Island, which last has also rocky shoals off its west side. Sandy
Hook ChanneK between them, is two-thirds of a mile wide, and
4 fathoms can be carried through it by a good pilot, but 3^ fathoms

Sa/idtf Hook
Channel.
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J8 the utmost that can be safely reckoned on by a stranger. Sandy Hook

There are several rocky patches of 2^ fathoms oflF the S.W.
^**"'^''

point of Entry Island, reaching to fully three-quarters of a mile

from the shore. The ebb tide sets strongly through this channel,

and over Sandy Hook Flat, so that large vessels should go round
to the eastward of Entry Island, rather than encounter so many
difficulties. To run through Sandy Hook Channel from the sea,

keep the east side of Alright Island just open to the westward
of the shingle and sandy spit forming the N.W. point of Entry
Island, until abreast of the S.W. point of the last-named island,

then haul up for the summit of Grindstone Island, looking out

for the edge of the sand shoal to the westward, which can gene-
rally be seen.

Entry Island is the highest of the Magdalens, its summit Entry Island.

being 580 feet above the sea at high water. Its red cliffs are

magnificent and beautiful, rising, at the N.E. point, to 350 feet;

and at the south point to 400 feet of perpendicular height. Off
the N.E. point there is a high rock about half a cable's length

from the cliffs, and on its rtorth side the remarkable Tower Rock,
of red sandstone, joined to the island, and which can be seen from
the S.W., over the low N.W. point, as well as from the N.E.

'

Vessels occasionally anchor under Entry Island in northerly
and easterly winds, but it is rough riding, by reason of the sea

which rolls round the island.

The inhabitants of Entry Island raise -cattle and sheep, de-
pending more upon the sale of fresh provisions than the fisheries.

Vessels may, therefore, almost always obtain supplies.

From Sandy Hook the south coast of Amherst Island, consisting South coa,t »/
of sand-hills and beaches, with shoal water half a mile off, curves ^'"*"'«'

round to the westward, for 6 or 7 miles, to the ent- !ce of a
*'"'"''

basin, which extends nearly across the island to within less than
half a mile of Pleasant Bay. The Basin is now so nearly closed The Basin.
with sand, that boats can only enter at high water, and in the
finest weather

;
but, formerly, the entrance was deep enough for

large schooners, and if has been frequented by those vessels
within the memory of the elder inhabitants.

There is good ancliorage off the entrance, in from 6 to 9
fathoms, sandy bottom, and with winds from N.W. round by
north to cast.
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01^

B^,„e Harbour, and with to west side of GnU Isle, andGros Cap m one, l.es a rocky shoal with 3 fathom, a, low water

theNE. of Gull Island is to Etang du Nord. . small inle,affordmg good shelter to boat..
"" iniet,

CM., le« h,gh than those of Amherst Wand. Near their N E

W;.N.W., 5i miles, f„,m Gull Isle,. I, i, e,,„mely small

bavmg 10 fee, leas, water o^r pointed rocks, on which the .eaoften breaks. On ,his reef to summi, of Entry Island is seenover a low part of to sand-bars, at ,he N.E. outlet of Ha™
Basque, but to. mark cannot be easily discerned by a stranger
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nor 18 there any other ; but the bearings and distances, together mite Hone.
with the chart, will be a sufficient guide. To those that can take

a terrestrial angle with a quadrant, a matter so simple that it is

astonishing that it is not more generally known and practised, the
following may be of use. When on the reef the western extremity

of Amherst Island and Hospital Cape (the north-eastern extre-

mity of the cliffs of Grindstone Island) subtend an angle of
91° aCj consequently, with these points subtending a less

angle by 3 or 4 degrees, the vessel will pass outside of the reef.

With a greater angle, 94 or 95 degrees, she will pass inside of it,

or between it and the shore.

There are irregular soundings and foul ground between this

reef and the shore, but nothing less than 5 fathoms, excepting
what has been already mentioned.

The PiKREE DE Gros Cap is another dangerous reef of rocks, Pierre de Gros
nearly of the same size as the White Horse, and having 18 feet

'^''''•

least wpter. This reef is seldom seen, as the sea breaks upon it

only in very heavy weather. It lies N. 62° E., 6 miles,

from the White Horse; due north from the west point of
Etang du Nord; N. 56° W. from Hospital Cape, and 3|- miles
off Cape le Trou, the nearest point of Grindstone Island. The
marks on this reef are—First, The summit of Alright Island
seen over the N.E. point of Grindstone Island, which is in the
lagoon, and very nearly on with Hospital Cape. Secondly, the
Bute de Portage, a hill of Amherst Island, situated about 1^
miles N.W. of the Demoiselle, midway or in the centre of the
narrow passage between Gull Island, and the west point of
Etang du Nord. These marks kept open will clear the reef

to the N.E. and S.W., and a vessel will pass well clear outside

of it, and also of the White Horse, if Deadman Islet be not
brought to bear to the westward of S. W. ^ W.
From Hospital Cape to Wolf Island, off which there is a rocky

3 fathom shoal nearly half a mile from the shore, the northern
coast of the Magdalens consists merely of sand-beaches and
sand-hills, for a distance of 9 or 10 miles. The low sandstone
cliffs of Wolf Island, which is about three-quarters of a mile mif hiand.

long, interrupt the continuance of the sandy shore for only
half a mile; the sand-beaches then recommence,* and continue,
with high sand-hills oa'-asionally, 9 or 10 miles further, to the
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North Cape.

North Cape
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for the first time been correctly laid down by us, thus affording an

invaluable assistance to vessels at night or in foggy weather, will

be better understood from the charts than by any written

directions.

• I have now only to notice the important subject of the l^des and

set of the currents or tidal streams around these islands,
'""""*'*' •

respecting which I can say nothing that will not be subject

to exception, for they are so irregular, that the most experienced

and intelligent pilots for the islands, who are also fishermen, who

have passed their lives in fishing craft around them, can give no

certain account of their rate and direction, but all agree in stating

that they vary in both respects, either from the effects of winds,

or other and unknown causes.

Nevertheless, the following observations will hold good as

a general rule ; and although subject to occasional interruption, the

set of the tidal streams, which I am about to describe, will be

found to recur with considerable constancy in fine weather.

A few miles outside of Bryon Island and the Bird Rocks, there

appears to be usually a current setting to the south-eastward, out

of the Gulf; but the stream of flood tide flows between them and

the Magddlens. The stream of flood comes from the S.E., and Flood Stream.

is divided by the east point of the Magdalens. One branch of

the stream sets strongly over the Long-spit, which, with the

Old Harry Head and the shoals off it, turn it off to the south-

westward towards Entry Island, leaving nearly slack water in the

bay between Coffin Island and Cape Alright, and also in Pleasant

Bay. The other branch, to the northward of the islands, follows

the shore from Easi ?oint round to the south-west cape of

Amherst Island, whence the greater part of the stream continues

its course to the S.W. ; whilst the remainder, following the shore,

runs round, and along the southern coast of Amherst Island,

until it meets the before-mentioned other branch of the stream

from the east point, setting off the east side of Entry Island ; it is

overcome by this other branch, and turned gradually round to

join the general weak stream of flood to the westward in the

offing.

On the S.E. side of the islands, the stream of the ebb tide £ji strtam.

sets strongly out of the lagoons and out of Pleasant Bay, between

the Sandy Hook and Entry Island. It is also often found

running to the westward along the southern shores of Amherst
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Land birds appear to be very scarce, probably because there General

are few wild fruits for their support, the cloud berry, on the peaty jiZZattT^
"^

morasses, being the only one we observed in any plenty. Even B\rd».

the common Canadian partridge, or wood grouse, to be found

almost anywhere else, is said not to exist upon this island. In

winter, however, the white partridge, probably ptarmigan or

willow grouse, is seen in the interior. There are as few Qfiadrupedi.

varieties of quadrupeds as of the feathered tribes. The squirrel

and Canadian hare, without which I have rarely seen an island of

any size in the Canadas, were never seen by us, and are reported

not to exist here. If I may believe the account of M. Gamache,

who has resided and hunted here for many years, there are only

4 or 5 species of quadrupeds upon the island, namely, the black

bear, fox, otter, martin, and a few mice. I was also informed

that there are neither snakes, toads, nor frogs, nor did we ever see

any ; and that rats, which have occasionally landed from wrecks,

have soon disappeared.

The climate, from its proximity to an open sea, is probably not Climate.

more severe in winter than that of Quebec, although further to the

north, but the summers are cold, wet, and stormy, with frequent

fogs. Frosts are common in August, and in some severe seasons

they occur in every month of the year. It is probable that no

other grain but barley would ripen here, unless it might be oats

occasionally in sheltered situations. Potatoes are frequently

prevented by early frosts from coming to perfection, although

planted in the most favourable situations.

It appears, therefore, that not much can ever be expected from

the products of the soil, but the forests, the rivers, the reefs, and

the surrounding sea, contribute in affording a profitable return to

the industry of the few persons who reside upon, or frequent the

island.

Streams of excellent water descend to the sea on every part Rivers.

of the coasts. They are generally too small to admit boats,

becoming rapid immediately within their entrances, and even the

largest of them. Observation River, to the westward of the

S.W. point, is barred with sand, excepting for short intervals

of time after the spring freshets or heavy rains.

Many of these streams abound with trout, and are visited Trouimd

periodically by great numbers of salmon, which are taken by the
^'*''^''"'

2 or 3 resident families, and isaited for the Quebec market.
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The people in charge of the lighthouses and provision-posts, Generator .

»nd one man at Fox Bay, are the only resident inhabitants of the f?''?"'
island. The provision-posts have been established by the govern- P^^tl^;,,,
nicnt and legislature of Lower Canada, for the relief of the crews
of vessels wrecked upon the island. Vessels are more frequently
lost here in the bad weather at the close of the navigable season
than at other times, and their crews would perish from want and
the rigours of a Canadian winter, if it were not for this humane
provision. The first of these posts is at Ellis Bay, the second at
the hghthouse at the S.W. point, the third at Shallop Creek
(sometir OS called Jupiter River), and the fourth at the lighthouse
on Heatu Point.*

The lighthouse on the extremity of the S.W. point, has been Li,H,^.„
Duut of a very beautifiil greyish-white encrinital limestone *!>' ^outh-Wat
quarnedon the spot. The tower is of the usual conical form.""'
and 75 feet high. The light, which is bright, and revolves every
mmute.^n be seen from N.N.W. round by west and south to
^•i^. by E. The lantern is elevated 100 feet above the sea at
high water; consequently the light can be seen from a distance
not exceeding 15 miles, when the height of the observer's eye is

10 feet above the sea. When the height of the eye is 50 feet
the greatest distance from which the light can be seen will b^
about 19i miles, and if the eye be elevated 100 feet the light will
be visible as far off as 23 nules nearly, in the average state of the
refraction. Hence, by ascending the rigging till the light just
shows above the horizon, and then measuring the height of the
eye above the sea. a very near estimate of the vessel's distance
at night may be obtained. This lighthouse, and attached pro-
vision-post, are in charge of Lieutenant Harvey, on the half-pav
of the navy.

Poi^Ms'''tL''''''r'' T "" ""*'"" ^"'"°^^^y '' Heath z.>,.,_.
i-omt, 18 ( the same form, dimensions, and colour, as the above,

^«"* ^*''"'-

J- w^T^ '^'''^'°" *'°"'^ "^"^^'^ °» *!»« «l»0'e. 0' "ailed to trees from n .which the branches have been cut nff nonr iu^ \.c\ a Direction

of the coast ThesP rTirPf
'"**'*'"*" ^^^ ^^'^^y ""d on various p,rts Board,.or me coast, ihese direction boards are intended to pcint out to shin

rt 'T"r^ ""^ '" *'^ P'°^'^'- P««*«- -^^ di-«on boardsweplaced on he following parts of the shore, as I find from Mr iZuZ
Remark. ,ook. for I have not seen them all :-,st. On thewest p;in^ 2/d

onaiiop i.reek. 4th. Seven leagues eastward of Shallop Creek And fl,«,»were formerly others on Heat:. Point and the S w ,
?

t wW '
, ^

Louses have rendered unnecessary.
" ' ^ '

^^"''' '"° ^'8^^"

• on
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and .8 alBo built of the island limestone. It has not as yet been
lighted from want of funds, but is intended to show a br,.ht
fixed light from W.N.W. round by S. to N.E. by N. The Ian-
tern will stand 100 feet above the sea.

Having given this general description of the island. I will now
notice more particularly its shores, reefs, and anchoring places.

dy. The East Cape of Anticosti is a perpendicular cliff of
limestone, rising to the height of 100 feet above the sea The
ridge, of which it is the south-eastern termination, trends to the
westward inland, and the extremity of the very low land to the
southward of it is Heath Point, on which is the lighthouse,
bearing from the east point N.E. i N., 3i miles. Between the
two points IS Wreck Bay, which is dangerous and affords no
anchorage. Off to the S.E. from the east cape a reef extends
rather more than one-third of a mile.

Heath Point is of limestone, about 10 feet high, with a super-
stratum of peat, in which there are several ponds of dark bog
water. Being so low, this Point disappears below the horizon at
the distance of a few miles, the lighthouse then appears like a
sai off the island, and is extremely useful, in marking the extent
of the low land to vessels, either from the eastward or westward
as well as in showing its position from the southward, from which
direction It cannot be made out at night, being hidden by the
high land behind, or to the northward.

frn? h""!!'^^
^""""^ """^ '^ '^'' ^"^ °^ '^' •^'^"d' '""« outfrom Heath Point to the E.S.E., nearly 2 miles, at which

distance there are 5 fathoms of water. Within that distance the
reef is composed of large square blocks of limestone, with very
irregular soundings, varying from 2 to 5 fathoms. The rocky andimgular soundings from 5 to 7 fathoms extend nearly 3 miles
off Heath Point, so that I recommend vessels not to approach
nearer, on ar^. bearing from the Point between S.E. by S. and
E. by S. With the east cape bearing N. by W. the vessel will
pass just outside of the shallow and irregular soundings in about
20 fathoms of water.

Off Heath Point, to the southward and westward, the shoal
water does not extend beyond three-quarters of a mile, and further
off on that side there is one of the best open anchorages on the
island. The best berth is in 10 fathoms, over sand and mud
bottom, with the lighthouse E. by N., and Cormorant Point

a^ii^m^H TTT'^'^^i^m»;mmm»^, <^!^mifw>isr<mfmw»i'^j't
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nothing to the westward of W.N.W. The vessel will then be 5o«M Co...

wZZ ,T' r "'" '' ^'''^"^'^ '^^^ «'" -°ds fromVV.N.W. round by the N. to E. by N.

and the south point bears W.N.W. 16^ miles from Cormorant
'''-"'•

lo.nt. Inth.8 distance the coast is low, and undulating, with
po.nts of low limestone cliffs, and beaches of sand and sh' gi?-

!

thet.de flows, and also small streams -om the interior of the
IS and. This part of the coast may safely be approached by the

further off than three-quarters of a mile till we come to the south

The South Point is a cliff of sandy clay, resting upon lime- &„,. p ,

noOimg remarkable m its shape, but there is no other clay

H ffi TV "" '' " '" '^^^^"^^ P"^"*' ^'^^r^ ^i" be little
difficulty m distmguishing it by the trending of the land. The

Tuallv bli:
-thward runs out nearly U m.e.and the se ..,usually breaks upon .t. The light on Heath Point and Cor-niorant Pomt m one, bearing E. by S., clear this reef at thedistance of 2 mdes. but I fear that the light will seldom be seenup to th reef, wh.ch is distant 22 miles from it. The leadin.mark will nevertheless be of use to vessels between South"t?and Cormorant Point.

disfarclfstrJif^
^'^ "f^"" ^" *'^ '''' P-*' «^-^--

the coal f.' " '"''^ ' ^^'"^"^^^ ^" ^^'^ *^»'*"»^ter of

InotheT
'^ "^' ''''"' '^ '""'^ ^"^ «"^ P-* ^-

The houses, however, of Mr. Hamelle, in charge of the pro- «W/o» r *vision post at Shallop Creek, will be seen 13 mil nonL'. _ " ""'
ward of the south point, and at the first limestone cliff to thenorth-westward of those houses is PaviUon River 24 mil.Tf r>
South Point Tn t\.\. A- ^ 1.

' ™''^^ ^^"^ Pavilion River.outh Foint. In this distance the coast is very low, and maybe app«,aehed safely by the deep sea lead, the soundings inmoderate depths extending from 5 to 8 miles off as will be seen- the chart. The coast begins to rise at Pavilion Ri er 1;;being a high ridge close in rear of the coast all the way t th
south-west point, and beyond it for «om. n,n«o t*-:- - -

^9 mi Ice u t r» ..."
" "'" »"" •distance or

32 miles, between Pavilion River and the S.W. point, comprises

f2
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R'ffioffthe
SoulA- West
Coait.

Foulyround.

aZm" "^ *^®
^"^^^^J'

P*"^* °^ ^^^ ^o'^t*^ <^°^«* of the island, but should be

South Coati. very cautiously approached in foggy weather, as there is little or
no warning by the lead. When far enough to the westward, the
light on South-west Point bearing nothing to the westward of
N.N.W., as before directed (art. 23), will be a sufficient

guide.

In the whole distance from South to South-west Points, the

reefs nowhere extend further off from high water mark than one
mile, and the island may therefore be safely approached to within

2 miles.

Salt Lake Bay. Eleven miles south-eastward of South-west Point, is Sai-t Lake
Bay, whi'-h has fine sandy beaches, enclosing lagoons or ponds,
into which the tide flowa. Oflf the centre of this bay, and with
its N.W. point bearing N. by E. ^ E., distant If miles, there is

very indifferent anchorage, in 7 fathoms, over sandy bottom.

Vessels should be careful not lo anchor further to the southward
and eastward, since there is some foul and rocky ground about a
mile in that direction from the position which I h?ive recom-
mended. There are 7 fathoms rocky bottom marked in the chart

on the spot to which I allude, and there is probably less water
between it and the south-eastern point of the bay, so that no one
should attempt to pass between it and the shore.

The S.W. point of Anticosti is a low projecting mound of
limestone, having a small cove on its north side, which forms it

into a peninsula. The land rises gradually, in the rear of this,

to the summit of the ridge abovementioned. On the south side
of the point there is a beach of limestone gravel on which boats
may land, as well as in the cove on the north side, when the wind
is off the land, and the sea smooth. On the north side of the
point, and for several miles along the coast to Observation River,
the cliffs are perpendicular and washed by the sea. The light-

house (page 65) stands on the western extremity of the point,
and forms a very conspicuous land-mark. A reef extends out from
the point, to the west and S.W., not more than half a mile ; and
2 miles off, in the same direction, there are 30 fathoms, over
rocky bottom, deepening rapidly to 65 fathoms, with sand and
shells, at the distance of 3 miles. At the distance of 6 miles, to

the southward and westward of the point, the depth is about 1 10
fathoms, with mud bottom, and increases to 200 fttthoms nearl"

midway towards the south coast.

South, f^est

1 nt.

luanding

Beaches,

Lighlhoute,

Reeffriitn

S.W. Point.

SoumUngs.
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There is a bay on the north side of the point, in which vesBels ^'»' Coatt.

may anchor in 12 or 13 fathoms, over a bottom of sand, gravel, Anchorofie at

and broken shells, and with the extremity of the point bearing ^°^.'^-^«'

S.S.W. i W., distant three-quarters of a mile, when the cliffs to

the eastward will be at the same distance. The shelter is from N.

by E. round by E. to S. by W., and small vessels may lie closer under

the point, but it is a dangerous state to be caught in by westerly

winds, which are preceded by a heavy swell. The ground, I

think, is not to be trusted, so that, altogether, I do not recommend
any vessel to anchor here unless in case of necessity.

There is no anchorage from South-west Point to Ellis Bay, No Anchorage

and as I have already given directions respecting this part oi-^£]^ 'u*""'
'"

the western coast (art. 23), little remains to be noticed. The reefs

of flat limestone extend from it, in most parts, fully a mile ; and
often have 10 or 12 fathoms of water close outside of them ; but

vessels, with the lead going, may safely stand in as near as 2
miles, or, which will be safer than an estimated distance, had
better tack in 17 fathoms.

Observation River, 5^ miles northward of South-west Ohitrvation

Point, is the largest stream on the island, having 5 or 6 feet of
"'*'^"

water in its entrance, after the melting of the snows in the spring

of the year, but soon becomes barred with sand by the S.W. gales.

It becomes shoal and rapid immediately within, though it has a

course from the eastward of many leagues. Its source does not

appear to be kiiown to the people of the island. Immediately to High Snmin

the northward of this river there are very conspicuous, and high,
^''^'''

sandy cliffs. The St. Mary Cliffs, 21 miles from South-west 5/. 7,/„,.^c//^,,

Point, are also of sand, less high, and less remarkable, but yet

not difficult to distinguish.

Becscie River is a very small stream, at the head of a small Becscie liwer.

cove affording shelter to boats, and where there is a hut, at which

a hunter and fisherman occasionally resides. It is 7 miles north-

westward of the St. Mary Cliffs, and 12 miles south-eastward of

Ellis Bay.

Ellis Bay affords the only tolerably sheltered anchorage eiKs Bay.
in the island. Vessels, whose draught is not too great for a

depth of 3 fathoms, may safely lie there during the three finest

months of summer, namely June, July, and August; but they

shoulil mnrsr with an open liawsc to tlic southward. Larger

vessels, whose object is to remain for a few hours only, rnav
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2^jonof anchor further out, and in 3J and 4 fathoms, but neither the
ffisf Coast. ground nor :he shelter will be found so good as further up the

Best Anchorage
in Ellit Bay,

bay.

Reefsfrom
Capes Henry
and Eagle,

Bad landing.

Good Water.

Gamache
River.

Cape Eagle
easily recog-

nised.

Directionsfur
entering Ellis

Bay.

The best berth i. in a line between Cape Henry and the white
chff, bearing W.S.W. ^ W., and E.N.E. i E., respectiyely. from
each other. Gamache House, N. by E , and Cape Eagle between
S.S E. i E., and S.S.E { E. The vessel will then be in 3
fathoms, over muddy bottom, distant about 300 fathoms from the
flats on either side, and about half a mile from those at the head
of the bay. The extremities of the reefs, off Capes Henry and
Eagle, will bear S.W. by S.. and S. i E., respectively; thus
leaving 3^ points of the compass open, but in a direction from
which heavy winds are of very rare occurrence, and never last
long. Moreover, when they do chance to occur, the sea is much
less at the anchorage than might be expected, although very
heavy m the entrance between the reefs. These reefs are of flat
limestone, and dry at low water; and as the tides only rise from
4 to 7 feel, the sea always breaks upon them when there is the
least swell. The reef off Cape Henry runs out nearly a mile to
the southward, and that off Cape Eagle nearly three-quarters of
a mile to the westward. The entrance between them is 600
fathoms wide, from 3 fathoms to 3 fathoms. Extensive flats pro-
ject from these reefs quite round the bay, and do not entirely dry
at low water, excepting in very low spring tides, but there are
immense boulder-stones upon them which always show These
flats occasion the landing to be very bad, excepting at high water
which IS the only time that supplies of good water can be obtained
from Gam iche River.

Ellis Bf y can be easily made out from sea. for Cape Henry is a
bluff point, and the land being very low at the head of the bay
occasions the opening to show distinctly. On a nearer approach
Cape Eagle and White Cliff on the east side, and the houses
near the head of the bay, will be easily recognised with the
assistance of our chart; whilst two ridges, or hills, will be seen
far back in the country, and to the northward and eastward.
The long line of breakers on either side, and the numerous

large stones so far from the shore a-head, will present anything
but an agreeable appearance to those who may approach this bay
for the first time, but there will be no danger, if the following
d.rectio«s be attended to. In appruaching the bay from the west-

'"IJIIJIIJI.IU.I^IMIM
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ward, with westerly winds, run down along the outside of the fVett Coast.

reefs oflF Cape Henry by the lead, and in 10 fathoms, until the ElUs Bay.

following leading marks come on ; namely, the west side of E>urarr

White Cliff on with the east side of the westermost of two hills,
^'"'^''

far back in the country, and bearing N.E. | N. ; then haul

up with these marks on, and they will lead you into smooth
water close under Cape Henry Reef, in 3J fathoms. Con-
tinue running in, with these marks on, till Gamache House
bears N. by E. ; then haul up for it, and anchor in the berth
which I have previously recommended. The lead should be kept
going; and the reefs on either side should not be approached
nearer than 3 fathoms, in any part, until you arrive at the
anchorage.

In running for the bay from the south-eastward, with an easterly

wind, come no nearer to the west point of Cape Eagle Reef
than 1 fathoms, until the east side of White Cliff come on
with the east side of the same hill as before ; then haul up with
this mark on till the houses bear N. by E., and proceed as above
directed. Take notice that the west side of White Cliff is used
for the leading mark in westerly winds, and the east side in

easterly winds, the intention being to keep the vessel in either

case from going too near the lee side of the channel.

On the outside of Cape Henry, and continuing to the west Jiee/, between

point of Anticosti, reefs extend U miles from the shore • and ^T„^?3'
1 1 .,., ,

' <»«" tVest Point,
vessels approachmg it should keep the lead going, and attend
to the soundings in the chart.

40. West Point is low and wooded, with reefs which do not We,t Poi„i.

extend beyond a mile from the shore, and vessels may pass it in
15 fathoms at the distance of If miles.

The north coast of Anticosti, between the west and north North Cm,,.
poirt?. is low, with reefs of flat limestone, extending 1 mile from
tli^ hore. There are soundings, in moderate deptljs, for more
than 1 mile out from the reefs. Vessels should not go nearer
than 25 futlioms. In the rear of the coast, and about halfway
between tlie west and north points, arc the two hills or ridges,
mentioned as forming one of the leading marks for Ellis Bay!
From North Point to High Cliff, a distance of 13 miles, the
coast is rather more bold and elevated, parallel ric!--'», in an
east and west direction, and with small stream?, hrtwcen them
beginning to abut upon the coast. North Voi m is wooded^

Wif.'W!!«llliiJI!MI«i l
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IVhiie North
C/iff.

IZT "-^"^ ^'^y "^'^''^^^ ^^^Sht, and without any cliff. It is so little
iV»r/A Coa»t. remarkable as to be only distinguished by the change which

takes place at it in the direction of the coast. High Cliff Cape
is easily recognised, being the only cliff on the island that has a
talus m front of it, or that has not its base washed by the sea at
high water.

S^fotAiu ,
^''"^ "^8^ ^"ff ^« White North Cliff, a distance of 26 miles.

I/orth Cliff,
the coast is low in front, with ridges of considerable elevation a
few miles back in the country. This is the most dangerous part

^tlr''''t I
""""'^ '""''' ^"^ '^' "'^^ ^^'^""^ "«"ly 2 miles out from

high water mark, beginning at some low cliffs -J miles eastward
of High Chff Cape, and continue to do so for 4 or 5 miles to the
south-eastward, after which they gradually diminish in breadth,
till at White North Cliff they are not more than half a mile from
the shore. There is more or less warning by the deep sea lead
all along this part of the coast until we approach White North
Chff, off which there are 70 fathoms, at the distance of U miles
from the surf.

White North Cliff is very remarkable, for there is no other
high chff near it. It appears like a white patch on the land, and
can be seen from a distance of 6 or 7 leagues.

Low cliffs commence 4 miles south-eastward of White North
Cliff, and continue to Carleton Point, under which vessels may
anchor m fine weather and westerly winds, and obtain wood and

Cafe^ Oh^erva. water. Ten miles further to the south-east^.rd is Cape Obser-
vation, a bold, high, and remarkable headland. On its west side
there ,s a magnificent range of greyish white cliffs several hundred
feet high. At the extremity of the cape, these cliffs become sud-
denly much lower, and then rise again to their former elevation
for a short distance on the east side. As this is well described in
the chart, the cape will be easily recognised. Vessels may anchor
under it with westerly winds and fine weather, and obtain sup-
plies of wood and water very conveniently. Twelve and a half
miles further south-eastward, along a bold coast with high
greyish white clifi^ and small bays between, brings us to Bear
Head, also of greyish white cliffs. 400 feet high, and resembling
in some degree Cape Observation. This last-named cl."

"
has no

equally high cliffy headlands to the westward of it. whilst Bear
Head has a difference wl.ich will prevent the one from beinR
mistaken for the other.

Car/eton Point

Anchorage,
fVood and
Water.

Anchorage,

Wood and
Water.

Bear Head.

.1

til
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' 1

From the West Cliff to Bear Head the coast is extremely bold, North Coait.

there being in most parts 100 fathoms of water within 3 miles of
tlie shore.

Bear Bay is situated between Bear Head and Cape Robert, Bear Bay.
which are distant nearly 6 miles from each other, in a N.N.W. \ W.
and S.S.E. J E. direction, nearly. It is by far the best roadstead Good Road-
on the north coast of Anticosti, and, indeed, the only one in which *'"^

a large ship would like to anchor, unless she had some particular
object in view. It is sufficiently roomy, the bottom is excellent
for holding, the depth of water moderate, ar \ the shelter extends
from N.N.W. round by west and south to S.E. by S. Ir. order
to recognise this anchorage, it may be observed that Q&^q Cape Robert.

Robert consists of cliffs of the same colour and elevation as
those of Bear Head ; and that there are two other points of cliffs

300 feet high, within the bay, the south-eastmcst of which is

named Tower Point. Between Tower Point and Cape Robert, at Tower Point.

a distance of one mile from the former, as well as from the
western shore, and in 13^fathoms of water over a bottom of
brown mud, is the best anchorage, where To^yer Point will

bear N.W. ^ W., Cape Robert S.E. ^S., and Bear Head N bv
W. iW. ' ^

Bear Bay is divided into three smaller bays by the two high
points of cliff which I have mentioned. In each of these bays
there are fine bold beaches of sand and limestoLc shingle, and
streams where water may be easily obtained. But the principal mter.
stream is Bear River, which enters the southernmost of the three
bays, close to the S.E. side of Tower Point. It is too shallow and
rapid to admit boats, but the water is clear and good. The cliffs

i. Bear Bay are magnificent : they are of greyish white lime-
stone, in thin strata dipping very slightly to the southward, and
are perpendicular or overhanging. At the extremities of the
points the cliffs are rounded by the action of the wa. i and
atmosphere so as to resemble towers, which resemblance is ren-
dered stronger ..y the masonry-like appearance of the rock. The
trees are oi'dm^hiutive growth.

From Cup«. iiobert to Table Head, a distance of 19 miles to Table liea,l.

the south-eastward, the coast is broken into small bays, with
shingle beach and small streams between high headlands, ter-

minating in perpondicular clifls, the bases of which are washed
by the sea. None of these bays afford good anchorage. Table
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"nZ^t!^
'^"'^'^ '' '^"^^'^•^ remarkable by the hill from whence it derives

Eatt Coast. ita name, and which ribee immediately from the summit of
the cliflFs.

Fox Point.

Fox Bay.

Stream and
Lake.

Granicus

wrecked.

Reef Point.

Fox Point is 4 miles further to the south-eastward, and much
lower than Table Head. Fox Bay. which is a little less than

2 miles to the southward of Fox Point, is about 1 mile wide
and deep, with sandy beach at its head, where there is a con-
siderable stream issuing from a small lake. Boats may enter
the outlet of this lake at high water. The house and store of

Godin's House. M. Godin are on the N.W. side of the head of the bay, and are
the scenes of the dreadful sufferings and melancholy fate of the
crew and passengers of the '^hip Granicus, wrecked on this coast
in November 1828, and 'vho all perished from want of food, after

enduring the most horrible niisery, before the following spring.

Reef Point, of very low limestone, is the southern point of
Fox Bay, from which a reef of flat limestone, covered with only a
few feet of w.ter, runs out to the distance of fully 1^ miles.
There is a depth or hi fathoms close ofiF the end of this reef, so
that it is extremely dangerous. To be sirre of clearing it to the
north-eastward a vessel should not be brought nearer by the lead
than 18 or 11 fathoms ; or if any of the land to the north-westward
of Table Head be open clear of it, she. will pass in safety.

From the northern point of Fox Bay, which is a cliff of
moderate height, another reef runs out more than half a mile to

the south-eastward. A point of the southern reef, before men-
tioned, extends to the northward in such a way as to overlap the
reef off the northern point, leaving an entrance from the north-
eastward between the two, only a quarter of a mile wide, and 13

H'l^J^
^"' ^^^* ^^^P ^^ ^«w ^ater. Inside, there is a space half a mile wide,

from 2 fathoms to 2 fathoms, and with 16 feet iu the middle over
muddy bottom. A wind from E. by N., or E.N.E., blows right

into the bay
; but I am told that the sea does not roll in, but in

heavy weather breaks on the reefs and in the entrance. This
account I believe to be correct, and that small vessels would be
l)erfectly safe there during the summer months.

From thence to Between Fox Bay and East Cape, the coast is of limestone
"pe-

cliffs 100 feet in height, bold and free from danger. Between
Anchorage. Cape Sand-Top and East Cape vessels may anchor with all

westerly winds, in from 16 to 20 fathoms, over fine sand, at a

distance of 1 mile from the shore.

Marks for
South Reef.

North Reef.

chorage.
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41. The tides and cuiTcnts around Anticosti are so irregular Currents and

that I can add very little to that which has been already stated ^v/e 'ofAnii-

(art. 17 and 23). «»'••

I have seen the stream run along the land for a whole day at the

rate of a mile per hour, in either direction, without any apparent

cause, and altogether regardless of the change of tide. At other

times I have found the tides regular in shore. Under these

circumstances it is evident that the set of the stream, at any time

or place, cannot be reckoned upon with certainty.

However, in addition to my previous remarks, I may observe

that there is usuully very little stream in any direction on the

north coast from White Cliff south-eastward to Table Head.

From the latter to East Cape, on the contrary, there is very

frequently a stream from the northward, running at a rate

varying from a half to one knot. In one or two instances I

have seen this stream commence and end with the flood tide, so

that I have been led to imagine a connexion between them ; and,

if this be the case, it may arise from the circumstance of its being

high water sooner on the north coast, up as high as the Es-

quimaux Islands, than at the east point of Anticosti. The waters

having thus attained a higher level to the northward may, in

consequence, flow to the southward. On the other hand it must be

mentioned that I have observed this stream during the ebb tide.

It frequently happens that, when this current from the north-

ward is running, another from the W.N.W. comes along the

south coast, in which case they meet at the reef off Heath
Point, and cause a great ripple or urc^ukr breaking sea. When
this has been observed by us, there ha., been usually a fresh

breeze along the land on either side of the island ; the wind Northerly and

on the north side of the island being from the north or N. by E., wTmUmeet off
whilst that along the south side was W.N.W. I have seen both ^*' ^"P''

these winds blowing a smart double-reefed topsail breeze at the

same time, and for a whole day together, and yet never meet
round the east end of the island, which is nowhere more than 200
feet in height. Between the two winds there was a triangular

space of calm and light baffling airs : the base of this triangle Dangerous

extended from Heath Point to East Cape, and its apex from 5 to tfwZiTZl
8 miles to the eastward of tlie island. I mention this circumstance *^*"<i^'

because it would be dangerous for a vessel to stand into the calm
?pacc between the two wiuds, where the high cross sea and con-
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stantly changing light airs might leave her at the mercy of the cur-
rent m no small danger of being set on the Heath Point Reef

I have been for hours endeavouring to get out of this singular
space. tr.mm,ng sails to light airs, which did not remain steady to
any one point for a minute of time; and I was finally, in spite of
every .fibrt to the contrary, carried over the reef by the current,
seemg the rocks distinctly under the vessel's bottom, but for-
tunately drawing too little water to strike upon them
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CHAPTER V.

THE SOUTH COAST OF THE GULF AND RIVER OF ST. LAWRENCE,
FROM GASPE TO GREEN ISLAND.

42. Preliminary Remarks.—43. Cape Despair and Leander Shoal. Bona-

venture Island. Perce Rock. Mai Bay. Point Peter, and Flat Island.

—44. Gaspe Bay. Cape Gasp^, and Flower-pot Rock. Seal Rocks.

Douglas Town, and Roadstead. River St. John.—45. Gasp6 Harbour.

The N.W. and S.W. arms. The Basin.—46. Tides, Currents, Winds,

and Soundings.— 47. The South Coast from Cape Gasp6 to Cape

Chatte. Cape Rozier. GriflSn Cove. Great Fox River. Tlie Great

Pond. Magdalen River. Mont Louis River, St. Anne and Chatte

Rivers. Cape Chatte.—48. Cape Chatte to Barnaby Island. River

Matan. Little Metis. Grand Metis. Cock Cove, and Mount Camille.

Father Point. Rimousky Road. Barnaby Island.—49. Barnaby Is-

land to the Razade Islets. Cape Arignole ; its Bays and Reef. Old

Bic Harbour. Bic and Bicquette Islands: their Reefs and the Alcide

Rock. Anchorages at Bic. Tides. Edge of the South Rank.—50. The
Razade Islets. Basque Island. Apple Island. Green Island, Light-

house, Reef, Anchorage, and Tides.

42. Pursuing the system which I have hitherto followed, of

describing the coast from east to west, in the order in which

they would be seen by a stranger on a voyage to Canada, I shall

commence my remarks and directions for the south coast of the

Gulf and Estuary from the high land of Gaspe ; beginning with

Cape Despair, at the entrance of the Bay of Chaleur, and leaving

all to the southward of a line from thence to the island of" St.

Paul for a separate part of this book ; not only for the sake

of a more distinct geographical arrangement and facility of

reference, but also because the southern parts of the Gulf are

obviously connected with another line of navigation.

In the last Chapter I gave full descriptions of the appearance

and nature of the coasts, because the information which I con-

veyed was often new, and because it was necessary to describe

clearly those objects which were to be referred to as natural

beacons for guiding the mariner clear of the numerous dangers

with which those coasts and islands abound. But in this Chapter
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in the chart. Small vessels engaged in the (isheries anchor on P"'<'« Bay and

eithc r side of this reef, with winds off the land, but it is a dan-

gerous place, and not to be recommended for large vessels.

The town of Perct^, principally inhabited by persons engaged P^rce Town.

in the fisheries, occupies the shores of the Bay, and Mont Mont Perce.

Perct?, or, as it is sometimes called, the Table Roulante, rises

immediately from it, to the height of 1230 feet above the sea.

This mountain is very remarkable, and can he seen at sea from a

distance *" 40 miles. A reef connects the Perce Rock with Point

Perct$,
. off the N.E. side of the latter small vessels anchor

with westerly winds. There is generally a regular tide of flood Tule.s.

and ebb, of about a knot, between Bonavcnture Island and the

mainland : the flood tide running to the S.W. round Cape Despair

and up the Bay of Chaleur ; and the ebb in the contrary direc-

tion. Two or three miles outside, or to the eastward of Bonaventure Ouhide Cur-

Island, the current to the southward out of the St. Lawrence, will
^'"*'

often be found running regardless of the tides. (Art. 17.)

Mal Bay is between 5 and 6 miles wide, by 4 miles deep, Mai Bay.

and entirely open to the S.E. On its S.W. side, and under the

PerctJ mountains, there are magnificent cliffo o66 feet in perpen- Peic6 Moun-

dicular height above the sea. Its N.E. side has low cliffs of"""*"

sandstone, with occasional beaches. A fine broad sandy beach

extends right across the head of the bay, and incloses a shallow

lagoon. A considerable river, and several small streams, dis-

charge their waters into the lagoon, which has an outlet in

the N.W. corner of the bay, called the Tickle, admitting The Tickle.

boats ai ligh water and in fine weather. There is anchorage all

round the shores of Mal Bay, but as a heavy sea and thick fog

often precede a S.E. gale, and render it difficult for a vessel to

beat out, it cannot be recommended. There is an open cove or

small bay on the N.E. side, in which a vessel can be occasionally

moored close to the shore, and in 3 fathoms water, but this is

of no use for the general purposes of navigation.

Point Peter is the N.E. point of Mal Bay, and the south Point Peter.

point of Gaspe Bay ; it is of low sandstone, and thickly covered

with the white houses of the fishermen. Flat Island lies about Flat Is/and.

400 fathoms off Point Peter ; and is small, low, and of sand-

stone. There is a clear channel between the island and the

point, but no good anchorage; for although vessels occasionally
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anchor to the northward of the island, yet the ground i, so
foul that there is great danger of losing an anchor from its
hooking the rocks.

From Flat Island to Cape GasptS. across the mouth of GasptS
iiay, the course is N.N.E., 7i miles.

44. The admirable bay of Gaspk possesses advantages which
may hereafter render it one of the most important places, in a
mantmie point of view, in these seas. It contams an excellent
outer roadstead off Douglas Town ; a harbour at its head, capable
of holdmg a numerous fleet in perfect safety ; and a basin whe^e
the largest ships might be hove down and refltted.

The course up this Bay from Flat Island to the end of SandyJ
beach Point, which forms the hwbour, is N. by W. ^W rather
more than 16 miles. From the Flower-pot Rock to the same
point, the course is N.W. J N., and distance nearly lU

From Point Peter the land rises in undulations to the chain of
inountams about 5 miles inland from the south-western shore of

7,1^ . T r T"'"^"'* '" ''""' P°^°^«' ^"«'" ^ «l«vation
of 1500 feet above the level of the sea. and sweeping round Mai
Bay terminate with the Perce mountains, before mentioned. The
south-western shore of Gasp,5 Bay. from Point Peter to Douglas
Town, a distance of 12 miles, presents a succession of precipitous
headlands

;
the cliffs, ofbituminous shale and sandstones, being, in

their highest parts, 200 feet above the sea. Shoal water extends
nearly a third of a mile from the cliffs, and vessels beating should
beware of this, since the water shoals too rapidly to allow of much
warning by the lead.

Cape Gaspe is an extremely remarkable headland, of limestone
having on its N.E. side a magnificent range of diffs. which risJ
from the sea to the height of 692 feet. Flower-pot Rock
lies c ose off the S.E. extremity of the Cape, and is also a very
remarkable object; the base of it being worn so small by the
waves, that it appears astonishing that it can resist their force, or
the pressure of the ice. It is sometimes called the « Ship's Head "
at others the " Old Woman." by the fishermen, and is so'boli
that vessels may haul round it into the bay. within the distance of
a quarter of a mile. Boats may pass between it and the Cape
when there is no r.rf. Th. limestone of Cape Gasp.5 dips to the
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S.W., BO that the cliffs within the bay are very much lower than Ootpe Bay.

those on the outside of the Cape previously mentioned.

The N.E. side of the bay is thickly covered with the houses of N.E. tide of
the fishermen, for a distance of 5 miles within Cape Gaspe ; the '*' ^''^'

principal fishing establishments belonging, as at Perce, to Jersey

merchants. There is an anchorage with good holding ground, but

in not less than 17 fathoms, except within a quarter of a mile of

the shore, abreast of St. George Cove, Grande Gr$ve, and Little

Gasp^. The word Cove, is however inappropriately applied to

any part of the shore between Grande Grfeve and the Cape, for

though there are fishing establishments there, there are no coves

whatever. This side is bold, and free from danger in every part,

with the exception of the Seal Rocks, which are the only detached

danger in the bay.

The Seal Rocks are 6| miles within Cape GasptJ, one mile S.E. SttU Rocki.

by S. from Cape BruW, and half a mile off shore. The length of
this reef f/om 3 fathoms to 3 fathoms, and in a direction parallel

to the shore, is half a mile ; and its breadth a quarter of a mile.

The least water is 4 feet, and there are 3J fathoms between it

and the shore. When on the outer edge of the Seal Rocks, Cape
Brul^ is in one with the next cliffy point up the bay, bearing

N. 35° W. by compass, and this only mark is suflScient for the

safety of vessels beating, for the rocks are out of the way with fair

winds.

At Grande Grfeve, 3J miles within Cape Gaspt?, the ridge GrmuU Grive.

of land dips and narrows, so that there is a portage across it,

leading to the settlements at Cape Rozier. On the N.W. side

of the portage a range of mountains commences, and they con-
tinue along the N.E. side of the bay, and the N.W. arm, till

they are lost to view in the interior of the country. Opposite
to the basin of Gasp«5, they rise to the height of 1500 feet above
the sea.

Douglas Town is a village of fishermen and farmers, standing Douglas Town.
on the rising ground at the south side of the entrance of the river*

St. John
: its position in relation to Point Peter has been already

mentioned. The water is very deep in the outer parts of the bay,

being from 30 to upwards of 60 fathoms, over mud bottom ; but
on approaching Douglas the depth decrea.es regularly to the

anchorage.

o
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GatpiBatf. The roadstead off the town of Douglas is extensive, vessels may
oufflas Road,

ajjgjjoj jjj j^„y pj^yj. Qf jj^ gjj^ Jq j^j,y depth from 11 to 6 fathoms,

over sand and clay bottom ; but the best berth is in 7 fathoms,

with the entrance of the River St. John bearing N.W. by W. 1^

miles. The course and distance from Cape Gaspt? to this an-

chorage is N.W. by W,, 7f miles. There is, however, no shelter

from winds between S.E. by E. and S.S.E., which blow directly

into tha bay, and roll in a heavy swell. The riding is, neverthe-

less, much less heavy on such occasions than might be expected

;

and, as the ground is excellent for holding, a vessel may safely

anchor here during the summer months.

IVater. Water may be obtained by ascending the River St. John to the
Rwr St. John,

jgiandg^ a distance of 2 miles. In the spring of the year there is

often 9 feet of water in the entrance of this river, which is between

2 points of sand, as will be seen in the chart: and there are 12

feet of water in the narrow channel for some distance within. At

the islands the river becomes shallow and rapid.

Cape Haldimand, 2 miles northward of Douglas, is a bluflF

point of cliff, and the south-eastern termination of the range of

hills which separates the harbour, basin, and S.W. arm, from the

valley of the River St. John.

45. From the N.E. side of Cape Haldimand, Sandy-beach

Point runs out to the northward, and forms the Harbour of

Gasp^. If. is a very low and narrow point of sand, convex to

seaward, on which side the water deepens gradually from high

water mark to the depth of 3 fathoms, a distance of nearly half a

mile : on the inside it is as bold as a wall. Thus this spit, appa-

rently 80 fragile, becomes a natural dam or breakwater, upon

which the heavy swell, which often rolls into the bay, can produce

no effect, expending its strength in the shoal water, before reach •

ing the beach. The water deepens immediately outside of 3

fathoms, all along the outside of Sandy-beach Point, and also off

its north extremity ; so that it is both dangerous and difficult to

beat in or out of the harbour at night ; the lead giving little or

no warning.

To the northward of Sandy-beach Point, at the distance of

nearly a mile, is the Peninsula, which is a low sand, covered

with spruce trees, and it has several whale sheds near its west

point. Between the shoal water in the bay to the eastward

Cape Haldi

mand.

Gatpe Har-
tour.

Peninsula.

i.L'.
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of the Peninsula, and that which extends from the extremity of Gaipi Har-

Sandy-beach Point, is the narrowest part of the entrance to the
^'''

harbour, which is 420 fathoms wide from 3 fathoms to 3 fathoms,
and upwards of 1 1 fathoms deep in the centre.

To run into the Harbour of GasptS attc-d to the following direc- Direction for
tions and remarks. On the N.E. side of the N.W. arm, there

"''"^''5'-

is a wooded pomt with low clay cliff, 2| miles above the Penin-
sula. This point appears as if it were the extreme on that side,

when seen over the end of the Peninsula from a vessel approach-
ing the entrance of the harbour, and is called Point Panard.
Now this point (seen over the Peninsula), in one with the
inner or north side of the whale sheds before mentioned, is the
mark for the northern extreme of the shoal off Sandy-beach
Point. The extremity of the spruce trees is as far within the
whale sheds, as these last are from the sandy extremity of the
Peninsula. On the inner side of Sandy-beach Point, and near
to its junction with the mainland, stands a wooden windmill.
Keep Point Panard in one with that . xtremity of the spruce
trees on the Peninsula, bearing N. 47° W., until the windmill,
just mentioned, comes in one with the west or inner side of
the end of Sandy-beach Point, bearing S. * W., when you may
haul into the anchorage under the point, or steer for the basin, as
may be desired.

When beating in, tack by the lead from the N.E. side of the ideating ,

bay, and in the board towards Sandy-beach Point, put the helm
down the instant the marks for leading in, just given, come
in one.

At night, when neither Sandy-beach Point, nor the V%mn- cu night.
sula can be seen, it becomes rather a difficult affair to take
a vessel into the harbour. The only guide then is the lead.
There should be a hand in each chains, one heaving when the
other cries the soundings. Soundings should be first struck on
the N.E. side of the bay, about 2 miles outside of the entrance of
the harbour, and the edge of the shoal water on that side ohould
be followed, in from 5 to •? fathoms, until you judge, by the dis-
tance run, and the change which take places in the direction of
the edge of the bank which you are running upon, that you are
approaching the Peninsula and have passed' Sandy-beach Point,
and can in consequence venture to haul to the southward into
the anchorage. To form this judgment accurately, is the diffi-

g2

r m.
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cult part of the process, and as to fail in this would probably

cause the loss of the vessel, if the usual heavy swell should be

rolling into the bay with S.E. winds, I recommend a vessel rather

to trust to her anchors off Douglas Town than to make the attempt.

In case of a vessel which has lost her anchors, the directions

which I have given may prove of use. Within Sandy-beach Point,

that is in the Harbour of Gaspt?, the shelter is complete from

all winds ; the bottom is mud, and the depth nowhere exceeds

11^ fathoms.

Having now given directions to enable the seaman to take his

vessel into a place of perfect security, from which he may proceed

to the basin, or to any other part of the harbour, with the as-

sistance of the chart, or of a pilot, I shall not swell these remarks

by a minute description of the interior of the harbour, which the

chart renders unnecessary, and which is not in any way essential

to safety.

I shall merely add that the harbour is divided into the N.W.

and S.W. arms. The N.W. arm has deep water for nearly

3 miles above the Peninsula, and continues navigable for keeled

boats about 3 miles further, where the principal river of the har-

bour enters the arm between Marsh and Meadow Islands.

The entrance of the S.W. arm is about 180 fathoms wide, and

between two sandy points, but the navigable channel is contracted

by shoals on either side to about 60 fathoms j and 5 fathoms of

water can be carried in. The deep water part of the S.W. arm,

which continues for three-quarters of a mile within the entrance,

BatinofGatpe. ia called the Basin of Gaspt; ; it has a depth of from 5 to 9

fathoms, over a mud bottom, and is sufficiently capacious to hold

a very great number of vessels as securely as in a dock. Boats

can ascend this arm by a narrow channel, between shoals, about

3 miles, as in the N.W. arm, and the navigation, for all but

canoes or fiat-bottomed boats, is terminated in' the same manner,

by shallow channels between Marsh and Meadow Islands ; above

this part of the river it becomes contracted and rapid, and the water

fresh. A small rivulet in the bay, on the inside of the south

point of the entrance of the basin, is the most convenient watering

place in the harbour. The Collector of Customs, and the prin-

cipal families, reside on the shores of the basin. Most of these

families, as well as those of the N.W. arm and the harbour

generally, are farmers, but several of them are also engaged in

S.W. Arm.
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The Ga*pi Fith-

frie*.
the whale fishery, which they prosecute in small gehooners.

cod fishery is carried on by the people of the bay outside, for the

most part in connexion with the Jersey merchants. The great

majority of the fishermen are either from Jersey, or descended

from the people of that island, whose language they retain.

46. There are regular but weak streams of flood and ebb in the Tidei.

entrances of the harbour and basin. For the time of high water,

and rise of the tide, see the Table at the end of the book. In the

bay the streams of the ' tides are so irregular, that I can say

nothing certain respecting them. They are, however, usually

almost imperceptible, excepting near the shores, and even there

they are so weak as to be of little or no consequence to a

vessel.

The current down the St. Lawrence runs strongly past Flower- Ou'**^ ^^r-

pot Rock over towards Flat Island, especially in the ebb tide,

which often increases its rate to 2 knots, and this should be re-

membered by vessels making the bay with a northerly wind.

This current, when it meets the swell which so often prevails from makei a mi*-

the south and S.E., causes a high, short, and breakhig sea, all

along the coast from above Cape Rozier to Cape Gasp(;, and ex-

tending across the entrance of Gaspti Bay. When the wind is

light, a vessel becomes quite unmanageable in this sea, and it is

extremely dangerous to be caught in it, close to the shore, by a

light breeze on the land.

In fine summer weather there is often a sea-breeze blowing Sea and Land

right up the bay from about 9 a.m. until sunset. At such times

there is generally a light land-breeze at night down the arms

which often extends for several miles out into the bay. In the

outer part of the bay, however, it will generally be found to be

calm, even at times when a fresh breeze is blowing outside Cape

Gasp<i and Point Peter. The wind at sea on such occasions is

generally from the S.W.

The soundings off this part of the coast will be seen in our Soundings,

charts for th« first time ; they will prove of very great use to ves-

sels running up in foggy weather, and had they been previously

known, might have saved many vessels. We had an opportunity effect ofneglect-

of judging of this last spring, when a large ship, full of emigrants, "'^'*«"'

ran stem on to Whale Head in Gasp6 Bay. She was under all sail

before a moderate S.E. wind, in a thick fog, and steering N.W.

:

from which it appears that she must have been running in sound-
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ings from 20 to 40 fathoms, for at least 4 leagues, and, probably,

for 3 hours before she struck. No lead was hove, the existence

of the soundings being unknown. The vessel was conceived to

be well to the northward, and, consequently, to be steering a safe

cou'^e. One cast of the lead would have dispelled this delusion,

and might have saved the vessel. Let this be a warning to

seamen.

Hociy Patchei In the prolongation of the line of Cape GasptJ nearly, there are
offCape Gaip€.

gg^g^^^ ^^^.^y ^^^^^^ frequented by the fishermen. They aU
lie in the same direction from Flower-pot Rock, S.S.E. i E.
The first is a small patch with 8 fathoms least water, the

second has 16 fathoms, and the third 10 fathoms. Their dis-

tance from the Rock are seven-eighths, Ij, and 13 miles respec-

tively. There is deep water and irregular soundings between
them, and the last mentioned is on the banks of soundings which
1 have already alluded to, as lying oflF this coast.

4*7. The bold and high coast between Cape Gasp^ and Cape
Chatte, a distance of 117 miles, will require only a brief notice,

w it is free from dangers and destitute of harbours. The
mountains everywhere approach the shore, which is steep and
rocky, displaying cliffs, often of great height, and without beach.

After heavy rains, waterfalls, which are not to be seen at other

times, descend from great heights, and small bays, with sandy
beach and rapid streams at their heads, occur occasionally; yet
these features are not generally so strongly marked as to enable a
stranger to make out one part of this coast from another, with
facility.

Cape Rozier, which is nearly 1 miles N. J E. from Cape
Gasp(i, is low, and of greywacke and slate rocks. The shoal

water does not extend off it above one-third of a mile, but in the
bay to the southward of it, at the distance of

1J miles, there is a
reef which runs out half a mile from the shore. Vessels may find

shelter under Cape Rozier from N.W. winds, but the ground is

not very good, and the easterly swell that frequently rolls in,

renders it a dangerous anchorage. There are fishing establish-

ments on Cape Rozier, and in its vicinity.

Griffin Cove and River are 6J miles N.N.W., nearly, from
Cape Rozier. A small bay here affords shelter to the boats of the

fishermen, whose houses will be seen around it. There are from

2 to 3 fathoms of water in this bay, over sandy bottom. It is of

€upe Rozier,

Criffin Cove.
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no use to shipping, except to obtain supplies of water, wood, and

occasionally, fresh provisions.

Great Fox River is 1
1 J miles N.N.W., nearly, from Cape ^r*" ^"^

Rozier. It is a mere brook, which enters a small bay about three-

quarters of a mile wide, and half a mile deep. Off each point of

the bay there are reefs, which diminish the breadth of the

entrance to less than a quitrter of a mile, and afford shelter to

boats, and to very small schooners, in from 2 to 2^ fathoms, over

a bottom of fine dark sand. Round the head of the bay there is a

6ne sandy beach. Outside the reefs, which extend only a very

short distance to seaward, there are 15, 18, and 24 fathoms, over

a bottom of sand and broken shells, at the distance of a quarter,

half, and 1 mile respectively. In fine summer weather a vessel

might anchor off this place and obtain wnter, wood, and supplies

of fresh provisions ; but it is otherwise of no use to shipping.

Seven families of fishermen and farmers resided here when I

visited it in 1829, and had plenty of cattle, sheep, and swine.

Great Pond is a small creek which affords shelter only to Qnat Pond.

boats, and will be known by the houses and stages of the

fishermen. It is 16 miles N.W. J N. from Great Fox River, and

there are no more houses, along the coast, till we arrive at the

River St. Anne.

The next place worthy of notice is the Magdalen River, Magdalen

which is 24 miles from Great Pond, in a N.W. ^ W. direction,

nearly. The mouth of this river is on the N.W. side of a

sandy bay, and close under Cape Magdalen its J^.W. point, which Cape Mag-

is rocky, with cliffs of moderate height, and juts out a very short

'

distance from a range of hills which fonns the coast line. A
reef of rocks, which dry in part at low water, extends from Cape

Magdalen, about 200 fathoms to the S.E., parallel to the coast,

and shelters the entrance of the river from the northerly winds.

The river is 30 yards wide at the entrance, and 1 feet deep at low

water J within, for a very short distance, there are 10 feet over v*^

clean bottom of fine sand. Further up, the river becomes shallow

and rapid, winding its way through a romantic valley between the

mountains. Thirteen feet of water can be carried into this river

at spring tides, so that it is a considerable stream, and is occa-

sionally visited by schooners from 30 to 80 tons, which warp in

when the sea is smooth and the weather tine. The bay is not

deep, being merely a gentle curve with a sandy beach for t.bout a

.
daien.
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mile to the S.E. of the river. Vessels may anchor here in "7

fathoms, over a bottom of sand, fine gravel, and broken shells,

at the distance of three-quarters of a mile from the sandy beach,

and from the N.W. point bearing W.N.W.
. The shelter is from

W.N.W., round by S.W., and S. to E.S.E., but it is only a fine

weather anchorage, which may be of use to vessels wanting wood
and water.

During two occasions, on which I anchored here, I observed a

regular alternation of the stream of flood and ebb. The flood ex-

tended about 1^ miles from the shore, running 1 knot, and at the

line of junction with the almost constant downward current there

was a strong ripple.

Mont Louis River is 16 miles further along the coast to

the W.N.W. It is a much smaller stream than the Magdalen
River, being 20 yards wide at the entrance, and capable only of

admitting a small boat at low water. There are 7 feet in the

entrance at high water, and for a short distance within. The
small bay, with sandy beach at its head, into which this river falls,

is a mile wide, and nearly three-quarters of a mile deep. Ves-
sels may anchor in it during fine weather, in from 8 to 16 fathoms,

mud bottom, nearer the west than the east side. The holding

ground is excellent : but since a vessel ought not to be more than

300 fathoms distant from the west side of the bay, there is not
much room to work out, and therefore it would be dangerous for

a large vessel to be caught there by a wind on the land. Small
vessels, or ships having occasion to stop for a few hours for wood
or water, may safely anchor there in fine weather, and will find

shelter in all winds, from W.N.W. round by S. to E.S.E. Mont
Louis River may be thus recognised. In a vessel off this part of

the coast, four well marked openings will be seen in the high land
in a space of 10 miles. Tlie eastern opening is Grande Matte
River, the next westward is Mont Louis River, and (he two others

Claude and Pierre Rivers. None of them afford good anchorage

excepting Mont Louis. On approaching near the shore, an atten-

tion to the cliffs, shown in the chart, will point out Mont Louis

River beyond a doubt.

There is nothing worthy of remark for 26 miles further west-

ward to Cape St. Anne, after which the mountains begin to recede

a little from the shore, and to diminish in height. There is,

however, another range of mountains in the rear of the coast, as will
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be seen in the chart These are the St. Anne mountains, which St. Anne
InouHioint*

can be seen from a distance of 80 or 90 miles, under favourable

circumstances ; and their highest peak, which is about 14 milea

behind Cape Chatte, is 3970 feet in height above the sea.

These are, therefore, the highest mountains in British North

America.

St. Anne River, which is 6 miles west of the high cape of St. Ame

the same name, and 10 miles east of Cape Chatte, can be

entered by small schooners at high water. It flows into the sea

through the sandy beach of a bay which affords very indifferent

anchorage, the depth of water being too great, excepting at a less

distance from the shore than would be considered prudent for any

but small vessels. Several families reside here, from whom

supplies of provisions can in general be obtained, and also from

those at Cape Chatte River.

Chatte River, 2| miles eastward of Cape Chatte, is much Chcate River.

smaller than the River St. Anne, and enters a much smaller sandy

bay, affording no anchorage lov ships. The east point of this bay,

2 miles eastward of the river, is a low spit with a reef off it half '^w/-

a mile. Small coasting schooners occasionally anchor under it in

westerly winds.

Cape Chatte, when seen from the eastward or westward, so Cape Chatte.

that it appears as the extreme point, can easily be distinguished,

being a round hill separated from, but of less height, than the land

behind it.

The long line of coast, which has formed the subject of this Fog» dangerov.

article, and been found so free from danger, is nevertheless to be coait.

guarded against in dark foggy nights, since the water is every,

where along it, too deep to afford sufficient warning by the lead

for the safety of vessels. The shore along its whole extent, ex-

cepting in some of the bays, is of highly inclined slate and

greywacke rocks, which would cut through a vessel's bottom in a

very short time; and such is the impracticable nature of the

country, that those who might escape to shore would run great

risk of perishing from want before they could reach a settlement.

48. The south coast of the Estuary from Cape Chatte to Matan, Cape Chatie to

is straight, bold, and of the same rocks as that which has been

described in the last article. Although not a high coast, it is

still of considerable elevation above the sea, and the St. Anne

mountains continue in the rear of it, at the distance of about 5

Muian.
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leagues, to their Bouth-western termination, which is 15 miles
outh of Cape Balance, the last being 25 miles westward of Cape
Chatte. Several detached hills will be seen further to the west-
ward, which are also at a considerable distance from the coast.

Pap,of Matan. Two of these have been named the Paps of Matan, though they
can with difficulty be made out when bearing S.W. ; on any other
bearing it is still less easy to distinguish them, but they are of no
use except to enable a vessel, obtaining a sight of land, to judge
how far she is up the Estuary.

Capuchin Cove, and another cove on the west side of Cape
Michaux, aflFord shelter to boats. Settlements commence at Little

Matan, a small stream 3 miles eastward of the River Matan.
The River Matan is a fine stream 33 miles W. * S. from

Cape Chatte. It is reported to have its source in a lake of con-
siderable dimensions, about 60 miles, following the stream,
inland. The depth of water over the bar is usually 4 feet at low
water, and 15 at high water spring tides. The rise of the tides

is, however, very irregular, and although there is often 12 feet

at high water neap tides, yet I have seen as little as 10 feet.

The depth of water seems to depend so much upon the winds
which prevail in the Estuary, that it is impossible to calculate it

%A^ M«« Me
"* *"^ *""^ exactly. In the last days of July the morning tides

Evening Ttdes. ^^^ 2 and 3 feet higher than the evening tides of the same day.
Easteriy winds were observed to cause high tides, and westeriy
winds the contrary.

The channel is very narrow, and there are several large boulder
stones in it, lying on the sand, which diminish the depth 2
feet, and are extremely dangerous when there is any swell. The
bar is continually shifting from the efiects of gales of wind, so that

I can give no directions for sailing in. There are pilots residing

here, and no vessel should attempt the entrance without one.

The bar when I was there ran out in a circular form from the

east point of entrance, and was met so nearly by another point of

sand, running out from the small isolated cliflF on the west point

of entrance, as to leave only a very narrow channel. The bar

dried at low water, and no part of it extended more than 300
fathoms outside the entrance of the river. Inside the bar the

entrance, between two sandy points, is not more than 30 fathoms

wide, and a very rapid current runs out during the ebb tide.

There is not room enough for a vessel to lie safely afloat inside.

Entrance of
Matan River.
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but, nevertheleBB, conBidered as a tide harbour, it i> a useful place

to coasiing schooners, which ground at half lide on a good bottom

of mud and stones. To a vessel which had lost her anchors, or

which had received injury, this river would afford a place of refuge

in which she could be safely repaired and refitted. The sandy

beach extends abou^ a third of a mile to the eastward of the

entrance, and incloses a large space dry at low water, with the

exception of the narrow and rapid channel of the river, which is

full of stones. The tides ascends about a mile to a rapid over a

ledge of rocks, above which the stretiin is swift, shallow, and navi«

gable for canoes, to the lake before mentioned.

Outside the bar there is anchorage in 5 fathoms half a mile off- Outer

shore, and in 10 fathoms a little further out, the bottom being of
'*"''*'"<«*•

sand and clay.

Supplies of provisions can usually be obtained at this river; Supp/ia.

and it will be easily made out from a vessel, since the entrance

shows plainly. The cliffy mound on the west side of the entrance,

and the buildings, will also serve to point it out.

Matan is the name of a seignory containing about 500 inha- Maian Seiff-

bitants, most of whom live by the combined means of fishing,
'"'^^'

farming, and piloting. The soil is good, and gives good crops

of wheat and other grain, excepting in bad seasons, which have

been very frequent of late years, and in which the crops some-

times totally fail.

The coast from Matan to Metis is low, rocky, wooded, un- AJaian toMetit,

broken, and may be approached with care by the lead, the bank,

of soundings becoming gradually wider as we proceed to the

westward. (Art. 25.)

Little Metis Bat is 23 miles W. | S., nearly, from Matan. Litt/e Mrti$

It is small and divided into two rocky coves, which are open to "^"

the eastward, and dry at low water.

Little Metis River, a small stream, is at the head of the Little Meti*

southern cove. There are several buildings, and a fishing esta-

blishment on Metis Point, the outer point of the bay. A reef

which is very bold on its north side, runs out from this point

nearly three-quarters of a mile to the eastward, and enables small

vessels to remain at anchor, in 3 fathoms, over mud bottom, with

the wind as far to the northward as N.W. Some of its rocks are

always above water. In this berth vessels lie midway between

the eastern end of the reef, and a large Round Rock near the

River.
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chore on the S.E. side of the bay. Larger vcBselg may anchor
further out in 5 or 6 fathoms of water, but not in the stream of
the reef, where the ground is foul and rocky.

The east end of the reef may be passed by the lead in 4 fathoms,

or with the Round Rock bearing S.E., but large vessels had
better not bring it to bear to the eastward of S.S.E. This rock,

which is about 1^ miles E.S.E. from the reef oflF the outer point

of the bay, will serve to point out Little Metis to strangers. It

cannot be mistaken for Grand Metis with our charts, since there

is no resemblance in the shapes of the bays. Neither place can
be easily made out from a greater distance than 5 or 6 miles,

because the Points are very low.

Grand Metis Bay is separated from Little Metis by Metis
Point. Grand Metis River, a small stream 5 miles westward of

Little Metis, is near the west end of the bay, and is nearly dry
outside of the very narrow entrance at low water. The bay ia

rather more than 3 miles wide, and three-quarters of a mile deep;
but it is all shoal. Small vessels may anchor in 3j or 4
fathoms, under its east point, close to the edge of the shoal water,

aud in tolerable shelter from winds along the coast, but there is no
shelter for shipping. Nevertheless, vessels lie here all the summer
months for the purpose of taking in timber. They are usually

moored in 6 fathoms, at low water, over mud bottom, and with
the river bearing about S.S.W., distant

1J miles. In this position

they are half a mile from the 3 fathoms edge of the shoal water

which extends from the shore ; and as they are outside of the line

joining the points of the bay, they are exposed to the prevailing

winds along the coast, and must ride very heavily at times. There
is, however, seldom much sea with these winds so close in shore,

and the northerly winds seldom blow strong until September.

After the commencement of that month, I consider this a dangerous

anchorage, but at other times, and in fine weather, vessels may
safely anchor anywhere off the bay in from 6 to Iff fathoms

;

the bottom being everywhere good, and plenty of room to get

under weigh.

Cock Cove affords good anchorage for schooners, in 3 fathoms
at low water, well sheliered from the winds along the coast. The
Bum.nit of Mount Caroille, already mentioned (art. 28), bears

from the west point of Cock Cove S.E. by S., 8 miles, and will

serve to point out its position to a stranger.
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it may be remarked here, that large veBsels may anchor, in Anchorage all

^ T 1 J •
along ttua

fine weather, all along the coast from Metis to Green Island. Coa*t.

Father Point bears from the west point of Grand Metis Bay Father Point.

W. by S. i S., 14J miles. It is low, covered with houses, and

the regular rendezvous of the pilots, many of whom reside Pilots.

there.

The eastern point of Bamaby Island is 3 miles W. by S. from

Father Point, and between them is the anchoiage or Road of^«»»«'**y
' Road.

Rimoueky, where vessels ride throughout the summer to take

in cargoes of lumber. They lie moored in 4 or 5 fathoms al low

water, with excellent holding ground, and sheltered from W. by N.

round by S. to EN.E. The best sheltered berth is with the

eastern point of Bamaby Island bearing W. by N., Rimousky

church r..S.W. ^ W., and Father Point E.N.E. : the depth will

thf.n be 4 fathoms at low water spring tides over mud bottom.

Small vesselb may anchor further to the westward in 3 fathoms at

low water, with the east end of the rocks, off the eastern point of

Bamaby Island, bearing N-W. by W., and distant a quarter of a

mile. The reef does not extend above a quarter of a mile off the

eastern point of Bamaby Island, and may be passed by the lead

in 4 fathoms.

Barnaby Island is 3i miles long, and very narrow : it is oiBarnaby

slate and greywacke rocks, like all the coast and islands on this

side of the estuary. It is low, wooded, and uninhabited. In

the interior of the is.and there is a long pond uf fresh, but not

good water, which last must be obtained fiom the River of

Rimousky.

The channel between the island and Rimousky is dry at low

water. From 7 to 12 feet can be carried through it at hi^h

water, according as it is neap or spring tide, but at no time

should n vessel drawing more than 8 feet attempt this passage,

since th,.e are rocks and large stones here and there, and also

fish stakes.

The church of Rimousky to the eastward of the river, and many Rimousky... Church.

houses, will be seen directly opposite the island.

Off the outside of Barnaby Island there is a 3-fathom shoal, Barnaby Shoat

extending out fully two-thirds of a mile, and the reef off its

western end runs out in the direction of the island more than

A-i _, i. c » ~»;i/. Tlc.fnfAon tVio wflaJ-prn 0n(\ of BArnabv

Island and the mainland there is a large high and bare Rock,
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Midway between these rocky islets aud the west point of the Old Bie Road.

harbour small vessels may anchor in Old Bic Road in 3 fathom^

at low water, with muddy bottom, and with the point bearing

west, distant one-third of a mile. To run into this anchorage

from the N.W., keep the westernmost of the two rocky islets its

own breadth open to the eastward of the west point of the harbour,

and you will clear the eastern rock of the Cape Arignole reef,

which is the only danger in the way.

The summit of the high land southward of Cape Arignole, High land o/

otherwise called the high land of Bic, 1234 feet above the sea
^"''

Qt high water, bears S.W. by S. from the N.W. extremity of the

Cape, distant nearly 2^ miles. The hills in this neighbourhood

are composed of high and narrow ridges of greywacke rocks,

parallel to the coast, and to each other, and declining gradually

in elevation on either side of the summit just mentioned. When
these ridges are seen nearly end on, from either up or down the

Estuary, they present an outline so remarkable that this land can

be made out from very great distances.

Bic Island lies directly off Cape Arignole, at the distance g,g fgi„^^

of nearly 2^ miles, and is about 3 miles long, without including

the reefs, in a direction parallel to the coast, and 1 mile broad.

Its shores are of slate rocks ; it is thickly wooded, uninhabited,

and in height does not exceed 150 feet above the sea.

Supplies of water can only be obtained from the bay between ^„/«.

the east and S.E. points of the island, and not always there in

dry seasons. But vessels may supply themselves from the river

in the S.E. corner of Old Bic Harbour, or from a stream on the

west side of a small bay of the mainland, 4 miles westward of

Cape Arignole.

BiCQUETTE Island, three-quarters of a mile to the northward Bicquette

of Bic, is half a mile long, by a quarter of a mile broad, and about
^*''""'"

100 feet high above the sea. Several large rocks above water

extend one-third of a mile to the east and S.E. of the island,

and diminish the breadth of the channel between it and Bic to

little more than half a mile. Off the west end of Bicquette, in ^„< j^^f
a S W. by W. J^ W. direction, there are two large rocks always

above water, and a third which covers at high water ; these lie

nearly in a line, and extend to the distance of a mile from the

island.

The N.W. Reef of Bicquette is the greatest danger, lying jv.fT. Rttf.
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fathoms wide, and 5 fathoms deep. Large vessels should not Bic hiand.
attempt to pass between these rocks, or between them and Bic,

^- ^- ""^•

for the tides are rendered irregular by the uneven bottom, and
there is much foul ground about, as will be seen by the chart
Small schooners can pass on either side of the western rock, -

keeping close to it, if they pass to the westward. The shoal water
does not extend beyond a cable's length from the east end of the
S.E. reef: the rocks above water are bold, both on their north
and south sides. The inner part of the reef, extending under
water from the S.E. point of Bic, reaches further to the south-
ward than the direction of the rocks, and must be avoided by not
bripging the south side of Bic to bear to the southward of
W. by S.

The N.E. Reef of Bic is a small patch of black rocks, which N. E. Reefof
shows at low water, lying N.E. by E., 400 fathoms from the

^"'•

N.E. point of the island, and N.W. \ W., rather more than
one mile from the east end of the S.E. reef. To clear this reef to cw«. Mark
the eastward, keep both the rocky islets on the east side of Old
Bic Harbour open to the eastward of the S.E. reef, bearing
nothing to the eastward of S.E. by S.

The West Grounds of Bic are an extensive flat of slate, which w. Ground* of
partly dries at low water. The outer point of these Grounds, in

^''''

3 fathoms, bears W. \ S. from the west point of the island, distant
nearly three-quarters of a mile; and they may be approached by
the lead, as nearly as 5 fathoms, at low water.

The Alcidk Rock has no connexion with Bic, but as it is Akid^ Rock.
extremely dangerous, and lies much in the way of vessels passing
hrough the Bic Channel, between that island and the main land,

1 shall notice it here. It is a small rock, about 6 feet long, and
2 wide, having 4 feet water on it at low water, and standing on a
small rocky shoal, 100 fathoms long, parallel to the coast, and
about half as wide. This shoal is so bold all round that there is
no warning whatever by the lead. It lies due S.W. from the
west point of Bic, at the distance of nearly 3| miles. From the
N.W. extremity of Cape Arignole it bearsW. J S.. distant 5 miles

;

and it is rather more than 1| miles distant from the shore to
the southward. There is - ose leading mark for clearing this
Rock, but if Mount Camille De not entirely shut in behind Cape
Arignole, vessels will be in no danger from it.

The above mark, together with the bearings, which I have B/c CA«««,/.

B
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B,c Channel, given, will be a sufficient guide to vessels beating through
between Bic and the main, in their board to the southward.
In their board to the northward, towards the West Grounds of
Bic, vessels must not shut in the S.E. reef behind the south
side of Bic. All along the south side of Bic, and the S.E.
reef, they may safely stand in to 1 fathoms at low water, not,
however, without remembering what I have said respecting
the inner part of the latter. Cape Arignole and its reef are quite
bold to the northward ; and further to the eastward, between Old
Bic Harbour and Barnaby Island, vessels may safely stand in
to 4^ fathoms at low water: the ground is all clean sand and
mud bottom, with excellent anchorage in every part.
With this full description of the dangers around Bic and Bic-

quette, and the assistance of our charts, vessels will have no
difficulty in passing on either side of these islands in clear
weather

:
and as I have already given directions for running past

Bicquette at night, or in foggy weather (art. 25), it therefore only
remains to point out the bes^ places for anchoring, and to give
directions for approaching them.

There is excellent anchorage under either end of Bic. and also

m *- „h.ch may be met by an easterly wind, had better anchor
than attempt to beat down the Estuary in the long and foggy
nights of the fall of the year. More shipwrecks have arisen in
consequence of vessels obstinately endeavouring to beat down
against an easteriy gale, with its accompanying fog, than from
any other cause, and yet all that they can gain by such a course
might be run in a few hours of fair wind.

2rjr4;. ^
''''f

^"^ '' '^' north-eastward of Bic, with the first of
an easterly gale, should bear up before the weather becomes
thick, and steer for Bic Channel. The S.E. reef will be
seen, and vessels may pass a quarter of a mile to the south-
ward of It. or by the lead, coming no nearer to it and the south
s.de of Bic than 1 fathoms at low water. Having run to
the westward U miles past the west end of Bic. haul to the
northward, with the leadgoing, and taking care not to approach the
West Grounds nearer than 6 fathoms at low water, until the south
side of Bic bears E. i N., and the north side N.E. by E. With
these bearings, anchor with 1 fathoms at low water, over muddy
bottom. In this position you will have the S.E. reef shut in

Anchorage off
Bic recom-
mendud in
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behind the south side of Bic: Bicquette and its rocks will he Bic AHckoragr.

all open to the N.W. of Bic: the N.W. reef of Bicquette will

bear N. ^ E., rather more than 1| miles; you will he fully half

a mile to the westward of the 3 fathom mark on the outer ex-
tremity of the West Grounds of Bic, and consequently will have
plenty of room to get under weigh with the first of the westerly
wind, when you should cast to the southward, and run through Bic
Channel to the eastward. A wind from the southward, together
with the set of the ebb tide, might perhaps render it preferable

• to run out to the northward, round the N.W. reef of Bicquette;
in which case do not go to the eastward into less than 8 fathoms,
at low water, nor shut in the norta extremity of Cape Arignole
behind the west point of Bic.

If it be night, and yet not so dark but that the principal Taiing Bic

features of the land can be made out, although it might be;^J^.'^^""
dangerous to attempt to make the low S.E. reef, another mode
of proceeding may be adopted, under the circumstances above
contemplated, and supposing the position of the vessel to be
known. In that case, run in to the southward, towards the maiu
land, halfway between Barnaby Island and Bic, until you shoal to

5 fathoms, at low water; then steer west by compass, but corrected

for deviation, and you will deepen your water gradually. When
you arrive at 9 fathoms you will be past Old Bic, and will pro-
bably see the opening of that harbour to the southward of you.
When you arrive at 11 or 12 fathoms, you will be past the Cape
Arignole Reef, and will soon begin to shoal again on the Bic side
of the channel. If it be too dark to see the island, go no nearer
than 1 fathoms. Then you judge yourself far enough to the
westward, haul gradually to the northward into the stream of the
island, and anchor us near the position previously pointed out as
you can. It is not, however, necessary that you should be in that
position, although it has been recommended as the best sheltered;
for you may anchor, and will ride easily, anywhere under and
within 3 miles of the island, in 8, 9, or 10 fathoms at low water;
and large and heavy ships, would perhaps wish to lie further off

than I have recommended.

In the case oft a vessel to the northward of Bic, and wishing Apprnaching
to run to the same anchorage from the N.W., so as to pass to

f'"
^^^'">'^9*

the westward of the N.W. reef of Bicquette, run to the west- n'^hL^d.
ward; going no nearer to Bicquette and the N.W. reef than

h2
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30 fathoms, till the extremitj of Cape Arignrle becomes open to
the S.W. of Bic. bearing S.E. J E.: then haul to the southward,
going no nearer to the reefs of Bicquette than 8 fathoms, and
anchor as before directed.

Should the weather be so thick that no land can be seen,
either mode of proceeding may be adopted. I, however, recom-
mend the latter as attended with less risk; but in such case, the
distance run must be carefully attended to, due allowance made for
the tide, and the soundings in the chart consulted. The principal
thing ,8 to make sure that you have run far enough to the west-
vvard, to insure clearing the N.W. reef, when you haul to the south-
ward, for whether you anchor within 1 or 3 miles of Bic, will make
no other difference than that the water will be smoother at the
Jess than at the greater distance.

Vessels running down from the westward to anchor under Bic
should keep Mount CamiUe open to the northward of Cape
Angnole to clear the Alcide Rock. Then running along the
south side of Bic, and the S.E. reef, they should haul round the
east point of the latter, no nearer than a quarter of a mile
nor than 8 fathoms, and anchor with the east point of the'
S.E. reef bearing S.W. J S.. three-quarters of a mile, in 10
fathoms at low water over clay bottom. The N.E. point of Bic
will then bear weC. a little southerly, the N.E. point of Bicquette
W. i N., and the whole of Cape Arignole will be just open to the
Bouthward of the S.E. reef. Large ships may anchor further
off to the eastward if they please, but in the berth which I have
recommended, a vessel will have plenty of room to cast to the
Bouthward. and weather the S.E. reef, in case of a sudden shift of
wmd. Should she, however, prefer going to the northward round
Bicquette. let her beware of the N.E. reef of Bic, the position of
which has been already described, and also, particularly if thewmd be light, of the indraught of the flood tide between Bic and
Bicquette.

With northerly winds vessels may anchor anywhere in Bic
Channel but the best berth is off a small sandy point, nearly in
he middle of the south side of Bic Island, in 8^ or 9 fathoms at
lo^water, over muddy bottom, at three-quarters ofa mile offshore.
To the westward of Bic the first of the flood comes from

the N.E., but there is very little stream of flood in neap tides
between Bic and the main land, excepting close to the latter
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J

In Bpring titles it runs through the channel at the average rate 77*« near

of li| knots, being strongest near the mam land. It also runs

between Bic and Bicquette, but the stream extends only a very

short distance outside the latter island.

The stream of flood continues its course close along the main Siream of the

Flood,

land, passing inside, and also very close outside, of the Razades,

Basque, and Apple Island ; but nowhere extending a sufficient

distance off shore to be of use to ships beating to the westward

much beluw Green Island. That part of the stream of flood

which passes further out towards Bic, and also that which passes

between Bic and Bicquette, runs at its full rate only until half

flood, after which it becomes gradually weaker, turning to the

N.W., round the west end of the island, and finally, to the north

and N.E., towards the end of the tide.

The stream of flood becomes weaker, and of less duration, as we

proceed to the westward of the islands. Half way between Bic

and the Razades there is slack water for about an hour at the

end of the ebb; after which a weak flood makes during the

first quarter of that tide, at the rate of a quarter of a knot ; and Eddy Flood.

this is succeeded by the eddy flood at the rate of 1^ knots, or

2}^ at the edge of the Bank of Soundings, which comes from the

westward, running in the same direction as the ebb during the

remainder of the flood tide.

From these remarks it will be seen, that vessels will make

little way to windward against a westerly wind on the Bank of

Soundings between Bic and the Razades ; and indeed, all the

way to Green Island.

The set of the latter part of the flood to the northward past the

west end of Bic should be remembered by vessels weighing from

the western anchorage, or approaching the island with light winds,

especially in the night, or thick weather.

The first of the ebb sets off shore, or from the southward, and stream of

this is more particularly remarkable at the eastern anchorage, but

it only lasts for avery short time, after which the stream runs

fairly between the islands, and along the coast to the eastward,

for the remainder of the tide. Its rate, in westerly winds, varies

from 2 to 2\ knots, according as it is neap or spring tide, but it

does not run so strongly in easterly winds.

The chart will show how extensive the south bank is, both to the South Bank,

eastward and westward of Bic and Bicquette, and the assistance
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Razade Itielt.

'tlie Raxadet.

Jhich the soundings on it may afford to vessels at night, or in
fogs, will be evident. If vessels on approaching those islands
from either direction, will but use their leads in reference to
the soundings in the chart, and attend to the directions given
(art. 25), they can scarcely run foul of Bicquette, or its reefs, as
nas so often occurred in times past.

It has been mentioned (art. 25), that the 30 fathoms edge of the

north of the N.W. reef of Bicquette. Between those poL. the
edge of the bank continues in a slightly undulating line. Everv-
where within that line there is much less water, and to the north-
ward of the South bank, in every part, there is no bottom with
from 60 to 80 fathoms of line, quite over to the north coast.
The 30 fathoms edge of the bank is 4| miles north of the N.E.

ffrlh Jw * '"^ ':T'''
"''^•«'^* ''°°^ ^'••** P°^"» «"t-ard to

off the N.W. reef of Bicquette.

To the westward the south bank becomes gradually wider, its
northern edge pursuing a directibn from oflF the Razades towards
the north side of the Red-Islet Reef. There is nowhere
more than 36 fathoms at low water upon it. until we arrive
withm 2 miles of the line joining the N.E. extremities of the
Red-Islet, and Green Island Reefs, and this increase in the depth
of water is a valuable indication to a vessel approaching that dan-
gerous pass in thick weather, when the Green Island light cannot
be seen. There is anchorage in 10 or 12 fathoms, with good
holding ground, aU along the south coast from Bic to Green
Island.

The coast of the main land between Bic and the Razades
IS high and rocky. With the exception of the Alcide Rock already
noticed, It is free from danger to small vessels, which may stand
close m

:
but ships should not stand in further than ? fathoms at

low. and 9 fathoms at high water, because of a long ridge of rocky
ground, extending 5 miles to the E.N.E. from the N.E. Razade
Islet, with 17 feet least water near its eastern end. To clear every
part of this ridge, keep Basque Island its own breadth open to
the northward of the N.E. Razade.

50. The Razade Islets are two large rocks about a quarter
of a mile long

;
they are low. bare of trees, and bear from each other

S.W. iW I* miles. The north-easternmost of these Islets bears
from the N.W. reef of Bicquette S.W. | W., nearly 15 miles,
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iind is diatant H miles from the main land to the louthward.

There is no passage for vessels between them and the shore.

Basqce Island is 5 miles W.S.W. from the N.E. Razade Islet, Basque h/and

ll miles long parallel to the coast, and 200 fathoms wide. Its

greatest height above the sea does not exceed 100 feet : it is rocky,

wooded, uninhabited, and there is no passage for a ips between

it and the shore, from which it is distant 2 miles.

Near the S.W. end of this island a sandy spit runs out, a BMpie S
quarter of a mile to the southward. Close off the end of this

"'"^ '**''

^

spit, there is a long and narrow hole 4 or 5 fathoms deep at low

water, in which small craft may be secured.

The shoal water extends half a mile to the northward of Basque Reeft,

Basque Island, and there is a reef of rocks to the N.W. and west

of its west point. On the western extremity of this reef, and

about 600 fathoms distant from the island, is a round rock which and ha// titie

shows at half tide.
'*'"'*•

Applk Island is W.S.W. i W.,2| miles from Basque Island. App/eltland.

It is formed by one principal and several smaller rocks ; the whole

covering a space one mile long parallel to the coast, by 1 50 fathoms

wide. It is 30 or 40 feet above the sea at high water, without any

trees, and distant 24- miles from the nearest point of main land.

There is no passage for ships between it and the shore, but its

north side is very bold, there being 4 fathoms at the distance of a

cable's length.

The east end of GasEN Island is a long and narrow point of ch.ff„ Maud.
rocks, always above water, and running out more than half a mile

from the trees towards Apple Island, which is distant from it 2|
miles in an E.N.E. direction. Half this distance towards Apple

Island is occupied by reefs of slate which dry at low water. In

the remainder, there are a few feet of water, affording a passage for

very small schooners, which run in between Green Island and the

main at high water. And here I may mention, that the line of

shoal water id continuous from each of these islands to the other,

and may be safely approached with care to 7 fathoms at low, or

10 fathoms at high water ; as may also the islands.

Grben Island Lighthouse stands on the north point of the g^^^ j,f„i,j

island, nearly 2 miles from the eastern extremity of the rocks above LigAthoute.

water, off its east point; and W.S.W i W., 4 J miles, from Apple

Island. It shows a fixed light, 60 feet above the sea, and can be

?66n iQ clear weather- and in the ordiuar" state of the refr8''tion
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Green hiand
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Extent,

Steep lo, except
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Green hland. from the distance of about 12, 14, or 17 miles, according as the

height of the observer's eye is 10, 20, or 60 feet. The tower ia

square, white, and 40 feet high. Behind the Lighthouse, at

^''k^riXt
***° ^'^'*"<^® °f about a quarter of a mile, and bearing SS.E. i E.

from it, there is a white beacon for leading clear of the tail of the

Red- Islet Reef, as described in art. 28.

The Green Island Reef, which is extremely dangerous, runs

out from the lighthouse N.N.E. i E., 1* miles, to the 3 fathom

mark. From ita N.E. extremity it trends, with a serrated outline,

E. by S., till it joins the shoal water connecting Green and Apple

Islands. Its N.W. side is straight, running S.W. by S. from

its N.E. extremity, to the shore close to the westward of the light-

house, off which it extends only 200 fathoms to the N.W. Its

shape is therefore irregularly triangular, and the rocks on

it dry at low water, nearly three-quarters of a mile out from the

high water mark.

On the eastern side this reef may be safely approached by the

lead to 7 or even 6 fathoms at lowiwater, but on the north, N.W.,
and west sides, there is no bottom with the hand lead until close

to it. Half a mile north, and N.W. of it, there are between 20
and 30 fathoms of water. At the distance of one mile N.W. from
its N.E. extremity, there are between 40 and 50 fathoms ; and at

the distance of Ij miles, in the same direction, there is no bottom
for a short space with 50 fathoms of line.

yet the Lead w Deep as the water is to the northward of this dangerous reef,
I e onygu, .

^^^^^ .^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^ ,^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^ Cannot be
seen, but the soundings : yet it will never do to lose command of

the vessel by rounding to, in the rapid ebb tide, (which sets upon

Ebb aett over it. the reef at the rate of 5 knots,) for the purpose of getting bottom
in the usual way by the common deep sea lead. Here then it is

that Masaey's patent sounding machine becomes of invaluable

service to the seaman, enabling him to obtain correct t^ i nliugB

despite of the rapid tide, and without interfering with th.; «'oi:rse

and rate of his vessel.

To clear Green Island Reef, in the day time and clear weather,

keep the summit of the high land to the southward of Cape Arig-

nole (or the high land of Bic) open to the northward of Basque
IslaaiU

TI i-r< vs "xceKent anchorage in westerly winds under the Green
lu Sid TR v;; end it is the general rendezvous of vessels waiting for

Clearing Mark.

Green hland
Road,
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the flood, to beat through between Green and Red Islands. But aa GrttH hhnd.

the first of the flood comes from the northward, and aeta on the

shoals, vessels had better not anchor with the light bearing to the

westward of S.W. i W., or in less than 1 fathoms at low water.

With that depth, on that bearing, they will be 2\ miles from the

light, one mile from the eastern edge of the reef, and the same

distance from the shoal water to the southward. If they wish

till more room, they may choose their berth in 9, 10, or 11

fathoms, and will find a bottom of stiflF mud in either depth.

When lying at anchor, with the light bearing S. 55° W., and ^^j'^'j^^''

distant 3 miles, and in 8 fathoms at low water, I observed that

the first of the flood came from the northward ; the vessel then

tended gradually round, with her head to the N.E., east, and S.E.

at the end of the tide. The vessel continued to go round with

the first of the ebb, which came from the southward oflF the shoals,

to the S.W., west, and N.W., which latter point she reached at

about 2 hours ebb ; and she continued with her head in that

direction, from which the tide came, until near the end of the tide.

She then began to tend again, with her head to the north and

N.E., as before, going completely round the compass in 12 hours.

It was never entirely slack water, the stream continuing to run,

more or less, during the whole time. The rate of the ebb was

3 knots, and that of the flood 2 knots. This occurred in a per-

fectly calm day.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE NORTH COAST OF THE G'JT-F AND RIVER OF ST. LAWRENCE,
FROM ST. JOHR RIV5R TO POINT DE MO.NTS ; AND FROM
THENCIi TO LITTLE BERGEPON NEAR THE SAGUENAT.

51. General Description of the Coast from the River St John to the
River Moisic. Magnetic Nature of the Coast. Appearance of, and
Approach to the Shore.—52. River St John, Magpie River, SawbiU
River, Shallop Ri/er, Manitou River, Bason River, Point St Charles.
River Moisic, and the Coast and Dangers.—53. The ahoal to the west-
ward of Point Moisic. Seven Islands Bay.—54. The Coast from the
Sevei- Islands to Point de Monts. River St Margaret. Cawee Islands.
Lobster Bay. Pentecost River. English Point. Egg Island and Reefs.
Calumet River. Caribou Point. Trinity Bay. Point de Mom.. Light-
house. Point de Monts, and detached Rocks.—55. The North Coast
of the Estuary, to Point St. Giles. St. Augustin Cove. Goodbout
River. St. Nicholas Harbour. St. Pancras Cove. English Bay 56.
Manicouagon River. Manicouagon Shoai. Outard River. Outard
Bay. Bersimis River.— 57. Bersimis Point and Shoals. Jeremy.
Cape Colombier. Gulnaro Shoal. Wild Fowl Reef. Plongeur Bay.
Baie de Laval. Port Neuf River. The Port Neuf Sands 58. Point
MiUes Vaches. Milles Vaches Bay, and the Coast to the south-west-
ward. Great and Little Bergeron Coves.

theTho^'J!"
" ^8 W.N.W. i W., and the distance 69 miles. The whole of

this long line of coast, with the exception of its two extremities,

that is to say all between Magpie and Trout Rivers, is composed
of primary rocks rising immediately from the sea in steep,

although often rounded hills, which are either bare, or partially

wooded with small trees of the pine species. The hills in front,

or next to the sea, seldom exceed 200 or 300 feet in height : but
others, a short distance back from the shore, form a range of
greater elevation, varying from 500 tc 700 feet, and nowhere
exceeding 1000 feet of height above the sea.

Magnetic The black oxide of iron, besides being a constituent mineral in the

cS7 ""^'^^ granitic rocks of this coast, is found abundantly in nests and veins,

particularly in the vicinity of Sawbill River. Its magnetic
action on the needles of compasses on shore is such as to

Elevation,
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cause the- variation obtained by them to vary from 14 to 29

degrees west. Whilst sounding in the boats, we sensibly felt

ihis disturbing influence, which diminished or increased as the

boat receded from, or approached towards the shore. In the

Gulnare, at the distance of 2 or 3 miles, the error, from this

cause, never exceeded half a point, and at the distance of 5 or 6

miles it became insensible.

The appearance of this coast from a vessel is slightly undu-
;Jf^^7'

'^

lating, bold and unbroken, presenting features so little diversified

that it is very diflBcuit to make out one part of it from another at

a distance of 2 or 3 leagues ; but upon a nearer approach, the

mouths of the rivers, taken in connexion with >he features of the

neighbouring land, will in general supply distinguishing cha-

racters, by which the situation of a vessel may be ascertained.

This coast is not by any means so bold as it appears from a The Coast not

distance, for there are many rocks along it both above and under «""' "

water, several of which are very dangerous, and nearly 1 mile from

the shore.

There are soundings off every part of this coast, as will be seen Approach to it

in the chart ; but I advise those who may not be fully acquainted

with it not to approach the shore between Magpie and Bason

Rivers nearer than 20 fathoms. Still greater caution beccjies

necessary between the last-named river and Point St. Charles, where

40 fathoms is as near as a large ship can approach with prudence,

for that depth in several places will be found within 1 mile of

the rocks.
'

52. The River St. John is a large stream occasionally fre- /ii»«- S^ /oA*.

quented by fishing-schooners early in the season, and which our

boats ascended 6 miles, following the winding of its channels, with

a depth of water varying from 1 to 3 fathoms at low water. The

tide flows no further than the distance just mentioned, where the

river becomes too rapid to be navigated by other than canoes or

flat-bottomed boats. The course of the river, for several leagues

up from the entrance, is between high cliffs of stratified sand

and gravel over clay, with small sandy islands occasionally. The

country, on either side, is covered with a thick growth of small

spruce trees. Five or six leagues from the sea, following the

stream, there are reported to be high falls over granite rocks.

At the entrance, between the clay cliffs on the west and a sandy Brewuh.
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River St. Join. Tpoint on the east side, the river is 130 fathoms wide. The
breadth increases to nearly half a mile immediately within the

entrance, and then decreases again gradually, being nowhere less

than 100 fathoms wide in the first 6 miles.

There are two log-houses on the west bank, half a mile within

the entrance, where a party of men occasionally reside to fish for

salmon ; and vessels may lie close to them in 2 fathoms at

low water.

An extensive bar of sand, half a mile out from the entrance,

shifts with every gale of wind, and has seldom more than 3 or 4
feet over it at low water ; at high water there are "7 or 10 feet on
the bar, according as it may be neap or spring tide. Southerly

and westerly winds cause so heavy a surf as to render the bar
impassable. There is good anchorage outside the bar, which
may be safely approached by the lead, the soundings decreasing

gradually from 20 to 3 fathoms over sand and clay bottom ; the

greater depth being at 2i miles, and the lesser at three-quarters

of a mile, from the river's mouth. The entrance of the river

lies nearly 6^ miles N. 31° W. from the Perroquets, which are
^f<»««/a.yoA». the westernmost of the Mingan Islands; and Mount St. John,

an isolated, saddle-backed hill, 1416 feet above the sea at high

water, bears N.E. | N., 11 miles, from the entrance.

Between the St. John and Magpie Rivers the coast consists of

white clay cliffs, with a superstratum of sand, which is fast con-

solidating into sandstone by means of the red oxide of iron

furnished by numerous small streams.

Magpie River, nearly in the centre of Magpie Bay, and

5 miles N.W. J N. from the River St. John, is a large and rapid

stream, with several rocks above and under water oflF its east

point of entrance, and one-third of a mile oiF shore.

The entrance of this river, between steep rocks, is only 10
fathoms wide, and the ebb tide rushes out of it in a torrent

5 fathoms deep. One hundred and fifty fathoms within this

narrow entrance the river falls about 30 feet over granitic rocks.

There are from 1 to 9 feet at low water over the bar outside, but

as this river is of no use either to vessels or boats it is unnecessary

to describe it further.

Rather more than three-quarters of a mile to the westward of

the river, and nearly one-quarter of a mile off shore on the west

Magpie River.

Waterfall.

Shoal

Mvmi^mmtimi'^ WIIHpipf
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«de of Magpie Bay, there is a rocky shoal, on .hich the sea m»,..> Ba,. '

almost always breaks at low water.
. „ .u^ niver

The course and distance across Magpie Bay. from the Rue

St. John to Magpie Point, is W.N.W., 8 miles^ Thex. >s gocK

• anchorage, with winds off the land, in Magpie Bay ;
and vessels

may stand in to 1 fathoms at low water m every part of it. but

the southerly and westerly winds roll in a very heavy sea.

Threrand a half miles W.N.W. * W. from Magjne Point « £j
^.W...

RidRe Point, from which along and narrow ridge of rocky ground, Rock.

with from 4 to 6 fathoms at low water, extends 44 miles to the

westward across a bay, wherein the.e is one large and severd

small rocks above water. The western side of this rocky ground

is nearly 1 mile off to the southward of Thunder Point. There is

a very heavy sea upon this ridge at times, and it then becomes

dangerous to large ships. There are 20 fathoms of water close

outside of it in some parts, and 30 fathoms is quite near enough

"
L^ltivKa, situated in the bay between Sheldrake andW. ....

Ore Point., and 23^ miles westward of the River St. John « the

next place worthy of notice. It may be distinguished by the clay

cliffs immediately within the entrance, and by the peculiar hdk

on either side of it, which are barren and of grey felspar, thickly

studded with small round mounds.

This river affords shelter to boats and very small coasting

craft; but it can only be entered in very fine weather, m con-

sequence of the heavy surf. It has scarcely any bar; but the

entrance, at the western extremity of a long and narrow spit of

sand, which extends across the river's mouth, is very narrow, and

from 4 to 11 feet deep, according to low or high water, in ordinary

spring tides. At high water neap tides there is seldom more than

9 feet of water. The same depth continues only for a very short

distance within the entrance.

Nine miles S. by E. from the entrance of this river there is a Corf-4««*.

bank of sand, gravel, and broken shells, on which codfish

abound, and there are upwards of 60 fathoms between it and

'%nZo. RivEK, n miles further to the N.W. by W., affords S^a.o, W.

shelter only to boats, and can only be entered when there is no

surf. There are several rocks, both above and under water, off

this river, ^nd also off Sandy River, a small streaui about 2i mike
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nearly a mile from Point Buclian, and which is about three-

quarters of a mile off-shore. There are 1 fathoms within this

shoal, and 9 fathoms close outside of it, so that it should be

guarded against by vessels beating along the coast.

Buchau and Fall Rivers, and also Hotteurs River, fall in
g'^^'j/ ^^

cascades in the sea, or close to it, and thus serve to point out to a
^^^^^ ^,„„.,

vessel her position off the coast; and there is, moreover, a^ar*'Ae

remarkable white patch close to the westward of Buchan River.

Bason River, which is lOf mUes W.N.W. i W. from Manitou Bwion River.

River, has a spit of large stones extending about 150 fathoms out

from its east point of entrance. The entrance is very narrow,

with a varying depth, which is less or more according to the

prevalence or infrequency of the S.W. winds ; but there is in

general enough water for very small coasting craft or large boats.

There are rapids a quarter of a mile within the entrance.

Cape Cormorant, li miles west of Bason River, is a small armorani

peninsula, on the inner side of which there are the log huts of a "'"•

trading post not always occupied, and which cannot easily be seen

from the sea.

Blaskowitz Point is 5| mUes W.N.W. i W. from Cape Cor- Bi^Jj^'"

morant. Between them are the Cormorant Islets, joined to the

shore at low water, and not readily distinguishable from the Co^^^"*/

main land.

A small and dangerous reef, called Cormorant Reef, lies oS Coi^orani

those i8lets,and about a milefrom the shore. It has 12 feet least

water, and bears W. i N., 2^ miles, from Cape Cormorant. On it.

Points Blaskowitz and St. Charles are in one, bearing W.N.W.

nearly, so that vessels approaching this part of the coast should

keep the latter point open. The coast between Cape Cormorant

and Point St. Charles is broken into coves, two of which are nearly

1 mile deep, full of rocks, and afford shelter only to boats. The

shore is here fringed with rocks both above and under water, and

should not therefore be made too free with.

Point St. Charles will readily be known by the cove on the St. Charles

east side of it, and by the trending of the land on the west side
^'^•

northward towards Trout River.

The Reef off Point St, Charles is extremely dangerous, being st. Charles

so bold that there is no warning by the hand lead, and very little ^'f-

with the deep sea lead. It is composed of a great number of

rocks near to each other, but having a coualdemble depth of
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the breadth of the river decreases from 2j miles to half a mile, ^ouic River.

and at the end of that distance the sand-bars cease. The river

has then a clear channel of 9 feet deep, between steep

sandy shores or cliffs for 1 mile further, where its breadth is a

quarter of a mile. Here our examination was terminated by a

head-wind and the rapidity of the current, in the spring of the

year. The traders report that flat-bottomed boats can ascend to

the first rapids, at the distance, following the stream, of 6 or 1

leagues from the sea. The bar, which is of sand, dry at half tide, Bco-.

runs out from the long, low, and narrow east point of entrance,

nearly half a mile to the south-westward, and nearly parallel to the

east side of the west point of entrance.

The entrance of the River, between this bar and the west point. Entrance.

is from the S.W., and continues for 600 fathoms with a breadth

of a quarter of a mile, and a depth varying with the seasons and

the winds which prevail ; those from the southward and eastward

having a tendency to block up the channel. I believe that there Depth.

is seldom a less depth than 9 feet at low water, the same as

inside close under the west point of entrance, which is the

only place where a small vessel can find shelter, close to two

log-houses, occasionally employed as a sahnon-fishery by the

people of the Hudson Bay Company. The shelter here is ex-

tremely imperfect in gales of wind from the southward and

eastward, which send in so heavy a sea that, after breaking

completely over the bar and across the entrance, it still retains

power enough to seriously affect a small vessel. The tides rise TiJet.

from 5 to 8 feet.

53. Although the bar of the River Moisic is so bold that there M»i«c BanA.

are 50 fathoms of water at the distance of three-quarters of a mile

from it to the south and S.E., yet the shallow water continues

from it to the westward 3^ miles past Point Moisic, in such a

manner as to form an extensive triangular sandy shoal, with from

3 to li fathoms on it at low water.

The S.W. extremity of this shoal, near which there is a Moitic Rock,

patch of rock with 9 feet least water, bears W.S.W. \ W., 2*

miles from Point Moisic, and is nearly 1| miles from the shore.

This is an extremely dangerous shoal, being as bold m & yitW. very dmgtmut.

There are 25 fathoms of water, alongside of its south and S.W.

edges, and upwards of 30 fathoms at the distance of two cables.

It can generally be seen, in fine weather, from the change in the

I
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muic Rock, colour of the water, and from heavy breakers when there is much

sea running.

Mark. There is no close leading mark for avoiding this shoal, so that

the only diiaction I can give to a vessel standing towards it, is to

tack when the northern side of the Manowin Island comes on with

the southern point of the Great Boule Island : she will then be

If miles from the edge of the shoal, and in upwards of 30 fathoms

water.

Eait Rockt. The East Rocks, which are low, bare of trees, and always above

water, lie in Boule Bay, between this shoal and the Boule Islands,

as will be seen in th§ chart. They are out of the way of vessels,

which ought not to go into this embayed place, since there is

generally a heavy southerly swell rolling in, which would render

it difficult to beat out.

The south point of Great Boule Island bears west, an(' is

distant 9^ miles from Point Moisic.

The Seven Islands are high and steep, of primary rocks, very

thinly wooded, and can be m^de out from a distance of 1 or 8

leagues, being unlike anything else in the Gulf. The eastermost of

these Islands are the Great and Little Boule, the former of which

is the highest of them all, its summit being 695 feet above the

sea at high water. Next, westward, and parallel to these two, are

the Little and Great Basque Islands; the first named being, as

before, the outer island. Great Basque Island is 500 feet

high. Manowin and Carousel lie to the S.W. of the Basques.

The former island is 451 feet high ; the latter much lower, and

the southenimost of the islands. The West Rocks lie between

Manowin and the peninsula, which forms the west point of the

Bay of Seven Islands. They are too small and low to appear as

the seventh island ; but the peninsula has that appearance when

seen at a distance from sea, being higher than any of the islands,

and 731 feet above the sea at high water.

S^en Islands The relative situations of these Islands, their size, and the

^"y- breadth of the channels between them, will be best seen from the

charts ; they are so placed as to completely shelter the magnificent

bay within them, which is 2j miles wide at the entrance, be-

tween Point ChasstJ, the east end of the peninsula, and Sandy

Point, which is opposite the northern end of Grea' Basque

Island. From the entrance, the Bay of Seven Islands extends

about 6 miles to the northward and westward, being so nearly

The Seven

Islands.

Boule.

Basque.

Manowin.
Carousel.
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landlocked as to resemble a lake, sufficiently extensive for the Seven hiandt

largest fleets to lie in perfect safety ; the bottom is of clay, and
''^'

there are no shoals, excepting the mud banks which fill up the

northern part of the Bay.

A fine broad, bold, sandy beach extends for 3 miles northward

from the east point of the Bay, to the entrance of the principal

river, near which stands the Hudson Bay Company's trading

post. The houses at this post cannot be seen from the outer parts

of the Bay, but there is a wooden store on the beach, off which

vessels usually anchor. Water can be obtained from this river at

high tide.

To the northward of the Bay, at the distance of a few miles,

there are two parallel ranges of mountains j the summits of the

nearest are upwards of 1300, and those of the most distant up-

wards of 1 700 feet above the sea. These mountains, the high

peninsula, the bold and hilly islands, and the other features

around the bay, form a panorama of great beauty.

The narrow Passes between the two Boule Islands, the two T/ie narrow

Basque Islands, between Manowin and Carousel, and between
"**"'

Manowin and the West Rocks, require no further notice than to

remark, that the tide sets strongly towards, and through them ;

the flood to the west, and the ebb to the eastward, a circumstance

that should be attended to when becalmed at night, or when tacking

in their entrances. The first and last of these channels have water

enough for the largest ships ; but the one is subject to sudden and

baffling flaws of wind round the Boule Islands, and the other is

rendered intricate by rocks which neavly cover at high water.

There are three obvious channels leading into Seven Islands Eastern

Bay, namely, the eastern, the middle, and the western channels.
^'*<""'«''

The eastern channel, between Great Basque Island and Sandy

Point, is seldom used, having a rock in its centre, which

is covered only in high tides. A reef, with from 6 to 9 feet

of water, extends for a quarter of a mile to the eastward of this

rock. The passage on either side of it is from 13 to 15 fathoms

deep, and 200 fathoms wide. Vessels should only attempt it

with a fair wind, and should keep within a cable's length of

Basque Island, or as near to the sandy point of the main land

:

the latter is recommended as preferable. This narrow eastern

channel may be apnroached from between the Boule IsLands nnd

the East Rocks, or from between the Boules and Basques Islands,

I 2
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both routes being entirely free from danger, for the islands are so

bold that a vessel may approach them within a cable's length in

every part.

The middle (which is also the principal and best) channel is

upwards of l£ miles wide, and so free from danger that the largest

ship may approach the shore within half a cable's length in every

part, excepting at Point Chass^, where a reef runs out 120

fathoms from the shore. This channel, between the Basque

Islands on the east, and Carousel, Manowin, the West Rocks,

and the peninsula on the west, is preferable in every wind,

excepting the north and N.W., with which, to save beating,

(since they blow out of the bay,) it might be desirable to enter

by the west channel. The course through the middle channel

into the bay is due north by compass.

The west channel between the West Rocks and Point Croix,

at the southern extremity of the peninsula, is three-quarters of a

mile wide, and quite free from danger. There are 2 or 3 rocks a

cable's length to the northward of the islets, called the West

Rocks, but they always show, excepting in very high tides and

the smoothest sea. The only direction necessary, therefore, is

not to go nearer to the West Rocks than 2 cables' length ; the

peninsula side is quite bold. There is, however, a caution neces-

sary here respecting the ebb tide, which is turned off by Point

Croix towards the West Rocks, a circumstance which must be

attended to in taking this channel with a scant northerly wind.

There are no leading marks for these channels, nor are any re-

quired, for the two last described are so free from danger, that a

person who had never seen them before might take the largest

ship into the bay, without either chart or pilot, by simply giving

the shore a berth of 2 cables' length in every part.

The water is too deep for anchoring in any of these channels,

and the bottom generally rocky, excepting to the eastward and

northward of the Boule Islands. The ground is not fit for

anchoring until well into the Bay.

The best berth for a large ship to lie at anchor in Seven

Islands Bay is with Sandy Point and the north side of

Ijitde Boule Island in one, and with Point Chass^ on with

the west side of ihe West Rocks. The N.W. extremity of the

sandy beach near the entrance of the river will then bear

N. by E. i E. : the vessel will be in 9 fathoms at low water, over

m^vm^m''
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clay bottom, nearly one mile from the sandy beach to the eastward, Stven Ubutd*

and nearly three-quarters of a mile from the 3 fathoms edge of **

the shoals, which occupy the northern part of the bay. Smallfer

vessels may lie closer to th'. shore, in 6 fathoms at low ^'^'ater,

which is as near as any vessel ought to anchor.

In this anchorage there is a considerable swell with a strong

southerly wind, but never enough to endanger a vessel, although

sufficient to prevent boats from landing. Those that may wish

to lie perfectly smooth, may anchor in the S.W, part of the bay,

in 13 fathoms, soft clay bottom, where they will be perfectly

landlocked.

The rate of the stream of the tides in the bay, and in the prin- Tid*>.

cipal channels between the Seven Islands, seldom amounts to a

knot ; but in the narrow channel between the Boule Islands, the

Basque Islands, and in the east and west channels, it may amount

to 2 knots in spring tides, or even more in the narrowest of these

channels when accelerated by strong winds. The flood, coming

along the coast from the eastward, strikes the Boule Islands, and

passes between them, and also between the two Basque Islands.

It is turned off by the Great Boule towards Carousel Island, and

the west channel ; but the greater part of the stream, which passes

within the Boule Islands, enters the bay by the east channel, be-

tween the Great Basque Island and the main land. There is very

little flood in the middle channel excepting an eddy outward

stream close along the shores of the peninsula, and the narrow

stream from between the Basque Islands, which sets across

towards the west channel.

The ebb sets fairly out of the bay, part of it by the east

channel, and part by the middle channel, where it meets the

stream through the west channel, which turns it to the eastward,

past the southern points of the Basque and Boule Islands.

In fine nights the winds are almost always light and baffling jjq^,>,^^;v«t/x

between the islands, particularly if the wind be from the westward "' '"^*'*

in the ofEng. At such times there it generally a northerly land

wind in the bay, but it does not often reach far out among the

islands in the early part of the night, although it often does

towards the morning.

The water is extremely deep outside of the Seven Islands, as

will be seen in the chart, and the islands are so bold, that a vessel

may stand close to their rocky shores.
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54. The course from the S.E. point of Carousel, the souther-

roost of the Seven Islands, to Point de Monts lighthouse, is

S.W. by W. I W., and the distance 60 miles.

This coast is less bold in appearance, being less elevated than

that to the eastward of the Seven Islands. The hills are, for the

most part, far back in the country, and the shores are of very

moderate height above the sea. The country near the sea is

formed of small and low granitic hills, partially wooded with spruce

trees. Marshes and ponds are frequent between the hills ; sandy

beaches occur occasionally, and the sandy tracts in rear of them

are always the most densely wooded parts.

There are no detached dangers off this coast, which is much

more bold than its appearance would promise ; and although the

water is deep off every point of it, yet in general, and with few

exceptions, there are sufficient soundings with the deep sea lead

,

to give warning to a vessel of her approach to the shore.

The course from Carousel Island across St. Margaret Bay to

Point St. Margaret, is W. by N,, 14 miles ; with very deep water

all the way.

St. Margaret River is nearly in the centre of the bay of

the same name ; being 6 miles N.W. by W, from Point Croix.

This river, although a large stream, affords shelter to boats only.

It has a bar of sand extending three-quarters of a mile out from

the entrance, and having several small channels through it, with

only 3 feet at low water. Immediately within the entrance, which

is 110 fathoms wide, there are 6 feet, end only 3 feet can be

carried up to the low falls, which are over granitic rocks, and 3|

miles from the entrance. Below the falls, the river flows between

clifiPs of sand and clay, and is full of sand-bars, dry at low water.

The water deepens gradually outside the bar, with sandy bottom,

to 18 fathoms at the distance of a mile from the 3 fathom mark.

There is sandy beach for a considerable distance on either side of

the river's mouth.

St. Margaret Point is rocky, of very moderate height, and

has a round hill a short distance within its extremity. There are

several rocks, which cover at high water, and which extend to the

distance of nearly one-third of a mile off this point. These rocks

are extremely bold, and there is no bottom with the hand lead

close outside of them, and no bottom with '70 fathoms of line at a

less distance than 2 miles.
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The course and distance from St. Margaret Point to Great Rock River.

Cawee Island is S. W. by W. i W., 16 miles, across a bay in which

are Rock River, and many other small streams. The coast in this

distance is low, and fringed with small islets and rocks close to

the shore, which may with prudence be closely approached by the

lead ; but 20 fathoms is near enough to it, for those who are not

fully acquainted. The deep sea soundings are very irregular oflF Irregular

this section of the coast, for in some parts there are not more than j^ay hM*.

50 fathoms 4 or 5 miles off-shore, whereas in others, as off the

May Islets, 6 miles north-eastward of the Cawee Islands, no

bottom will be found with 60 fathoms within 2 miles of the rocks.

The Cawee Islands are two small and hilly Islands of grey Cawee Wands.

granite, and nearly bare of trees, Great Cawee Island, which

is the largest, the highest, and most to the eastward, is about

three-quarters of a mile in diameter, and estimated to be about

250 feet high. Little Cawee Island, lying a mile further to the

south-westward, is composed of two contiguous islets, which occupy

a length of half a mile parallel to the coast ; it has several rocks

above water close off it to the S.W., and a reef 120 fathoms to the

north and N.W. of its west point. Both of these islands arc bold

as a wall to seaward, but there is a small and high round rock a

quarter of a mile S.W., from the south point of the Great Cawee,

' and this is the only danger between the islands, being, like their

southern sides, so bold that a large ship might lie alongside of it.

There is a secure boat cove on the N.E. side of the Great Cawee, ^'"'' Cawee

• 1 Cure.
With plenty of water, but too small and narrow m the entrance

for vessels. Off the mouth of this cove to the N.E., and at the

distance of 200 fathoms from the island, there is a rocky shoal Great Cawee

100 fathoms in diameter, and with 15 feet least water. The '"'

'

mark for this shoal is the north side of Great Cawee and the

point ofthe main land to the westward in one, bearing W.S.W. J W.
Half a mile N.E. by N. from this shoal is a small round ledge, a Cawee Ledge.

wash at low water, and one-third of a mile from the main land.

The marks for this ledge are the south side of the large rocks,

between Great Cawee and the main, on with the point of the

main to the westward ; and the south side of Little Cawee just

shut in behind the north side of Great Cawee Island.

At the distance of 200 fathoms from Great Cawee, between it and

the main, there are two large rocks close together, which are 1 50

fathoms from the main land, and have a reef off them 200 fathoms
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to the S.W. by W. Nearly half a mile N.E. by E. from these

rocks, and at the same distance from the main, there is a small

rock which always shows.

Anchoring Bay There is a bay on the inner or N.W. side of the Great Cawee

Island ; the anchorage is in the mouth of this bay, in 7 fathoms

muddy bottom, and at the distance of a cable's length from

the Island. The shelter is complete with winds from W. by S.

round by north to N.E., and tolerably so with all easterly

winds, although some swell rolls round the island; but the

S.W. winds blow right in, and send in a very heavy sea. To

run into this anchorage from the eastward, steer N.W. past

the N.E. side of Great Cawee Island, going no nearer than half a

mile, (to avoid the shoal off the mouth of the cove,) until the

point of the main land to the westward opens clear of the north

side of the Island. Then steer for the point of the main land,

keeping it midway between the north side of the Island and the

large rocks to the northward of it. When you arrive between the

rocks and the Island, haul into the mouth of the small bay, which

you will see on the N.W. side of the latter, and anchor in 7

fathoms at low water. There are 12 or 13 fathoms in the middle

of the channel, and upwards of 9 fathoms can be carried through.

In running for this anchorage from the westward, a vessel may
pass between Little Cawee and the main, keeping in mid channel

;

but the better and safer way is to pass between Little and Great

Cawee Islands, hauling close round the west point of the latter

into the anchorage. By this route there is nothing in the way,

excepting the round rock to the south-westward of the south point

of the Island, which can always be seen.

The tides run fair through between the islands and the main

land, at a rate which seldom exceeds
1J knots, and which is in

general much less.

From the foregoing description it will be seen that this is

a very dangerous and intricate place ; and the anchorage between

Great Cawee and the main is too small for large vessels, the

channel being only 200 fathoms wide. Still this anchorage,

although too small for an occasional place of shelter, excepting for

small vessels, may, nevertheless, be of great use as a place of refuge

for a vessel in distress, from loss of masts, or other cause ; for

the ground is so good that I believe a vessel, well moored there,

would ride out any gale which occurs during the summer months.

Tides.

Anchorage
between Great
Cawee and
the Main.
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There is neither wood nor water in the Cawee Islands, but

both may be obtained from the opposite main land.

Point Sproule, three-quarters of a mile to the north-westward PoiW SprouU.

from Little Cawee Island, is the eastern point of Lobster Bay.

A reef extends o£F its south side, a cable's length towards Little ^^fi-

Cawee ; but the principal reef oflF it runs out 400 fathoms to the

west and S.W.

Lobster Bat is between PoiJt Sproule and the Crooked ^^''w" ^ay-

Islands, which are a group of small islets and rocks, running out

from the shore 3 miles to the westward of Point Sproule. All the

N.E. part, or head of Lobster Bay, is occupied by an extensive

flat of sand and boulders, dry at low water, and on which lobsters

abound; but it is an excellent open roadstead, with plenty of

room for the largest ships.

The Crooked Islands are bold to the southward and eastward, CrvoAed

leaving the mouth of the bay clear of all danger across to the reef

off Point Sproule. Vessels may anchor midway between the reef

and the islands, choosing their depth from 5 to 12 fathoms, ac-

cording as they may wish to lie at the distance of half a mile, or

of one mile from the 3 fathom edge of the flats in the head of

the bay. The bottom is of fine sand over clay, and the shelter

from S.W. round by west and north to east, but all winds from

east round by south to S.W. blow right in, with a heavy sea and

thick weather.

Pentecost River enters the sea on the S.W. side of a rocky Ptntecoti

point, li miles to the westward of the Crooked Islands : the op-

posite point of entrance is of sand. Two miles S W. from the

mouth of the River, there is a rerr-arkable round and wooded hill.

The first reach of the River is towards this hill, leaving a very

narrow sandy ridge between it and the sea. Steep cliffs of sand

and clay form the River's banks for 2j miles, to which distance

only it is navigable for boats. The entrance of the River is only

15 fathoms wide, with a depth of 7 feet at low water, and there

are 9 feet within for a short distance. At high water from 12 to

16 feet can be carried in, so that this River is capable of affording

shelter to coasting schooners as well as boats : but it would be

very difficult to take a sailing vessel in through so narrow an en-

trance, and could never be done in the ebb tide, which runs out

with great rapidity.
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A fine bold sandy beach extends from this River to English
Point, a distance of 7 miles to the S.W.
English Point is

1J miles to the northward and eastward from
the north rocks of Egg Island, and has a shoal of large stones
extending oflF it to the distance of one-third of a mile. On the
S.W. side, or towards Egg Island, this shoal may be approached
to 6 fathoms at low water, but on the S.E. and east it is very bold
there being 15 fathoms at the distance of one-third of a mile, and
30 fathoms at the distance of a mile from the 3 fathom mark.
Egg Island bears from the south point of Great Cawee Island

S.W. ^ W., 14 miles. It is low, narrow, and of granitic rocks,
without trees, and three-quarters of a mile long, in a N.N.E. 1 E
direction. The North rocks, always above water, are 400 fathoms
distant from the island to the N.N.E. ; they form a low, narrow
black reef, which is 300 fathoms long, in the same direction, bold
towards the main land and also towards English Point. A reef
under water runs out from these rocks in the direction of their
length, (namely to the S.S.W.,) and to the distance of 250
fathoms, leaving only a very narrow 3 fathom channel between
them and the island. The N.E. reef runs out to the distance of
600 fathoms from the N.E. point of Egg Island, and is the
greatest danger between Seven Islands and Point de Monts
Some of the rocks upon the N.E. reef show in low tides, and the
sea generally breaks on them at low water. This reef prevents
the swell from rolling in between the north rocks and Egg Island,
and thus assists in sheltering the anchorage.

The whole, that is the ishnd, rocks, and reefs, form a natural
breakwater, which is U miles long, in a N.N.E. direction, and
inclines slightly towards the shore at its northern end, in such a
manner as, with the assistance of the shoal off English Point, to
shelter the anchorage from N.E. winds. The northern end of
this I reakwater is distant from the main land nearly three-quarters
of a mile, and the southern end more than a mile ; but extensive
flats extend from the main, and diminish the navigable breadth of
the channel to 370 fathoms in the narrowest part, which is nearly
opposite the northern end of Egg Island. The best anchorage is,
however, to the S.W. of this narrow part, where the breadth,
from the 3 fathom edge of the shoal off the main to Egg Island is
600 fathoms.

^*
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All along the inner sides of Egg Island and of the reef under ^99 ^«'«'»«'-

water to the S.S.W. of the North Rocks, as well as of the North

Rocks themselves, excepting near their northern end, the water is

very deep, there being from 17 to 24 fathoms at low water close

to them. The depth decreases gradually towards the main land,

and the best depth to anchor in is 9 or 10 fathoms, according to

the time of tide. The bottom is of clay in the deep water towards

the island, and of sand from the depth of 9 fathoms towards the

main land. There is little danger of dragging an anchor up hill

towards the main, but, with violent squalls ofiF the land, vessels

should have a good scope of cable out, for should the anchor start,

they might be on the rocks before they couid bring up again.

In order to have as much room as possible, with a moderate

depth of water, vessels should not anchor to the north-eastward

of a line joining Roadstead Point and the centre of Egg Island.

The best position is with the S.W. end of Egg Island bearing

S.E. by S., and the inner side of the North Rocks N.E. ; English

Point will then be open half a point to the westward of the latter.

In this anchorage vessels will lie sheltered from N.E. round by

north and west to S.W. by the main land, and from S.E. to N.E.

by the Island, with its rocks and reefs. The winds from the re-

maining points, namely, those between S.W. and S.E., seldom

blow strong, and even with them a vessel may find some shelter

by shifting her berth to the eastward, where she will find "7 fathoms

over sandy bottom.

No directions are necessary for running into this anchorage

from the southward and westward, since the S.W. end of Egg

Island is quite bold. But if it be intended to run through between

the Island and the main, stand into the northward to 8 or 9

fathoms, or until English Point is open half a point to the north-

ward of the North Rocks, then steer for English Point, giving

the inner side of the North Rocks a berth of a cable's length,

until you have passed the North Rocks a full quarter of a mile.

You will then be in about 1 fathoms at low water, and may haul

out to sea, going nothing to the southward of S.E. by E., to avoid

the N.E. reef. There is no danger between the rocks and reefs of

Egg Island and English Point, excepting the reef off the latter

already mentioned.

These directions, taken in the reverse order, will enable a

vessel to run through from the eastward ; and I shall merely add
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Egg Uand. to them a caution not to approach the N.E. reef oflF Egg Islet, for

there are 20 fathoms at the distance of a quarter of a mile from it in

every seaward direction, and consequently little warning by the lead.

The anchorage at Egg Island is too small to be a favourite

resort for large vessels, but in time of need, or as a place of refuge

in case of distress, it would be found of great value on a coast so

destitute of good harbours.

There is no water on Egg Island, but it may readily be obtained

from small streams on either side of Roadstead Point.

It is extremely difficult to make out Egg Island at night, by
reason of the high land under which it lies, and which, coming
from the westward, attains its nearest approach to the sea 1^
miles in rear of English Point. But this high land, whilst it

prevents the island from being readily seen, points out its situa-

tion very nearly.

The rate of the tides between Egg Island and the main is from
a half to one knot, and part of the stream of ebb sets towards and
out through the narrow and dangerous 3 fathom channel between
the island and the North Rocks. Part of the stream of flood

comes in through the same channel.

Calumet River is a small stream 2i miles W. by S. from the

S.W. end of Egg Island ; along the shore for a mile to the

south-westward of its entrance, there are reefs of large stones ex-

tending out 600 fathoms from the high water mark, and having

15 fathoms off them at the distance of half a mile to seaward.

To the S.W. of these reefs, as far as Trinity Bay, the coast is free

from danger, and may be approached with safety, if due caution

be used. There are 20 fathoms at the distance of from half a mile

to 1 mile, and 40 fathoms from 2 to 3 miles from the shore.

Caribou Point. Caribou Point, 8j miles S.W. by S. from Egg Island, is a

small rocky peninsula, having sandy coves on either side of its

isthmus, in which pilot boats find shelter, and often remain on the

look out for vessels.

Trinity Bat is 5 miles further along the coast to the south-

ward and westward. It is 2 miles wide, and nearly 1 mile deep,

with a fine sandy beach extending from its S.W. point to Trinity

River, which is a small and rapid stream, abounding with trout

and salmon, where water can be had only at high water, because

of the large stones about its entrance. The S.W. point of the

Bay is rocky, and oif the N.E. point there are two low

Calumet River.

Trinity Bay.

i

yag'aiiBUM.ea
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black rocks; the depth of water between the points of the

Bay is from 5 to 1 fathoms at low water over sandy bottom. This

Bay affords excellent anchorage, in a moderate depth of water

with good ground, and plenty of room to get under way in

any wind. It is a very valuable stopping place, in westerly 7>;W/yB«y^

winds, for vessels bound up the St. Lawrence, to wait their op- p,„ce.

portunity to proceed round Point de Monts, and up the Estuary.

Pilots are generally found waiting in the Bay for vessels when the P^t* u,aU

wind is from the westward, but in easterly winds they take shelter

in St. Augustin Cove.

In running down along the land for Trinity Bay, either from the Anchorage.

N.E. or S.W., come no nearer than 15 fathoms until the Bay opens

;

then haul in, and anchor in 1 fathoms at low water; with the

lighthouse on Point de Monts (seen just within a small rock about

li miles to the south-westward of the Bay) bearing S.W. by W.,

the outer of the two rocks off the N.E. point of the Bay

N.E. i E., and the entrance of the river N. by W. ;
the vessel

will then be rather more than three-quarters of a mile distant

from the S.W. point of the Bay. Large vessels may anchor

further out, and in deeper water, if they think proper, and small

schooners in 3 fathoms, close under the S.W. point.
„ . ., ^ .

Pomx DK Monts Lighthouse is 5 miles to the south-west-
J-
J*^-^'

ward from Trinity Bay ; it stands low down and close to the sea, is

of the usual conical form, nearly white, and 15 feet high. The

lantern is elevated 100 feet above the sea at high water, showing

a bright fixed light, which can be seen from distances of 15, 20,

and 23 miles nearly, according as the height of the observer's eye

above the sea may be 10, 50, or 100 feet respectively.

The extreme of the land to the north-eastward near Caribou

Point bears N.E. i E. from the light, which can be seen over the

Point; p"d that bearing continued will pass little more than 2i

miles outside ofEgg Island at the distance of 20 miles from the light.

Vessels being to the eastward in a dark night, when the land

cannot be seen, had better tack whe.. the light bears W.S.W., or

even W. by S. will be near enough, if they be as near to it as

Trinity Bay. They may, however, stand in nearer, using due

caution by the lead. Vessels to the westward of the light should

tack as soon as it bears E. i N. ; it cannot be seen to the south-

ward of cast, in consequence of high land which interposes.
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When it disappears, a vessel off Goodbout River will be only
one mile from the bar; see art. 28.

The south extremity of Point de Monts is rather more than
li miles S.W. by W.| W. from the lighthouse. S.W. from the
light, S.E. from the extremity of the Point, and half a mile oiF

shore, lies a ledge of rocks with 9 or 10 feet least water. S.S.W.,
half a mile from a light, is another rock with 2 fathoms least

water; and there is a third with little more water, and nearly as
far off from the light to the E? ? Thcsc dangers should be
carefully guarded against in m- > , light in thick weather,
or when keeping close to the land - a northe-'y wind; and 15
fathoms is quite near enough to them for a large vessel at any
time, being no more than 2 cables' distant from the first, and about
twice that distance from the 2 last of them.

55. The land, which on the eastern side of Point de Monts is

rather low, begins to rise immediately from that Point to the west-
ward, and granitic hills very sparingly wooded, and in no part es-

timated to exceed 1000 feet in height, from the north coast of the
Estuary to Point St. Giles, distant 30j miles W. J N. from Point
de Monts. The section of coast just indicated is as bold as any
in the St. Lawrence, there being little or no warning by the lead,
neither is there any good anchorage sufficiently roomy for the
occasional use of shipping.

St. Augustin Cove, 1^ miles westward of Point de Monts,
affords shelter only to boats; and pilots are generally found
waiting here with easterly winds.

Goodbout River, SJ miles westward from Point de Monts,
enters th2 sea at the extremity of a sandy point, and has a bar of
sand, which extends out from the eastern point of entrance to the
distance of nearly half a mile, dries in great part at low water,
and is extremely bold to seaward. There is usually at low water
not more than 4 or 5 feet over this bar, on which a heavy surf
very frequently breaks; and the River is only of use to boats,
because of the difficult and narrow entrance, although there are'

15 or 16 feet of water over the bar at high water, spring tides.

There is a trading and salraou fishing post of the Hudson Bay
Company at this River, and the houses can readily be seen. It is

•jossible to anchor on either side of the bar of Goodbout River, but
too near to the shore to be of general use.

i !
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Cape St. Nicolas, a high bare point of granite, bears from ^P* St.

Nicolas.
Point de Monts W. by N. 17 miles.

St. Nicolas Harbour is 3 miles N.E. by E. i^ E. from the St. Nicolas

cape of the same name ; it is a narrow inlet between granitic hills
^'"°''"'"*

from 500 to 100 feet in height, l-J- miles in the direction ofN.W. J N.

This Harbour is so perfectly secure, that a vessel might be laid on

shore and repaired as if she were in a dock ; on the S.W. side, a

vessel may lie alongside of the rocks as alongside a wharf.

There is as much as 9i^ fathoms at low water, in the deepest

part of the Harbour, and the bottom is of mud.

Th«; breadth of the Harbour within no where exceeds 190

fathoms, and at the entrance is only 75 fathoms. The shoals on

the east side of the entrance dry out so far as to leave a channel

between them and Cross Point only 30 fathoms wide, and 5 feet

deep at low water spring tides.

The depth that can be carried in at high water is from 14 to 17

feet, according as it may be neap or spring tides. The bottom in

the entrance is of sand, with some few large stones upon it, which

can be seen and avoided, if the tide be not high enough to pass

over them. The entrance is situated in the centre of a small bay,

three-quarters of a mile wide, and rather more than one quarter

of a mile deep to the rocky point on the west side of the entrance

to the Harbour, which will be readily seen projecting out into the

bay, and is named Cross Point, from a small wooden cross upon Cross Point.

it. An extensive shoal of sand and boulders, which dry at half

tide, extends from the east point of the bay, 340 fathoms to the

W.S.W., and continues northward to the entrance of the Harbour.

This shoal can always be seen, is quite bold, and completely shuts

out the sea fron the Harbour in southerly and easterly winds.

The shoals on the west side extend across a small bay on the west

side of Cross Point, and continue for 400 fathoms out to seaward,

extending oflF-shore to the distance of 100 fathoms.

The anchorage between these shoals, in the bay off the Harbour's

mouth, is only 300 fathoms wide, and consequently too small to be

considered a roadstead for large vessels, but the ground is good,

and the depth convenient for anchoring preparatory to warping

into the Harbour.

South-east winds blow right into the Harbour, and. are conse-

quently the most favourable for running in, but with a strong

wind in that direction, and at high water when the shoals are
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covered, there is generally some sea outside the narrow entrance

;

an accident at such a time might be attended with serious conse-

quences, and therefore it is only in very fine weather that the

entrance shonld be attempted with a S.E. wind.

North-west winds blow right out of the Harbour, and often with
great violence, A W.S.W. wind is the safest for running in,

for the entrance and bay outside are then quite smooth, the sea

being turned off by Cape St. Nicolas ; but this wind will seldom
take a- vessel completely in, it will usually only enable her to shoot

80 far within Cross Point that a line may be sent ashore, or a

kedge ahead, for the purpose of warping in the remainder of the

way, which may be quickly done if due preparation has been made
beforehand.*

The entrance should be attempted in the last quarter flood, then

if the vessel touches the ground she will receive no damage, and
there will be time for her to warp in before the tide begins to fall.

To enter St. Nicolas Harbour, attend to the following direc-

tions. Being off the mouth of the bay, bring the end of Cross

Point to bear N.N.E., then steer so nearly for it as to leave it not

more than 50 nor less than 30 yards distant on the larboard

hand. If the wind will allow, continue to run in, at the same
distance from the shore on the west side, until you deepen your

water ; but if you lose the wind, or be met with light baffling flaws

out of the Harbour, as often happens in westerly winds, send a

line on shore on the west side, or drop your anchor under foot as

soon as your vessel loses her way, and warp into deep water. The
shoal water, which may be called the bar, and commences at

Cross Point, continues for 200 fathoms within it, and the channel

is rendered- narrow by shoals off the eastern side, for an equal dis-

tance further up the Harbour, In order to have as much room as

possible, a vessel should anchor further in than the three large rocks,

which will be seen on the eastern side of the Harbour. To run out

again, a vessel must wait for a N.W. wind, or take advantage of

the land wind in the early part of the morning, which often occurs

in fine weather when westerly winds prevail ; or, lastly, she must

warp out, in a light breeze or calm, to the entrance of the bay out-

side, and to a position from which she can make sail.

There are several small streams, on the eastern side of the Har-

bour, where water can be obtained, and it can also be had at high

* Sec Note A, page if 0.

\ \

i
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water from the two small rivers at the head of the inlet. The

stones on the bar of this Harbour might be easily removed, and I

ascertained, by boring, that the channel might be deepened to any

extent that might ipdesirable.

St. Pancras Cove, 9 miles W.N.W. from Cape St. Nicolas, St. Pancra*

being (H|tak»160 fathoms wide, between steep rocks, and open to

the southward, with very deep water, is of no use to vessels.

There are 32 fathoms in its entrance, shoaling gradually to 1*J

fathoms within a quarter of a mile of its head. The sea is never

heavy in it, and a vessel might be saved there in time of need.

It affords shelter to boats.

English Bat, between Point St. Pancras and St. Giles Point,

affords no good anchorage; in consequence of the great depth of

water ; a heavy sea rolls into it in easterly winds, and its shores

are high and rocky. A vessel might anchor close to the shore on

its west side, in 16 or 1*7 fathoms at low water, and be well shel-

tered from all but easterly winds; but she would be in great

danger if a strong wind from that quarter came in, since there

would be no possibility of weathering the eastern side of the

Manicouagon Shoals during the flood tide.

56. Point St. Giles is 13^ miles W. by N. from Cape St. Point St. Giles.

Nicolas, and is high and rocky, like the coast to the east-

ward ; while Manicouagon Point, which is 1 1J miles W.S.W. ^ W.

from Cape St. Nicolas, is low and thickly wooded, with a

broad sandy beach, like the rest of the coast westward to Outard

Bay.

This complete change in the character of the coast points out

to a vessel her approach towards the dangerous Manicouagon

Shoals.

The entrance of Manicouagon Bay lies between the above two Manicouagon

points, and is all dry at low water, with the exception of the
'""''

narrow channels which lead up to the river.

The principal channel is on the north side, and there is a North Channel.

deep place, or large hole, in it, 1 J miles long, from half to Anchorage

a quarter of a mile wide, and from 3 to 5 fathoms deep at low ^'''*-

water, with muddy bottom. This large hole is close to Point

St. Giles, and extends 1 J miles within it. Although this place

appears completely open to easterly winds, no swell of consequence

rolls into it, and I believe a vessel well moored on its north side

within Point St. Giles would be in safety. But to get in there it
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is necesBary to pass over a bar formed by the eastern part of the

Manicouagou Shoal.

This Bar extends out 2 miles to the eastward from Point

St. Giles, it has 1 feet over it at low water, adlfrom 14 to 19 feet

at high water, according as it may be neap or spring tides. The
outside of the Bar is extremely bold, there being 30 fatlli|u sandy
bottom close to it, and 50 fathoms mud bottom at tlie distance

of one mile. The Bar then sweeps round till it joins the Mani-
couagon Shoal, which consists of sand with occasional boulders,

and which is dry at low water for nearly 5 miles out, in an
E. by N. direction, from the northern end of Manicouagon
Peninsula.

This is altogether too wild and dangerous a place to be of
general use to vessels, but as, nevertheless, it might prove of use
in time of need, I give the following brief directions for en-
tering it.

Bring Point St. Giles to bear W. by S.,with Point St. Pancras,
the eastern point of English Bay bearing north at the same tip ..

Then steer directly for Point St. Giles; and when the head of
English Bay bears north, and Point St. Pancras N.E., you will
be close to the bar. Continue to run over the bar on the same
course, W. by S., until the points on the west side of English
Bay bear N. by E. i E.

; you will then be within 1 mile of Point
St. Giles, and must keep away a couple of points to the southward
along the southern edge of the Shoal, which dries at low water off

that Point, until you open out the Points on the north side of
Manicouagon Bay to the southward of Point St. Giles; then haul
up again so as to pass that Point at the distance of a cable's

length, and anchor half a mile within it, in 3 or 4 fathoms at low
water.

Six miles west from Point St. Giles, the shallow channels
between the Shoals unite in the inner entrance of the River,
which is there narrow and 4 fathoms deep. The Falls, where
the River discharges a great body of water down a narrow and
sloping channel between steep granite rocks, are 3 miles further

up, in a N.W. direction, and a boat may approach close to

them.

The ebb runs out over the Manicouagon Bar to the eastward,

at the rate of about 1^ knots, and the flood is nearly as
strong.
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The Manicouagon Shoal is of sand, with many large boulders Mani
scattered about its eastern and southern parts, and probably depo- **<"^-

sited there by the ice. The most eastern point of this dangerous
and extensive Shoal is distant 2^ miles from Point St. Giles, in an Eaiirm Point.

E.S.E. direction, and 5i miles E. by N. from the N.E. end of
Manicouagon Peninsula.

The bearing of S.W. by S. from Pancras Cove passes along
the eastern side of the Shoal, which is so bold that there are 60
fathoms of water at the distance of little more than li miles, and
40 fathoms at half that distance from the breakers. On this side

the Shoal dries nearly out to its edge in low tides. The south
point of the Shoal extends 24 miles to the southward of Mani- Souikern Pomt.

couagon Point, and here only is there any sufficient warning by
the deep sea jead. With Manicouagon Point on anv bearing
from N. to N^W. by N., 60 fathoms over a bottom of very

fine sand will be found at the distance of 3J miles from the

3 fathom mark, to which tiie water shoals gradually, till close to

it, where there are 17 fathoms. The Shoal dries out in low tides,

in this part, and also further to the westward, from 1 to Ij miles

from the beach.

The Shoal continues from its south point to the westward for fVetiem Point.

a distance of 16 miles, the outline of its edge corresponding to the

shape of the sandy shore as far as Outard Point, oflF which it

extends to the southward 1^ miles, and, filling up all the eastern

part of Outard Bay, stretches out its western point fully Sj. miles

W. by S. from Outard Point.

There is often a very heavy sea, particularly in a weather tide,

off this Shoal, but all the terrific accounts which have been cir-

culated of " strong and irregular eddies," in which vessels will

not answer their helms c'uring a fresh gale of wind, " and can
with difficulty be kept froui running on the bank, or driving

against each other," are entirely unfounded. But without that

exaggeration a shoal which extends so far from a low part of the

coast, which is difficult to be made out at night, and which has

such deep water close to it, must be sufficiently dangerous to

demand the utmost prudence and vigilance of the seaman, without

alarming him with imagintry perils. The tides are tolerably re- Tides and Rip.

gular, and not very strong along the Shoal. I do not think that'''"'^*'

the rate of either tide exceeds 2 knots at any time, and I am
certain that it is usually much less. But great rippiings are met
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Sr""^'^
with occasionally, both near the shoals, and in the ofHng, where

they are caused, as in other parts of the Estuary, by the unequal

velocities or the opposing directions of the streams, as will be readily

imagined when it is reraembered that the current is always down
on the south side, slack in the middle, and up during the flood on

the north side of the Estuary. (Art. 15.) These ripplings are

very common off the eastern and southern parts of the Mani-

couagon Shoal, where I have observed them to move much faster

than the streams of the tides, as was evident by their passing by

the vessel in a calm. They often give to the tides the appearance

of a rapidity which does not exist.

Outard Point. Outard Point is 1 1 miles to the westward of the south extremity

of Manicouagon Point, and the shore between .them is of low

sandy cliffs, with a sandy beach.

Outard River. OuTABD RivEK flows on th: north side of the Point of the

same name, and can be ascended by boats to the Falls, over

granitic rocks, which are 7 miles, N.E. by E., from the Point.

Fails. These Falls are only 1| miles from the Manicouagon River. The
two rivers therefore form the low sandy country, between Points

Outard and Manicouagon, into a great peninsula, which has pro-

bably been produced by the rivers in the course of ages.

The entrance to Outard River is by several intricate and narrow

channels through the western part of the Manicouagon Shoal, and
as there are only 2 or 3 feet of water through these channels at

low water, for the distance of 4 or 5 miles, the place is useless to

vessels, and therefore requires no further description.

mite Water. The Water of this River holds a white earth suspended, and

frequently covers the whole surface of Outard Bay, floating on the

heavier sea water beneath, and giving the whole Bay the appear-

ance of being shoal. A vessel sailing through this superstratum

of fresh water displaces it, and leaves a blue streak in her wake.

Outard Bay. OuTARD Bat, between Outard and Bersimis Points, has three

small rocky islands in it, which appear as two from seaward, and
servei to distinguish the Bay to strangers ; they are far within the

edge of the shoals, which extend quite round the Bay, and occupy

the greater part of it, being a continuation of the Manicouagon

Shoal. The water in this Bay is too deep close to the shoal for

convenient anchorage, which is quite exposed to easterly winds.

Anchorage. The anchorage is on the west side of the Bay, in 14 fathoms at

low water, over muddy bottom, with Bersimis Point bearing
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S.W. by S , 3^ miles. Maiiicouagon Point will then be open Outard Bag.

jr 3 or 4 degrees to the southward of Outard Point, the south side

of which will bear E. by N., the first rocky point north-eastward

of the river N. by W., and the vessel will be nearly half a mile

from the 3 fathom edge of the shoal on the west side of the bay
;

small vessels may lie closer, in 1 '^r 8 fathoms.

In standing in for this anchorage with a westerly wind, beware

of the bar of Bersimis River, which is extremely steep. If you

can make out the first rocky point to the north-eastward of the

River, and which bears from its entrance N.N.E., 4J miles, take

care that it does not bear to the eastward of north, and you will

clear the bar. When you have passed it, you may haul in to the

northward into soundings, going no nearer than 10 fathoms.

Vessels may anchor for a distance of three-quarters of a

mile on either side of the position which I have pointed out,

either further out to the S.S.W., towards Bersimis Point, or

towards the small islands to the N.E., but the berth which I

have indicated is the best. The tides are not strong in Outard

Bay*

Bersimis River enters the sea to the eastward, and If miles Bernmi*

N.E. from the south extremity of the Point of the same name.
^•'"*"*

The south side of entrance of the River for more than three-

quarters of a mile is of low and bare sand. The opposite point of

entrance is also of sand, and bears N.N.W., at the distance of

rather more than a mile from the south point, but this wide

mouth of the Uiver is closed by sands dry at low water, with the

exception of a very narrow channel. The River within, for the

tirst 3 miles, is wide and full of sand shoals.

The Bar is of sand, which dries in parts at low water, and Bar.

shifts frequently, being completely exposed to southerly and

easterly gales ; it extends nearly
1J miles to the eastward of the

south point of entrance. Directions for entering the River must

therefore be useless ; but it may be as well to remark, that within

the bar the channel is always close to the south point of entrance,

and keeps on that side through the wide part within, with a depth

of 9 feet at low water. The depth that could be carried in

over the bar, in the month of July, was 6 feet at low water, and

from 13 to 18 feet at high water, according as it might be neap

or spring tides.

* See Note B, page 170.
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This River discharges a great volume of water, especially in

the spring of the year, and the water is fresh enough for drinking, *

when the tide is out, 2 miles within its entrance.

The fiersimis River is navigable to the Falls, which are 30 or

40 feet high, and over granitic rocks. These Falls are distant

30 miles N.W. | N., in a direct line from the south point of

entrance ; but the distance is nearly 40 miles by following the

windings of the river. The banks of the river are high and

precipitous, being either of granite or cliffs of sand and gravel over

clay. The basins and valleys between the hills are filled with

these last-named deposits, which support a heavy growth of trees

of the pine and spruce species. There is tood timber to be met
with occasionally. The breadth of the river vi ties from 100 to 300
fathoms, and its depth is usually from 2 to 5 fathoms : there is a

place in which the depth amounts to 12 fathoms'; but 2 fathoms

is as much as could be carried up to the foot of the Falls.

The stream of the flood tide is felt 10 miles up the river ; and

6 miles up the channel is contracted by shoals of sand and

boulders to the breadth of 50 fathoms for the distance of 1 mile.

Through this narrow part the ebb runs 4 knots ; above it, the rate

of the current is from 1 to 2j knots. Boats could row up this

River to the foot of the Falls, and a steamer could ascend it with

ease j but the winds are generally too light and baffling between

its high banks for a sailing vessel.

57. Bersimis Point is low, of sand, wooded with spruce trees,

and diflScult to be seen at night. On its east side, the low south

point of the river extends to the distance of 2 miles from the

trees, and the Bar \\ miles further ; and to the southward, the

sand shoal extends three-quarters of a mile from the sandy beach,

yet it is so bold that the lead affords no warning, there being 60
fathoms muddy bottom at the distance of a mile from the edge of

the shoal. On the east and west sides of the Point the shoals are

equally steep, so that this Point is very dangeroup, especially to

vessels beating at night or in foggy weather. From the south

extremity ofBersimis Point, Manicouagon Point bears E.N.E. \ E.,

21 miles ; and Point Mille Vaches S.W. by W. J W., 29 miles. In

all this last-named distance, if the extreme points be excepted,

vessels will find, by reference to the chart, that the soundings off

the shore afford some warning, although there are parts where

great caution is necessary.
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The tides are regular, but the flood is rather stronger than the ebb Tide» offBer-

within 6 miles from the shore, where the rate of either, as far as
*'""*•

I have seen, never exceeds l^- knots, and is often much less.

The low sandy shore continues 5J miles W. | N., from Bersimis Jeremy island.

Point to Jeremy Island, which is very small, rocky, and close

to the shore. There is a trading post of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany on the main, the buildings of which can usually be seen,

but if not, its position will always be known by some patches

of white sand and clay cliffs, which are close to the eastward of

the island. Vessels may stand in by the lead, and anchor off this

place; but it is a bad anchorage, and the shoal water extends

a mile out from the shore.

Cape Colombier, 5 miles from Jeremy, along a rocky and C'o/w

broken shore, in a S.W. by W. i W. direction, is a rocky peninsula,
^''''^*"'-

with a small islet on its west side.

The Gulnare Shoal, discovered by us in 1830, is a narrow Gulmrt

ridge of granite rock, nearly 2 miles long, parallel to the shore, and
^'"^'

having from 2 to 3 fathoms over it at low water. The S.W. end of

this Shoal bears S. by E., and its N.E. end S.E. by E. i E. from

Cape Colombier, from which they are distant If miles. The
inner or north side of Laval Island nearly on with Point Orient,

the east point of the Baie de Laval, and bearing west, leads clear

outside of this Shoal at the distance of 2 cables* length, and in

20 fathoms of water. It is very dangerous, there being 23 fathoms

close to the S.W. end, and also along its southern side. There

are 4 or 5 fathoms between it and the shore.

WiLo Fowl Reef, S.W. by W. ^ W., 4 miles from Cape mid Fowl

Colombier, is a large bed of rocks, exter-^ing three-quarters of
^''•^*

a mile from the shore between Plongeur Bay and the Baie de

Laval. There are 9 fatlrims off this Reef at the distance of

one-third of a mile.

Plongeur Bat, between that Reef and Cape Colombier, may Phnjeur Bay.

be known by a round and rocky peninsula on its west side.

The inner part of this Bay is full of rocks dry at low water, and

the whole Bay is shoal out to the line joining Wild Fowl Reef and

Cape Colombier.

Vessels should be careful in standing in towards *he part oi Approach to

this coast from Wild Fowl Reef to the Gulnare Shoal inclusive;
'**«*<"«•

30 fathoms is quite near enough, as they will see by the soundings

in the chart. But to the south-westward of the Reef, until
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within 2 miles of Port Neuf, they may stand in to 6 fathoms at

low water with safety.

Bate de Laval. The Baie de Laval, 4 miles west from the Wild Fowl Reef,

and 8^ miles N.E. by N. from Port Neuf, will be known by the

rocky island in its mouth, and by the clay chffs which commence

IJ miles to the S.W. of it, and continue to within the same

distance of Port Neuf.

This Bay within the island is all dry at low water. Vessels may
safely stand in towards it, the water shoaling gradually from 10

fathoms, which is at the distance of 2\ miles from the shore.

There is a good anchorage in 6 or 7 fathoms, over clay bottom,

ofif the clay cliffs abovementioned.

Port Neuf. At PoRT Neup there is a fur-trading and salmon-fishing esta-

blishment, belonging to the Hudson Bay Company, who have

a lease of the seignory of Port Neuf. At this post, which stands

upon a steep sandy bank, and is 4 miles to the N.E. of Point

Mille Vaches, there is a small wooden church for the Indians, a

dwelling-house, a store, and several smaller buildings. These can

readily be seen by a vessel off tlie coast.

S.S.E. from the church, and distant nearly three-quarters of a

mile, is the S.W. end of a low and narrow sandy peninsula, with

a clump of pine or spruce trees upon it, and which extends

nearly 2 miles to the N.N.E., where it joins the sand and clay

cliffs, which have been previously mentioned.

The entrance to Port Neuf River is from the S.W., and

between this sandy peninsula and the post on the main land,

but is so shallow that a boat cannot enter it at low water. At the

junction of the peninsula with the sand and clay cliffs, the River

turns abruptly inland : its sandy channel is too shallow for a boat

at low water below that turn; and at the distance of 1^ miles

above it rapids commence. From "7 to 12 feet water may be

carried in at high water between the peninsula and the main

land, according as it may be neap or spring tide, and a small

vessel may lie safely aground on the sand.

Sand Patch. E. by N. from the S.W. end of the sand and clay cliffs,

N.E. by £. I E. from the church at Port Neuf, and H miles

from the cliffs, lies a patch of sand, with 3f fathoms least water,

which might be dangerous to a large vessel in a heavy sea. This

may be considered as the commencement of the Port Neuf and

Mille Vachea Shoa!s»

Port Neuf
River.

^^^*^^.'^W?^W!^^W^^-
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The Port Neuf Sands are exceedingly steep on every bearing Por/ Nntf

to the southward of east from Port Neuf, and to the eastward of

south from Point Mille Vaches. OflF Port Neuf they extend three-

quarters of a mile out from the sandy peninsula.

Half way between Port Neuf and Point Mille Vaches is the

widest part of these sands, which there extend If miles from the

beach. There are from 20 to 30 fathoms close along their edge,

and from 40 to 50 fathoms at the distance of 1 mile.

58. Point Mille Vaches is low, sandy, and wooded with

spruce trees. From its south extremity the N.W. reef of Bicquette -^'/fc Faches

bears S.S.E.
-J- E., 1 2^ miles ; and the navigable breadth of the

channel is diminished by the Mille Vaches Shoals to little more

than 11^ miles. As the dangers on either side are so bold, and as

the course of a vessel running up the Estuary must be ever more

or less uncertain in consequence of the set of the tides and currents,

this pass is justly considered dangerous to a vessel running up in

dark nights or foggy weather. The only safe mode of proceeding,

under such circumstances, is that which I have recommended in

art. 25.

The Bay of Mille Vaches, on the west side of the point of Milk Fachet

the same name, is very large, with several small rivers, which ^^'

descend by falls or rapids down the granitic shores. The prin-

cipal of these rivers is the Sault de Mouton, 4J miles west from

the Point, and which has a fall of 80 feet visible from a vessel

when abreast of it. All the interior of this Bay is occupied by

shoals of sand, mud, and lajge boulders, which dry at low

water.

In the western part of it the shoals are extremely steep and

dangerous, but from where the Sault de Mouton bears north

to where Point Mille Vaches comes upon the same bearing, com-

prising a space of 4i miles, there is a complete warning by the

lead ; the depth being 30 fathoms, upwtfds of 2 miles from the

3 fathom edge of the shoals.

There is anchorage in this Bay in 15 fathoms, sand and mud -Anchorage.

bottom, with the south extremity of Point Mille Vaches on with

the inner or north side of the pine trees on the peninsula of Port

Neuf, bearing N.E. ^ E., at the distance of 2 or 3 miles from the

Point, and three-quarters of a mile from the shoals. Tlie shelter

is from S.W. by W. round by north to N.E. by E. The ground

is good, and there is not much tide.
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.
The course and distance across the Bay of MiUe Vaches to two

large rocks which have three small ones nearly a mile to the S.W

1 2 mi"l
''' '""'^ *' Esquamine Islets, is S.W. i W., nearly

The coast to the south-westward, from the Esquamine Islets to
Little Bergeron, a distance of 16 miles, consists of granite rock,
steep and bold, and free from all danger, excepting a flat which
occupies a bay on the west side of Cape Bondesir, but which does
not extend above a quarter of a mile outside of a line joining the
points of the bay, and is consequently very little in the way of
vessels There are upwards of 50 fathoms water close to the rocks
along this part of the coast.

The tides are regular, increasing in strength as we approach
the comparatively narrow pass on either side of Red Islet The
flood 18 the stronger tide of the two, the ebb being deflected
over towards the southern shore by the stream out of the e-eat
river Saguenay. The flood does not extend above 5 or 6 miles off
the north shore below Bergeron, and the closer to that shore the
stronger is the stream. Its rate ,t Point Mille Vaches, where
It does not extend far ofl'-shore. is from IJ to 2 knots; and off
Bergeron from 2 to 3 knots, in spring tides.

Great and Little Bergeron are two coves separated bv
a point. They are both full of large boulders, which dry at low
water, and have small streams at their heads. Little Bergeron is
of the two the most to the S.W. From it. Green Island light bears
5>.byE.iE., llimiles; and the Saguenay Cliffs, at the east point
of entrance of the river, S.W. by W., Sj miles.

I terminate this chapter at Little Bergeron, because the shoals
off the entrance of the Saguenay, and the passage between them
and Red Islet, belong, according to the arrangement which I have
adopted, to Part the Second of these Directions.

'is>mfi->^Smms»y!e':f^s^
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CHAPTER VII.

THE NORTH COAST OF THE GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE, FROM LAKE
ISLAND TO THE RIVER ST. JOHN, INCLUDING THE MINGAN
ISLANDS.

59, General Description of the Coast, from Lake Island to Natashquan
Point.—60. Whittle Rocks, Wolf Bay and Islands.—61. Coacoacho Bay
and its Harbours.—62. Olomanosheebo, Wash-shecootai, and Mus-
quarro.—63. Kegashka Bay. Kegashka River, and the Coast between
it and Natashquan Point. Mont Joli. Cod Banks.— 64. General

Description of the Coast from Natashquan Point to the Mingan Islands.

—65. Natashquan River, Little Natashquan Harbour, Washtawooka,
Agwanus, and Nabesippi Rivers. Pashasheebo. Mushkoniatawee.
Washatnagunashka. Watcheeshoo. Quetachoo-Manicouagon. Peash-
tebai. Appeeletat.— 66. The Mingan Islands, general Description.

— 67. St. Genevieve and Hunting Islands. The Saints. Bowen
Rocks. The Harbours of St. Genevieve and Betchewm.—68. Charles

Island and the Bays on either side of it. Charles Harbour.—69. Clear-

water Shoals. Walrus and Sea-Cow Islands, with the Channels
leading to Esquimaux Harbour. Green, Gull, Esquimr ix, Fright, and
Quin Islands, with their Reefs, and the Channels between them.
Quin Channel.— 70. Esquimaux Harbour.— 71. Niapisca Island.

Quarry Island, and Cove. Quarry Channel. Large Island* Middle
Reef. Birch Islands. Mingan Island. The Perroquets.—72. Mingan
Channel, between the Islands and the Main. Mingan Harbour. Long
Point to St. John River.

59. From Cape Whittle, the S.W. point of Lake Island, to Coastfrom
Natashquan Point, the course is S. 85° \ W. true, or N. 66° W. t^ake Island

magnetic, and the distance 63 miles. With the exception of the
" " "* ^""*

first 13 miles eastward of Natashquan Point, where the shore is

of sand, this coast is of granite, which rises into steep hills and

ridges, with rounded summits, having between them morasses

and stagnant ponds. The mainland is seldom higher than 200

feet, even in the headi of the bays, and it diminishes in height

towards the sea, as do also the innumerable small islands, islets,

and rocks, which fringe the coast, and which in some parts extend

fully 5 miles from the nearest point of the mainland. The islands

are bare of wood, and so also is the main, excepting up the bays
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or where sandy tracts occur, which are always covered with a
thick growth of spruce, with occasional birch and poplar.

Seen from the distance of 4 or 5 leagues, this coast presents an
outline so little diversified, that it is nearly impossible to dis-
tmguish one part of it from another; and it is only when a vessel
approaches within 3 or 4 miles of the outer rocks, that its broken
and dangerous nature becomes apparent.

The outer rocks, both above and under water, are so bold that
there is no warning from the use of the hand-lead ; but, there are
soundings with the deep sea-lead in moderate, but irregular, depths,
off every part of this coast. These deep water soundings are too
irregular to admit of a concise description ; I must, therefore,
refer to the chart, with the remark, that they are sufficient to
warn a vessel of her approach towards danger at night, or in fogs,
since these depths do not amount to 50 fathoms at any less distance
than 5 miles from the outer rocks.

The tides are weak, irregular, and influenced, both in their
strength and direction, by the winds. For the time of high water
on the full and change days, and the rise of the tide at different
places, see Table at the end of the book.

60. There are many small rocks above and under water, off to
the southward and westward from Cape Whittle. The two outer-
most of these, which are half-tide rocks, are distant from the
cape 2i miles, and are called the Whittle Rocks. All these
rocks ai^ steep, with from 20 to 40 fathoms of water between
them, and small fishing and egging schooners find their way
among them, as they do almost everywhere among the islands and
rocks of this coast, being guided by the eye; for every danger
upon which such small vessels would strike can be seen in clear
weather.

Wolf Bay, the first to the westward of Cape Whittle, is 6 or 7
miles deep. There is plenty of water in its intricate channels,
and no dangers that do not show, but a number of rocks and
ledges extend across its mouth from Cape Whittle to Wolf Island,
and are so scattered about that no directions would be of the least
use. If ever any circumstances should repgler it desirable for a
vessel to enter so dangerous a place, it can only be done by look-
ing out for the ledges from the mast-head, or fore-yard, in fine
clear weather, or by avoiding the broken water when there is a
heavy sea running.

^ .
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A

Wolf Island may be easily recognised, being higher and larger fVolf Itlaiut.

than the outer islands usually are off this part of the coast. It

is about three-quarters of a mile long, and makes in two hills,

which are about 150 feet high.

Outer Islet is small, low, and about 1 mile further oflf to the S.W. ^"'"' ^*'"-

than Wolf Island. As its name implies it is the outermost of a

chain of islands, which extends 4 or 5 miles out from the point

of the mainland dividing Wolf and Coacoacho Bays. It bears

W.N.W. i W., 1 miles from Cape Whittle.

61. Coacoacho Bat is the only place affording sachoi&ge Coacaacho Bay,

to large vessels upon this part of the coast. It is not at all

difficult of entrance, although the number of islets and rocks in

every direction make it appear so. There is an excellent harbour

in the head of the bay, called the Basin, and another formed "^

by an arm running into the E. by N. and named Tertiary Shell Tertiary Shell

Bay, which is equally safe. Further out than these harbours ''^'

the bay is more than half a mile wide, and quit^, sufficiently

sheltered from the sea for the safety of any vessel with good

anchors and cables. Coacoacho means a great owl.

To enter this bay, attend to the following description and

directions; Outer Islet, Wolf Island, and the islets and rocks

between them and the mainland, may be considered as forming

the south-eastern side of the bay ; and the Audubon Islets and

Rocks, as forming the north-western side of the bay. The

entrance of the bay is, therefore, between the two extreme points,

which bear from each other N. by W. and S. by E , and are

distant about 2^ miles.

There are two small and dangerous ledges outside, off the en-

trance of the bay. The first, which is called the South Breaker, South Breaker.

shows only in heavy weather, and has 12 feet least water. It bears

W.N.W. \ W.J 2 miles from Outer Islet, and there is a clear channel

between it and the islet. It lies further out than any other danger

off this division of the coast, and has from 18 to 20 fathoms of

water all round and close to it.

The S.W. Breaker has only 3 feet least water, and bears N.W. South-West

by N., 2i miles from the South Breaker, and we8t,2| miles, from

Point Audubon. There is a clear and deep channel between these

two ledges, which may be easily avoided by the chart, or if the

weather be clear they will be readily seen from the fore-yard of

any vessel.
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W.i

Cooooacho Bay.
'° ™'°g ^^ Coacoacho Bay from the S.E.. steer so as to leaveOuter Islet, and the rocks to the northward of it. about 300fathom- to the eastward of you. When abreast of these rocks

of th! ,^ ^^ ^^"^ '' ^'" "PP^" °" ^'t'^ tJ^^ «treme pointhe mainland on the N.W. side near the head of the bay.Steer m upon this leading mark, or bearing, until you are pastsome roc 3 which lie 600 fathoms from the east side ofTAudubon Idets. These rocks are dry at low water, and can alwaybe seen You must leave these rocks on your larboard or NW
side, and, havmg passed them, haul to the northward a little' soas to leave the Emery Rocks, which are quite bold, on your S Eor .^arboard side. Their outer point bears N.N.E. i E . 3 m'ilesfrom Outer Islet, and when up to them you will see the ba^
open beforo you. and clear of danger. The bottom, outside, is
either of rocks or sand, with a depth of from 12 to 30 fathoms;

tlL Z .
'"

'u
''*""^- '^'^ '"^^^^ •"' '^^ better the

ground, and the less the swell with S.W. winds, which are theonly winds that send any swell into the bay
T^^t, SkeU If you wish to run into Tertiary Shell Bay there is nothing in

The Basin of
Coacoacho.

your way exceptirig a small rock above water, a quarter of a mile
withm the entrance, which you must leave on your starboard hand •

and which, like the shores on either side, is quite bold. This ba^
18 not more than 120 fathoms wide, half a mile from the entrance!
but It becomes wider within, with from 5 to 11 fathoms water overmud bottom, and is there perfectly land locked.
In running in for the Basin keep the N.W. side of thebay on board, leaving the entrance of Tertiary Shell Bay. and a

point of low rocks to the northward of it. which are nearly joined
to the shore, to the eastward, until you approach within half a
mile of the island in the head of the bay. You must then steer
over to the eastward, towards that island, to avoid a shoal of boul-
der stones which extends nearly 200 fathoms off the west side ofhe bay The channel between this shoal and the island is only
100 fathoms wide, but deep enough for the largest ships. Give
he island a berth of 50 fathoms, leaving it to the eastward or on
the starboard hand, and as you pass through you will deepen vour

vo;^
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water from 9 to 19 fathoms, the latter depth being just within the

island. As soon as you are pasl the inner end of the island haul

to the N.W., into the mouth of a small bay ; and you will soon

shoal your water to 8 fathoms, muddy bottom, where you must

anchor, and you will be perfectly sheltered from every wind. The

basin becomes quite shoal immediately above this anchorage,

where there is another island lying in the entrance of Coacoacho

River.

On the east side of the entrance of the river there is a house

at which two men, who are engaged in the fur trade and salmon

fishery, generally reside. This small river flows through a wide

and shallow channel full of boulders ; its shores are wooded with

spruce trees, and water may be obtained near the trading post.

In running for Coacoacho Bay from the westward, you may

either pass between the S.W. and South Breakers, by bringing the

inner or N.E. end of Wolf Island to bear east, and steering for

it; or by bringing Outer Island to bear nothing to the southward

of east, and running towards it, until you are within less than a

mile, when you may haul in for the Emery Rocks, as before

directed.

There is very little stream of tide in Coacoacho Bay, but a

weak and irregular stream of flood and ebb sets through between

the islands.

62. The coast, for the first 4 leagues westward of Coacoacho,

is formed of innumerable islets and rocks to Olomanosheebo, or

Paint River, which is called also by the Canadians, " La Ro-

maine." This is a considerable river, falling 20 feet over granite

into the head of a bay 4 miles deep, but so shoal that boats can

scarcely enter it at low water. There is a trading post of the

Hudson Bay Company on the east side near the falls, neither t>f

which can be seen from the sea, being hidden by the islands ; but

the place may be known by the low sandy clifis, thickly wooded

with spruce trees, on either side of the entrance of the bay.

Treble Islet, and the Ijoon Rocks, lie to the westward, the

latter at the distance of 6 miles from the above bay. The Loon

Rocks, which can always be seen, are distant 3 miles from the

nearest point of the mainland, and are the outermost danger off

this part of the coast.

Wash-shecootai (which means Cloudberry) Ba's lies 10 miles

to the westward of Olomanoshebo, ia 21^ miles wide, and has oiS

Coacoacho
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•
-Curlew Point, at half a mile off which there are several lowbare rocks, and ledges which always show, is 4i n^L Zwestward of Mus.uarro. and it is the east point^f 'Z^l
63 Kegashka Bat, situated between Curlew and Ke^ashka

of this bay there are several small islets, too wide anart to „fr a

:;':"; ?: 7-
• " -'^

'- *^= N.t.tr„r:
bay, w thm Kega.hka P„,„t, ,hat a ,e.sel can be secure from
,0 .heriy „,„ds; there is roon, ,here for several .mall Zl^Zbn. for only one ve,.el „f ,he .i.e of a .loop of „„, and .he™«
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be moored with an open hawse to the eastward, with a third Ktgtuhka Bay.

anchor on shore to the S.W., so as to be able to haul in close

under the point when it blows hard from the southward. Tiic

depth of water within the islets is from 4 to 6 fathoms, over fine

sandy bottom.

Altogether, I consider this as a wild place, although ssmall ves-

sels may contrive to shelter themselves there sufficiently to run •

but little risk during the summer months.

j^Wood and water may be obtained without difficulty in the iVood and

western part of the bay.

Kegashka Point is formed by an island, separated from a Kegathka

rocky peninsula by a very narrow channel, dry at low water

;

and the peninsula is united to the mainland by a murow sandy

isthmus covered with grass. Both the island and peninsula are

distinguished by being paitly covered with spruce trees. There

are also a few spiuce trees on an islet, three-quarters of a mile to

the westward of the point, and as no other islands on this part of

the coast are wooded, the bay may be recognised by that circum-

stance. There is a fine sandy beach, and lo%v sandy clifis in the

N.W. comer of the bay : and there are also similar cliffs for

about a mile to the westward of the isthmus above mentioned.

This sandy tract is densely wooded with dwarf spruce, another

circumstance which serves to distinguish this bay, and is the

origin of its name, which signifies impenetrable woods. On a

near approach the place will also be known by Green Island, which

is of low granite covered with grass, and is the outermost and

largest islet sheltering the bay : being about 300 fathoms in

diameter, and situated three-quarters of a mile to the eastward of

Kegashka Point. There are several small islets and rocks within,

and also to the eastward of Green Island, and one small and low

black islet between it and the inner part of Kegashka Point.

The safest channel into Kegashka Bay is between this last- Hcit entrance

named islet and Kegashka Point, 110 fathoms wide, and 8 Bai/f"

fathoms deep. The other channels have dangers in them, but

this is quite clear, and the only direction necessary, when coming ,

from the westward, is to give the south extremity of Kegasiika

Point a berth of a quarter of a mile, or to go no nearer than

8 fathoms : then run along the east side of the point, which

is quite bold, leaving all the islets on your starboard hand. A
distance of three-quarters of u uiile on a N.E. 5 N. course will
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Point, the sandy ridge with apruce trees rises into a slight

mound, a very little higher than the rest of the country. This is

Mont Joli ; but so little remarkable in its appcariince that we

should not have noticed it, had it not been for its name.

Parallel to the coast from Musquarro to Natashquni , and at CodUankn.

distances varying from 6 to 11 miles, there are banks of sand,

gravel, and broken shells, on whirh the depth of water is various,

between 24 and 40 fathoms. There is more than 50 fathoms of

water in some parts, between these banks and the shore. Codfish

are often caught in abundance upon these banks, principally by

American schooners.

The remarkable sandy promontory of Natashquan Point is Point.

the most southern point on the north coast of the Gulf to the

eastward of the Seven Islands, and seems naturally to separate

the eastern division of the coast, which has been the subject of

the preceding articles of this Chapter, from that further to the

westward. As a concluding remark to the above account of the

eastern division, it may be said that though there are few coasts

mora dangerous either to a vessel unacquainted with its nature, or

unaware of its proximity in a dark night, or thick fog ; yet with

the tissistance of the chart, due caution, and a constant use of the

deep sea-lead, it may be approached with safety ; and that a vessel

may even stand close in to the outer rocks and breakers on a clear

sunny day, provided there be a trusty person aloft to look out

for shallow water, for the bottom can bo seen in 4 or 5 fathoms

of water.

64. From the south extremity of Natashquan Point, the east ^<^^^f>''»»

/• . • • 1 o, 1 -n _ ., .
Natashquan to

point of Anticosti bears S. J E. true, 57 miles : so that the next the Mingam.

division of the coast, which shall now be described, may be

considered as forming part of the north shore of the channel to

the northward of Anticosti. From the south extremity of Natash-

quan Point to Collins Shoal, the outer danger off St. Genevieve

Island, the course is N. 84°
J^
W. true, or N.W. by W. magnetic,

52 miles. The coast included in this distance -is low near the

sea, rising a short distance back into mounds and ridges, but no-

where exceeding 400 feet in height. It is composed of primary

rocks, with the exception of a sandy tract at the Agwanus and

Nabesippi Rivers. The sandy tracts are always thickly wooded

with spruce trees, and the country generally is here less bare than

it is furtlier lo the eastward.

L 2
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The coast is broken into numerous coves and small bays.
aflFordmg shelter everywhere to boats, and occasionally to very
small schooners. The small and bare islets and rocks are innu-
merable along it, but nowhere extend further out from the points
of the mainland than 2 miles.

When there is a heavy sea running, all these dangers show, or

.

they can be seen from the mast-head in clear weather ; but under
other circumstances, 20 fathoms is as near to them as a vessel
ought to approach, that depth being in many places not more than
a mile from the outer ledges.

The banks of sand, gravel, and broken shells, which extend
off this coast for many miles, and the deep water channel between
them and Anticosti, have been already mentioned in art. 22 i and
the soundings upon them are too irregular to admit of any other
than the general description there given of them. I must therefore
refer to the charts, in which the various depths and nature of the
bottom are given in such a way as cannot fail to be of great
assistance to vessels navigating this channel.
The current down along the coast in westerly winds has also

been mentioned in articles n and 22 ; its rate seldom exceeds half
a knot, and is usually much less, so that a vessel can always
make way to windward in moderate weather.

In shore there are weak tidai streams too irregular to be de-
pended upon. It is however important to remark, that the flood
draws strongly into Natashquan River, and the bay at Little Na-
tashquan; while the ebb sets strongly off Natashquan Point to
the S.E.. and causes a very heavy sea upon the banks off it, in
southerly winds.

On approaching St. Genevieve, a strong in-draught of the flood
towards the channel, between that island and the main, will be
experienced; and the ebb will be found setting strongly out in
the contrary direction: t^at is, to the S.E. The rate of these
streams seldom exceeds a mile per hour.

65. Natashquan River (the name signifying "where the
seals land ») enters the sea on the west side of the point of the
same name, and 3 miles north-westward from its south extremity
The mouth of the river, between low sandy points, is fully a mile
wide, but nearly the whole of this space is occupied by a low
sandy island, having narrow channels on either side of it The
northern channel is nearly dry at times, but the southern one has
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a depth of 6 feet at low water, and from 9 to 11 feet at high water,

according to neap and spring tides. There is the same depth

within, and small schooners may lie alongside the steep sandy

bank, where the houses of *he Hudson Bay Company's trading

and fishing post stand, on the south side of the river, half a mile

within the entrance. The bar of sand, on which there is usually

a heavy surf, extends out three-quarters of a mile, and is exceed-

ingly steep to sea-ward, where 20 fathoms will be found within

a quarter of a mile. Codfish are taken in great numbers off this

bar in the month of June, and the river abounds with salmon.

Above the trading post the river is full of sand-banks, dry at low

water, and only navigable for boats for a few miles to the first

rapids ; above which it is said to be lost in a great morass, about

12 miles inland from the entrance. It discharges a great quantity

of water in the spring of the year The sandy beach continues ^ffg jVa/a»A-

for 3^ miles to the N.N.E. of the entrance, terminating at the J""" Stream.

mouth of a small stream, called the Little Natashquan, which

admits boats only at high water, and which is close to the east-

ward of the harbour of the same name.

Little Natasaquan Harbour, formed by a number of islets
^,-^,/^ Natash-

and rocks, is only fit for vessels not exceeding 100 tons, although 9'""' Harbour.

it has water enough for a sloop of war. The entrances, of which

there are two, formed by a reef of rocks in the centre, are not

more than 90 fathoms wide, between reefs, the extent of which

under water cannot be seen, because the water is discoloured by

the dark streams of the neighbouring rivers.

The depth that can be carried in at low water by the west

channel is 3 fathoms, and 5 fathoms by that which is between the

central reef and the islets on the east side. The space within the

reefs in which vessels can ride in from 3 to 5 fathoms, over sand

and mud bottom, is only 250 fathoms in diameter. This anchor-

age is defended by the main and islets from all winds excepting

the S.W., in which direction there are reefs of rocks, some parts

of which are always above water. In a strong S.W. wind, some

sea comes over these reefs at high water, but never enough to en-

danger a vessel during the summer months. There are several

rocky patches, with from 2\ to 3 fathoms off the harbour's mouth

;

these, with the want of space to work in, and the difficulty of

gelling out with the prevailing southerly winds of summer, render

fhis place of litlle use for the general purposes of navigation ; but
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it 13 a valuable harbour for the fishermen, whose schooners, of
from 30 to 100 tons, are well suited to the size and nature of 'the
place, which is contiguous to excellent fishing ground, and afi-ords
every facility for drying fish. The entrance of this harbour
bears N. by E., 4 miles, from the southern entrance of Natash-
quan River, and a vessel, being oif the bar of that river in 20
fathoms, should steer N.E, by N., nearly parallel to the sandy
beach. When she has run rather more than 3 miles, and has
decreased he. depth of water to 12 fathoms, she will be about half
a mile from, and will see the islets and rocks, which, commencing
at the termination of the sandy beach, lie off the entrance of Little
Natashquan Stream, and form the east side of the entrance to the
harbour. The westermost of these islets is much larger than
those which lie further to the S.E., between it and the termina-
tion of the sandy beach. Bring the west point of that island to
bear N.E. by N, in 12 fathoms of water, and the southermost
of the rocks at the termination of the sandy beach will bear
E. i N. From this position, by ascending the rigging for the pur-
pose, you will be able to make out the reef on the west side of the
harbour, which extends rather more than half a mile, S.W. by S.
from a rather high and round-backed islet of grey granite, with J
wooden cross upon it. This islet will bear N. by E. J E. from
the position above indicated, and the central reef, some part of
whicli is always above water, will be seen between it and the
islets and the point of the main, which, together, form the east
side of the harbour. Steer N. by E. ^ E. for the islet with the
cross on it, until abreast of the outer part of the reef to the
westward, which will be distant a long cable's length, and you
will be in about 7 fathoms water. Change your course now suf-
ficiently to the eastward, to pass on that side of the central reef
which you may prefer, giving its rocks above water a berth of not
less than GO fathoms, if you take the west channel. The central
reef is quite bold to the southward, and also on its east side, so
that you may approach it within 20 fathoms when entering' by
the east channel; but you must remember, in hauling round its

north and N.E. ends, that it extends 70 fathoms under water
from the rocks, which always show towards the centre of the
harbour. The best berth to anchor in is in 4 fathoms, sand and
mud bottom, with the rocks above water of the central reef, bear-
ing S.S.W. i W., distant 180 fathoms : then the cross will bear

rmiMttMijn
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N.W. by W. ^ W., and the vessel will be nearly in the centre of

the harbour.

Washtawooka (Crookkd) Bat, 5 miles north-westward oi fVaahtawooka

Little Natashquan, is full of small islets, rocks, and ledges, aflFord-
''^'

ing shelter to shallops and boats. It is an intricate and dangerous

place, and may be krawn by Shag Islet, a large black rock

lying off it, and further out than the rest, being Ij^ miles S.S.E.

from the projecting point of the main.

Agwanus River, 10 miles north-westward of Little Natash- ^9y>anus
' River,

quan, is a large stream, having rapids and falls Ij miles from the

entrance, which is narrow, and 6 feet deep at low water. There

is no bar, but many small rocks, both above and under water, lie

off its mouth to the distance of IJ^ miles, and render the approach

extremely dangerous. The east point of entrance is of rock, the

other of sand, and there is a small islet, three-quarters of a mile

from the river's mouth. From 9 to 12 feet can be carried up to "'"^ ^<«""-

this islet, above which the river expands into a basin, half a mile

wide, and 5 fathoms deep, close up to the foot of the rapids.

There is sandy beach for \\ miles to the eastward of this river,

and also westward of it to Nabesippi.

Nabesippi (Man's) River, 5 miles north-westward from the Nabesippi

Agwanus, enters the sea at the extremity of a sandy point, 11^

miles N.W. J N. from the entrance of Natashquan River. The

Nabesippi is a much smaller river than the Agwanus, and will

only admit boats in fine weather. On the west bank, a short

distance within the entrance, stands a house and store, being a

trading post of the Hudson Bay Company, which can be readily

seen from the sea.

Pashasheeboo, Mushkoniatawee, and Washatnagunashka, are Pashaiheeboo

small bays, full of small islets and rocks, wliich render their en-

trances so difficult and dangerous, that no directions would be of

the least avail, They are occasionally, but u.t often, entered by

small coasting schooners intimately acquainted with the coast,

and none but those who know every rock and ledge could either

distinguish them, or take a vessel in. The first named is open to Mashkoniata-

the S.E. ; the second, less intricate than the other two, is 200
"'*" "^'

fathoms wide, and 5 fathoms deep in the entrance, with an equal

depth within. It is open to the southerly winds, but is neverthe-

icsa LUlcluUlY SCVUIC iui ciiiai. ^tait^ TTtiitii iiitiy iiv vil/t?L \\j tut:
" ^

, ,
Hashaffiagun-

rocks. The third is H miles wide, with a chain of rocks above ashka Bay,
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and under water across its mouth, not large enough, or close
enough to afford much shelter, yet too close and too numerous for
a vessel to find her way through without gr«;at difficulty and
danger. Three fathoms can be carried in, and there are 4 and 5
within.

Watcheeshoo, 18 miles N.W. by W. from Nabesippi, and
14 miles E.S.E. from St. Genevieve Island, is a hill of granite,
127 feet high, and bare of ^rees. It is a peninsula, but appears
like an islet, higher than the rest, when seen in a vessel from a dis-
tance. There is a fishing post of the Hudson Bay Company in a
cove among the rocks, to the westward of it. Watcheeshoo and
the Saddle Hill, which is 374 f.et high above the sea, are very
remarkable, and serve to point out to a vessel her position off the
coast. The latter is situated 6 miles inland from the former, in a
north direction.

,

nicou„g.n Bay. ^
Q»«tachoo-Manicouagon, and Peashtebai, are too contiguous

bays, 4 miles north-westward of Watcheeshoo. The first is the
most to the eastward, 2J m^les wide, and from 3 to 14 fathoms
deep, but so full of rocks and ledges as to be useless, excepting to
the smallest schooners. It is open to the westward. The other
is a much smaller bay. capable of affording shelter only to boats,
and open to the southward.

Appeeletat is a bay full of rocks, of no use to vessels, because
of the ledges under water off its entrance, and also within. Four
fathoms can be carried into this bay, which is not used even by
small craft, because there is an excellent harbour within St. Gene-
vieve Island, the S.E. point of which is distant only 3 miles from
It, in a S.W. by W. direction.

The whole of the dangerous coast which has passed in review in
the foregoing articles of this chapter was surveyed for the first
time by us, during parts of the years 1832 and 1833. Previous
to that time there were no charts of it that deserved the name;
the principal points were not laid down within 10 miles of their
true position, even in latitude; and the names of the various bays
and rivers were for the most part unknown.

THE MINGAN ISLANDS.

Minganhland,. 66. The Mingan Islands are of limestone, containing nmmo-
Formuuon. nitcs, orthoccratites, and other organic remains, many of which are

Peashtebai
Bay.

Appeeletat Bay,
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similar to those of Anticosti. This limestone dips slightly to the Minganhlandi.

southward, so that the islands are bold, and frequently clifiPy, on

their north, east, and west sides, whilst they are low and shelving

towards the south, in which direction the reefs of flat limestone

and other dangers exist.

Ancient beaches, formed of water-worn pebbles of limestone, and

flower-pot rocks, precisely similar to those which are forming

at present out of Clio's that are washed by the waves, are met with

in most of the islands, far above the reach of the highest tides.

The general character of these islands is low, they are estimated Height.

nowhere to attain an elevation exceeding 300 feet above the sea,

and are in general much lower. They possess very little soil, but

nevertheless are thickly wooded with spruce, birch, and poplar. Trees.

on the side towards the mainland ; though towards the sea, barren

tracts often occur, composed either of bare limestone, or of banks

and ridges of limestone gravel.

Supplies of wood and water can readily be obtained from the Wood and

principal islands ; wild berries are abundant in their season, and

80 are different kinds of wild fowl. Quadrupeds are scarce, but

there are plenty of seals upon the limestone reefs, and a few cod- Seah and Cod.

fish off the coast.

The coast of the mainland, from St. John River to Mhigan, is

of sand and clay, low and thickly wooded, and with a fine sandy

beach. Further eastward the shore is sometimes of granite, and

at others of limestone, the latter rock lying immediately over the

former.

Mount St. John, 1416 feet high, and described in the hi&i Mount St. John

Chapter, is the highest point of the mainland in this neighbourhood, land.

There are other hills, estimated at 1000 feet above the sea, about

6 leagues further eastward, but 6 or "7 miles back from the sea,

and nearly opposite Quarry Island. With these exceptions, the

main is low, and it is particularly so opposite the Eastern Islands,

where the hills are far back in the country.

The tides are not strong among these islands, never exceeding Tides.

a knot, excepting in very narrow channels. They are often rendered

irregular by the winds, but in fine settled weather there is a t;on-

stant alternation of the streams of flood and ebb between the

islands and the main, and also within the distance of 2 or 3 miles

froi" tlif "ute*" "' "Qutbprn sliorpa <>f the islands.
"' — - These Islands

For want of good charts of these islands, they have not been not dangerous.
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much frequented by other than small coasting or fiBhing vesselsand the dangers of the navigation among them has been m [
exaggerated. With the exception of the rocks off St. GeneTeve

o the w stward of Clear Water Point, there are no detachedhoah outs.de the line joining the outer points of the islands, nor

'at th" th

"""'"" ^^'^"' '"^'^^' -^ ^-™ *^e »,igh>vater than three-quarters of a mile in any part. The princinal^han„ 1, between the island, and between' Lm and thTmT2 be easdy navigated with the assistance of our charts, anJ

w^vi^r ^^^''" '•"'"^ -'^"^'^ «^ ^'^-^-^ ^^^

There are 29 of these islands, in none of which are there any
inhabuants; some of them are very small, and the largest does nolex edllorl2mdesmcircumference. They are arranged parallel
to he coast, and extend along it 45 miles from St. Genevieve Island,
at the eastern end. to the Perroquets at the western end ofthe chain!

Clear \y .lev Point, which is 14 miles to the westward of St
Genevieve projects out so as to interrupt the continuation of theCham of islands, and thus separates them into two division, the
eastermost of which has been called the Esquimaux Islands, aname which should be confined to the island properly so calledm the western division. I shall consider them all as the Mingan
Islands, and treat first of the eastern division.

67. St. Genevieve, the eastermost of the Mingan Island,
i« about 5 miles in circumference. Its N.E. point is a bluff
headland being the termination in that direction of the highest partof the island, which is about 200 feet above the se, and slopes
irregularly down to the southward.

Mount St. Genevieve is an isolated table hill on the main-
land of limestone, 332 feet above the sea at high water, resting
on the granite about a mile inland, and bearing N. A E rather
more than 2 miles from the N.E. point of the island of St'.' Gene-
vieve. This mountain, and the high N.E. point of the island
distinctly pomt out to a vessel at sea the position of the channel'
between the island and the main.

There are two patches of rock which render i,, iKcessary to
approach the island of St. Genevieve with caution, vi., the SaLs.
and the Bower. Rocks.

The (-^AiKTS 0; two low and bare rocks, lyir^ luther more than

S
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half a mile to the south of St. Genevieve. There is a channel of 5

fathoms deep, but with foul ground, between them and the island;

and reefs under water extend from each of them fully 300 fathoms

to the south, S.E., and S.W.

The N.W. Bowen Rock, with 3 feet least water, lies l-J- miles

E.S.E. i E. from the eastern Saint, and with the south side of the

latter on with the centre of the western Saint.

The S.E. Bowen Rock, with 6 feet least water, lies two-thirds

of a mile S.E. \ S. from the north-west Bowen Rock, and S.E. by

E. i E., H miles, from the eastern Saint, which is just open to the

northward of the western Saint. These very dangerous rocks lie

nearly in a line from the S.E. point of St. Genevieve, at the dis-

tance of U and 2 miles, respectively. There is very deep water

between and close to them, and also for rather more than a mile

to the southward of them and the Saints. The soundings are here

extremely irregular, varying from 4 and 6 fathoms rock, to 43

fathoms sand, sometimes in a single cast of the lead. The whole

of this dangerous part should be avoided by vessels.

Hunting Island, the next westward of St. Genevieve, is low, Huntinglsland.

thickly wooded, broken into many coves, fringed with small islets

and rocks on all sides, excepting towards the mainland, and is

about 11 miles in circumference. Its longest diameter is parallel

to the coast, and about 4 miles. Off its S.W. point, and extend- Dangers off it.

ing to the distance of 1 ^ miles, lie Wood and Gun Islands, leaving

no passage between, and having reefs running out from them 300

fathoms to the southward. They are both low, and the latter is

bare of trees, but covered with grass and peat, in which innume-

rable puffins burrow and rear their young.

The GftP^E Rock, always above water, lies rather more than a

mile off to the southward, from near the centre of Hunting Island

;

it would be highly imprudent for any ship to attempt a passage

between it and the island, as there are many ledges scattered

along the southern side of the island, and the Garde is itself the

termination of a long ridge of sunken rocks. The south-eastern

end of the island is likewise beset with several reefs, some of

which extend three-quarters of a mile to the southward.

Collins Shoal, a small patch of rocks, with 15 feet least Co//i»* SAoa/.

water, lies 2i miles south, from the S.E. point of Hunting Island.

The marks on this dangerous shoal are the east point of St. Gene-

vieve just open to the eastward of the western Saint, bearing

Wood and Gun
Islands.

Garde Rock.

s
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t

trance of Betchewun (between the north point of Hunting Island St. Genevieve
^

, T. -J and Betchewun

and Partridge Point) bearing W. by N. ; Mount Partridge, on Harbours.

the N.E. side of the point of the same name, will be easily

recognised, being a wooded and steep-sided hill, similar to, but

much lower and smaller than Mount St. Genevieve. The north

point of Hunting Island is also a cliffy mound, with a cove on

the east side of it. It is quite bold, and you must pass close to

it, to avoid the shoal off Partridge Point, which extends a full

quarter of a mile to the southward, and diminishes the navigable

breadth of the entrance to 350 fathoms. When in the entrance,

you will see a low islet in the centre of the harbour ; steer for it,

and anchor with it bea'-'ng W. by N., and distant one-third of a

mile. The depth of water in the harbour is from 9 to 18 fathoms,

over mud bottom.

The distance across from the N.E. point of St. Genevieve to the Ledge Point.

main is about a mile, but the navigable breadth of the entrance is

reduced to half mile, by the rocks and shoal water off Ledge

Point, which is composed of numerous rocks of granite close

together.

The shoal water extends from Ledge Point, directly across

Pillage Bay, to Partridge Point, and you must not approach these

shoals nearer than "7 fathoms.

This East channel is the best with easterly winds, and may be

used with moderate westerly winds during the flood tide, by

vessels not too large to work in such narrow channels, but they

must be careful in their boards to the northward, especially in that

towards Ledge Point.

To enter these harbours by the Saints Channel observe the Saints Channel.

following directions :

—

Bring the west points of St. Genevieve and Anchor Island in

one, bearing north, at a distance of not less than 5 miles from the

former, to be sure that you are outside of Collins Shoal. Run

in upon this leading mark, until the north sides of the two

Saints come in one, bearing E.S.E. i E. The east sides of

Mount Partridge and of Hunting Island (or rather of an island

joined to it at low water) will come in one at the same time, bear-

ing N.W. by N. ', steer upon this last-named leading mark, (to

avoid a reef which extends 280 fathoms from the S.W. point

of St. Genevieve,) until the east side of Mount St. Genevieve, seen

over the sandy S.E. point of Anchor Island, comes in one with

. i^Sh
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St. Genevieve fk/i M tX7 _,-•
t. c c^ r^

andBetcAeu'un";^^-^- P°'"* "'^ ^t. Genevieve Island, bearing N N.E I E
Ha.-6our. Change your course now to north, which will take you in through

the centre of the channel between St. Genevieve and Hunting
Islands, and you may either proceed to St. Genevieve Harbour
round AnrK, ^i.uKl. giving its west end a berth of two cables'
length or to ii..:n! owun Harbour along the N.E. side of Hunting
Islanii, which is quite bold. *

The directions just given for the Saints Channel will lead a
sh,p m between the dangers off St. Genevieve and Hunting Islandsm not less than 20 fathoms water, and she will not have a less'
depth until she is in as fa. ., A...... fsland, The breadth of the
channel between the shoal water off the Saints, and the shoals off
the S.E point of Hunting Island, is a mile. It diminishes to half
a mile betw-een the reef off the S.W. point of St. Genevieve and
the east end of Hunting Island, which is the narrowest part of
the channel Within this narrowest part, the ground becomes
gooa for anchonng, as it is everywhere between St. Genevieve and
Betchewun Harbours. Indeed so little sea comes in, that the
whole space may be considered as a harbour capable of holding a
great number of vessels of the largest class.

Wood ajid water may be obtained, the latter from small streams,
either on the main or on the islands.

There is an inner harbour at Betchewun, to the westward of the
low islet wh^ch has been mentioned, but from thence there is no
channel, excepting for boats, to pass out to the westward between
Hunting Island and the main.

The tides between St. Genevieve and Hunting Islands, and the
mainland, are much influenced by the winds; but their rates
seldom amount to a knot at any time, and are usually much less
exceptmg through the shallow and narrow channel at the west end
of Betchewun Harbour, where there is at times a complete rapid.

68. Charles Island, the next westward of Hunting Island
IB 3 miles long, parallel to the coast, and 1^ wide. It is about
200 feet high. bold, and free from shoals; but at the distance of
three-quarters of a mile south from its east point there is a patch
of rocky ground on which no less than 5 fathoms has been found,
but which had better be avoided by large vessels.

The east point of Charles bears N.W. by W., nearly 2^
miles from the west point of Gun Island. The former of these •

points is quite bold, and so is the latter to the N.W, ; but to the

ffood and
Water.

Betchewun In-

ner Harbour.

Tides.

Charles Island,

Maia
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S.W. it has a reef extending 200 fathoms. Between them is the

entrance to Puffin Bay, which is open to southerly winds. Within P"ffi'^ ^"9-

the east point of Charles and half way towards a shoal cove in

this island, there is good anchorage in "7 fathoms, mud bottom, at

the distance of two cables from the island j but the S.E. winds

send in a considerable swell. In the N.E. corner of this bay is

the narrow entrance (between shoals off Ragg Point and Hunting

Island) to Ragg Bay, which has tolerable anchorage in its NW. Ragg Bay,

part, but has very deep water on the side towards Hunting Island,

and is separated from the western part of Betchewun Harbour by

the shoal and narrow channel for boats between the isla 1 and the

main, mentioned in the last page.

Charles Harbour, between the island and the niai, , though Charles liar-

very narrow, is perfectly secure, and deep enough for vcnhcIs of ' '
'

any size, but its entrances are only 80 fathoms wide. Within, the

harbour expands to a quarter of a mile wide by three-quarters of a

mile, in length parallel to the shore. Both entrances are 1 fathoms

deep, but you must pass over 4 fathoms if you enter from the

eastward through Puffin Bay. The depth within the harbour is

from 4 to 6^ fathoms, with mud bottom.

Strong winds occasionally cause the tides to run at the rate of 2 Tidta.

knots in the entrances of the harbour, but in general there is only

a weak stream with eithc r tide.

To enter this harbour from Puffin Bay, bring the N.E. point of Eastern En-

Charles, which is high and cliffy, to bear N.W., then steer for ''""ce*

it, and give it a berth of between 100 and 180 fathoms, as you

haul round it to the westward into the harbour.

To enter from Trilobite Bay, give the N.W. point of Charles Western

Island a berth of between 60 and 140 fathoms, as you haul round

it to S.E. by E. into the harbour. All the way from the eastern

narrow entrance into Charles Harbour there is a broad zone of

shoal water, which curves round parallel to the mainland till it

joins Whale Island, and nearly fills up all the N.W. part of

Trilobite Bay.

Whale Island, lying one quarter of a mile from the east lyhah island.

side of Ammonite Point, and with shoal water between them,

is distant 800 fathoms to the westward of Charles Island.

Both islands are bold and cliffy, and Trilobite Bay is between Trilobite Bay.

them with excellent anchorage, well sheltered from all but southerly
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"wnds

Pote^rirr ° ';'! *r""
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fValt-us Island.
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ceeding to Esquimaux Harbour from the eaatwaid, by running

upon the leading mark, which has been given for clearing the

shoals to the westward of Clear Water Point, until the east side of

Esquimaux and Walrus Islands come in one. Then steer for the

N.E. side of Sea Cow Island, and haul round it, at the distance

of not less than 2 cables, to the north-westward for the east entrance

of the harbour.

Green Island, small, low, covered with grass, with reefs Gretn hland,

stretching north and south, 210 fathoms, but bold to the east

and west, lies i of a mile W.N.W. from Walrus Island, and a

third of a mile E.S.E. from Esquimaux Island.

Gull Island lies a mile W. ^ S. from Green Island, which it Gufl UlamL

resembles, excepting that it is rather smaller. It is distant half

a mile from the S.E. point of Esquimaux Island to the S.W.,

but there is no passage for ships between them. The south

point of Gull Island is bold, and may safely be passed at the dis-

tance of 2 cables.

Esquimaux Island, 2| miles long, parallel to the coast, and 1| Esquimaux

miles wide, is 200 or 250 feet high towards its north side, sloping

to the southward. From its S.W. point a shoal extends towards

Fright Island, which also has a shoal stretching towards Esqui-

maux Isimd. The channel between these, leading north-east-

ward towards Esquimaux Harbour, (see art. 10,) is 380 fathoms

wide, with extremely deep water, but as there are no leading

marks for it, and the reefs on either side are extremely dangerous,

it cannot be recommended.

Fright Island is nearly a mile from the west point of Fright Island.

Esquimaux Island, and about two-thirds of a mile long, in a N.E.

direction ; it is bold on the south and S.W., on which sides

vessels may pass at a cable's length, but reefs extend off it to the

east, N.E., and N.W., to the distance of three cables.

QuiN Island lies within, or N.E. by N. from Fright Island, Quin hland.

from which it is distant a short half mile, it it nearly 1^

miles long, in a N.N.E. direction, and its shores are bold, with

the exception of a broad reef running out half a mile to the

W.N.W. from its north point.

There is a channel, which is deep, but only two cables wide, Frighi Channel.

between Quin Island and the reefs off Fright Island. This chan-

nel may be used with a westerly wind for proceeding to Esqui-

maux Harbour, by hauling up to the east of Niapisca till the south

M
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end of Q„i„ i,,,„d ^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^.^j^ ^j^^ ^^^^^
in Esquimaux Island, bearing P «« F fV, . •

andJ J f
"'"* P""' "^ ^"'^ ^^^^«"'^' "hich is quite bold,and thence E. by N., 2 miles, to the harbour.

But the best channel from the westward towards Esquimaux

aux Mor s. is distant two-thirds of a mile to the N.N.E. from the

Zt'::^'''T''L ^^' ''-'' ^"^' extendsonly a cable'length to the northward from the latter, but off Point aux Mortsand also off the small islets which lie rather more than a th d

to tl r :'^'''-'^- '"^ ''' ^J^e reefs extend 200 fathomsto the southward, and the shoal water is continuous to the ea"ward, across the mouth of the wide bay, which is 0*1:
northward of the harbour, and between I^iiint . ^ ^lEsqmma,^ Point. The depth of water in Quin Chann^ltfrom
5 to 7i fathoms, with rocky, gravelly, or sandy bottom.

Jnf' ^Z'^.T
'^'""'^^ ^''' ^''"^''^ the north and N.Epomts of the islana of the same name, and between that islandand the mainland. The island is 400 fathoms from Esqui-maux Point, which bounds the N.E. part of the harbour Eslmaux Point, having the entrance of a small river on its west^

consists of sand, and is quite bold to the S.W., althoul h J^xtend f^omitacrossthebayson either side. asha;been:^^^^^^^^^^Th north andN.E points of Esquimauxislandare also bold, andmay be passed at the distance of 70 fathoms by the largest shipsThe depth withm the harbour is from 5 to 15 fathoms, over aandy bottom. The space in which vessels may anchor is nearlyli miles long, ma N.W. * W, direction, which is the bearLT fthe points of the island from each other, and the average breadUiof t^ harbour four cables' length. There is therelr rot
'^

thf iTaL ""':-^''^^'^' ^'^'^y -^h- -11 over toward

Bon aV ''' ""''" *'' '^"^ J°^"'"S'*« "-th and N.Epoints, and in not more than 11 fathoms water,) will be sheire ^dfrom all winds. Supplies of good water may be procured f1t e river at Point Esquimaux, or from small stream onXisland, and wood is plentiful.

Brief directions have been already given for Sea C.w. Frighta dQum channels, leading to this excellent harbour. I sha,, nowdescribe the best channels from the eastward and westwardme best channel with eas^Mv 'vn-J- -- ' * -s- -cttB_.jj A.nu3 la uctween Walrus and

^ffSS mitmfiviilUmift
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Green Islands. This channel is three-quarters of a mile wide, Eiqtnmaux

with 8 fathoms least water, and it is only necessary to give either
^''^^*

island a berth of 200 fathoms to be clear of all dangers. Being

2 or 3 miles outside of these islands, bring the N.E. point of

Esquimaux Island to appear about half way between the two islands

above mentioned as forming the channel, and it will bear about
north. Steer for it, and giving it a berth of a cable's length, haul
round it to the north-westward into the harbour, and anchor in

the depth and position which has been recommended.

The best channel with westerly winds is to the westward of ^iapi^a

Fright and Quin Islands, between them and Niapisca Island, in
^'""^''

the first instance, and afterwards between Quin Island and the

main. The extent and position of the reefs off Fright and Quin
Islands have been already mentioned. Niapisca Island, however,
has reefs of flat limestone extending half a mile to the south-

ward ; and also a quarter of a mile to the eastward, from its S.E.

and east points, between which a very remarkable group of

flower-pot rocks will be seen standing on the limestone just above

high-water mark. From its east point, which is the south point

of a bay in the island, another reef runs out half a mile to the

N.E. by E., but there ie ample space between these reefs and
Fright Island, the channel being over a mile wide in the narrowest

part, and between 30 and 40 fathoms deep.

In running for this channel from the westward observe the

following directions.

Fixst, observe that the leading mark for clearing the south reef

of Niapisca Island by more than two cables' lengths, is the N.W,
point of Fright Island in one with the south end of Quin Island :

do not therefore open those isinnds clear of each other, until you
have brought Moniac Island (bearing N. i E., 2J miles from the

nearest point of Niapisca) in sight to the eastward of Niapisca.

Having done so, haul in through the channel, steering N.N.E.i^E.,

and when you open Moutange Island (next westward of

Moniac) to the northward of Niapisca, you will be clear of the

N.E. by E. reef above mentioned. Haul up now, if necessary, to

clear the reef, which projects half a mile W.N.W. from the north

point of Quin Island, until you not only open the north point of

Esquimaux Island to the northward of Quin Island, but also the

!". it! poiiii. ui uctt \jv\Y ismiiu lu iiic iiurmwaru oi iiisqumiaux

Island. Run in between Quin Island and the main, with the lust-
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named marks just open, bearing about S. 54° E.. and they will
lead you past the north point of Quin Island, at the distance of
about 200 fathoms.

Take notice that the mark for the shoals off Point au* Morts,
and the small islets westward of it, is the north and N.E. points
of Esquimaux Island in one, bearing S.E. ^ E. ; if you open them
before you are as far to the eastward as Quin Island you will be
ashore.

Having passed Quin Island, continue your course towards the
north pomt of Esquimaux Island ; and haul round it to the south-
eastward into the harbour.

The tides usually run at the rate of about one knot through
Esquimaux Harbour, the flood coming round Clear Water Point
from the eastward, and passing to the westward between Quin
Island and the main. The ebb flows in the contrary direction
The flood also draws iu between Fright and Niapisca Islands,

and the ebb sets out through the same channel. But these
streams are much influenced, both in their rate and duration, by
the winds, and the ebb is much accelerated by westerly winds in
Esquimaux Harbour, running there at times fully 2 knots.

•71. Niapisca Island, the reefs of which have been already
mentioned, is rather more than 2 miles long, on a north and south
line of bearing; it is only partially wooded, and has three
principal hills, not exceeding 200 feet high

Quarr, Js^an^. Q^^^KV IsLANn, nearly 2i miles long, parallel to the coast, and
about the same height as Niapisca, is separated from the latter by
a channel 370 fathoms wide, with a small islet in it, but no safe
passage for shipping, because of a shoal in the bay to the south-
ward, and of a reef which stretches beyond the small islet. Other
reefs also run out one-third of a mile from the west side of
Niapisca, and from the south side of Quarry Island.
Quarry Cove is on the north side, and two-thirds of a mile

to the north-westward of the east end of the island. It is 230
fathoms wide, and about 400 deep, with 22 fathoms of water
in the entrance, shoaling gradually to 5 fathoms with mud bottom
close to its head. The islands and shoals along the mainland
are distant only 3 miles to the northward of this cove, which
tims becomes a completely land-locked, though very small, har-
bour. No other directions arc requisite, than keeping the west
side nearest on board in entering, „„d to anchor near the centre

Niapisca

hlmuL

Quarry Cove.

ijririiM9ilH|1['iWIII|-niifiwiii
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in 9 or 10 fathoms. Good water may be obtained from a small

stream in the S.W. corner of the cove. i

There is a clear channel between Quarry Island and Large Island, Q"a>ry

which is the next westward. This channel is 400 fathoms wide
^*"'""'''

from island to island, in the narrowest part, where the shoal water

off Large Island diminishes the navigable breadth to 330 fathoms.

The only directions necessary are to bring the channel to bear

N.N.E., and then run in, keeping in its centre until two-thirds

of a mile within the S.W. point of Quarry Island, after which
you may keep that island close on board, as the remainder of the

channel, li miles, is quite bold on that side, while the shoal water

extends 150 fathoms from Large Island. The flood runs slowly Tides.

in through this channel, and the ebb as slowly out.

Large Island, of an oval shape, the longest diameter 4 miles, Larsfe Island.

and lying nearly north and south, is rather more than 1 1 miles

in circumference, thickly wooded, and in its highest part estimated

at 200 feet above the sea. Reefs of flat limestone extend off its

south and S.W. points to the distance of nearly three-quarters of

a mile, and the mark for the south point of these reefs, in 2
fathoms, is the south points of Niapisca and Fright Islands in

one. On its west side, a mile to the northward of its S.W. pcint,

there are many flower-pot and arched rocks, standing on the flat

limestone above the present high water mark.

The Middle Reef lies just within the line joining the south

points of Large and Mingan Islands, and 2 miles westward of the

former. A part of this reef is always above water, but it is not

30 fathoms in diameter, though the shoal around it is half a mile

long in a N.E. by N. direction, and one-third of a mile wide.

The mark for the east side of this reef, in 4 fathoms, is the east

sides of the two Birch Islands in one.

The navigable passage between this reef and Large Island is Large Channel.

called Large Channel, and is If miles wide, with a depth of 54
fathoms. This is the channel that should be used by a vessel pro-

iv/ling to Mingan Harbour with an easterly wind, and in doing so

the only thing necessary to be observed is, that the reefs extend to

the westward off" the shore of Large Island, from 3 to 2 cables'

lengths, as far in as the Flower-pot Columns, after which the island

becomes bold. Tliere is little or no warning by the lead on the

Large Island Ride, but the Middle Reef may be approaclicd to 13

fathoms, which, on the east side, is more than half a mile from it.
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Mingan Patch lies S.W. i^ S., 3i miles from the south point of Minffan Patch.

Mingan Island, and with the south point of the Outer Birch

on with the north point of Large Island ; it is a patch of rocky

ground, with 9 fathoms on it least water, yet there is a very heavy

swell on it at times. There are 22 fathoms of water between it

and the island.

The Perroquets, the westermost of the Mingan Islands, are four Perroquets.

small islets, low, and bare of trees. The north-westermost is higher

than the others, surrounded with cliffs, and has a superstratum of

peat on its flat summit, in which great numbers of puffins burrow

and rear their young.

The two eastermost ofthese islets are distant 2 miles N.W. by W.
from the centre of Mingan Island, and have a reef of flat lime

stone extending off" them three-quarters of a mile to the S.S.W.

There is also a shoal to the northward of them one-third of a mile,

and a narrow channel between them and the other two, but of no use

to vessels. The north-westermost islet has shoal water off" it to the

distance of a quarter of a mile, both to tlie eastward and westward,

but a vessel may pass to the northward of it, at the distance of

200 fathoms, in 14 or 15 fathoms of water. Perroquet Channel,

between these islets and Mingan Island, is 1 J miles wide, and

with a depth varying 'rom 30 to 40 fathoms in the centre. Both

the flood and ebb set out through the channel, the former to the

S.W., and the latter to the southward.

72. All the islands described in the last article ar hold, and

free from danger on their north sides, so that Mingan Channel,

which lies between them and the main, is safe throughout.

On the mainland side of this channel, Moniac Island is less

than half a mile in diameter, and stands nearly opposite Niapisca

Island, from which it is distant about 2^ miles. Moutangh

Island, IJ^ miles further westward, is about 1j miles in diameter,

and situated off a bay full of little islets, and in which there are

several small rivers. Moutange is directly opp .cc Quarry Island,

at the distance of 9<\ miles. These islands, Moniac and Moutange,

are di^itant three-quarters of a mile from the nea-^est point of the

m&in, but shoals within and between them axe nearly dry at low

wijer.

The ehoale do not project above three cables' length off to the

southward ofthese islands, but there is rocky ground, w'iv irregular

soundings between 4 and 10 fathoms, out to the distance of a mile

Perroquet
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Tides
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harbour, which would, in consequence, be exposed to easterly Mingan

winds, if it were not for a eandy shoal, dry at low water, which
^'"*'""''

extends "700 fathoms out from the entrance of the Mingan River.

This river is only capable of admitting boats at high water, and
its mouth is opposite the east end of the ibland. The eastern

entrance of the harbour, between the above sandy shoal and
the island, is 200 fathoms wide, the western entrance between
the mainland and the island is 170 fathoms wide, the whole
breadth in both entrances being in deep water. The space within,

in which vessels may anchor in safety, is about a mile long \,j 2*70

fathoms wide, with plenty of water for the largest ships, over a
bottom of fine sand.

Although these entrances are so narrow, there is little difficulty

in taking a vessel in of the size of a sloop of war, and large

frigates have occasionally visited the harbour.

To enter Mingan Harbour observe the following directions. Directionsfor

In approaching it from the eastward, bring the north or inner
'"*'""'''

side of Harbour Island to bear N.W., and the houses of the Hudson
Bay Company's post ought then to appear open fully their own
breadth to the northward of the island. Steer for those houses so
open, leaving the east end of the island 150 fathoms to the south-
ward, or on your left, and taking care to keep the south side of
the sandy point of the main, which forms the western entrance of
the harbour, shut in behind the north side of the island, for when
they are in one, you will be on shore on the sandy shoal off

Mingan River. After you have passed the east end of the island,
run along its north side at the distance of a cable, and choose your
berth any where near the centre of the harbour, in from 9 to 13
fathoms sand bottom.

When running for the harbour from the westward ; run in
towards the sandy beach of the mainland at the distance of three-
quarters of a mile to the westward of the island, until the sandy
point of the mainland, which forms the west end of the harbour,
comes in one with the face of the clay cliffs, to the eastward of
the Hudson Bay Company's houses, bearing E. by S., or until
you are in 11 fathoms water. Run upon this mark, or course,
along the beach, and give the above sandy point of the mainland
a berth of half a cable, as you pass into the harbour, and choose
your berth as before directed.

Mmgan Harbour is perfectly secure in ail winds, and.
Jtfinitnit

' Harbour.

N
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enter or leave ,t either with easterly or westerly winds.

O-'r Ba„,,. towards a"!'' '\^r''T
"'•'' '"'^°' °^ ^'^^ M-g«" I«l«nds

towards Anticosti have been already mentioned (art. 22), and it.only necessary to add here, that their southern edge in 50fathoms. ,B no less than 5 miles oflPfrom the islands, and that thebanks become wider, or extend further off, as we proceed to the
vjestward. There is much greater depth of water in some of thechannels between the islands, than there is on these banks, as willoe seen by the chart.

i«"'«»"' Ri.!T,^"f
''°';'' ° '"°'"' •*'* "' «"' '""'' '»*« to the

». «. «,w. aver S, j„h„ h„t ,,„ ^^^^^^^ .__ ^^
.nd he eh.r, wll ehow .h., .„ i„eg„,„ ^J„f shod ^.J
o«..,de of .hi. be.ch, « ,he <lis.„ce of three-quaners of a mile

""
b.t...„ ,h" m, aZIL aT^iw .^l "'"''' "*'" *"' ™''"y

~ky point^m eifj z°r, p'oi!:'.:"':"""
»>»"••"»'"»

Nicolas W. i N., and the outer extreme of th.^ bar E S P -rl"' a i

mmm.,. The .ld» .1 i, „, "l" ."J'
,'^'' »«"»««• i. o.ly ..fe i„

com,., „th . long rippii„g, p,,^,,, ^ ,1^^ ^^J r »' •"•'I' lie ,h«»,

Outard Bay.

I'or Her Majesty's Stationery Office.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE COAST OF LABRADOR FROM THE STRAIT OF BELLE-ISLE TO
THE SOUTHMAKERS LEDGE AND CAPE WHITTLE.

73. General Remarks and Descrij.iionof the Coast : its Climate Productions
Inhabitants, Fisheries, 8...-74. Bra.lore Bay and Harbct:!;

'
B SAn,ours. Mul,lie Bay, Five Leagues Harbour, and Salmon By - 6Esquimaux Old Fort, and Do,- l.lan.ls. Whale Isla,..l, &c ^BonneEsperunce Harluuir. Esquimaux Island, Bay, and Riv r 01. F 'rlChannel Island, and Bay. Dog Islands, For oise Rock Bou 1^1and Penl Rock. Lobster. Rocky, and Napetepee Bays, Sheca, ca and'M.stauoque Harbour. Shag Islet an.I R.ck. Soundings off thCoa;'-

77. Lanes Survey between Mistanoque and Cape Mecatlina. Ge, e ,1Remarks, and nature of the Coast. Cumberland^Harbour, and ShecicaBay Sandy Harbour. Port Augustine, Eagle liarbou . LiSe FishHarbour, Ha-IIa Bay. Great Island of Mecattina and Island HarlfouMecatt.„a Harbou. Portage Bay. Cape Me.attina; MeoattlnTH .i'Land, slands and Rocks, and the Channels between them.-78. GeneralRemarks re.pec.n,g the Coast between Cape Mecattina and Cape VVhittleLutle Mecattina Kland, River, and Cove. Hare Harbour.l/g Av "er"Sound; S,ray Reef; Doyle Islands, and Roadstead; Louisa ntHuHamngtou Islands. Black and Major Reefs. Netegamu Rive _8o'St. Mary Islands. Chff Islands. Boat Islands. St.MaryRocks T.r,^

'

Keel. M,ddle Islands. Watagheistic Island and SoZ- '
Etama „uRiver and trading post. Southmakers Ledg. ^Va,.itagun Ilai hour

Greenly Island lies ]! miles S.S.W. from Grand Point, which r ,
IS on the northern or Labrador side of the entrat.ce of the Gulf of^W
St Lawrence through the Strait of Belle-isle. The coast, which
wiUform the subject of this chapter, lies between that island and
the feouthmakers Ledge, near Cape Whittle.
From the south point of Greenly Island to the Southmakers p ^ ,Ledge the course is S. 56° W. true, or nearly W. 4 S. by compass- £r.t^""^

and the distance is 128 miles. This Hue, however, could not be S""''"*My run upon at night, or in foggy weather, because it would

'

take a vessel too near the Murr Rocks and the Black Reef and
would pass just within the St. Mary Rocks. The safe course to v . .be steered from Greenly I.land, by a vessel bound up the St. Law-
rence, would be W. by S . which would clear all danger up to the

o
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East Point of Antico&ti, bearing from the South Point of Greenly

Island, S. 52" 30' W. true, 218 miles. A vessel, so steering,

would carry soundings out to 60 fathoms, at the distance of 15

miles from Greenly Island. She would then find a greater depth,

or no soundings, until she had increased her distance to 5T miles

from the island, when she would again strike ground in from 30

to 50 fathoms, and continue to find soundings from time to time,

in various depths, and over mud, sand, and gravel bottom, until

she had passed the Southmakers Ledge. These sounilings are on

detached banks, lying parallel to the coast, at the distance of

several leagues. They are very irregular, and there is in general

much deeper water between them and the shore ; and also to the

southward for a great distance, or imtil we approach the opposite

coast of Newfoundland.

In navigating along this coast the current in through the Strait

of Belle-isle (see Ar. 12) should be taken into consideration, and

it should also be remembered, that in addition to the permanent

dangers of the coast, wandering icebergs are frequently to be met

with. There is a weak stream of flood from the eastward in

shore, and among the islands : and an equally weak ebb stream

in the contrary direction : but both are much influenced by the

winds.

This coast (between Greenly Island and Cape Whittle) is ex-

ceedingly dangerous at night or in fogs ; and even in day-time

and fine weather it requires the intimate knowledge of the position

of every ledge possessed by the fisherman, or a good chart on a

large scale, to navigate along it with safety. The mainland and

islands are of granitic rocks ; bare of trees excepting in the heads

of bays, where small spruce and birch trees are met with occasion-

ally. When not entirely bare, the mainland and islands are

covered with moss or scrubby spruce bushes ; and there are many

ponds of dark bog water frequented by water-fowl, and flocks of

the Labrador Curlew. The mainland is broken into inlets and

bays; and fringed with islands, rocks, and ledges, which fre-

quently rise abruptly to within a few feet of the surface from

depths so great as to afford no warning by the lead. In some

parts the islands and rocks are so numerous as to form a complete

labyrinth, in which nothing but small egging schooners, or shiil-

lops, can find their way. But although the navigation is every-

Avhere more or less intricate, yet there are several harbours fit for

^\
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large vessels, and which may be safely entered with the assistance
of the Admiralty charts, and these directions.

In general the mainland does not exceed the height of 500 feet
above the level of the sea, and is often very much lower, as are
all the islands excepting Great and Little Mecattina. These
two high islands, the High Land of Mecattina, 685 feet above
the sea, and the Bradoic Hills, are all very remarkable, and serve
to point out to a vessel her position from great distances at sea.
The Bradore Hills are three contiguous round backed mountains
situated inland 4 or 5 miles n )rth-eastvvard from the head of
Bradore Bay. The N.W. summit is the highest, being 1264 feet
above the sea, and the highest land on this coast.

The climate is very severe, and the dangers of the coast are
mcreased ten-fold by the fogs which accompany the prevalent
southerly winds. It is probable that the mean temperature of
the year does not exceed the freezing point. The ice does not
usually leave the coast before June : and young ice begins to form
again in the pools and sheltered small bays in September, when
frosts are very frequent at night. At midsummer we found only
a very few of the earliest plants in flower, the grass had not
sprung up, and the moss still retained the brown colour of winter.
Large masses of snow still occ-pied the ravines and hollows and
the shaded northern sides of steep hills.

In the sheltered bays the temperature is much higher, and the
fogs less frequent than among the outer islands : whilst at tue
distance of 5 or 6 leagues inland, the weather is said to be quite
warm in summer, and the country thickly wooded with spruce,
juniper, birch, and poplar trees, which grow in valleys, where the
soil is of sandy clay, only the summits of the hills being of bare
granite like the coast. There are a very few Indians of the
Montane's tribe, and a family or two of half-civilized Esquimaux
occasionally visit the coast from the northward. There are deer
(Caribou), bears, wolves, foxes, martens, otters, beavers, and
Canadian porcupines in the interior ; most of which are hunted
for their s'iins by the few inhabitants of the coast. The Canadian
partridge, and the ptarmigan, or willow grouse, are also plentiful.
The only permanent inhabitants are a few widely-scattered

families, residing at seal and salmon fishing, and fur-trading
establishments, which are visited periodically by small schooners
from Quebec. Seals and salmon are very plentiful. The

o2
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ments.

Cod Fishery.

FurandFith. establishments alluded to, are at Bradore, Esquimaux Bav,wg hstablish- o » •

' "l J'

bt. Augustin Harbour, Little Fish Hnrbour, and Etamamu.
These are the only places which could be relied on for much
assistance by the crews of vessels which might be wrecked upon
the coast. There is a family residing on an island between Bonne
Esperance and Salmon Bay in summer, and in Old Fort Bay in

winter, which might be added to the list. The remaining two or

three families are very poor people, who seem just able to make
out an indifferent livelihood i)y hunting and fishing.

Cod fish are abundant on the coast, especially to the eastward

of Mistanoque. The fishery for them is not carried on by resident

inhabitants, but by schooners which visit the coast every summer.

Intelligent American fishermen informed me that the number of

vessels employed in the fisheries off this coast is about 300 sail,

of the average burthen of 75 tons. Their crews amount to 50

men for every 6 vessels, or 2500 men in all. Of these about one

fourth only are British ; about one half are American ; and the

remainder French vessels. Each vessel takes, one with another,

about 1500 quintals of cod fish.

From 15 to 20 small schooners, or shallops, of about 25 tons,

.

are employed in what is termed the "egging business." The
eggs, which are most abundant and most prized, are those of the

murr ; but the eggs of puffins, gannets, gulls, eider ducks, cormo-

rants, &c., are also collected. Halifax is the principal market for

these eggs, but they are also carried to Boston, and other ports.

One vessel of 25 tons is said to have cleared £200 currency by
this egging business in a favourable season.

Situated in a severe and gloomy climate, and producing nothing

that can support human life, this is one of the most barren and

desolate coasts in the world. There would be no inducement to

visit it, if its fisheries did not excite the enterprise, and reward the

industry of many hundreds of people. In many parts the scenery

is not without beauty, but it is beauty of a wild and dreary cha-

racter.

74. The course and distance across the mouth of Bradore Bay,

from Grand Point to Point Belles Amours is N.W. 9 miles, with

soundings the whole way, in depths not exceeding 27 fathoms.

In the N.E. part of Bradore Bay is the Island of Ledges, not

high, of granite, surrounded by small islets, rocks, and ledges, as

its name implies, and forming the harbour of Bradore. On the

Egg Trade.

Deiolttte Const.

Brador* Bag.

Ledges
Inland.

i

i
A'
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S

N.W. side of the bay, just within Point Belles Amours, is Belles

Amours Harbour. Between these harbours there nre straggling

rocks, and no anchorage, which toj;ether with the heavy sea, sent

in by the southerly winds, make this bay a very dangerous place.

Grand Point, the S.E. point of the bay, has a reef of rocks off it, Grawl Point

350 fathoms to the south and west. The end of the point is low, ""'' '^"f-

but immediately in rear of it there rises a precipice having a round
knoll upon it, and behind that a still higher precipice, being the

S.W. extremity of the extensive table lands of sandstone, extend-

ing eastward along the northern side of the Strait of Belle-isle,

and northward to near the head of Bradore Bay.

N. by W. \ W. li miles (across Sandy Bay) from Grand reroquet
Point, brings us to Peroquet Island, which is high, less than ^«''""'-

half a mile in diameter, of sandstone, and the abode of myriads of

puflBns; \\ miles further on the same line of bearing, will reach

the southern ledges of the Island of Ledges, between which and
the Peroquet is the channel leading to Bradore Harbour. There channel
is no channel between the Peroquet and the mainland to the east- ''"''^"9 ">

ward, from which it is distant rather more than
-J-

of a mile. The w!"'*
"'""

houses and flag-staff at Mr. Jones's establishment are on the Mr. Jones's

mainland, about 1| miles N.N.E. from the west side of the Pero- Esiahlishmeni.

quet, and are opposite to the centre of the Island of Ledges.

Several rocks above water will be seen close to the shore opposite

the houses ; and within them, on the mainland side, shoal water
extends out from the shore to the distance of 200 fathoms in some
parts

; and continues quite to the head of the bay ; leaving a chan-
nel 15 fathoms deep, and 240 fathoms wide, in the narrowest

part, between it and the islets forming the western side of the

channel. These islets lie in a chain, or straight line, parallel to

the mainland, and close along the eastern side of the Island of

Ledges : they are quite bold in every part. The S. westerinost,

or outermost of these islets (a), which is rather in the way, but
always shows, is very small, and has a rock off it, a cable's length

to the southward. The next (6), 120 fathoms long, is directly

opposite the houses on the mainland. The third (c) is i- of a

mile long, and there is a very narrow channel, 2 fathoms deep,

between it and the fourth islet (d) leading into Blubi)er Cove, BMer Cove.

(which is only fit for very small vessels,) and is on the east side

of the Island of Ledges. The north-easi 'most of the islets (e)
is bold looking, and about 70 fathoms long. Between it un<l the
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hou^n"aZe.
'"'"' ^^^ " ""^^ entrance to Bradore Harbour, 80 fathoms wide,

and 1 fathoms deep. There are two more islets close together (f)

i of a mile N. by E. of islet (<?). There are from 15 to 20 fathoms
of water between (e) and (f), and also between the latter and the

point of the Island of Ledges. Between the point last mentioned,
and the islets (rf) and (p), lies the harbour of Bradore, at the inner or

N.E. end of the Island of Ledges. It is perfectly land-locked, and
has a depth of from 4 to 11 fathoms water over muddy bottom ;

but it is capable of holding only a small number of vessels, the
space in which they can anchor being about a J of a mile long, by
150 fathoms wide. There is, however, plenty of room, and good
anchorage for large vessels, farther up the bay to the N.E. of
islets ie) and (/), in from 16 to 20 fathoms over muddy bottom ;

some sea rolls in there with S. W. winds, but not enough to en-
danger a vessel with good anchors and cables.

There is no channel for vessels into Bradore Harbour to the
northward and westward of the Island of Ledges on account of
the innumerable rocks, although it is possible for small craft to

pass through a narrow and very deep channel close along the
south side of the island. The only navigable channel therefore is

that which I have described ; and the principal dangers therein

««j/ ««cA und are the Gull Rock and Ledge, which bear S.W. by W., and are

distant 280 and 490 fathoms respectively, from Point Jones on
which the houses stand. The rock just covers at high water, and
therefore can always be seen ; but the ledge has 2 fathoms least

water, and is therefore extremely dangerous. On the west side of
Mark for Gw// this ledge, the western extremes of Peroquet and Greenly Islands

are mone ; and therefore the latter extreme, kept half a point open
with the former, or S. \ W., will clear both the rock and ledge.

This full description will render very brief directions sufficient

for entering the harbour, which should not be attempted by a

stranger without a leading wind and fine weather.

In coming from the eastward give Grand Point a berth of a full

half mile, or in hauling round it to the northward, take care that

the west extreme of the Peroquet does not bear to the westward
of north, for the reef is very dangerous, and there is no
warning by the lead. The west side of the Peroquet may be
passed as near as i of a mile. Having passed it, haul to the

eastward till the mark for clearing the Gull Rock and ledge,

just mentioned, comes on. Then steer with that mark on, or

Ledge.

liradore Hat
hour.

i
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N. i E. until you see the Gull Rock, or until Jones's house bears BraJore Hut-

E.N.E. and the islet (e), which will appear as the N.E. extreme
*"*""

of the Island of Ledges, N.E. by N. Steer now for the latter,

leaving the Gull Rock to the eastward, and looking out for the

other small rock on the opposite side, which has been mentioned
as lying oflf islet (a). As soon as yo- have passed this rock, you
will have a clear channel before you by keeping nearer the islets

than the mainland. When opposite Jones's houses, bearing S.E.
by E.,you will also be opposite islet (6); a run of about 100 fathoms
further along islets (c) and (d), which are quite bold, will take you
to the entrance; and you must haul sharp round to the westward,
between (rf) and (e), into the harbour ; unlessyou prefer the more
roomy and deep water anchorage further up the bay ; in which
case there is nothing in your way, excepting the shoal extending
oflf the main shore already mentioned.

In approaching Bradore from the westward, beware of the reefs Approaching

which extend | of a mile to the S.W. from the Island of Ledees
^'•'"''"•' /'•"»•

T , . . , .

"vugto. ^^g westward.
In order to give these a wide berth, do not bring the Peroqnet to

bear to the southward of S.E. by E. uni-I .lunes's house bears N.E.
by E.

:
then steer for the latter, until the marks come on for

clearing the Gull Rock and Ledge, when you must proceed as

before directed.

Water may be obtained at a small stream near the houses, and Fre»h water.
also from small rivers, in the head of the bay, at high water. A
weak stream of flood sets into Bradore Bay from the southward. Tides.

The ebb sets out in the contrary direction, and is at times acce-

lerated by S.W. winds, but I never saw its rate amount to one knot.

75. The country separating Belles Amours, Middle Bay, and ^p,„„,„„,, „^
Five Leagues Harbour is very remarkable. Low granite, on which '*^ Cou»hy.

are ridges of boulders, with coarse grass and moss, extends out to

seaward several miles from the range of steep granite hills four or
five hundred feet high, which trend westward from the head
of Bradore Bay. This low country has a green and alluvial ap-

pearance from the sea ; and it is not until we approach near

to it, that we perceive that the shores are of rock and boulders.

Point Belles Amours will be easily recognized, being a mound Poim lieUe>

of bare granite, 60 or 70 feet high ; at the S.E. extremity of the
'^'"<""'*-

low peninsula, separating the harbour of the same name from
Middle Bay.
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* '"''''' ''"^ '^^
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Point northward o he pi , ^^^^^^^ ^^'^"^ ^^^ ^'-^

for boats TUf •/ ^"'*^ ^°^^' ^'»^^' « only fittor boats. That side must therefore be avoided

^- t'.v W. i W. so ns to leave the Flat Rocks i of a mile on
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l^oiut open to the westward of Stony Point right ahearl r„nr ""'^""r.
this course (taking care not h. «.

'
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'
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"' ' ""

Middle Point, which has several rocks off ,> „ k. , ,

U.C w a„
, , „,^^^ ^^^^;^;;

U. a ah.e ,en,«. to .„.,.. „„„.

PcntBcllcs Amours. The former is the S.VV.,.„d thelaLr
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S.E. extreme of the peninsula of low land separating Middle Bay
and Heile Amours Harbour.

Middle Ledges. The Middle Ledges lie off to the southward of Middle Point.

Several of these ledges dry at low water, but the outermost, which

is 600 fathoms off shore, has 15 feet least water. There is no safe

passage between these ledges and the shore. Stony Point kept

half a point open of Point Belles Amours, bearing E.N.E., will

lead clear outside of them.

Five Leagues Point, rather more than li^ miles W.N.W. from

Middle Point, is the S.W. extreme of another low, but smaller

peninsula, separating Five Leagues Harbour from Middle Bay. On
this peninsula, I ofa mile to the N.E.ofthe extremity of the point,

there is a remarkable isolated and precipitous hill nearly 200 feet

high, which marks the position of Five Leagues Harbour from the

westward.

There is a reef, partly above water, running out from Five

Barrier ifee/s. Leagues Point, J of a mile to the S.W., and the two Barrier Reefs

extend to the distance of 1|^ miles to the westward of the same point,

but are not joined to it.

The south extremes of Ledge and Belles Amours Points in

one, bearing E. | S., leads clear of the Bamers ^ of a mile to the

southward.

The Middle Ledges and the Barrier Reefs are the only dangers

in the way of vessels approaching Middle Bay from the east

or west.

Middle Bay is a fine open roadstead, free from all danger, more
than a mile wide, and extending inland 2 miles to the N.N.E. | E.

In the outer part of the bay, for the first mile in, the shore, on

either side, should not be approached nearer than 150 fathoms;

but further in it is quite bold, excepting in the heads of the coves.

The depth of water in this bay is from 4 to 13 fathoms over sandy

bottom.

The west cove is a mile within the entrance on the west side of

the bay. Its head is separated by a low and swampy isthmus from

Five Leagues Harbour. In the mouth of this cove, in 4 or 5 fathoms,

is the anchorage with westerly winds.

On the east side of the bay, i of a mile within Middle Point, is

ShaUo/> Cove. Shallop Cove, sheltered by two or three small islets close to the

shore. It is only fit for boats.

About the same distance further in, on the same side, is Peak
Point high, and of granite. This point is forked—its south ex-

M'ld/e Bay.

fVeat Cove.

Peak Point.
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tremity is a ragged, isolated muund or peak ; and off its west side,

at the distance of half a cable, there is a large rock above water.

Isthmus Cove, with 'A fathoms water over mud bottom, is to the

3.E. of Peak Point, which is the N.W. point of the cove. It is a

very small place, in which two or three fishing vessels are occa-

sionally moored, under a reef which extends from the south side

of the cove northward towards Peak Point. The reef affords

indifferent shelter with W.S.W. winds, which blow right in with

a heavy sea. The entrance between the reef and Peak Point is

only 10 fathoms wide ; neither is there much more room between

the reef and the shore to the eastward.

To enter it you must keep Peak Point close on board ; and

when you are half a cable's length past it to the eastward, haul

sharp round to the southward between the reef and the shore.

The part of the cove, which runs in to the N.E. of Peak Point,

is quite shoal. From this cove to Belles Amours Harbour, across

the low isthmus, the distance is less than half a mile.

In the bay outside of Isthmus Cove is the usual anchorage in

10 fathoms, sand bottom, with easterly winds ; as off west cove is

in westerly winds : and vessels shift from one to the other as the

wind changes. Water may be obtained in Isthmus Cove, as well

as in the head of the bay, where there are a few small trees. As

there are no islands offthis bay, and as it is sufficiently roomy for

the largest ships to beat in and out, it affords a very convenient

occasional stopping place for vessels. It is the only open roadstead

on this coast.

Five Leagues Harbour hardly deserves the name. It is a cove

^ a mile deep, with 2J fathoms water. It is situated f of a

mile within, and on the West side of the point of the same name.

It is altogether unfit for any thing larger than a schooner of 100

tons at the outside. The W.S.W. wind rolls in a considerable

swell, and there would be no lying there, if it were not for the

indifferent shelter afforded by the Barrier Reefs off itfc mouth.

The channels leading in are about 300 fathoms wide, and on cither

side of the Barrier Reefs. Either from the southward, between

them and Five Leagues Point ; or from the westward, between them

and the shore to the northward.

The course in, through the first of these channels, is N.E. by N.

;

leaving Five Leagues Point and its reef a cable's length on the right.

Two small rocks, which just cover at high water, lie off to the

Middle Ray.

Isthmus Oive,

Anchoraye in

Middle Bay.
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Easlern En-
trance.
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SALMON BAY.

ranee round to tlie northward of Caribou Island, There is plenty

of water by this latter route, and also in the bay, which runs

inland several miles to the N.E. ; but as a vessel will be already

in a harbour, before she arrives at the navigable entrance of this

bay, I shall not swell this book by any further remarks respecting

it, but refer to the chart, which will enable any one to find his

way through a channel so perfectly sheltered from the sea. There
are two houses just Vithin the eastern entrance of Salmon Bay,
on the mainland side.

An inspection of the chart will show that soundings in moderate
depths of water extend sufficiently far off shore, every where
between the Strait of Belle-isle and Salmon Bay, to warn a

vessel of her approach to the coast, at night, or in foggy weather.

76. The Mainland has hitherto formed the coast line, but at

Salmon Bay the islands commence, and continue 14 miles. They
are of all shapes, sizes, and heights (less than 200 feet), and run
in order westward under the names of Esquimaux, Old Fort, and
Dog Islands. They are bare of trees, excepting some of those

which are far in near the mainland. Off these islands lie many
small rocks and ledges, the outermost of which are fully 4 miles

from the mainland. To attempt to describe all these islands, or

all the channels between them, would be an endless, and useless

task
:
and a good chart, upon a large scale, will, in most cases, be

far more useful than any written description. I shall, however,

notice briefly the principal dangers off the islands, the principal

channels, and especially Bonne Esperance, which is the best harbour

upon this coast.

Whale Island, the south-eastermost of the Esquimaux Islands,

lies the most to the magnetic south of all the islands ; and, in con-

sequence, shows as the extreme to vessels close in with the coast,

either to the eastward, or westward. It is about | of a mile long,

in a N.E. and S.W. direction ; and about ^ of a mile broad. It

does not exceed 100 feet in height, in the highest part ; which is

a roundish hill near the centre of the island, on which there is a

beacon, or pile of stones, supporting a pile of driftwood. All

vessels bound to Bonne Esperance endeavour to make this island.

Its south point bears S. 84« W. true, or N.W. by W. ^ W. by
compass, ISJ miles from the south point of Greenlet Island, in the

entrance of the Strait of Belle-isle. A vessel, sailing from one to

the other, will have soundings in moderate depths the whole wav.
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excepting for a cast or two off tl.e mouth of Bonne E.perancc
harbou., wuhiu 3 miles of Whale Idand. There are rocks, both
above and under water, extending 300 fathoms off the S W
pon>t of Whale Island, but off its N.E. point the shoal water
reaches only to the distance of 60 or 70 fathoms. There is
also a ledge with 9 feet water, W. i S. 350 fathoms from itsS.W po,„t

;
and. lastly, there are several rocks, dry at low water,

100 fathoms offshore on the east side of the same point
From Salmon Islet, before mentioned, the south point of Whale

Island bears W.S.W. * W. 4* miles. Wuhin this hue lie the
islands winch form the harbour of Bonne Esperance. Being
very steep, and of bare granite, the largest of these islands look
much higher than they really are ; an effect which is also owin«
<o the contrast of the much lower islands to the westward of them
There are none of them higher than 200 feet above the sea"
There are beacons, or piles of stones upon almost every summit
ot these islands.

I now proceed to describe the main channel to Bonne Esperance
harbour. Off the S.W. extreme of Caribou Island, there are
two low islets, joined to each other, and to the island, by shoal
water. The westermost of these two islets is Goddard Islet ; theS.W point of which bears W. i S. U miles from Salmon Islet
and has a small rock off it, 130 fathoms to the S.W. This rock
18 always above water and quite.bold. Further out, bearing south
3.50 fathoms from the S.W. point of Goddard Islet, there is a'

small ledge called Goddard Rock, which dries only at low water.
These are the only dangers on the east side of the channel.
On the opposite side, bearing W.S.W. i W. nearly a mile from

Goddard Islet, is Beacon Islet; rather low, about 120 fathoms
long, and with a pile of stones upon it. Tail Islet will be
observed about three hundred fathoms to the S.W. ; and Link
and another low islet to the northward of Beacon' Islet, but
they are out of the way. To the westward of Beacon Islet, at the
distance of | of a mile, is Red Head, an island which bears E N E
about 900 fathom, from Whale Island. Fish Islet; a large low
rock, is all that there is between these two last named islands
It lies west 300 fathoms from the south point of Red Head Island
Withm Red Head, and lying in a line to the N.E., are Chain
and Bonne Esperance Islands: the former being formed of two
peninsulas, joined by a narrow stony isthmus ; and the latter

I

»
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l)eing about 150 feet high, and 1 of a mile long. To the eastward /?„„„, ^,^
of Bonne EBpcrance Island, at the distance of i of a mile, is Lion '',""'''•

Island. Between them there is a low islet, joined to Lion Island

by shoal water, but leaving u narrow and difficult three fathoms

channel, between it and Bonne Esperance Island. Lion Island

consists of two steep islets, very nearly joined together by a low

sandy isthmus. Off the east side of Lion Island, and at the

distance of 50 fathoms, lies the Whelp, a rock always above water. n%elp Rock.

Between this rock on the west, and Goddard and Caribou Islands

on the east, may be termed the inner entrance from the Main
Channel; it is 450 fathoms wide, and from 10 to 13 fathoms

deep, with rock, sand, and mud bottom.

To the eastward of Beacon Islet, at the distance of J of a mile, H'aich Rock.

lies'the Watch, a small rock which always shows. About \ of

a mile to the northward of this rock, and the same distance east-

ward of Link Islet, lies Breaking Ledge, which just covers at high Breaking

water. This rock and ledge form the dangers on the west side of
'' '''^'^

the outer entrance of the Main Channel, which is between them
and Bold and Goddard Rocks, previously described as lying S.W.
and S. from Godd ird Islet. This outer entrance is 460 fathoms

wide, n fathoms deep in the centre, and with 1 to 11 fathoms close

to the dangers on either side. The only other dangers, and they Middle and

are only dangerous to a very large vessel, are two 4 fathom ^*^ '' t'<it<-hes.

patches, the eastermost of which (Middle Patch) bears S. \ of

a mile from Beacon Island ; and the other (Whale Patch) E. by S.,

nearly half a mile from the centre of Whale Island. There is foul

and rocky ground, with from 5 to 9 fathoms water between these

patches, which may be avoided by a vessel approaching the harbour

from the westward, by not coming into less than 10 fathoms,

until the leading marks for hauling into the harbour come on.

The prevailing winds along the coast are favourable for entering Bonm E»pe-

Bonne Esperance, and there will be no difficulty if the foregoing *"'""^' Harlmur,

description and the following directions be attended to.

Being off the coast to the eastward, and with an easterly wind, /row the

stand in towards Caribou Island, the position of which with

respect to Whale Island has been pointed out. When you arrive

at the distance of half a mile from the south side of Caribou

Island, you will be in 10 fathoms, and will perceive the south

sides of Beacon and Red Head Isles, and the north side of
Fish Islet come in one, bearing W. J N. Bear up upon this

Kaatward,
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r»«r. //;*^'oL,-, ^'"^'"S mark, or, if you are not sure of the islands, steer west,
with the lead going, and a trusty person in the rigging to look
our for Goddard Rock, to the southward of Goddard Island. Yoi-
will have about 9 fathoms at low water, until vou are past
that ledge, when you will deepen suddenly into 15 or 19
fathoms, and will then be in die channel. You must now haul in
immediately N. by E., ar.d will see Whelp Rock right ahead, and in
one with the west side of Houee Island, which is low, has a house
upon it, diflBcult to be seen, and lies close undei the mainland
at the distance of about a mile from Lion Island. Run in upon
this mark or bearing, and when you are past Bold Rock, off
the S.W. point of Goddard Island, haul a little to the eastward, so
as to give Lion Bank and the Whelp a berth of a cable's length.
As soon as you are within this rock, bear up W.N.W., and run
clcse alcng the inner sides oi' Lion and Bonne Esperance Islands,
passing between the latter and Anchor Islard (distant from it

200 fathoms to the northward) into the harbour, where you may
choose your berth, and will find from 12 to 16 fathoms over muddy
bottom. In passing between Bonne Esperance and Anchor
Islands, you will have no less than 5 fathoms, unless you go
nearer to the islands than 30 fathoms. Everywhere else there
is much deeper water.

Being to the westward with a westerly wind, pass the south
point of Whale Island at the distance of half a mile, steering none
to the northward of E. by N. to avoid the 4 fathom patches, until
you bring Whelp Rock, and the west side of House Island in one
bearing N. by E. ; then haul in upon that leading mark or bearing,
and proceed as before: excepting in case of the wind not being
free enough to allow of your passing between Bonne Esperance
and Anchor Islands. In this case you must go round to the
northward of Anchor Island, and must not haul up higher than
N.N.W. i W., nor close in the Whelp Rock with the S.W.

Anchor Reef, extreme of Goddard Island, until you are past a short reef
Ww'"?h covers at high wa'-r, and lies nearly 200 fathoms off to
the eastward of Anchor Island, and is the only danger within
the bay. Whelp Rock und Goddard Island touching, clear the
shoal water round this reef at the distance of 50 fathoms. As
aoon as you are past Anchor Reef, you may haul to the wind, and
mindirig that shoal water extends 150 fathoms to the northward of
Grand Island, (the high and large island next westward of Bonne

from the west
ward.

u
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EsperRnce Island) you may maVe a tack into the harbour, or Bonne E$pe.

anchor anywhere in the bay, where, although the depth of water is
'"'""'* ii<*rbour.

inconveniently great, yet the bottom ia everywhere of mud, and
the shelter complete in all winds. In short, the whole bay of

Bonne Esperance may be considered as a harbour, in which there

is room for a fleet of line of battle ships. Wood and water may Hoo,t and
be had in abundance from the mainland, but not from the islands,

'*'"'"

The part of this bay which is properly called the harbour is the

space, 300 fathoms wide, between Bonne Espemnce and Grand
Islands, and to the southward and westward of Anchor Island.

There is a clear channel from it, by the north-westward, between
the islands and the main, to the eastern entrance of Esquimaux
Bay, distant IJ miles. Star Island, small, round, and high.

will be seen in the middle, and must be kept close on board to

the northward, and afterwards the mainland, for shallow water
extends oflf the north side of the islands half way across the

channel.

The other channels into Bonne Esperance require only a brief SAa/iop

notice. Shallop Channel, between Bonne Esperance and Grand <^*'"'"^''

Islands, is very narrow, and only 2 fathoms deep at low water.

It may be approached from either side of Whale Island, passing
Fish Islet, and then keeping the western sides of Red Head, Chain,
and Bonne Esperance Islands close on board into the harbour.

Esquimaux Channel so called because it leads direct to the North wt,t

eastern entrance of Esquimaux Bay, should be approached through 9"""*^'' P"**-
viT. , ». . . _ *

*^ ° ing through

the latter island Esquimaux
Whale Channel between Whale and Tent Island's

being the next westward of the former. Whale Channel is 800 ^„S.'^
fathoms wide, with from 10 to 18 fathoms water. There are no
dangers in it that cannot be seen, excepting the 9 feet ledge
mentioned as lying oflf the S.W. point of Whale Island : for the

rocks, which lie half a mile oflF to the S.W. of Tent Island, are

never entirely covered. The course through the centre of Whale
Channe' and across the wide, deep, and open space within it, to

the entrance of Esquimaux Channel, is N.E. | N. Esquimaux
Channel is between Grand and Fair Islands on the east, and
Spit and Stone Islands on the west. Between the inner islands

(Fair and Stone) is the narrowest part, only *lh fathoms wide
and 5 fathoms deep. In passing through this, the equally

narrow entrance to Esquimaux Bay will be seen bearing N.N.E.,
distant half a mile, and the vessel must stand close over to it,
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before she hauls to the eastward into Bonne Esperance. Tlien

keeping within a cable's length of the main shore, she should

steer for the south side of Star Island, already mentioned ; and

passing close to it continue her course towards Anchor Island till

past Grand Island, when she may haul to the southward into the

harbour. Esquimaux Channel is the only other besides Main

Channel, which has water enougli for large ships, but it Is too

narrow for vessels of any size excepting in cases of emergency.

The remaining channel, between Spit and Stone Islands on

the east, and Esquimaux Island proper on the west, is called

West Channel ; and is only fit for small vessels because of a bar

with only 2 fathoms water across from Stone Island to a point

of Esquimaux Island, which is close to the S.W. entrance of

Esquimaux Bay.

Esquimaux Island is a large island, 1 or 8 miles in circumference

lying in the mouth of the bay of the same name. There are

many islands outside of it, and it cannot be distinguished fron^

the mainland from a vessel oflf the coast.

The eastern entrance to the bay is by a very narrow channel

between the island and mainland to the eastward. This channel

continues for 1^ miles to the N.N.E., and then opens into a

wide space with two islets in it. But if the mainland to the

eastward be followed, it will lead to the entrance of the Esqui-

maux River, where Mr. Chevalier's house and Trading Post will

be seen on a sandy point, backed with spruce trees, on the west

side, and rather more than 2 miles from Esquimaux Island.*

Our boats ascended the river 5 miles above Mr. Chevalier's house,

passino; through two lakes, in the uppermost of which there were

26 fathoms water. These lakes are separated by shallow and

narrow channels. The river is navigated by canoes for many
miles inland, and abounds with salmon.

Only small schooners can pass through the narrow channel

between Esquimaux Icland and the main to the eastward : but

here is water enough for larger vessels to the westward of the

island. I mast however refer to the chart for this route, for it

* Mr. Chevalier has resided here all his life, and is the seigneur of an
extensive domain extending several lea^^ues on either side of Esquimaux
River, and far back into the country. He holds this barren lordship (valu>

able for its salmon and seal fisheries) by grant from the King of Frani't,

given originally to some of the early French Fur Traders.

I
It
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would be quite impossible to convey any intelligible idea of such
an intricate navigation through such a multitude of islands.

Here I may as well mention that there is a channel 3 fathoms Channel wMn
deep m the shallowest part, and in general with a great depth of'*'

^'''""''•

water, between the islands and the main, from Bonne Esperance
to Mistanoque

: but it can only be shown on a chart upon a
large scale

;
no written description would be of any avail.

Proceeding westward outside of the islands 4J miles W. by N
from the south point of Whale Island brings m to the southermost
of the Fort Rocks

;
and there is no channel for any vessels between For, Rock^

the islands, in this distance, excepting Whale Channel already
mentioned. The Fort Rocks are a number of low rocks extend-
ing 650 fathoms to the S.W. from the S.W. point of Old Fort oi,l For,
Island; which is of a very moderate height, and about 1* miles '''""'^

m diameter. From this island a number of smaller islands
extend north-eastward into the mouth of Esquimaux Bay.
There are also a number of steep and high islands extending
north-westward from Old Fort Island, across the bay of the same
name. There are deep water channels, leading to Old Fort Bay oid For, Ba.
between the islands last mentioned, but too intricate for a written
description to be useful. Old Fort Channel is the principal of oiaFonChan-
those leadmg m from sea, between the Fort Rocks and Mermot ""•

Islet, and further in between Old Fort Island and Channel Island •

wh.ch last, together with Crumb Island to the N.E., must be' o-«.* Aw.
kept close on board until you find yourself in the wide and open
space within the islands, and off the mouth of Old Fort Bay
which runs into the N.E„ about 4 miles beyond the inner islands
with deep water to its head. Being midway between the Fort
R«cks and Mermot Islet, the course in through Old Fort Channel

Tnl \\f "",
*

"!" "'' '"^ '"^' "''" *'^ "'"^^ ^-^y- M-- ^-- ^^'-mot Islet IS low, has a ledge off it i of a mile to the S.W., and LeO^e
bears W.N.W. If miles from the outer Fort Rock. This wide
opening through the outer islands is the only navigable one
besides Whale Channel. Through it vessels may run in between
the islands m the way I have mentioned, or westward between
the Dog Islands and the main, but this I must leave the chart to
explam. In some places between the islands there is more than
50 fathoms of water, and the nearer the main the fewer the
ledges.

To the northward of Mermot Islet is the Eider group, and FuUr Grou,,
p 2
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Dog M'jnlt
and Rtickt,

westward of them the Dog Islands surrounded by rocks and

ledges innumerable. The outermost of these rocks lie 4 miles

W. by N. from the outermost Fort Rock. The south-westermost

of the Dog Islands are very low, but the Highest Islands, next

the main, although small, are of considerable elevation. There

is good anchorage between them and the main, but it can only

be got at easily by running down with a westerly wind from

Shecatica, close along the main land and in the channel between

the latter and the scattered rocks and ledges which lie off it;

where there is very deep water the whole way, nearly 60 fathoms

in some places.

Porpoise Rucks. The Porpoise Rocks, f of a mile off shore, are two or three

small black rucks above water lying W.N.W. i W. 3i miles

from the outer Dog Rocks, and an equal distance in the same

direction will take us to Boulet Islet.

Boulet lalet. The Boulet, about 150 fathoms in diameter, is a smooth round

backed islet, green at the top, and about 10 feet in height.

Together with the opening to Lobster Bay, which beers from it

E.N.E., \\ miles, it serves to point out the position of a vessel oft"

the coast. Crab Island is half a mile N.W. from it, and the Four

Rocks (within which is Inner Islet) 4^ miles W. by N. These

are the only islets between it and Shecatica ; but there are many

rocks and ledges between them, and also off the Boulet to sea-

ward. Of these the most dangerous is the Peril Rock, which is

very small, dries at half-tide, and lies 1^ miles S.S.W. from the

Boulet. This rock is the outermost, and greatest danger oflF this

part of the coast : the sea, however, almost always breaks upon it,

and also upon the others which lie between it and the Four

Rocks. There is no warning by the hand-lead in approaching

any of these rocks.

Lobster Bay. Lobster Bay, the position of which has been just mentioned,

is a narrow inlet running to the N.E. 4 miles, and quite open.

It is from 1^0 to 250 fathoms wide, between high and steep

rocky shores. In the entrance there is 35 fathoms, diminishing

to 14 fathoms half way up : after which there is anchorage

quite to its head, with muddy bottom everywhere ; but it is com-

pletely exposed to S.W. winds. Several very small streams

enter the head of the inlet. There are two small islets close off

the east point of the entrance of Lobster Bay, they must be left

on the right hand going in.

Crab Island,

Four Rocks,

and Inner Islet:

Peril Rock.
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Rocky Bay, a mile to the eastward of Ijobster Bay, runs in Rocky Bay
N.E. by E. 1| miles, and is about 120 fathoms wide, between
steep and high rocky shores. There are 39 fathoms in its

entrance, but the depth soon diminishes to 16 fathoms, and then
shoals gradually to its head. One mile within the entrance, on
the S.E. side, there is a house and Fish Stage at a small cove, Fi*h Stage.

in which the fishermen anchor in 5 fathoms, mud bottom, well

sheltered from all winds. A small stream enters the head of this

bay. There is nothing in the way in lunning up either of these

Napetepee Bay is a straight and narrow inlet, very similar to NapeUpet
Lobster Bay. Its entrance is about Ij miles to the eastward of

^''^•

Shecatica,and IJ miles N.E. by N. from the Four Rocks, which,
together with the Inner Islet just within them, must be left to the
eastward in approaching this bay. The course and distance up
Napetepee, to its head, is N.E. ^ E. nearly 4^ miles. In a vessel
out at sea this bay shows open, upqn that bearing, and,
together with the Boulet, points out the position of Mistanoque
Harbour, which would not be easily made out by a stranger, if it

were not for these remarkable features of the coast to the east-
ward of it. .

-

Just within the mouth of Napetepee there are some rocks above
water, which must be left a cable's length distant on the right hand
going in Within these rocks the bay is 140 fathoms wide, with
high and precipitous shores, especially on the west aide. At the
distance of Ij miles, within the entrance, there is a small islet,

which must also be left on the right hand; and after passing it,

the east shore must be kept close aboard until through the Narrows.
Half a mile further in, the bay is only 80 fathoms wide ; but it

soon expands again to 300 fathoms. The depth of water decreases
from 30 fathoms in the entrance to 7 in the Narrows, and then
increases to 27 fathoms with muddy bottom. There is no shelter
with a wind right in, but much sea cannot roll into so narrow a
place. Several small streams run into this bay ; but the principal
stream is on the S.E. side,'| of a mile from its head, and Is the
outlet of a considerable lake, which cannot easily be entered by a
boat excepting at higl. water. A river abounding with salmon Salmon
enters this lake, and .. Id hunter and fisherman lives near its ^''""V-

mouth.
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The three bays, which I have just described, have no dangers
in them, but they are, nevertheless, by no means desirable places
for vessels to go into, being so narrow, and having such deep
water. Besides there is no getting out of them without a northerly
wmd, which in the summer months seldom occurs. Lobster and
Rocky Bays are preferable to Napetepee ; and the safe and proper
way of approaching them, is from the westward, with a westerly
wind, passing inshore between Shecatica and the Four Rocks

;

and then eastward close along the mainland, and between it and
Inner Islet, Crab Islet and the Boulet.

Inner Islet is 550, Crab Islet 350, and the Boulet 670 fathoms,
offshore; and the depth of water between them and the shore ia

from 33 to 48 fathoms, over muddy bottom. This deep water
channel, close along the mainland free from all dangers, continues
eastward all the way to the Dog Islands. Vessels might pass between
the latter and the Porpoise Rocks in clear weather, when shoal
water could be readily seen, and when there is a sea running
heavy enough to break upon the ledges, but the other is the safer
plan of proceeding.

The N.E. point of Shecatica Island bears N.W. | N. a long
mile from the Four Rocks, and W.NW. 3^ miles from Boulet
Islet. The mainland from the Dog Islands to Shecatica is of
steep granitic hills, (not exceeding 300 feet in height,) with deep
water close into the rocks, and with only the few small islets and
ledges off it which I have mentioned.

The two contiguous islands of Shecatica and Mistanoque lie
close to the mainland, and would be difficult to distinguish from
it, if it were not for the Boulet, and the remarkable opening of
Napetepee to the eastward; and the equally remarkable Shag
Islet to the westward. Shecatica is the eastern, the smaller, and the
higher island of the two, being half a mile long and 150 feet high.

Mistanoque, separated from Shecatica by an unnavigable
channel 150 fathoms wide, is nearly 1^ miles long, parallel to the
coast; broken into coves on the outside, and in the highest part
120 feet above the sea. It lies directly across the mouth of Mis-
tanoque Bay, which is 140 fathoms wide, and 23 fathoms deep
in the entrance, expanding to the breadth of 280 fathoms within,
and running inland rather more than 3 miles N.E. i N. The
depth of water in this bay is from 2*7 fathoms in the centre, to

t
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7

17 fathoms at the sides close to the rocks. It is not until we
arrive within less than half a mile of its head, that the depth
decreases so as to be convenient for anchoring. The bottom is

everywhere of mud, there are no dangers, and wood and water
are plentiful. Directly opposite the mouth of this bay there 's a
small bay on the north side of the island, and this is the Harbour M,„a„onue
of Mistanoque m which there is from 15 to 20 fathoms, mud ''"'•*<""•

bottom. Vessels may however anchor in less water, a short
distance to the eastward, between the island and the east point of
the bay, where the depth is 12 fathoms, but the channel is there
only 80 fathoms wiJe. Vessels must moor in any case.

Enter Islet lies nearly half a mile to the westward of Mista- E>uera,nl
noque, and 90 fathoms further Diver Islet, off which to the south-

'^"^'- '*'''*•

ward a reef of rocks runs out 130 fathoms. Both these islets are
low. To the N.W. of them, at the distance of 400 fathoms lies
a group of small islands. The west channel to Mistanoque Bay
18 between this group and Diver and Enter Islands : it is nearly
400 fathoms wide and 23 fathoms deep, and free from dangers.

There is nothing immediately outside or off Shecatica, Mis- Western
tanoque. Enter, or Diver Islands, so that no other directions seem

^'"'•'""•' '»

necessary than to run through the centre of either channel which hToT
may be preferred. The south passage between Enter Island and
fhe west shore of Mistanoque is however tfte best channel, being
400 fathoms wide, and upwards of 40 fathoms deep, and bold
to the rocks on either side. On arriving at the western entrance
which IS 80 fathoms wide, and 9 fathoms deep, give the N.w'
point of Mistanoque a berth of about 50 fathoms, or keep well
over to the mainland side of the entrance: but as soon as you
have entered th,s narrow channel, keep Mistanoque on board,
because there is shoal water off the west side of the entrance of the
bay to the distance of 30 fathoms.

In entering from the eastward, the passage between Shecatica ^„,,„, £,.and the Four Rocks, which are quite bold, is more than a mile "'""^'^

wide, with very deep water ; but you must give the N.E. point
of Shecatica a berth of 100 fathoms until the channel between it
and the main opens, bearing W.N.VV. : for there are rocks off
that point to the distance of 60 fathoms. The N.W. point of
Shecatica (on which there is the hut of a seal fisherman) must
be kept close on board, within the distance of 10 or 15 fathoms

;

for there is shoal water across a very small bay of the main'
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Mittanoque

'Harbour.

Shag hlet.

Sthag Rock,

Ir

opposite to it. The channel here being only 30 iathoms wide and
3 fathoms deep, this eastern passage is only fit for small vessels.

Mistanoque, though small, and with inconveniently deep water,
is nevertheless a valuable harbour on a coast where good ports,

fit for large vessels, are so scarce. The absence of dangers outside,

the easy and immediate access, in either of the prevailing winds,
in consequence of its having two entrances, are advantages pos-
sessed by none of the other small harbours to the westward, which
may be equal to it in other respects.

The Shag Islet, bearing W. | S. 7J miles from Mistanoque,
is the best guide for making the latter from the westward, as the
Boulet, &c., as already mentioned, is from the eastward. The
Shag Islet is very remarkable, being small and high, with a round
peaked hill looking green in the middle. There are many rocks
oflF to the S.E. by E. from Shag Islet ; the outermost of which,
distant from the islet 2 miles, is the Shag Rock. Being f of a
mile off to the southward of the Shag Rock, the south point of

Shecatica will bear E.N.E. about 8 miles ; and a vessel running
upon this course, will pass more than a mile outside of the Three
Rocks, which are small and close together, lying nearly half way
from the Shag Rock towards Mistanoque : and before she runs
as far as Mistanoque, she will recognize Diver, and Enter Islands,

one mile within her course, and may safely haul in towards
them.

the course along the coast, from oflF Whale Island, so as to

clear all dangers, to off Shecatica Island, is W. by N. : and the

distance from the one to the other is IQJ miles. OffWhale Island,

soundings in less than 50 fathoms extend little more than Ij
miles

; and at Mistanoque the deep water approaches close

to the shore
: but between these points there are soundings 3 or 4

miles off the outer rocks of the Old Fort and Dog Islands, and
fully 6 miles from the mainland. Off the Boulet Islet the depth
is usually between 30 and 40 fathoms, over a varying bottom
of sand, gravel, rock, and broken shells, but this will be seen in

the chart.

Lane's Suney. 11. Our survey, from the Strait of Belle-isle westward, ended
at Mistanoque inclusive, and recommenced again at Grand
Mecattina. The intermediate coast was surveyed in 1768 by Mr.
Michael Lane, R.N. We examined it with his original chart in

hand, and although his survey does not possess the exactness

Course to clear

all Dangers.

Soundings off
the Coast.
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which superior instruments and an improved system of hydro- Lane* Survey.

graphy gives to modern maritime surveys, yet it is such as to
confer honour on his memory, being quite sufficiently correct for

the usual purposes of navigation. The directions in this art! '

,

will therefore be taken, in part, from his original writing at the
foot of his chart. But I must first observe, that we carefully
determined the latitude and longitude of the two extremities of
his survey, and discovered that, although the relative bearing of
his points is very nearly correct, yet the scale of his work errs in
excess nearly 5 miles in the whole distance; which from the
south extreme of Mistanoque Island, to the south extreme of
Cape Mecattina, is 43i, instead of 48 miles; the bearing
bemg nearly S.W. true. The variation has greatly changed C>i.„<,, „/
snice Lane's time, when it was 26° west. In the year 1834 it

^'"•'''"'O"-

was between 32° and 33° west; and the course by compass, so G,«.« ,o cW
as to pass outside, and clear of all danger, from a mile ofF the south

^'"''''^''

extremity of Mistanoque, to the same distance outside Flat Island
is now W.S.W., and the distance 36 miles. The same course*
continued will pass about 2 miles outside the Murr Rocks, which
are off Cape Mecattina, and at the distance of 41 miles from
Mistanoque. I must refer to Lane's chart, corrected in scale
and in latitude and longitude by ray observations, for the soundings SounUing*
along this course; merely remarking that they vary irregularly,

''^^^''''"•

from 28 fathoms, to no ground at 110 fathoms; and that the*
nature of the bottom is equally changeable.

The coast between Mistanoque and Cape Mecattina is broken Description of
into immense bays and inlets, between very large islands of'**^""'
moderate height above the sea and partially covered with moss.
Many smaller islands, islets, and rocks are interspersed ; and '

outside all, the coast is lined with small islets, rocks, and ledges,
in groups, or scattered here and there. The greatest difficulty is
to pass safely through between these last; for within the islands,
in most of the channels, and wide spaces between them, as well
as in the bays of the mainland, there is a great depth of water,
amounting in one or two places to 50 or 60, and often exceeding
30 fathoms. In these deep water channels and bays, which are
so intricate as to defy any attempt at a written description, small
rocks are not nearly so numerous as they are outside, and are for
the most part above water. The shores too of both the main and
islands are almost everywhere quite bcld; so that the largest
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Good IVate'r.

Sandy
Harbour,
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(bearing N.W. by W. 1| miles, from Shag Island,) and keep S./».»/y

the starboard point of the bay, (which is the west extreme of
^'"''"^'''

Dukes Island, bearing N.E., more than half a mile from the Egg l>uke$ h/anJ.

Rocks,) on board in going in. You will then see a small rock

above water, to the northward, which lies over towards the east side

off the entrance of the harbour. You may pass on either side of that

rock, and then steer in N.N.E. ^ E., for the harbour, there being

nothing in the way but what appears. After you are in through

the entrance, which is about two cables wide, you must haul to

the N.W. into the harbour, and choose your berth in 5 or 6 fathoms. Anchorage.

This is a very safe harbour, with good ground. There is no wood
to be had, but plenty of water. On approaching Sandy Harbour,

there are two ledges under water to be avoided. The first of Two Udgei of

these bears west from the Shag Rock, arid south from the Shag
^"'"*'

Island, being distant from the latter 1 mile. The second bears

S. f E., nearly a mile from the east side of the Egg Rocks, and
W. by N. from the summit of Shag Island. There is a small reef shag hhnd
with shoal water extending a i of a mile from Shag Island towards '^*'^-

this ledge, leaving a deep channel between, more than | of a mile

wide. The course through the centre of this channel, direct for

the west extreme of Dukes Island, before mentioned, is N. | W.
Port Augustine is a very small harbour, in which small PorUuguatine.

vessels may moor. It has a very narrow and intricate entrance,

and is fit for small craft only. The approach to it is to the west-

ward of Augustine Chain, which is a chain of small islets, the Augustine

outermost of which is a round smooth rock, with a high black rock
"'

half a mile to the westward of it. Between these last named rocks,

there is a ledge which shows at one third ebb. The passage is

on either side of this ledge, and then northward along the west

side of Augustine Chain, but it deserves no further description. Mr. Kennedy's

Mr. Kennedy's seal fishing and trading post is at Port Augustine. '^'''"^'"9 P""-

The south extremity of Augustine Chain bears W. i S. about 7

miles from Shag Island. Between them lies Square Channel, the Square

largest in between the islands, towards the mainland. It is too
^*'"^''*

intricate ^or description ; but 14 or 15 miles up it, in a N.W. ^ N.
direction, is the entrance of the River Augustine with a sand Augustine

bar across it, dry at low water. There is plenty of wood at this

Chain,

River.

river.

Eagle Harbour in Long Island has room and depth enough Long Island,

for the largest ships within, but the entrances are too narrow for
^V« -^a'W"'-.
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Kngle Har-
bour.

Fox hlantU.

Fith Harbour,

anythmg but small vessels. The east passage, between the islets
which form the harbour, and Long Island, bears about N.N E.
2i miles from the Fox Islands, and is the best w.d deepest, but
has only 3 fathoms of water. This part of the coast is very
dangerous, being lined with small low islets and rocks, both above
and under water, and nothing but a chart upon a large scale would
enable any one to find Eagle Harbour. The approach to it how-
ever 18 on either side of the Fox Islands, which bear N E A N
9 miles from Treble Hill Islet, and W. about 14 miles from
Augustine Chain.

Fish Harbour, bearing N. J W., 4^ miles from the Bottle,
at the north extreme of the Great Mecattina Island, is a small
cove of the mainland running into the westward, with a small
island covered with wood, and hence called Wood Island, lyin*

fFooa Uland. off Its entrance. There is a passage on either side of Wood Island*
but that to the northward is the best, there being a ledge in the
bay to the southward of the island, part of which however alwaya

7W«-/.e/ Rock, shows
;
and a rock, with 2 feet least water, S.S.E. * E., nearly A

of a mile from the east point of Wood Island. In the cove within
the island there are 7 or 8 fathoms with good ground and room
to moor. It 18, however, only fit for small vessels. Both wood and

ZI^'^u' ""T "'^ ^ "'''''"''*' ^""^ ^'- ^«^">«°" '^^^ « «e«l fi«hi„g and
trading establishment at this place. There is no danger, but
what appears, in approaching this harbour from either side of Great
Mecattina Island, excepting the ledges which I have mentioned.

Seal Point, about a mile to the N.E.ofWood Island, is the
west point of entrance into Ha-Ha Bay. The islands to the
eastward contract the channel into this bay, to the breadth of
about a quarter of a mile, but there is plenty of water, and
no danger but what appears above water. The best channel is
close along the mainland, between Seal Point and Round Islet
leaving all the islets and rocks to the eastward. The bay runs in
about 8 miles, N.E. by N., with a depth of water exceeding 60
fathoms in one part, and there are many good anchoring p" i .s
but as it is entirely out of the way of vessels, I ' shall not un-
necessarily swell these remarks with that which is clearly shown
on the chart.

</.>/.^^.;i>.
^''™ ^^'''^'\

f
^y '' ^'-^^ B«y' ^he mainland does not

appear, ur, %,: islands, great and small, and of different
heights

.
<;. : Lbe 5ea, are so numerous and bo near together,

Seal Point.

Ha-Ha Bay

Mainland not

I

1

r
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r

that the coast cannot be (Hstinguished till a vessel is amonj; them.

There are many places where vedsels may anchor among these

islands, of which the best and easiest of access have been noticed.

Great Mecattina Island is about 3^ miles long, north and Oreni Mecat-

south ; and about 3 miles wide. It is distant rather more than
"""

2 miles from Red Point, the nearest part of the mainland to the /Ud P^wi.

N.W. The central part of the island is the highest, and estimated

at about 500 feet above the sea. The granitic hills of this island

are fissured in a very remarkable manner, by empty basaltic dykes

traversing the island, in a N.E. and S.W. direction, from one

side to the other. These features, together with the jiosition of the

island, in relation to the high land inside of Cape Mecattina, 4 or

5 miles from it to the W.N.W., distinguish this island from any

other land in the gnlf

The Bottle is a high and round islet, nearly joined to the north The BoUU.

point of Great Mecattina Island. There is a small rock above water

close off it, to the N.W. by N. ; and at the distance of about half a

mile in the same direction, a patch of rocks with about 4 fathoms

least water. Round Head on the west side i^ a high peninsula, Round Head.

connected to the island by a low isthmus. An islet and small rock, at

the distance of i^ and 1 mile respectively, lie off the south point of

the island. E. by S., about 3 miles from the centre of the island,

lies Treble Hill Island. S.S.E. i E. 3 miles from the south point Treb/e Hi/land.

lies Flat Island, and S.W., about 4 miles from the same point of "
"^

'

the island, lie the two Murr Islets, about a quarter of a mile apart, Murr huit.

of considerable height, flat at the top, and precipitous all round.

Treble Hill and Flat Islands are quite bold all round, and so also

are the Murr Islets, which swarm with sea-fowl. The Murr Murr Rods,

Rucks are two small and low rocks above water, lying about half

a mile to the S.E. of the southmost Murr Islet. To the N.E. by E., and Ledge.

and more ihan a quarter of a mile from the eastermost Murr

Rock, there lies a ledge on which the sea generally breaks.

The high N.E. point of Great Mecattina Island is called Bluff Bluff Head.

Head, and between it and the Bottle is a cove, one mile deep, and

about 2 cables wide, called Island Harbour. This harbour is liland Har-

sheltered from easterly winds by a cluster of small islets and rocks,

lying off its mouth, and leaving a safe passage on either side ofthem.

If you use the south passage, keep Bluff Head on board, and if

the north passage, pass between the cluster just mentioned, and a

small rock by itself, lying a quarter of a mile to the N.W. of it,
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and a cable's length from the shore of the Great island. The
anchorage is near the heaU of the cove, in from 14 to 20 fathoms
water over good ground, and both wood ^nd water may ht had

Mecattina Harbour, lying unc^cr the high land of Mecat-
tiiia, is dirtant about 5J miles N. by W. ^ W. from the Murr
Islets; about 3^ miles N.W. by ^. J W. from Round Head
in Great Island ; and N.E., 2^ miles from Cape Me .attina.

It is a very small but safe harbour, between Mecattina Inland
and the mainland ; being only 93 fathoms wide in the wi stern

entrance, and 60 or 70 fathoms wide within. In a vessel

of any size, it is therefore necessary to moor head and stem,
and with hawsers tc the shore. The depth within is 6 and 7
fathoms over good groimd ; but only 3 fathoms at low water can
be carried in through either entrance. In the small bay between
Mutton and Mecattina Islands, wherein is the western entrance,

there is no anchorage in consequence of the great depth of water

;

but there is no danger in the way, and it is only necessary to keep
in the middle, to pass eafely through the narrow western entrai^fie.

The -astern entrance is rendered difficult by a reef of rocks under
water, running across it to the northward from the north point
of the island, and should only be attempted in fine weather, unless
by those who are perfectly acquainted with the place. Strangers
in fine weather may aiichor outside, between the east end of the
island and the main, and send a boat in to examine the channel.

The directions, however, for sailing in are as follows :—From the
east point of the island steer N. by W. over to the mainland, and
keep it close on board, until you bring the N.W. point of the

island, at the western entrance, on with the point of the mainland
at the eastern entrance ; the latter poirt being the south point of
Dead Cove, which is small, open to the eastward and immediately
to the northward of the eastern entrance of the harbour. Sail in

with this mark on, till the north extreme of the island and the
north extreme of Gull Islet come in one. You will then be with-
in the reef, and must haul to the southward, towards the island, to

avoid a ledge which stretches off the south point of Dead Cove.
Being close over to the island, you must haul to the westward into

the harbour. I have given the sense of these directions of Lane,
because they may be useful to small vessels, or to others in light

winds, a smooth sea, and fine weather, but under any other circum-
stances the slightest mistake or want of care on the part of the
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helmsman, would place the vessel on shore ; for the channel is Mecatiina

80 narrow, that there is scarcely room for a vessel to turn in it, or
^"'''""""•

to allow of time for her to answer her helm in taking the turns

which are required. The harbour is not above half the size

assigned it in the book containing Cook's surveys, wherein there

is a plan of it correct in every other respect. Gull Islet lies E. by Gull hie'.

S. nearly a mile from the east end of Mecattina Island, and there

is no danger between them ; but if a vessel approaching Mecattina

Harbour from the eastward wishes to pass between Gull Islet and

the main, she must keep either the one or the other on board, in

order to avoid the ledge, with 3 feet least water which lies nearly

half way between them. Wood and water may be obtained in Wood and

Mecattina Harbour, and there is a Cantdian /esiding there, who g^^i pig/,eri^,

carries on the seal-fishery.

Portage Bay is on the east side of Cape Mecattina, about Portage Bay.

2 miles N. by E. from its south extremity, and a long mile to the

westward of Mecattina Harbour, Mutton Island lying between Mutton hland.

them. Tiiis bay runs in about \\ miles to the northward, between

steep and high hills, fissured like Great Island, and there is a

rapid river at its head. The deep water, with space for a vessel to

anchor, extends only about two cables' length within the entrance,

and there is a snug cove on the east side for small vessels. There

is a small and moderately high islet in the mouth of this bay. Portage Har-

lying over towards the east side, and this forms a harbour in '
'

which vessels of considerable size might find shelter in time of

need, although it is inconveniently small for general use, like most

of the harbours on this coast. The passage to the eastward of

the islet is only 2 fathoms deep, and so narrow as to be fit only for

very small vessels. The western entrance is about a cable's length

wide, and from 6 to 8 fathoms deep. There is still more water .

within, over muddy bottom. There is no danger in this entrance,

nor any directions necessary further than to haul to the eastward,

as soon as you are within the island, and anchor off the entrance

of the cove, or within it, as may suit your vessel. But approach-

ing this harbour in a large vessel, there are two ledges with 15 feet Two Ledge$.

least water to be avoided. They lie in the line from the south

extreme of Cape Mecattina, to the western entrance of Me-

cattina Hsxrbour. The north-castermost of these ledges bearp

S. h W. about 400 fathoms from the west end of Mutton Island,

and the other N .E. by E., half a mile from the southermost Seal Seal Racki.
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Mecattina
High Land.

Mecaitina Seal Rock, which lies near the shore on the east side of Cape Mecattina,

and about f of a mile, N.E. by N., from its south extremity.

Shoal water extends about a cable's length off the Seal Rocks to the

rnaie Fiihery. eastward, but Mutton Island is quite bold. Portage and Mecattina

Harbours are much frequented by schooners engaged in the whale

fishery, and the scenery in both is strikingly beautiful.

Cope Mecattina. Cape Mecattina is a long and very remarkable promontory

of the mainland, and of moderate height for some distance to the

northward of its extremity ; but about 3 miles to the northward

it rises to the height of 68r feet above the sea. The highest

part of what is called the High Land of Mecattina, which stands

directly in rear of the harbour of the same name, cannot be

less than 100 feet above the sea, and is the highest land upon

this coast from Bradore westward to the vicinity of Mingan.

The granite of this promontory is traversed, from S.W. to N. E.,

by those enormous basaltic dykes which I have mentioned as

occurring in Great Island. They cut completely through the pro-

montory into Portage Bay, ascending again on the eastern side of

the latter, till they are lost to view beyond the summits of the hills.

In Dyke Island several of them are empty as low down as the

surface of the sea ; dividing the island by inmense open fissures,

in such a way as to distinguish it from all others in the neigh-

bourhood. There is a small islet less than a cable's length from

the end of the point with no channel between. At the distance of

180 fathoms further out is Entrance Island about two cables

in diameter. Dyke Island is 200 fathoms further off in the

same direction, and is composed of two islands at high water, but

there is no passage, even for a boat between. It is about 800

fathoms long by 400 wide, and about 150 feet high above the sea.

At the distance of 900 fathoms from the south point of Dyke

Outer Hocks. Island, lie the two Outer Rocks. They are above water, and

there are several rocks and led'^es, and no safe passages, between

them and the island. All \hese islands and rocks lie nearly

in a line, S.S.E. i E., from the south extreme of the promontory,

from which the Outer Rocks are distant 2^^ miles, The northern

Murr Islet, which is the nearest of the two, bears S.E. by E. J E.,

2^ miles from the Outer Rocks ; and there is a clear and exceed-

ingly deep channel between, the depth of water exceeding 80

fathoms. Vessels bound to Mecattina Harbour, either pass by this

channel, or through between the islands ; for there is a safe piiS'

Entrance
Island.

Dyke Island,

Murr Islets.
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sage on either side of Entrance Island, The channel between Cape

Entrance and Dyke Islands is the best, and 13 fathoms deep. The ^«^''"'""-

shoal water extends about half a cable off the east side of the

former of these islands, but the latter is quite bold.

78. The coast from Cape Mecattina to Cape Whittle was never Coast /to,,,

before surveyed. It is as dangerous, as can well be imagined, lollipr""'""

to a stranger falling in with it at night, or in thick weather ; and "^'i''"'*-

even to those who are perfectly acquainted with it, the navigation

is not without much difiSculty. Lying out of the way of the main

lines of navigation through the Gulf, it is not often visited, ex-

cept by fishermen, eggers, and a few Quebec trading schooners

;

but there have been instances of ships, after beating about the

Gulf with adverse winds and bad weather, in the fall of the year,

being wrecked upon it, as we were informed by the few solitary

hunters and fishers who live there, and as was also clearly indi-

cated by the quantity of wreck, almost everywhere to be found on

the Islands. On these melancholy occasions, the vessels either

beat to pieces on the rocks ; or, being hove off them by the sea,

sunk afterwards in deep water. No record remained of their fate ;

they were placed on the list of missing vessels. Such of their

crews as escaped to the shore, perished miserably with cold and

hunger on the barren islands, their remains having, in several

instances, been found by the seal fishermen in the spring ofthe year.

It is obvious that a correct chart may often prevent much of such

misery, if it be only by pointing out the situations of those few

Trading Posts, where alone assistance to support life during the

long and severe winter can be found. But it will also inspire

confidence in a vessel, suddenly finding herself entangled among
the rocks, by showing that there are several good harbours, and

almost everywhere places, where a vessel may be saved in time

of need, although they would not be sought after under other

circumstances.

The course and distance from Cape Mecattina to Cape
Whittle is W. »- S., 55 miles; but this line passes 7 or 8 mile&

within the outer islands and rocks, so that it would be necessary

to steer W. by S., from the Murr Rocks, to pass outside the St,

Mary Rocks, which are the outer danger off the coast.

The depth of water immediately off, and even within the outer Soundings.

islands and rocks, is in general very great, often exceeding 70 or

80 fathoms, so that there is no warning by the lead ; but in the
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offing, at the distance of 4 or 5 lea<^ues, there are occasional banks

of sand and gravel, with from 30 to 50 fathoms of water. The

outer islands are entirely bare of wood, but there are more trees

on the mainland than in parts furthei to the N.E., indicating

a slight improvement in the climate as we proceed to the S.W.

Little Mecattina Island is comparatively a very large island,

being nearly 7i miles long, in a N NE. direction, and about 3

wide. Salaberry Bay, on its west side, cuts it nearly in two parts.

All outside the narrow isthmus, namely two-thirds of the Island,

is high and remarkable land, which can be seen from a great dis-

tance out at sea, long after the other islands have disappeared

below the horizon. The highest hill on the island is about 5G0

feet above the sea. The part of the island within the isthmus

is a low and mossy swamp, resting on sand, with isolated ridges

and mounds of granite piercing through it here and there.

Within the island, to the north and west, are extensive flats of

sand with boulder stones and small rocky islets. The Little Mecat-

tina River discharges its waters through these flats, by several

shallow channels, the largest of which flows into Aylmer Sound to

the westward ; and the shallowest into the Bay of Rocks to the

eastward of the island. The latter channel is only 3 feet deep at

low water, so that it is possible to wade across it, and from the

island to the main, when the tide is out. The River is large and

Fa//s. falls 30 feet over granite a short distance within the entrance, and

about 2i miles N.N.W. from the north end of the island. Little

Mecattina Island, having thus no channel between it and the main

for vessels, and scarcely even for boats at low water, may be con-

sideied as forming the west side of a large bay. The promontory

of Mecattina forms the east side of this bay, which is filku

with islands and vocks innumerable, among which no vessel could

find her way, and where it is possible to lose oneself for a time in

a boat, as we ourselves experienced.

Fin Rocks. The outer point of these islands is formed by the Fin Rocks,

lying 120 fathoms offWhale Head, the south extreme of the Gore

Islands and bearing W.S.W. J W. 10 miles from Cape Mecattina

and E. J N., 5^ miles from Po.int Antrobus, a small peninsula

at the S.E. extreme of Little Mecattina Island. To the westward

of the Fin Rocks, at the distance of 2 and 3 miles respectively, lie

Herriot hUs. the Herriot Isles, and the Single Rock, with two or three sunken

Sinjfte Hock. jQcks close to it. Between these and Little Mecattina Island there

r

f ) :i
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is a large open bay, the head of which is culled the Bay of Rocks. Zfey of Rock,,

Point Antrobus is the S.W. point of this bay, and has a ledge off Point Anirobm.
it, a cable's length to the southward, which is the only danger
off the south side of Little Mecattina Island.

Little Mecattina Cove is about 800 fathoms to the N.N.E. oiLHtfe Mrcat-

Point Antrobus, 650 fathoms long, and from 70 to 140 fathoms
""" ^'^''^

wide } between high, bold, and precipitous rocks. It is 10 fathoms
deep in the entrance, and there are 11 fathoms over mud bottom
within. It is open to the E.N.E., but as the islands are only
distant 3 miles in that direction, there is no doubt but that

a vessel well moored would be perfectly safe in it ; but it is too

small, and has too great a depth of water, to be a favourite resort

for vessels. The S.E. point of entrance is called Cove Point, and Cove Point.

is quite bold. Water may be had at the head of the Cove.

Hare Harbour, also on the east side of Little Mecattina Island, Hare Harbour,

has depth and room enough for the largest ships, but has several

rocks and ledges in it, which render it difficult to strangers.

Most of these dangers can be seen, and they are all distinctly

shown in our chart ; with the assistance of which any vessel might
enter this secure harbour, if she had a leading wind and fine

weather. As it opens to the southward, the prevailing westerly

or easterly winds are favourable for sailing in, and are generally

accompanied with a smooth sea in the entrance. It is only when
the wind is well to the southward, that there is any swell, and
even then it never rolls into the harbour so as to affect a vessel. •

To enter Hare Harbour with a westerly wind observe the follow- with a fVesterly

ing directions. Steer N.N.E. i E., so as to pass Point Antrobus
'*'""^-

and Cove Point at the distance of
-J.

of a mile, and you will see the

Eden Islands ahead, bearing from Point Antrobus N.E. i N. 2J Eden islands,

miles. W hen you have run | of a mile past Cove Point, you will be
close to the eastermost of the two Cat Rocks which are above water, Cai Rods.

about 200 fathoms apart, and bear east and west from one another.

At the distance of 160 fathoms to the northward of the eastermost

rock, liec Stiff Islet, 70 or 80 fathoms in diameter ; off which there Staff hiet.

is a rocky patch dry at low water about 100 fathoms to the E.S.E. ; Patch.

this can always be seen from the rigging, but there is also a ledge, Ledge,

with 2 fathoms lenst water, 160 fathoms E.N.E. from the N.E.
extreme of the islet. On this ledge the S.E. extreme of the Eden
Islands and the small and high Nob Islet are in one ; the latter

hearing from the former N.E. by E. U miles. These ure the

q2
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Hare Harbour, only dangers on your left, or on the side of Little Mecattina Island

;

and to the eastward, the nearest dangers will be more than a mile

from your course. When you have run on your N.N.E. J E. course,

as before directed, 1 mile past Cove Point, Staff Islet will be abeam

on your left, and ought not to be nearer than a i of a mile. From

this position you will see the entrance of the harbour bearing N. ^ W.

1 mile. You cannot mistake it, because there is no other channel

through which you can see clear into the harbour, from that position

.

The entrance, 1 70 fathoms wide and 20 fathoms deep, is between

Daly and Price Islands ; and the only other channel is between the

latter, and the Eden Islands, which have been already mentioned.

You must take care not to take that channel by mistake, for you

would hardly get safely in that way, because of the numerous

Daly bland, ledges. Daly Island, forming the west side of the entrance, lies

close to the shore, with only a boat channel between, through

which you cannot see from outside.

But to continue the directions. Being abreast of Staff Islet,

continue the N.N.E. ^ E. course about 300 fathoms further, or

till the entrance bears N.N.W., in order to clear the 2 fathom

ledge before mentioned ; then haul directly in for the entrance,

Price Island, leaving the Eden Islands, and also Price Island, on your right

hand, and giving the S.W. extreme of the latter a berth of not

less than 30 fathoms. Daly Island on your left, or to the west-

ward, is quite bold. About 110 fathoms within the entrance on

the east, or Price Island side, you will see the small Watch Rock

above water, and further in, a very small islet. This last is Bold

Islet, about ^ of a mile within the entrance, 80 fathoms W.N.W.

from the inner end of Price Island, and quite bold. On the west

side, bearing N. i W. 200 fathoms from the east extreme of Daly

Island, lies Safe Rock, very small, and above water, and is quite

Safe Rock. safe on its E. side. Nearly midway between Safe Rock and

Rag Ledyf. Bold Islet lies Rag Ledge, which just dries at low water. This

is the principal danger in the way, but it can almost always

be seen from the rigging, and there is a clear channel on

either side of it, a long cable wide and from 12 to 15 fathoms

deep. The western channel however is the best; and the

course from the centre of the entrance to it, so as to pass

within half a cable of the. Watch Rock, is N. ^ W. ^ of a

Jnchtrage. mile. When within these dangers, you must choose your an-

chorage by the lead, for there are several patches of rock

Watch Rock.

Bold Islet.
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with from 4 to 6 fathoms, although the bottom is in general of Hare Harbour.

mud, with from 9 to 14 fathoms water. In doing this, however,

there is one more danger to be avoided, Foul Rock, a 2 fathoms Foul Rock.

patch bearing exactly north 600 fathoms from the S.W. point

of Price Island ; and E.N.E. ^E., 360 fathoms from the south

side of the watering cove, which will be seen on the west side

of the harbour. Until within this rock, therefore, you should keep

more than half way over from the islands forming the east side

of the harbour, towards its western shore. You may if you

choose run in nearly half a mile further than this patch, and

anchor to the eastward of Cluster Point, which consists of some Cluster Point,

low small islets and rocks extending off the Little Mecattina shore

;

this position being the most secure in the harbour.

Being bound for Hare Harbour with an easterly wind, steer with an Ea$-

west, so as to pass to the southward of the Fin Rocks at the
'*'^'^ "'""''

distance of half a mile. Having run 2i miles upon the west course

after the Fin Rocks were abeam, you will have Scale Rock, a 2

fathoms ledge 400 fathoms on your right, and also the Tail Rocks,

off the Herriot Isles, at the distance of f of a mile. When you have

run 1 mile further on the same course, you will see Single Rock, Single Rook,

small and just above water, f of a mile on your starboard beam,

providing there has been no tide or current. At any rate you

will see the rock which has no other above water near it, being |-

of a mile to the westward of the nearest of the rocks oflF the

Herriot Isles; more than 1| miles east from Cove Point, and

S.S.E. 1^ miles from the Eden Islands. There is nothing in the

way to the westward of the line from Single Rock to the Eden

Islands, excepting the Cat Rocks above water, and Staff Islet, and

its ledges, already described as lying close to the shore of Little

Mecattina Island. On the contrary, there is a fine open bay,

with plenty of room for the largest ships to beat, and a depth in

many places exceeding 50 fathoms. Single Rock however must

not be approached nearer than a i of a mile, because of three Sunken Rock*.

sunken rocks around it at the distance of 150 fathoms, and with

1, 2, and 3 fathoms of water upon them. As soon as you have

made out Single Rock, and have brought it abeam steering west,

haul in to the north-westward by degrees, so as to place yourself

half a mile to the westward of the rock, when the entrance of

the harbour will bear N.N.W. with nothing in your way; and

you may steer directly for it, and proceed as before directed.
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All the bay within, or north-eastward of the Eden blands, as

well as to the eastward of the line from them to Single Rock, is

dangerous, being full of sunken rocks, and shoal rocky patches,

springing up through great depths of water.

There is a good watering place in the small cove on the west

side of Hare Harbour, and wood may also be obtained in various

places. There is usually a couple of men either in the entrance

of Little Mecattina River, or near Little Mecattina Cove, during

the summer months. They are employed in the salmon and
» seal fisheries for Mr. Robinson of Fish Harbour, but they do
not remain during the winter. There are plenty of blue and

cloud berries, &c. on the hills of Little Mecattina Island ; and

whoever may take the trouble to ascend them, will be rewarded

with a fine and extensive view of very peculiar scenery. The
eye wanders over myriads of islands, and far inland among the

barren rocky hills. Steep precipices, deep glens, and dark

stagnant ponds fringed with dwarf spruce, juniper, birch and
poplar, are the nearer objects ; and the whole conveys an idea

of extreme barrenness. I am not sure that there is anything

strictly beautiful in such a view, but it would seem that there is

a degree of sublimity in the desolation of such scenery, which
conveys very great gratification to the mind,

79. The south shore of Little Mecattina Island, extending from
Point Antrobu" 3 miles W. by S. to Cape Mackinnon, the S.E.

point of Aylmer Sound, is high and bold, with remarkable beaches

of white boulder stones occasionally. There is a long cove close to

the eastward of Cape Mackinnon, but it is of no use to vessels.

Aylmer Sound is formed by Little Mecattina Island on the east,

and the Harrington Islands, together with the mainland, on the

westi and is navigable about 4 miles to the N.N.E. from Cape
Mackinnon. The course and distance across this sound from

Cape Mackinnon to Cape Airey, the south extreme of the Har-
rington Islands, is W. i S. 5 miles ; but further in, that is from

Point Paynter to Craig Point, the breadth is only 2 miles, and
so it continues as far as it is navigable. Point Paynter is formed of

small islets close to the mainland, and the course and distance to it,

along the east side of the Harrington Islands, isN.E. i E. 4 miles.

Craig Point, the west point of Little Mecattina Island, bears S.E.

by E. ^ E. 2 miles from Point Paynter, end north 1 mile from

Cape Mackinnon.
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There is no danger on the west side of the Sound but what
appears and is close to the shore ; but on the east side there are
two very small islets, the outermost of which is Aid Islet ^iV//i/«/.

bearing N.W. i N. 900 fathoms from Cape Mackinnon, and
being 400 fathoms offshore. The other, Close Islet, lies about half

way between the cape and Aid Islet, and about a cable's length off

shore. The Spray Reef, small, awash at low water, and bold all Spray Nee/.

round, lies W.N.W. i W., IJ miles from Cape Mackinnon; and
W.S.W. I W., I mile from Aid Islet. This is the only danger
in the entrance of the sound that cannot always be seen ; and I

recommend vessels to pass to the westward of it, because we
have not sounded between it and Aid Islet, where, however, I
have no doubt that there is plenty of water, as there is also between
the islet and the shore to the eastward.

The Doyle Islands are four in number, but they appear Do^/e l,iand».

from sea as two only. The two north-westermost islands are

very low, and close together, being joined at low water. The
two south-eastermost islands are of moderate height, and also close

together. Their east point bears N.N.E. 2 miles from Craig
Point. There are several small rocks and ledges in the channel

between these islands, and also between them and Crescent Cr«M«< Poin/.

Point to the N.W. of them ; so that the only safe passage is to

the eastward of the islands, and between them and the ledges

which lie across the mouth of Salaberry Bay. This passage

is half a mile wide, ai>d from 18 to 23 fathoms deep, the east

side of the islands being quite bold.

From the N.E. point of the eastern Doyle Island, to Boot Boot Point.

Point (the south point of entrance of Louisa Harbour), the

course is N.E. 600 fathoms. Within or to the N.E. of the Doyle

Islands, between them and Louisa Harbour, there is a fine roomy
roadstead, called Lou Road, in which vessels may choose their t.ou Road.

anchorage in from 12 to 4 fathoms over muddy bottom; the

soundings decreasing gradually to the N.W., from the line joining

the eastern Doyle Island and Boot Point, over to Crescent Point,

a distance of about a mile. This roadstead is bounded to the

northward by banks of sand and stones dry at low water, which

extend across from the Dickson Islands, forming the N.W. side Dickson

of Louisa Harbour, to Crescent Point. It is through these banks ^*f'""'*-

that the Little Mecattina River discharges most of its waters, as Mecaitma

mentioned in the last article.
^'•'*'''

Louisa Harbour, the situation of which has been pointed out, is bour^.'^
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about 200 fathoms wide at entrance. Within, tlic space in which

vessels can ride in from 3 to 5 fathofns muddy bottom, is a third

of a mile north and south, by a quarter of a mile cast and west.

The harbour is open to the W.S.W., but all sea is broken off

by the Doyle Islands. The points of entrance are quite bold, and

the best anchorage is 150 fathoms within them, in 4 fathoms, and
in the southern part of the harbour.

The only directions for sailing into this harbour, or into Lou
Road between it and the Doyle Islands, are to keep the eastern

side of the latter aboard, to avoid the ledges lying across the

entrance of Salaberry Bay, as already mentioned. When once

inside of the island there is nothing in the way, so that a vessel

may either anchor in the roadstead or run into the harbour as she

pleases. In the sound outside of the Doyle Islands, the only thing

to be guarded against is the Sprny Reef. There arc irregular

soundings with as little as 1 1 fathoms over rocky bottom here and
there, but in general the depth is from 19 to 23 fathoms with rock,

sand, and mud bottom. The ground cannot be trusted until within

the Doyle Islands.

The Harrington Islands extend northward 4 mile«, from Cape
Airey to the mainland, there being no channel within them, be-

cause of the multitude of small rocks. The longest of those

islands is about 1;^ miles long, and several of the others are nearly

as large. They are high islands, the highest being estimated at

350 feet above the sea. Between the outer and largest islands

there is indifferent anchorage and deep water ; but the channels

leading to it are narrow and too intricate for any directions to

avail. In short it is a very dangerous place, and useless, excepting

to small vessels intimately acquainted with the coast

The Black Reef lies off these islands, bearing from Cape Airey

S. by W. J W. 2 miles. It is composed of low black rocks above

water, about 150 fathoms in diameter, bold, but with very ir-

regular soundings around it, varying from 6 to 10 fathoms over

rocky bottom.

Major Reef, awash at low water, and very small, bears W. by

N. Ij mile from Cape Airey, and the Netagamu Islands are 4j
miles distant from the cape on the same line of bearing. These
islands are small with a remarkable moimd on the largest of them.

Between them and the Harrington Islands tliere is a bay of the

mainland with clay cliffs, and sandy beach at its head, and innu-

merable small rocks across its mouth.

;I1
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Nctagamu River bears N. by W., If miles from the islands of

the same name, and may be known by the sandy beach, backed

with a thick growth of spruce trees, on either side of its entrance.

It is a large stream with deep water in the narrow entriu. , and

also within close up to the falls, which descend perpendicularly 50

feet, on either side of an island, and into a basin half a mile wide.

These falls, which are N.E. by E., Ij miles from the entrance, can

be partly seen from the sea, when they bear N.E. by E. A
semicircular bar of sand, dry at low water, with the exception of a

narrow channel 3 feet deep, extends a mile out from the entrance,

and is extremely dangerous to boats because of the heavy surf.

The current in this river is rapid, and the bottom of the channel is

rock ; but small schooners may be secured on the eastern side, a

mile within the entrance, where there are two huts, the temporary

residence of salmon fishermen during the season. The hills of

the mainland, 4 or 5 miles to the westward of this river, are rather

higher than is usual on this coast, rising to the estimated height of

400 or 500 feet above the sea.

80. The St. Mary Islands lie "7 miles off the mainland, and their

east extreme bears from Cape Airey W.S.W. 10 miles. There are

two of those islands so close together, that they may be considered

as one narrow island about 3 miles long, in a S.W. by W. h W.
direction. Their height is estimated at 200 feet above the

sea, and they are of bare steep granite, and bold all round.

The Cliff Islands are -I of a mile to the N.W. from the N.W.

point of the St. Mary Islands. There is a ledge which shows to

the S.W. of them. The Cliff Islands are one round and steep

island J mile in diameter, with several small islets and rocks close

to the west of it, and deep water between them all. Between these

and the Boat Islands there is a safe channel half a mile wide.

The Boat Islands, a cluster of small islands close together, lie

W. ^ N., 2J miles from the west point of St. Mary Islands. The

Boat Islands occupy a space of 1| miles in a W.S.W. direction by

about I of a mile wide.

The Middle Islands are a chain of islands, nearly joined at low

water, with several small islets adjacent. The westermost island

is 2i miles long and 150 feet high. The whole group covers a

space of 3j miles in a W. by S. direction, by about I mile wide.

There is a good anchorage in 10 or 12 fathoms between the wester-

most island, and two smaller islands to the northward of it ; but

Nelagamu
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Salmon
Fiihenj,

Sf. Mary
Islands,

Cliff Islands.

Boat Islands.

Middle
Islands.
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Middle hlimtl: it is too Btnull for large vessels and tuo intricate fur descriptiun,

and can only be approached from the eastward. The Middle

Islands lie 1 \ miles from the main, and there is no safe channel

between, in consequence of the numerous islets and rocks. Be-

Sa/e Channtl. tweeu the Middl" Islands and Boat Islands there is a safe channel,

more than a mile wide. In all these channels the soundings are

irregular, and the ground foul. In some places there are only 15,

whilst in others there are 40 or 50 fathoms of water.

Tender lieef. The Tender Reef is small and awash at low water. It bears

N . by W. J W., nearly a mile from the northermost St. Mary Rock,

and W.S.W. \ W. \\ miles from the S.W. extreme of the Boat

Islands.

The St. Mary Reefs, the most dangerous oflF the coast, are four

ledges just under water, on some of which the sea always breaks.

From the northern to the southern ledge the distance is a mile,

and the latter bears S.W. \ S., 3i miles from the S.W. extreme of

the Boat Islands, W.S.W. \ W., 6 miles from the S.W. extreme

of the St. Mary Islands; and S.E. \ S., 3j miles from the west-

crmost of the Southwest Islands, which are a group of very small

islets, ofwhich the westermost is high and round. There is a patch

of 12 fathoms 2 miles out to the southward of the St. Mary Reefs,

and another of 8 fathoms, nearly as far to the westward of them.

There are irregular soundings and deep water around and be-

tween all these rocks and islets, but no warning by the hand-lead.

There is a clear channel between the Tender Reef and the S.W.

Islands, and also between the St. Mary Reefs and the Boat Islands

;

at least there is nothing with so little water as 3 fathoms, since the

sea often breaks in that depth, and we must have seen it.

Watagheistic is a large and hilly island 3 miles long by more

than 1^ miles wide. It is much broken into coves, and lies in the

mouth of a large bay, so as to form a large sound within it, in

which there are several good anchoring places. The eastern

entrance between the island and the main is narrow and intricate,

but the western entrance is half a mile wide ; and although there

are several rocks and ledges in it, yet it may be safely sailed

through, with proper care and the assistance of our charts, in the

largest vessels. The east end of Watagheistic Island bears due

north, 6i miles from the Clilf Islands ; but there are many islets,

rocks and reefs between, which it would be tedious and useless

Cove hlmd. to enumerate, so that it will be sufBcient to remark that Cove

Southwell

lilaiids.

Rocky Patches,

Clear Channels.

tValagheislic

Island and
Sound,

1
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iBliind, which is the largest of them, is half a mile in diameter, and hautghtiiiic

surrounded with rocks and ledges. It bears N.N.W. 4 miles from
'"""^'

the north point of St. Mary Islands, and there are thickly scattered

rocks, both above and under water, all the way from it to the Neta-

gamu Islands, 6^ miles to the eastward.

If it were not that cases sometimes occur, in which a secure

anchorage is indispensable to the safety of a vessel, I should not give

any direction for Watagheistic, which cannot be got at without pass-

ing through 7 miles of dangerous navigation. I give the following

brief directions with the caution that their use must be accompanied

with a good look out from the rigging, for it 's impossible to be

certain that we have found every ledge in such a place, although

we have reason to suppose that none have escaped our notice.

Being to the westward with a westerly wind, you may either Eaaiem

])a88 between the Tender Reef and the S.W. islands, and further
*''"'"''"^''

eastward between the Middle and Boat Islands, or you may run

down outside of the St. Mary Rock;, and then haul in to the north-

ward between the Boat and Cliff Islands, which is the safer route,

and the one which I shall give directions foi . Being then in mid

channel between the Boat and Cliff Islands, steer N. by E. and

that course will take you close to Bold Rock, bearing N. ^ W. 2 Bold Rock.

miles from the western extreme of the Cliff Islands, and east J- a

mile from the east point of the Middle Islands. The Centre Reef, Centre Reef.

which always shows, bears E.N.E. \ E. l^ miles from Bold

Rock ; and there is a clear channel between them, but not between

the Bold Rock and Middle Islands. We will suppose that you

pass to the eastward of the Bold Rock at the distance of 300 or

400 fathoms. As soon as you have past that rock, change your

course to N. by W., and when you have run \\ miles, you will be

in the line from the Cutter Reefs to those which extend to the Cutler Reefs.

S.W. from Cove Island, and rather nearer the former than the

latter. The latter reefs bear from the former E. by N. 2 miles,

and some parts of both can always be seen. Continue your N. by W.
course, Ij miles further, and you will be midway between the

Black Ledge and the Bare Rocks, the latter bearing from the Black Ledge.

former E.N.E. \ E., 1^ miles. Do not go near the Ledge,
"''' '"' *'

which has not been sounded off. Change your course now to

N.N.E. I E., leaving all the islets to the north westward of Cove

Island on your right, and when you have run 1| miles, you will

sue Beacon Islet (close to the S.E. extreme of Watagheistic Island, Beacon Met.
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«"'^;^^th a smaller islet a i of a mile to the westward of it) a i of
a mile ahead. Run down to the N.E. by E., past this islet, suf-

ficiently far to avoid a reef and 3 fathoms patch, which together

extend 400 fathoms off it to the N.E. by E. ; then haul in N.N.W.,
giving the islet a berth of a full half mile on your left, when you
will be in 10 or 12 fathoms. When you have run half a mile
from the time Beacon Islet was abeam, you will observe a deep
bay in the east side of Watagheistic Island. Steer for the
narrow channel between the north point of this bay, and two
small islets which lie 140 fathoms off it to the N.E. As soon as

you arrive at these islets, you will see another deep cove in Watag-
heistic Island, with an islet nearly filling up its mouth. Leave
this islet close on your left, and as soon as you have past it, steer

N.W. i W. for the channel between Watagheistic Island, and
the islands to the eastward, which extend across to the mainland
in that direction, with the exception of a very narrow 3 fathoms

channel. Keep in the middle of the channel, inclining towards

the west or the Watagheistic side. The channel is at first only

80 or 90 fathoms wide, but it soon expands to 160 fathoms, with
a depth of 15 fathoms in the middle over mud bottom, where you
may anchor in perfect security. After you have past the reef off

Beacon Island, there is nothing in your way by this route, the

Islands being quite bold. If you should determine upon running
Upper Soiwd. through into the Upper Sound, beware of a reefwhich lies across the

mouth of the channel at the distance of 150 fathoms, as will be
seen in the chart. As there is no safe channel to the eastward of

Cove Island, you cannot approach this anchorage with an easterly

wind, without first beating up along the south side of Watagheistic
Island, after you have past between the Bare Rocks and Black
Ledge, so that in that case the western entrance to Watagheistic
Sound is to be preferred.

With an easterly wind you may either sail in from sea through
the same channel as before, or to the eastward of the St. Mary
Islands, which is quite safe. Being to the eastward, steer for the

N.E. point of St. Mary Islands, which you may pass at the dis-

tance of two cables, and then bringing it astern, steer from it

N.W. by W.iW., and the Centre Reef, which you must look out

for, will be abeam at the distance of about a quarter of a mile on

your riglit, when you have run 2| miles from the N.E.ponit of the

St. Mary Islands ; from which the reef bears N.W. by W. 2| miles.

Wetlern
Entrance,

Centre Reef.

.
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The reef is bold all round, and you may pass on either side at the fVaiankeisiw

distance of 2 cables, but I prefer passing to the southward of it.

Continue the N.W. by W. ^ W. course for 1 mile past the reef,

then haul up N. by W. J W., and when you have run 2j miles

you will be midway between the Bare Rocks and Black Ledge as

before ; run on the same course three quarters of a mile further,

and the Seal Islands, forming the north point of Boussier Bay Seal Island*.

(full of islands), will bear wes* two thirds of a mile. The channel
"'""^ "^'

to the westward between Watagheistic Island and the mainland

will now be open, and you will see two small islets, nearly in its

centre, in one, bearing W.N.W. i W. The nearest of these

islets will be distant from you about IJ miles ; they are a quarter

of a mile from each other, and quite bold ; but you must take

notice, that exactly in the line from the one islet to the other, and

350 fathoms E.S.E. i E., from the eastmost of them, lies the

Kettle Rock, very small, and just covered at low water. This rock Keitle Rock.

lies exactly in a line from the Seal Islands to the point of a shoal

cove of Watagheistic Island, which is open to the eastward. There

is a rock awash 80 fathoms off the point of this cove to the south-

ward. The channels on either side of the Kettle Rock, which is

quite bold, are each a quarter of a mile wide, and from 20 to 26

fathoms deep. Having brought the islets in one, you have

only to avoid the Kettle Rock, running in W.N.W. J W. on

either side of it, and the two islels to the westward of it, and then

hauling up to the northward under the west end of Watagheistic

Island, where you may anchor in from 17 to 20 fathoms over mud

bottom, with plenty of room, no dangers anywhere near you, and

well sheltered from all winds.

From both the anchorages for which I have given directions, a

vessel with our charts may easily sail into the Upper Sound to the

northward of Watagheistic Island, which is navigable throughout

for the largest ships, with a convenient depth of water, and good

ground for anchoring. Wood and water may be had there in

plenty, and in Hamellc Bay, at the eastern extremity of the sound, Hamelle Bay.

a hunter and salmon fisher resides ; and there is another Salmon

in Boussier Bay, which I have mentioned as lying to the west- '*
^''^'

ward on the way to the western entrance into the sound.

There is no good anchorage on the route to, or outside either No outer

entrance to Watagheistic, the soundings being irregular with deep """ '"'*^^'

water, and generally foul ground, The breakers on every side, on
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80 many rocks and ledges, make the place look much more
dangerous than it really is.

81. Between the Middle Islands and Wapitagun, the main-
land 18 broken into coves, and lined with islets and rocks innu-
merable, among which nothing but a very small vessel, perfectly
acquainted with the coast, could find her way. There is nothing
there worthy of notice, excepting the rapid Etamamu River, which
enters a bay open to the S.W., full of islets and rocks, and 4 miles
JN.E. from the eastern entrance of Wapitagun. At the mouth
of this river, there is a trading and salmon fishery post, at which
two men reside all the year.

The South Makers Ledge is a small rock, which is never en-
tirely covered when the sea is smooth. Its whole extent, above
and under water, is 130 fathoms east and west, by 50 fathoms
north and south, and there is no danger near it, excepting a patch
of 4 fathoms, benring from it S.E. by S., 200 fathoms. The sound-
ings are very irregular round this ledge. There are 54 fathoms
f of a mile from it to the E., and nearly 60 fathoms 2 miles S It
bears west, 9 miles from St. Mary Rocks, and the soundings be-
tween are of all depths from 8 to 50 fathoms, rocky bottom. This
dangerous ledge bears from Cape Whittle (the S.W. extreme of
Lake Island) S.E. i E., 6^ miles; but the Cormorant Rocks lie
directly between them, leaving a channel between those rocks and
the Ledge, nearly 2| miles wide The soundings in it are irregular,
between 13 and 30 fathoms, but there is no danger excepting the
claws of the Cormorant Rocks, one of which, with 4 fathoms,
stretches 370 fathoms S. \ W. from Nest Rock; another E.N.E
from the Nest, and S.E. from Slime Rock, (the N.E. Cormorant

)
\ of a mile from each, with only 2 fathoms; and a 2 fathom's
patch which bears N.E. ^ N. 250 fathoms distant from the Slime
Rock. There is no channel between the Cormorant Rocks, or
between them and Lake Island, excepting for small schooners
whose crews know the position of every ledge.

Mistassini, or the great stone, is a rer^arkable block of granite
lying on the S.E. extreme of the Outer Wapitagun Islands, which
bears from the South Makers N. \ E. rather more than 3 miles

'

The block of granite, just mentioned, resembles a mortar, espe-
cially when seen from the S.W., and has been called the Gun by the
fishermen. It serves as an excellent guide to the eastern entrance
of Wapitagun, which is three quarters of a mile to the eastward of

J
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it, and N. by E., 3i miles from the South Makers Ledge. The

outer islands of Wapitagun, which are of bare granite, about 10 or

80 feet high, are so close together, and so overlap, that they appear

like one island. They completely shelter the harbour, which is a

long and narrow channel running east and west between them

and Wapitagun Island, which is next to the northward of

them. The western entrance of the harbour is 2 miles to the

westward from Mistassini, N.N.W. ^ W., 4 miles from the South

Makers ; N. i E. nearly a mile from Slime Rock, the north-easter-

most Cormorant, and 3 miles E.S.E. ^ E. from Cape Whittle.

The south shore of Lake Island, between Cape Whittle and

Cormorant Point, its S. E. extreme, is very remarkable ; being

quite straight in an E.S.E. i E. direction, and composed of

craggy cliffs of dark red granite, upwards of 100 feet in height,

and stained white by the Cormorants.

The course and distance from Cormorant Point to the west

extreme of the Outer Wapitagun Islands is E. 1 S., 600 fathoms.

There is a small islet nearly midway between these points, but with-

in, or to the northward of the line joining them, this islet must be

left on the left going into the harbour ; the entrance being sharp

round the western extreme of the Outer Wapitagun Islands. The

western entrance of the harbour is about 80 fathoms wide, and there

are parts of the channel, between islets within the eastern entrance,

which are not more than 60 fathoms wide. The harbour is no-

where more than 140 fathoms wide, excepting where there are

small bays; so that although the depth of water is more than

sufficient for the largest ships, yet the navigation is so intricate,

that this harbour is not fit for vessels of a greater burthen than

150 or 200 tons.

The position of the eastern entrance between the Outer

Wapitagun Islands and others to the eastward has been pointed

out, and, in approaching it from the southward with an easterly

wind, there is nothing in the way. There is a rock and ledge

which shows on the west side of the entrance. Keep, therefore,

the east side on board, steering in N.W. by N. You will see

three small islets a third of a mile within the entrance, and to the

northward of them a Cove in Wapitagun Island running in to the

westward round a steep rocky point, which has a small sunken

rock close off it to the S.E. There is safe anchorage in 2i

fathoms in this cove, but if you wish to run into the harbour,

Wapitagtm
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leave all three islets on your left, passing close to them ; and then

bear up to the westward between them and the steep rocky point

ofthe cove just mentioned. This is the safer passage ; the other,

to the southward of all three islets, is only 30 fathoms wide, and

has besides a ledge in the way, which can only be avoided by

having a trusty person in the rigging, which, by the way, is ne-

cessary at all times, in entering this and similar harbours.

To enter Wapitagun Harbour with a westerly wind, attend to

the following directions, remembering that a look out for the

ledges, from the fore yard or the rigging, is absolutely necessary

even with the best of charts. Run down between the Cormorant

Rocks and South Makers Ledge, and then haul in north so as to

pass the south-eastermost Cormorant Rock at the distance of about

half a mile. This rock will be readily known from the Nest

Rock, covered with birds, and stained white by them, being about

120 fathoms to the westward of it. N.E. from the S.E. Cormo-
rant Rock and at the distance of 400 fathoms, the small ledge with

2 fathoms least water already mentioned, you must look out for,

and leave on your left. There is another Patch, with the same

depth of water, bearing E.N.E. h E., three quarters of a mile

from the former ; but that will be out of your way, if you attend

to these directions. After you have past the first of these ledges,

you may haul to the westward a little, so as to leave the Slime Rock
or N.E. Cormorant not less than 300 fathoms on your left, in order

to avoid the other small ledge, with 2 fathoms least water, which

bears from that rock N.E. J N., arxd is distant from it a quarter of

a mile. Having passed close to the eastward of this ledge, you

may now steer directly for the islet in the channel, which you
will see between the west extreme of the outer Wapitagun Islands,

and Cormorant Point ; but you must be careful not to haul up

higher than N.N.W. ^ W., in order that you may pass to the

eastward of Long Ledge, which lies midway between the Slime

Rock and Cormorant Point, and with the west end of the islet

which you are steering for, on with the east end of Lake
Island, which is a high point to the northward of the islet. There

is a Patch 120 fathoms to the S.W. of that islet, but you may
approach it as close as you please, if you do not bring any part of

the islet to bear to the eastward of north. When you have arrived

within the distance of two cables from it, you will see the harbour

beginning to open to the eastward, and must instantly take in

i
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your after sail, and bear up quickly for it, leaving the islet to the H'opUa,,,,,

northward of you. Observe particularly that, before you bear up,
tiarbo«r.

you will have to pass a ledge on your right, which lies 140
fathoms south from the west point of the outer Wapitagun Islands.
To avoid this ledge, you must not approach that point nearer than
200 fathoms, until it bears well to the eastward of no^th, but as
soon as it does so, you may bear up for it, and round it into the
harbour as close as you like. When once within the entrances,
the rocks are bold and the water smooth ; and you may choose
your anchorage where you please, and will find in general from Mchoraffc
16 to 20 fathoms water. The best berth however is in a small
bay on the south side of the harbour, 600 fathoms within the
western entrance, in "7 fathoms. The bottom within the harbour
is everywhere of mud, but outside.it is all rocky, with very irregu-
lar soundings.

The flood from the eastward and ebb from the westward 7i,/e..

usually run past the entrances of Wapitagun, at a rate varying
from a * to 1 mile; but both the streams are much influenced
by the winds.

There is water to be had on Lake and Wapitagun Islands
; ^,^,^,.

but for wood you must go through the islands to the mainland, ^y-oll
distant from the harbour about 3 miles to the northward.

I have no doubt, that to enter this and several other harbours,
described in this chapter, will be considered a difficult and
dangerous aff"air, and so in truth we found it without either
chart, directions, or pilot; but if these directions be read care-
fully over, before attempting the entrances, with the charts of
the harbours in hand, they will be readily understood, and little

difficulty will be experienced beyond that which may be over-
come by a smart and seamanlike management of the vessel,

placed under proper and reduced sail for the purpose, with a
leading wind and fine weather.
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CHAPTER iX.

THE COAST OF LABRADOR FROM CAPE ST. LEWIS TO GRAND POINT,

INCLUDING THE STRAIT OF BELLEISLE.

82. General description of the coast 'Vi- •«? Ot. L,ewis to Grand Point;
and St. Lewis Sound. Fox Harbo > Harbour. Open Bay. St.

Lewis Inlet. River Islands. Fal". Hat cutter Harbour, and Isthmus
Bay. Club Cape. Middle Rocks. MiUdle Channel. Middle Harbour,
Caribou Channel, &c. Battle Islands. Ribb Reefs. Battle Harbour.
83. Cape St. Charles. St. Charles Harbour. St. Charles Channel and
River. Niger Sound. Camp Islands. Table Head. St. Peter Islands

and Bay.—84. Chateau and Temple Bays ; Henley, Antelope and Pitts

Harbours. York Point.—85. Belleisle. The Strait of Belleisle. General
remarks ; soundings, tides, and currents.—86. Wreck Bay. Barge Bay.
Green Bay. Red Bay. Carrol Cove. Black Bay. Loup Bay. Forteau

Bay. St. Clair Bay. Blanc Sablon. Grand Point. Wood, and Greenly

Islands. ,

ii;

Cod Htheri/.

The coast which will form the subject of the first part of this

chapter is not comprized within the title of these Directions,

being without the Gulf of St. Lawrence ; but as it has been in-

cluded in our survey, is little known, and possesses harbours

which may occasionally prove of use to vessels, I shall give a

brief description of it here.

82. From Cape St. Lewis to York Point, a distance of nearly 30

miles in a S.W. direction, the coast is composed of bare granitic

hills, which, excepting in the vicinity of Chateau Bay, do not

exceed 100 feet in height above the sea ; but appear much
higher because they usually rise abruptly from the sea. Several

of the bays and inlets are large, with bold shores and very deep

water. Neither the islands nor the dangers of this coast are so

numerous as to render the navigation intricate or difficult, so that

if it were not for the frequent fogs, the heavy easterly swell

rolled in from the Atlantic, and the icebergs, which are almost

always drifting along it with the current from the northward, it

might be considered a safe coast for vessels. There are no per-

manent inhabitants, but the cod fishery is carried on extensively

by the people of Newfoundland, who bring their families for the

season, and have huts and stages at almost every bay, cove, and
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harbour. The principal fishing stations are at Battle and St. /v,.c,>a/
Charles Harbours. The fishery is carried on in small brigs and ^"'^'"^ «'..-

schooners, generally of from 30 to 100 tons, and in boats The
'"""''

vessels return to Newfoundland, and only a very few persons are
left, who winter up the bays of the main, to hunt for furs, and
to be ready for the seal fishery at the breaking up of the ice in
spring. The boats are hauled up on the rocks, or taken into
coves of the main, where they are covered over with spruce
branches, and are thus secured from the ice.

The climate on this coast is extremely severe, the mean tern- cii.nate
perature of the year being certainly below the freezing point
On our arrival at Chateau Bay on the 25th of July, we found
the earliest plants- just springing up, and the grass only just
begmmng to give a shade of green in the sheltered spots between
the hills. The temperature of the sea outside the bay was at
320 and the air at 43o of Fahrenheit in the warmest period of the
day. The fishermen however reported that it is much more cold
about Chateau Bay, and the north side of the Atlantic entrance
of the strait of Belleisle, than it is further to the northward, and
also that fogs are of more frequent occurrence. Our own ex-
perience, as far as it goes, confirms the truth of this statement.
They say that we must go three or four degrees further north, to
find It equally as cold as it is there. It would seem that this low
temperature is common to the entrance of narrow straits, for we
not only found the surface of the sea colder there than elsewhere
in the neighbourhood, but also at Mingan, Point de Monts, and
Bic

: and the low temperature of the air obviously depended upon
that of the sea; for when we proceeded only a very few miles
up the bays, the increase of temperature was felt immediately.

St. Lewis Sound, open to the eastward, is more than 4 miles si UwU
Wide at the entrance, between Cape St. Lewis and the North

*'"""''•

Battle Island
: the island hearing from the south extremity of

the Cape S. by W. \ W. The depth of the sound from its
entrance to Telegraph Point, at the entrance of St. Lewis Inlet
is Smiles in a N.W. by W. direction. Its northern shores are'
formed by the mainland

; and the southern by the Battle, Great
Caribou, and several 'other islands, for about 5 miles in', after
which the mainland is on both sides. These shores are almost
everywhere quite bold; and the water is everywhere extremely
deep, often exceeding 50 or 60 fathoms. Nearlv in the centre
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Fox Harbour.

of the sound are the Middle Rocks; and further in, the River

Islands, which will be described immediately.

Cape St. Ltwti. Cape St. Lewis is of precipitous and dark red granitic hills,

about 600 feet high. At its southern extremity there is a small

rocky peninsula ; and nearly a mile to the east of this lies St.

Lewis Rock, small, low, black, and close to the shore.

Fox Harbour is H miles to the N.W. of the south extremity

of Cape St. Lewis. It is a cove of the mainland running in

nearly a mile to the E N.E., and forming a perfectly secure

anchorage in from 5 to 8 fathoms, over mud bottom. The en-

trance of this harbour is only about 100 fathoms wide, but the

harbour is more than twice as wide within. Its east point is

low, with several houses of the fishermen upon it : and there is

a small rock above water close off it to the northward, and joined

to it by shoal water. No other directions are necessary than to

sail in to the northward, close past the point on which the houses

stand, and then, leaving an unsheltered bay running to the north

on your left, haul round the rock above water to the eastward

into *he harbour. In order to pass in the deepest water, you

should not leave the rock more than 50 or 60 fathoms on your

right, for there is a reef partly above water off the S.W. extreme

of the point which separates the harbour from the unsheltered

bay to the westward of it, and forms the north side of the entrance.

The best berth to anchor in is about 300 fathoms within the

entrance. Water may be had from runs, and ponds, but wood

is extremely scarce.

Deer Harbour is formed by Marnhum Island, which is

narrow, of considerable height, and about 1J miles long. The

eastern entrance, between the east end of this island and the

main, is narrow, and only fit for boats. The principal entrance,

which is 5 miles N.W. of Cape St. Lewis, is between the west

end of the island and Deer Point, 400 fathoms wide, from 19

to 31 fathoms deep in the middle, and bold to the rocks on either

side. The harbour to the northward of the island is 400 fathoms

wide, extensive enough for any number of vessels, and perfectly

landlocked ; but the water is inconveniently deep, being generally

from 16 to 26 fathoms, and over mud bottom. There are no

dangers that cannot be seen either in the entrance or within this

harbour, and there is room for the largest ships to beat in or out,

so that no particular directions seem necessary. The course in

Deer Harbour.
Marnham
Inland.

Deer Point.
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you

'J^

from the eound, between Deer Point and Mamham Island, is Deer Harbour.
north; and tl»en to the E.S.E. into the harbour between the
island and the main ; or to the N.W., up the cove in that direc-

tion, where there is also secure anchorage in a more convenient

'

depth of water than in the harbour, but with less room for large

vessels. Water may be had from small runs of water, or ponds

of rain water, in various parts near the shores ; and there are

a few small trees up the N.W. cove,- but fire-wood is scarce.

The course and distance from the north Battle Island, to the

entrance of Deer Harbour, is N. by W. J W. 8 miles.

Opbn Bat is immediately to the S.W. of the entrance of Deer Open Bay.

Harbour ; Deer Point, which is the west point of entrance of the

latter, being also the north point of entrance of the former. The
south point of entrance of Open Bay is of green felspar, Fehpar Point.

bearing from Deer Point S. \ W., \\ miles; and having off it, at

the distance of half a mile to the S.E. | E., the Black Reef above Black Beef.

water. Open Bay runs in 4J miles to the N.W., and is about

half a mile wide, with deep water. There is good anchorage

near its head; but, as it is completely open to the wind and sea

from the S.E., it is not a safe place for vessels.

The entrance of the channel, leading to St. Lewis Inlet, is be- channel to S/.

tween the Black Reef already mentioned, and the Seal Isles,
'-^"'" ^'''''•

which are the eastermost of the River Inlands. This entrance is

more than a mile wide, with very deep water, and the course

and distance to it from Cape St. Lewis is W. by N. 3j miles

;

or, vessels bound to St. Lewis Inlet may take their departure from

the north Battle Island, hereafter to be described. Steering from

it N.N.W. I W., a run of 2| miles will bring them to the North North Middle

Middle Rocks, which are two bare rocks close together, and about
^'"'**-

40 feet high. Give these rocks a berth of two cables, or more,

leaving them to the westward, or on your left, and then continue

the same course, N.N.W. i W., for 2 miles more, when the two

Seal Isles (small and bare, with shoal water a short distance off Seal hks.

their east ends) will be about 400 fathoms on your left. Change

course now to N.W. by W. i W., and run in through the channel

to the northward of the River Islands ; and between them and

the Black Reef, Felspar Point, &c. This channel is nearly | of

a mile wide in the narrowest part, and there is deep water, with

nothing in the way, excepting two small islets, which will be

readily seen, and may be safely passed to the southward at the
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distance of a cable. A run of 3| miles on the N.W. by W. i W.
course will place you abreast of Telegraph Point, which is the

south point of entrance of the inlet, and the west side of the

channel leading to the southward between the River Islands and
the main.

St. Lhwis Inlet is nearly a mile wide at the entrance, and
becomes wider within. There are bays with several small islands

in them on the south side of the inlet, but no good anchorage, by
reason of the great depth of water, and the exposure to the easterly

winds, until we arrive at Black Fly Island, which is the first in

the centre of the inlet. The course and distance from the entrance

of the inlet to this island is N.W. | N., 9 miles. The depth of

water often exceeds 30 fathoms in the centre of the inlet, and is

nearly 20 fathoms close to the shores on either side. The bottom

is everywhere of mud, and there are no dangers in the way, ex-

cepting a small rocky shoal, 2 miles below the island ; which,

being always above water, will readily be seen, and must be 1 t

on the larboard hand in running up the inlet.

Black Fly Island is about ^ of a mile long, partially wooded,

and surrounded with boulder stones, which extend from it 300
fathoms down the inlet, and also from the north jjoint of theisland

across to the main, so as to leave only one navigable channel,

which is to theS. westward of the island. There is good anchorage

under the west side of this island, in from 5 to 9 fathoms, over a

bottom of mud and stones ; and wood and water may be had in

abundance.

The navigation becomes intricate immediately above this island,

but it is nevertheless possible to take a ship, not drawing over 18

feet, 5J miles further up, where the navigation for vessels is ter-

minated by a flat of sand and boulders, nearly dry at low water,

and extending across the inlet oflF the mouth of the St. Lewis
River. A mile below Black Fly Island, the inlet is only ^ oi &

mile wide, and it contracts again to the same breadth immediately

above the island. Further up it expands to more than a mile

wide, and in this wide space, 1| miles above Black Fly Island,

lies Wood Island, which is nearly a mile long by 300 fathoms

broad. This island is also surrounded with boulder stones, leaving

a very narrow 2 fathoms channel between it and the main to the

S.W., but the channel to the north-eastward of the island is rather

wider, and from 3 to 14 fathoms deep. This islan- is thickly

\
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wooded, uud bo are tht shores on either side, with spruce and St. Uwi»
birch, which supply timber large enough for building schooners

^''''''

and boats. The trees increase in quantity and size from the en- Clmaie

trance to the head of the inlet, where the climate is quite different
''*""^"-

from what it is on the coast, where the sea is often at the freezing

point, and the temperature of the air not much higher at times,

even in the warmest summer months. At the head of the inlet

we found the weather inconveniently warm with westerly

winds, and the musquitoes and black flies innumerable. The
Newfoundland people obtain the wood necessary for their Timber.

stages, &c., from this inlet, and sometimes build their shal-

lops and boats there. The scenery is beautiful, the granitic

hills rising occasionally, on either side of the inlet, to the

height of "700 or 800 feet above the sea. There are high elr.y sv. Lew,,

cliffs at the mouth of St. Lewis River, at the head of the inlet.
^"!«" »"' '*•-

Tiu /.
ammrd.

1 here was not water enough for our boats over the flats of sand

and boulders at the entrance of this river, and we did not in conse-

quence examine it. The water however was still quite salt off its

mouth, 80 that it i6 probably but a small stream, as we were in-

formed by the fishermen. There was a great salmon fishery carried Salmon

on here only 3 or 4 years agcf, but it is said to have completely
^**^y-

failed.

The River Islands are a group consisting of Kalmia Island, River hlandt.

Pocklington Island, and the Seal Isles. The former and wester- Kalmia island.

most is separated from Telegraph Point by a deep and clear chan-

nel 400 fathoms wide ; and from Pocklington Island, to the east-

ward, by an unnavigable channel of the same breadth, but full of

rocks above water. Both these islands are of bare granite, 150 feet

in height, and they are each about 3 miles in circumference. "

Around, and off the east end of Pocklington Island, there are Pocklin<jt„n

several small and bare islets, the two eastermost of which are the
'''<""'•

Seal Isles; and there is also a small sunken rock, on which th"? Sunk Ro'-k.

sea usually breaks, bearing S. by W. from the east end of Pockling-

ton Islands, and at the distance ofJ of a mile from its S.E. extreme*

To the westward of the River Islands, and between them and the

main it is possible to anchor, but the depth of water is very great,

exceeding 30 fathoms, over mud bottom, excepting very close to the

islands ; and, as a considerable swell often rolls in at tiroes, the

riding is insecure.

Fall Harbour, at the head of a bay of the main one mile deep, Fail Harbour.
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Fall Harbour, is Oil the BOiitli side of Telegraph Point, and west about | of a mile

from the west side of Kahria Island. It is mnall, with 3 fathoms

water, and only fit for small vessels. Farther out in this bay there

is more room, and greater depth of water, but the riding is rendered

unsafe by the easterly swell which rolls in at times round the

islands.

Cutter HaaBouR is another buy of the main 1 J miles deep,

with two small islets, and several rocks in it. Only 2 fathoms

can be carried in between those islets and the south side of the

bay. It is therefore only fit for small vessels. This bay is H
miles to the south of Telegraph Point, and one mile west from the

west end of Pocklington Island.

Isthmus Bay, about 1^ miles to the southward of Cutter

Harbour, is exposed to the easterly swell, and consequently of no

use to vessels. From this bay the mainland extends to the east-

ward, forming a high point, called Club Cape, which has a reef ofif

it 70 fathoms to the eastward, and bears S. J W., 1^ miles from

the east end of Pocklington Island. There is no danger in the

channel between this cape and Pocklington Island, excepting the

sunken rock to the southward of the east end of that island, which

has been already mentioned. Club Cape bears from the North

Battle Island N .W. i W., 4i miles ; and the South Middle

Rocks (one large rock, with three smaller ones near, and to the

S.E. of it) lie in the same line of bearing li miles from Club

Cape, 2J miles from the North Battle Island, nearly a mile S.W.

from the North Middle Rocks, and a mile north from Surf Cape,

the N.W. extreme of Great Caribou Island. There are clear

channels on all sides of, and between the North and South Middle

Rocks; but they should not be approached nearer than 2 cables

by strangers, excepting in fine weather when shoals can be seen.

Between Club Cape and the Battle Islands, the south side of

the sound is formed by large islands. Muddle Island is the most

to the N.W. of these, and Muddle Channel, between it and'the

main to the northward, leads into St. Charles River. The

entrance to this channel is li miles south from Club Cape, and

the course and distance to it, from the north extreme of the North

Battle Island, is W. N. W., 35 miles. Muddle Cliannel is 230

fathoms wide in the narrowest part, and is free from danger,

excepting some rocks, which will be seen on the Muddle Island

side, and which extend nearly 100 fathoms from the shore, both

Muddle Island

and Channel.
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at the. N.E. and N.W. points of that island. The mainland side Muddl*
should therefore be kept on board, with a good look out, for the C*"""^'-

channel has not been very carefully examined. The course and

distance through it, from the sou d to the mouth of St. Charles

River where there is roomy and perfectly landlocked anchorage, is

W. by N., 1 mile. Surf Island and Size Island lie to the S.E. Surf and Sue
and S. respectively of Muddle Island, and between it and Great '*'<""'*•

and Little Caribou.

Between the three first named of those islands is Muddle Har- Muddle Har-

bour, half a mile long, by 180 fathoms wide : perfectly landlocked,
**"""•

and with from 4 to 12 fathoms water over mud bottom. There are

huts, and stages for fishermen on its shores. This snug little har-

bour may be approached either from the eastward, or from St.

Charles Channel ; but the entrance on that side is very narrow,

and only 3 fathoms deep. To enter it from St. Lewis Sound observe

the following directions. Steer W.N.W. i W., from the North

Battle Island, and a run of 2 miles will take you to the Surf

Cape, the N.W. extreme of Great Caribou. Haul round this bold

headland to the S.W. as close as you please, and steer from it

S.W. by W., a mile, when you will be in the Narrows of Caribou

Channel, which are there only 200 fathoms wide, between the

S.E. end of Surf Island, and the west extreme of Great Ca-

ribou. Change course now to the N.W., so as to pass between

Surf Island, uiid Muddle Island, keeping at first nearer to the

former than the latter, and afterwards in mid channel. A run

of 600 fathoms on this course will place you in the entrance of

the harbour, and you may haul in to the westward and anchor

where you please. On arriving in the Narrows of Caribou

Channel, should the wind be unfavourable for proceeding to

Muddle Harbour, or, should you prefer it, you may haul round

the west extreme of Great Caribou to the S.E., and anchor

between it and Little Caribou Island in the mouth of Pond Bay Fund Bay.

on the west side of. Great Caribou, where you will find 4 or 5

fathoms over sand bottom, and lie perfectly sheltered from all

winds. Water may be had from ponds at this anchorage, but

for fire-wood you must send up St. Charles River. There is an

entrance to Caribou channel between Size Island and Little Cur.buu

Caribou, but it has not been particularly examined ; and the
^'»"'«''-

southern entrance to it, between Great and Little Caribouj is shoal,

as not more than 2 fathoms can be carried through ; so that both
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and Hack precipitous rocks unlike any of the .«.. I, ,
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of the fishermen, wh.ch moor .„ the rocks on either side -andthe shores are covered with their houses and stages. Th r'e T.good house and store o. Signal Island, with .high flagsIffXhcan be r.^,1, .„„ at sea, and from which thelland dtriv« Sname The southern entrance is only «, for boats. Ves ein.!

t :N«h"BT'T. "" "'"""'"'' '"""8 .0 the we^ !a7he North Battle, and .he other islands lying between i. and Signri

mentioned. In running to the southward close past the NorthBattle Island, two small and round islets about 50 fathom^
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diameter will be seen, the southermost of them being in the entrance Baiiie Har-

of the harbour. These are all that are in the way running in, and
"'^'

they are quite bold, and may be closely passed on either side.

They bear south from the west side of the North Battle Island, at

the distance of 450 and 800 fathoms respectively. There are

two coves, with huts and stages of the fishermen, in Great Caribou,

just to the westward of Battle Harbour, but these cannot be mis-

taken for the latter after the description I have given.

Battle Harbour is said to be secure during the summer months ; Secure onig in

but in the fall of the year, what is termed the undertow by the
*"*"""*•

fishermen, namely a heavy ground swell, is said to roll in between

the islands, damaging the vessels and fish stages, and consequently

rendering the harbour unsafe. I certainly never, in any part of

the world, saw a heavier 8e« than that which at times rolls in from Heavy Sea in

the eastward into St. Lewis Sound, even as far up as the entrance e'"
^"^^

of the inlet, round the River Islands, and up the bays of the main

to the westward of them. I never saw anything more grand and

wildly beautiful than this tremendous swell, which often comes in

without wind, rolling slowly but irresistibly in from the sea, as if

moved by some unseen power , rearing itself up like a wall of

water, as it approaches the craggy sides of the islands, moving on

faster and faster as it nears the shores, until at last it bursts with

fury over islets 30 feet high, or sends up sheets of foam and spray

sparkling in the sun-beams 50 feet up the sides of the precipices.

I can compare the roar of the surf in a calm night to nothing less

than the falls of Niagara. This high and long rolling sea was,

however, far less dangerous to our boats, and impeded them less,

than the high short breaking sea of the gulf. It annoyed us by

preventing us from landing, but in other respects was of use to us

by discovering shoals : for when it was running, there was nothing

with less than 4 fathoms upon it, which had not a breaker upon

it. Boats should, however, be on their guard at such times, for

on some of these shoals the sea does not break constantly, but

only now and then, when the sea suddenly tops, and bursts in a

sheet of foam, which would swamp any boat that might be over

the spot at ths time.

Great Caribou is the largest island on this part of the coast. Great Caribou.

being about 9 miles in circumference. Its S.E. side is broken into

deep coves, open to seaward ; and there are several small islets and i.;,^,^ jtock.

rocks along it, but only one that is sunken, called Foam Rock,
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which always shows when there is a sea running, and lies 130
fathoms outside of a small islet, the next S.W. of Middle Battle

Island. This rock is the only danger in the channel between the
S.E. Battle Island and the Great Caribou.

The course and distance from the Middle Battle Island is S.W.
by W. * W. 4i miles to

83. Cape St. Charles, and it will be readily known by St.

Charles Hill, which is round, and 654 feet above the sea, bears

N.W. by W., 850 fathoms from the cape, and is the highest land
on this part of the coast. Also by St. Charles Island, whkh is

high, half a mile long, and lies oflF the cape a long mile to the

S E. by E. It has several large rocks close oflF its inner side, or

towards the mainland, and Low Isle outside of it, 600 fathoms
to the S E. There is a clear and deep channel between these

islands and the cape.

St. Charles Harbour is formed by three islands, which lie

along the eastern side of Cape St. Charles. The space, in which
vessels can anchor, is about 600 fathoms long, by 280 fathoms
wide; and the depth of water from 5 to 12 fathoms over mud
bottom. Some sea rolls in with a S.E. wind, on which account I

do not consider it a very secure harbour for large vessels, except

in the finest months of summer. Small ves<,els might be perfectly

secured by making fast to the rocks between Fishflake Island and
the main, in 9 or 10 feet water. There are houses and stages of

the fishermen both on the islands and main. Fishflake Island is

the S. eastermost island; and the western entrance to the harbour,

between it and the main, is so shallow and narrow, as to be only
fit for boats. Blackhill Island, the next to the N.W., will be
readily distinguished, being high, black, and precipitous, unlike

any other near. Between this island and Fishflake Island is the

entrance to the harbour, 100 fathoms wide, and with deep water

close to the shores on either side. The channel between Black-
Spare Island, hill and Spare Island, which is the next to the N.W. and the

only remaining island, is 200 fathoms wide, only 2 or 3 fathoms

deep, and rendered intricate by rocks. The channel out of the

harbour to the N.W., between Spare Island and the main, is

narrow, shallow, and only fit for boats. To make and enter St.

Charles Harbour, attend to the following remarks and directions.

Fishflake Island lies close to the east side of Cape St. Charles,

and extends further out to seaward, so as to appear like the S.E.

BlackhUl
Island.
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extreme of that cape. The S.E. extreme of this island forms the Si. Charles

S.W. point of entrance to St. Charles Channel, and bears E. by S.
""'' **"•

nearly 1^ miles from the summit of St. Charles Hill, and

N.W.^ N., 1 mile from the N.E. extreme of St. Charles Island.

Run in for the N.E. side of Fishflake Island, so as to pass its

S.E. extreme at the distance of about 150 fathoms, steering

N.W. by W., and that course continued will take you through

the entrance between Fishflake and Blackhill Islands, into the

harbour. There is nothing in the way. Three small rocks above

water will be seen close off the inner, or N.W. point of Fishflake,

but they are quite bold, as are the shores on either side. The best

anchorage is off the mouth of a small bay of the main, in which a

wharf and flagstaff, at the principal fishing establishment, will be Fuhks^ Etta-

seen. The bearings and distances which I have given, together

with the very remarkable Blackhill Island, will sufficiently point

out the position of this harbour to strangers. It is very easy of ac-

cess and egress : water may be obtained there from the mainland,

and wood from St. Charles Bay.

St. Charles Channel, between the mainland on the S.W., St. Charles

and Great and Little Caribou, Size, and Muddle Islands on the '"^' *

N.E., is from ^ to 1 of a mile wide, with deep water (exceeding

40 fathoms in some places), and no detached shoals. The course

and distance up the centre of this fine channel, from its entrance,

to the Narrows, between White Bear Point and Size Island,

is N.W. }i N. 3J miles. Immediately outside of the Narrows,

on the mainland side, is White Bear Bay, running in li miles White Bear

W.N.W., affording no shelter, and full of rocks. Just within "*'

the Narrows lies Otter Island, small, with rocks and shoal

water extending 120 fathoms from its S.E. end. There is no

channel for ships between it and the main : but to the eastward

of it, that is, between it and Size Island, the channel is i of a

mile wide, and from 14 to 18 fathoms deep. A run of J a mile

on a north course will take a vessel through the narrows, into the

channel between Muddle Island and the main, which is 600

fathoms wide, more than 20 fathoms deep, and free from all

dangers, excepting those which extend 100 fathoms from the

shore on either side of the bay between Size and Muddle Islands.

The course through this channel to the mouth of St. Charles

River is N.N.W. Ij miles, and a vessel may either run up

that bay to the westward, or through Muddle Channel, eastward,

into St. Lewis Sound. Throughout all this extensive and land-
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fathoms wide, and free from danger. There are three small islets in Ciimp Bay.

the bay next westward of these islands. Off the outermost of

these islets there is a rock awash, 160 fathoms to the S. E. Rock awash.

The course and distance from the S.E. extreme of the Camp
Islands to Table Head is S.W. by W. i W. 5 miles: and to the

eastermost of the St. Peter Islands S.W. by W. 6i miles.

Table Head is very remarkable, being an isolated mass of ba-

saltic columns upon sandstone, (flat at top, and precipitous all

round,) the summit ofwhich is 200 feet above the sea. Truck Island

lies close to the east side of this point, aflbrding no shelter ; and

White Mica Cove, 1 mile further to the N.E., is only fit for boats.

The St. Peter Islands are a scattered cluster of small and

low islets, with many rocks above and under water between them.

They are clifiy and black, being for the most part composed of

basalt and amygdaloid. The eastermost of them have been

ca'led the Peterel Isles, because those birds breed upon them.

The shoal water-does not extend oif any of these islands to seaward

beyond the distance of 200 fathoms. The eastermost of them lies

li miles to the southward, and the S. westermost islet of the St.

Peter group 3 miles S.W. ^ W. from Table Head.

St. Peter Bay is within these islets to the N.N.W. and on St, Peter Buy.

the west side of Table Head. It is completely open to the S.E.,

but the islets and reefs break off most of the sea. !t8 S.W. point,

namely, Point Peter, bears N. by W. if W. 2 miles from the

Bouth-westermost St. Peter Island. The bay is 2 miles deep, in a

N.N.W. direction, and there is anchorage f of a mile from its

head, in from 13 to 20 fathoms, sand bottom, but there is not

over 6 or 7 fathoms in the entrance between Point Peter and

the innermost islet. This entrance is | of a mile wide, but has

a 2 fathoms shoal in it, nearly 200 fathoms off to the westward of Shoal Reef.

the islet; and there is also a reef off Point Peter, 160 fathoms to

the S.E. The passage in between these dangers is about 400

fathoms wide, and must be approached from the southward, pass-

ing to the westward of all the St. Peter Islands, and giving them

a berth of not less than ^ of a mile. The anchorage in this bay

is however very indifferent, although it may be useful in case of

necessity. Both wood and water may be obtained there. The

hills at the head of the bay are 700 feet high, and extend from

in rear of Point Peter westward to Chateau Bay.

The course and distance from the south-westermost St. Peter

1.
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Chateau Bay,

Island to Chateau Point, the S.W. extreme of Castle Island, ia
W. J S. 6i miles. Nearly half way between them is Sandwich
Head, and Cove, the latter useful only to boats. Between
Sandwich Point and Seal Point, the east point of Chateau Bay,
is Bad Bay, which ia rocky and dangerous, affording no shelter
to vessels.

Off the east end of Castle Island, at the distance of 150
fathoms to the southward, there is a 3 fathoms ledge, on which
the sea often breaks, and that is the only danger outside the
islands.

84. Chateau Bay will be easily recognized from a vessel off
the coast by its position with reference to the remarkable Table
Head, and the St. Peter Islands ; by the high land in rear of it j

and by there being a straight and unbroken coast, free from
islands, to the westward of it : but more especially by the two
wall sided and flat topped hills, composed of basaltic columns,
which cap the summits of Castle and Henley Islands, and are 200
feet in height above the sea. This bay has within it Henley,
Antelope, and Pitts Harbours; the two last of which are per-
fectly secure, and fit for the largest ships. Castle and Henley
Islands shelter these harbours from the southward and eastward

;

as do Whale Island and York Point from the southward and
westward. Castle is the outermost island, and Chateau Point,
its S.W. extreme, forms the extreme point of land on this part
of the coast. There is a narrow channel between Castle and
Henley Islands, and also between the latter and the main, lead-
ing into Henley and Antelope Harbours from the eastward ; but
they are only fit for small vessels. The main entrance to Chateau
Bay is between Chateau and York Points, the latter bearing from
the former W.N.W. f W. U miles. Within this entrance, at

the distance of li miles to the northward, lies Whale Island in
the entrance of Temple Bay.

Temple Bay runs in between high granitic hills rather more
than 4i miles in a N. by W, direction, with very deep water, and
no good anchorage. Nevertheless small fishing vessels moor on
the west side, just within Temple Pass, where, as also on the
N.W. side of Whale leland, there are huts and stages of the

Tempfe Pa». fishermen. Temple Pass, the southern entrance to Temple Bay,
is only 80 fathoms wide and 4 fathoms deep : it bears N.N.E. iE.,
li miles from York Point. The other entrance, called Whale

Main Entrance,

Whale Island,

Temple Bay.

Fiihing Eita
blishments.
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Gut, is between Whale Island and the point of the main which WhaU Gut.
beparates Pitts Harbour from Temple Bay : it is 200 fathoms
wide, but shoals on either side contract the navigable channel to

100 yards, with a depth of 4 fathoms. With these remarks I

Bhall dismiss Temple Bay, only adding that exactly half way Chateau Bay.
between York Point and Temple Pass, and about half a cable
to the eastward of the line from the one to the other, there is a Ledge.
small ledge with 3 fathoms least water.

Henley Harbour is only fit for small vessels, and is fre- Henley Har-
quented by the fishermen who have their huts and stages there.

^'""'^

It is formed by Stage Inland, which is low, and close to the west- Stage hlanJ.
ward of the basalt columns on Henley Island. Vessels may
enter this harbour either from the eastward through the narrow
channel between Castle and Henley Islands; or from the south-
westward, along the inner or north-west side of Cattle Island.
This harbour is only about i of a mile long by a cable's length
wide. The depth of water is from 4 to 6 fathoms. Some swell
rolls in with S.W. winds. Tiie only navigable entrance to tiiis

harbour faces the south, in which direction are the basp.lt columns
of Castle Island.

Antelope Harbour is on the east side of the bay, to ih^ Amel.pe Har-
northward of Henley Island, and between the latter and Barrier

*""'"•

Point, which, with its reef, separates it from Pitts Harbour to
the northward. The passage leading into both these harbours
is between Stage and Henley Islands to the eastward, and to the
westward Whale and Flat Islands ; the latter being very small
and nearly joined to the former.

To run into Antelope Harbour observe the following remarks
and directions. The shoal water extends off to the west-
ward of Stage Island 150 fathoms; and off to the eastward
of the S.E. extreme of Whale and Flat Islands 100 fathoms.
Besides these, there are three small ledges to be avoided, r-i.ec £f</^«.
which are extieraely dangerous to strangers unless the weather
be clear, when they can be plainly seen from the rigging or fore
yard of a ship. The First and outermost of these ledges (with Fir.t,

2 fathoms least water) lies exactly in the line from the west
extreme of Chateau Point, to the east extreme of Whale Island

:

and with the south extreme of the Seal Islands seen thi-ough the
narrow channel between Castle and Henley Islands bearing
E. I N. The Second leJge (with three taihoms least water) lies Second.
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.4ntttope Har
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nird.

Btack Rock.

in the line from the south extreme of Flat Island to the south

extreme of the basalt columns on Henley Island, and is distant

160 fathoms from the east side of Flat Island. The Third ledge
has only 9 feet least water, and lies betweeu the east extreme of
Whale Island, and Black Point, which is the N.W. extreme of
Henley Island.

The Black Rock lies off Black Point at the distance of 50
fathoms, and is small and low, but always above water. There
is no passage for vessels between this rock and the Point; but
the channel to the westward of the rock, and between it and
the ledge last mentioned, is 120 fathoms wide, and from 6 to 9
fathoms deep. There is also a channel equally wide, and nearly
as deep, between the ledge and the shoal water off the east ex-
treme of Whale Island, but the former is the preferable channel,
because the Black Rock, being quite bold, serves as an excellent

guide to vessels.

Now observe that Grenville Point, on the north side of

Antelope Harbour, and about -j- of a mile to the S.E. of Barrier
Point, is of steep black rock, like Black Point, and these two

tlf^ffhT''
^°^°*^ ^" ""® ^*"*"* *^® leading mark for running in. Being then
between Chateau and York Points, bring these points in one,
bearing N.N.E. * E. Then run in upon that leading mark!
looking out for the first ledge, which you will pass 50 fathoms on
your right, and about 600 fathoms within Chateau Point. Con-
tinue your course J a mile further, when you will arrive between
Flat and Stage Islands, and will have just passed the second
ledge, off the east side of Flat Island, at the distance of 120
fathoms on your left. You will now easily see the Black Rock,
and must haul a little to the northward, but not more than will

be sufficient to pass close to the westward of it, and then round
it to the eastward into the hai-bour. The best position to anchor
in is midway between Grenville Point and the northern shore of
Henley Island, where the harbour is 300 fathoms wide, and the
depth of water from 11 to 14 fathoms, over mud bottom. You
will then be in the line from Grenville Point to the basaltic
columns, and more than 200 fathoms distant from the small
island in the narrow channel out to the eastward, between
Henley Island and the main. A vessel should be well moored in
this harbour, for the gusts from the westward, through Whale
Gut, and also from the S.W., are at times very strong.

Grenvil/e Point,

to clear the

I^edgea,

Anchorage.
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Pitts Harbour is very superior to Antelope Harbour, being Piti» Harbour.

more roomy, and better sheltered. It is a full mile long, north
and south, from the Barrier Reef to its head ; and from * to |
of a mile wide. The depth of water is 18 fathoms in the centre,

decreasing gradually to 4 fathoms close to the shores on either

side. The bottom is of mud.

Vessels intending to proceed to this harbour should proceed
in, as before directed, as far as the Black Rock ; only that they

need not pass so close to the rock, but may safely go as much as

60 fathoms to the westward of it. As soon as the rock bears east,

change course to N.W. by N., or keep the S.W. extreme of the

basaltic columns of Henley Island open to the westward of
Black Point, and you will clear the Barrier Reef, leaving it to

the eastward. Continue to run on this course or leading mark until

the east extreme of Whale Island, and the west extreme of
Chateau Point, in Castle Island, come in one, bearing S. | W.
Then change course to N. i E., or so as to run up the harbour
with the last named leading marks on, and you will clear the
shoal water extending 50 or 60 fathoms off Pitts Point, and may
anchor where you please, this fine harbour being capacious enough
for a large fleet, and perfectly sheltered from all winds. Water f^aier and
may be had from a stream at the head of the harbour, and wood ^''""'•

is also plentiful.

Under certain circumstances, such as scant westerly wind, it channel mst
might be desirable to pass between the Third Ledge and Whale °-^'** ^''""'^

Island, instead of between that ledge and the Black Rocks. In ^
^^'

that case proceed as before until you arrive between Flat and
Stage Islands, and are abreast of the Second Ledge : then change
course to N. by W., taking care not to approach the east side of
Whale Island nearer than 120 fathoms, or by the lead than 4 fa-

thoms. But also be careful not to go too far off, to the east-

ward, for fear of the Third Ledge, the position of which has been
pointed out. As soon, therefore, as the passage into Temple Bay,
through Whale Gut, begins to open, haul to the westward until

the leading marks (east extreme of Whale Island, and west ex-
treme of Chateau Point, in Castle Island) come on, then run
into the harbour on these marks as before.

The scenery in Chateau Bay is magnificent and beautiful. H:gh HilU.
Pitts Hill, on the west side of Ihe harbour, is 586 feet above the
sea, and there is another hill, the Beacon Hill, to the northward

82
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of it 125 feet high
: but the highest land h a ridge in rear o', or

to the N.W. of York Point, the summit of which, called the
High Beacon, is elevated 959 feet above th- sea at high
water.

York Point is (,uite bold, and so is Chateau Point to the west-
ward, but has shoal water 50 fathoms off it to the S.E.

In all the old charts which I have seen. Chateau Bay is repre-
sented nearly twice as largo as it really is.

85. Belle-isle lies off the coast which has formed the subject
of this and the preceding articles, and directly off the Atlantic
entrance of the strait of Belle-isle. We had no opportunity of sur-
veying it, although we have laid down its Points in their true
position by means ofangles from the stations on the coast of Labra-
dor. It is much frequented by our own and American fishermen,
and the very brief remarks which I am able to give respecting it,

are derived from their information, and our own observation from
a distance. The island is about 9J miles long, in an EN.E. direc-
tion, and 4| miles wide, including Lark Island close to its north
side. Excepting a rock above water close off Lark Island, and the
N.E. reef, about 2 miles N.E. of the island, also in part above water,
tVere are no dangers around the island, the shores of which are
bold and rocky. The island is composed of a range of bare
granitic hills of the estimated iieight of 500 feet above the sea,
and whose steep sides dip into the sea in every part, excepting at
the N.E. end of the island, where two low points converge so as
to form a small cove, which shel*^-s very small fishing vessels
during the finest months of summer , The only other place \/hich
affords any shelter is Lark Cove, or harbour, which is very small,
and formed by Lark Island netr the centre of the north side of
the island. This harbour also affords shelter to small fishing

vessels during the summer months. Neither of these coves are
considered safe early in the spring, or late in autumn, because of
the heavy swell which rolls into them from the eastward. There
is a small rocky bank, with 5 fathoms least water, about 3J
miles N. by E. from the N.E. end of Lark Island, but I have not
seen it. Schooners anchor occasionally in fine weather close off

various parts of the island, in from 20 to 30 fathoms, for the pur-
pose of fishing.

The S.W. extreme of Belle-isle bears S.E. | S. 19 miles from
York Point, and N.K. | N. nearly 14 miles from Cape Bauld, in
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Quirpon island, at the N.E. extreme of Newfoundland The « ., ,narro t „f ^he channel between Belle-i.e and th: coJo
'"

Lab a, or .between Lark Island and the St. Peter Islands, which
.

are distant from each other nearly 1 2 miles.
The breadth of the channels on either side of RpII •

i c •

has just been menHnn»H tu
^elle-isle S/ra./o/fie//*.

i«l« 1 V
'''=<=» "mentioned. The entrance of the strait of Belle-

"''

.
between York Point and Cape Bauld. is 26 mile« wide heatter pomt bearing from the former S. by E At Cape Norm!18 miles to the westward nf r n L \

^ Norman,

Lahrnrin • A
""^''^'^^^ ^f Cape Bauld, the opposite coast of

stt ?P T"'^
,4,,^^. ,^^^j^^ ^.rrowTstpart of the

and P ^/T" "^"'""^^ ^''^^ «^™^^' b^^--^- Greenly Island

he ist'^sTw' rr^'
'^ ""^^^''^^^ thePointbeari'ngfrom

he island S^S.W. The course and distance through the strait

65 miles

"

'
°' "''""^'"^ '° **"' ""'"" ^""^^'''"' W. i S.

The soundings in the strait are so irregular that they afford very Soun,:httle assistance to a vessel at night, or during the fogs which o'^^^"fruently prevail. In general the deepest' water's o tlLabrador side. as. for instance, from York Point to Red Bay. wherehowever ,t as interrupted by the shallow water off Wrecic Bay

ncL "7 ^7r '''' "'^' ''"" ^'^^'^ «^y '' F-teau Bay
ncluszve

;
but the line of deep water is not direct, nor. I believeontumous through the strait, and it is still more perplexing, that'

TZ7 r:r ^^''^" ' "^^^^^ «^ ^^^ danger'. FlourLedgon he Newfoundland side, opposite Forteau Bay. as in any parthe strau. The depth of water varies in diffLt parts'Cbe ween 60 and 70 to 20 fathoms, and the nature of the bottl

alslel f"^'P"'=""'^^™'''^'«^-^^- ^«g-ccurwith

wuh the S.V wind
; n is only when the wind is from between

the^north ani west, that clear weather can be safely reckoned

Near the shores on either side there is usually a regular alter rw • .nauon of flood and ebb in fine weather, but it is not constant ^^ '''

The flood comes from the northward along the coast of Labradorand also from the S.E.. from Cape Bauld to Cape NormZ'The latter s.ream, I have reason to believe, is .iten turned off tothe northward by Cape Norman, and the same thing takesplace nt Green I-i-n-i •• -i- - „ ° ^^
I -It i^recn l..„n«, on u.c Newlouudknd side towards
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Tidra and Cur- Greenly Island on the opposite Bide of the strait. Tliere is more-

'shaiiofBeUo °^"* "^ times, a stream running from the S.W. for several days

"'«'• together, along the west coast of Newfoundland. This stream

occasionally sets from Point FeroUe obliquely across the strait

towards Forteau Bay. Sometimes, and especially with N.E.

winds, the current runs directly in an opposite direction along the

west coast of Newfoundland from Point. Ferolle past Point

Rich. In short, there is no constancy either in the rate or set of

these streams, for the winds and the irregular tides modify the

set and rate of the equally irregular currents, in a manner which

it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to calculate upon with

any degree of certainty. The prevalent current from the north-

ward comes from between Belle-isle and the coast of Labrador.

It is often at the temperature of the freezing point, bringing

many icebergs into the strait, and frequently carrying them

through it many miles up the Gulf. (See Art. 12 and 13.) Some

of these bergs ground in deep water, whilst others are continually

changing their positions. They are much more numerous in

some seasons than in others, as I have seen 200 bergs and large

pieces of ice in the strait in the month of August in one year,

whilst there were not above half a dozen to be seen in the same

month of the following season.

I have observed this current from the northward and eastward

assisted by a N.E. wind, running full 2 miles an hour, whilst at

other times it was almost insensible. It is even reported that

Uiere is sometimes a current in the opposite direction, and I

believe that this report of the fishermen is correct, especially

during the ebb tide, and when S.W. winds prevail in the Gulf.

At the same time that this current is running to the westward,

there is at times a stream of warmer water running out to the

eastv.ard oii the Newfoundland side, especially during the ebb

tide.

From these remarks it will plainly appear that the navigation

of this strait is attended with very great danger in dark or

foggy nights, during which no vessel should attempt to run

through ; for I have found that, with all our experience, we could

not be sure of the vessel's position within 10 miles under such

circumstances. On the approach of a dark or foggy night, there-

fore, it would be prudent to anchor in some one of the bays on

the north side of the strait, rather than to continue under way.

A vessel bound into the Gulf, and running with an easterly wind.

Navigatiun of
the Strait at

Night.
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will however find no place fit for that purpose until she arrives at Nmugationof
Black Bay. and that is not n very good anchorage, for Red Bay '*f

*''''"' "'

cannot be entered by a large vessel with an easterly wind.
*^

Loup Bay is the first good anchorage under such circum-

stances, and there the vessel would be bo far advanced in her run

through the strait that it would not be worth while to stop, since

she might easily clear every thing .•:i the remaining short distance.

But with a S.W. wind, at the approach of night, and appearance
of a fog, a vessel bound out through the strait to the eastward

had better stand off and on under easy sail, tacking by her deep-

sea lead from the Newfoundland side till morning, if she be not
further to the eastward than Point Ferolle. If she be further

advanced, she had better endeavour to make Forteau Bay before

dark, and anchor there for the night. In light winds or calms,
during dark nights or foggy weather, it is better to bring up with
a stream anchor, anywhere in the strait, than to drive about with
the tides, without knowing whither, but then a look out must
be kept for drifting icebergs.

The Newfoundland side of the strait has not been surveyed by Newfound/uwi
us, although it has been laid down by our observations for fixing *{''' "f*"
the position of the principal points along it. I shall therefore

only remark that, where I had an opportunity of examining it, as

at Cape Norman, Green Island, and Point Ferolle, it appears to

have been well delineated by Cook. It is a low coast of limestone,

partially wooded with spruce trees, and having no good anchorages
for large ships, unless it be in St. Margaret Bay : for the other

harbours, such as Old Ferolle, St. Genevieve, &c., are too small.

or too narrow and intricate in their entrances, for vessels to run
for shelter to in bad weather. There are dangerous ledges off

this side of the strait between Green Island and Ferolle, which
render it desirable to avoid it at night or in thick weather. The Labrador Shu.
opposite coast is much more free from danger, and besides has
several good roadsteads. It is composed of steep granitic shores
from York Point westward to Cape Diable, where sandstone com-
mences and continues to Grand Point, at the western entrance of

the strait
; lying on the granite, and occasionally forming magni-

ficent cliffs several hundred feet in height.

86. Proceeding westward from York Point, along the Labrador Wreck Bay.
side of the strait, the coast is straight and bold to Wreck Bay,
which has a small river at its head, affords no shelter, and bears
W. ^ S., 10^ miles from York Point. Off the east point of this
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m-eci Bay, bay, at the distance of 2J miles S. by W., lies a small patch of

rocky ground with 5 fathoms least water. On it the basaltic

columns of Henley and Castle Islands are just open to the-south-

ward of York Point ; and Barge Point, the next extreme to the

westward, bears W. by S., distant 6 miles. The bottom can be

plainly seen on this patch in fine weather ; there is a heavy swell

upon it in easterly gales, and frequently a great rippling : icebergs

often ground upon it.

Bar^^e Bay. Barge Bay, 4^ inilcs to the westward of Wreck Bay, will be

known by a water-fall at its head. It aflFords no anchorage. The
south extremity of Barge Point, about a mile to the westward of

the bay, bears W. | S., 16i miles from York Point.

Greenish Bay. Greenish Bay, about 5j miles W, by N. from Barge Bay, is

about 2 miles wide at entrance, narrower within, and about 2 miles

deep in a northerly direction. Small vessels occasionally anchor

in it ; but the ground is of sand, not very good for holding, and it

is open to the wind and sea from the S.E. The west point c*"

Greenish Bay is Greenish Point; and about Ij miles W. by S.

from it lies Oil Islet, a small, low, and bare rock, about i of a

mile off shore, the south extreme of which bears W. \ N., 6i
miles from Barge Point, the extreme of the land to the east-

ward.

Nearly ll miles to the westward of this islet, and with its south

extreme and Barge Point in one, bearing E. \ S., lies the Sunk
Ledge, a small patch of rocks, awash at low water, on which the

sea usually breaks. These rocks bear S.E. \ E., about tV of a

mile from Twin Island, which stands close to the east point of

Red Bay.

Red Bay. Red Bay is a beautiful little harbour, perfectly sheltered from

every wind. It is formed by Saddle Island, lying off the entrance

of a bay of the main, and about i of a mile N.W. by W. from the
Saddle Island. Twin Island. Saddle Island has a hill at each end, about 100 feet

high, and is low in the middle. The hills of the main are close

to the shore, and to the N.W. of the island are of reddish granite,

' nearly 500 feet in height above the sea. There are also high and
partially wooded hills at the h-ad of the bay, but the east point of

the latter is of moderate height and bare of trees. To the west-

H'st Bay. ward of Saddle Island, at the distance of | of a mile, is West Bay,

f of a mile deep, g- of a mile wide, and with tolerable anchorage

in westerly winds, in 10 or 12 fathoms water, over sandy bottom ;

bi!t it is exposed to easterly winds. The outer haibuur of Red

Greenish Puint

Oil Islet.

Sunk Ledge.

J/
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Bay is between Saddle Island and Harbour Isle, at the entrance Red Bay.

of the inner harbour; and the depth is from 6 to 9 fathoms, over Outer Harbour

mud bottom. The entrance of this harbour from the westward is

about 100 fathoms wide, and the space to anchor in is 400 fathoms

long, by 200 fathoms wide. Immediately to theN .E. of this anchor-

age is the entrance to the inner harbour, which is between Harbour Inner Harbour.

Isle and the main to the eastward, and 100 fathoms wide ; but

shoal water on either side diminishes the deep water channel to about

50 fathoms in breadth. The depth that can be carried in is 7

fathoms. Within there is a capacious basin, nearly | of a mile in

diameter, 16 or 17 fathoms deep, over muddy bottom, and where

any number of vessels might safely winter. Three small rivulets

enter this basin, where water and wood may be obtained at high

water ; and there is also a stream at the head of West Bay.

Red Bay is easily entered with a leading wind, but nothing

larger than a schooner of 150 tons can beat in or out. The
dangers outside the harbour to be avoided are the Sunk Ledge,

already mentioned, off the Twin Island; another small rocky

shoal about 170 fathoms oflF the south side of Saddle Island; South Shoal.

and a rock awash about 10 fathoms S. from Peninsula Point. Rock awash.

Running for the harbour from the eastward, the first will be avoided Sunk Ledge.

by keeping Greenish Point just open to the southward of the Marks.

bare islet to ihe westward of it, till the west extreme of Saddle

Island bears N.W. ^ N. Then steer N.W. J W. for the entrance

of the bay between Saddle Island and the point of West Bay,

taking care not to go nearer to the former than i of a mile, or by

the lead than 11 or 10 fathoms. As soon as the west end of

Saddle Island bears N. by W., you may haul up for it, and round

it to the eastward within 20 fathoms : but observe that, further in,

that is, offthe north point of the island, there is a reef running out

70 fathoms to the northward, or towards Harbour Island. The

channel between this reef and the shoal of large stones connect-

ing Harbour Isle with the mainland to the westward of it is only

1 00 fathoms wide. As soon as you are through this entrance, you

may choose your anchorage, only observing that there is shoal

water all along the inner side of Saddle Island, and to the distance

of 70 fathoms. A vessel moored here will be perfectly secure

from all winds ; but if you wish to go into the inner harbour, there

will be no difficulty in doing so with our chart, or if you first send

a boat to look at the narrow entrance.
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Diuble Bay.
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In approaching Red Bay from the westward there is nothing ia
the way, excepting the rock off the Peninsula Point near West
Bay, already mentioned; and which, being so close to the shore,
may be easily avoided. There is no entrance, excepting for boats,
to the eastward of Saddle Island.

Carrol Cove, about 3\ miles W. by S. from Red Bay, is very
small, with its entrance to the eastward. A fishing vessel or two
are occasionally secured in it, moored to the rocks; and there are
huts and stages there.

Little St. Modkst is the name given to two small, low, and
bare isles, a mile apart, and close to the shore at the eastern point
of Black Bay. They aflford no shelter to shipping, but have a
dangerous rock off them, awash at low water, and bearing S.E. by S.

i a mile from the west extreme of the westermost isle : and W. \ S.
not quite a mile, from the south extreme of the eastermost isle"

This rock must be carefully avoided in approaching Black Bay
from the eastward.

The other, and principal, St. Modest is a small bare isle close
to the west point of Black Bay. Within this isle fishing vessels
moor to the rocks on either side, but it is useless to ships.

Black Bay is 11 miles to the westward of Red Bay; it is 3
miles wide across the mouth, from one St. Modest to the other, and
about 2 miles deep. There is tolerable anchorage in this bay in
10 fathoms, over sand bottom, but it is open to the S.E. winds,
which send in a heavy swell. There is, moreover, t rocky shoal
on its west side with 2 fathoms least water, bearing N.E. nearly
one mile from St. Modest Isle; and south, about ^ a mile from a
small rocky peninsula in the N.W. part of the bay. There is a
river at the head of Black Bay which boats can enter at hi^h water

;

and there is a fine sandy beach to the westward of it, extending to

the rocky peninsula just mentioned. The best anchorage is off
the centre of this beach.

The granite, which has formed the coast line from York Point,
ceases to do so, at the west point of Black Bay, being succeeded
by sandstone. The granite, however, is seen occasionally at
the water's edge under the sandstone, at various points further
westward.

Diablk Bay is a small open bay 3 or 4 miles to the westward
of Black Bay; and Loup Bay, which is 3 miles further, will rea-
dily be known by the magnificent cliffs of red sandstone at its east

»«i
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point, M'hich are 300 or 400 feet high, and extend 2 or 3 miles

to the eastward of it. At the S.W. point of Loup Bay is Schooner Schooner Cove.

Cove, open to the eastward, but where nevertheless fishing vessels

ride in 1 fathoms during the summer months. There is a fishing

establishment and several houses at this cove. Loup Bay is

1^ miles wide, and li miles deep; running in to the northward

between high table-lands of sandstone, highest on the eastern side,

where it terminates in the cliffs before mentioned. These table-

lands are covered with green moss and grass. There is a fine

sandy beach, and a river, which small boats can enter at high

water, at the head of the bay. Although this bay is quite open

to the southward, yet vessels ride here at all times during the

summer months, the ground being extremely good. The best

anchorage is in the N.E. corner of the bay, in 10 fathoms, sand

bottom, about J of a mile off shore, and with the entrance of the

river bearing N.E.

FoRTEAU Bay is about 4 miles to the westward of Loup Forteau Bay.

Bay, aud separated from it by Point Amour, which is of

moderate height, and shows as the extreme point of land from
the eastward; and will be, moreover, known by a remarkable

high rock, close off its S.W. extreme, forming the S.E. point of

Forteau Bay. Point Forteau is the S.W. point of the bay, bear-

ing from Point Amour W. J N., about 4 miles, which is the

breadth of the mouth of the bay.

Forteau Bay is 2| miles deep, running in to the north, between

high and green table-lands of sandstone, and having a fine sandy

beach at its head, with a considerable and rapid river of the same
name, abounding with salmon, and which boats can enter at

high water. There is a fine fall of water on the west side of the

bay, l\ miles within Point Forteau, which will be readily seen

by vessels, and serves, with the rock before mentioned, to point

out the bay to strangers. This bay forms th». oest roadstead in

the Strait; and the Jersey vessels employed in the fisheries

ride there moored all through the summer. It is quite open to

the southward, but the winds from that quarter are never strong,

nor of long duration : and the opposite coast of Newfoundland

is distant only 12 miles in that direction from the anchorage.

The S.W. wind rolls in a heavy ground swell at times which

causes vessels to roll considerably, but brings no strain upon the

cables. Vessels may anchor any where in the head of the bay,

»•»
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m from 10 to 13 fathoms over sandy bottom, which holds well

;

but the best anchorage is in the N.W. side of the bay, opposite
the fishing establishments, ^of a mile off shore, and nearly^ a
mile within a spit of rock, which extends about 120 fathoms off
from the western shore, and must be avoided in going in, by
not going nearer to the shore than i of a mile, or than 10 fathoms,
till It 13 past. The Jersey-men have large fishing establishments
on the west side of this bay. There is also an establishment in
the N.E. corner of the bay, and also at the entrance of the rivev.

St. Clair, four miles W.N.W. of Point Forteau, ii a
small bay, open to the southward, and affording no anchorage.
There is a very small a^id low islet and reef, which together
extend about f of a mile to the S.VV. from its east point.
Blanc Sablon is a bay of the main, 7 miles to the westward

of Point Forteau, where the Jersey-men have a large fishing
establishment, and where their vessels lie moored all through the
summer, in from 6 to 8 fathoms, over sandy bottom. Wood and
Greenly Islands afford some shelter to this roadstead j nevertheless
It is quite exposed to the westerly winds, which send in a very
heavy sea, and render it a wild and insecure anchorage

; particu-
larly in the fall of the year, when yessels have been driven from
their moorings, and wrecked there in more than one instance
Blanc Sablon Bay is If miles wide, by a mile deep, and there is a
projecting point in the centre of the bay, on which the principal
buildings stand. There is a sandy beach on either side of this point,
and in rear of it high table-lands of sandstone. Close to the east
side of the projecting point just mentioned, a reef of rocks runs
out 300 fathoms from the shore; and there is shoal water all
round the bottom of the bay, to the distance of i of a mile from
the beach.

Grand Point (see Ar. U) at the western entrance of the Strait
of Belle-isle, and from which the laud trends northward towards
Bradore, is 2| miles to the westward of Blanc Sablon. There is
a dangerous reef of rocks off Grand Point, 350 fathoms to the
southward and westward; and rocks, above and under water,
line the shore for U miles to the eastward of this reef, extending
off shore to the distance of i of a mile in some places. Half a
mile to the eastward of the point, there is a small and narrow
cove called the Gulch by (he American fishermen, who frequent
It. This cove is sheltered by rocks off its mouth, and has 9 feet

4^ (
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fVood Uland.

water when the tide is out. The cove is formed by two low and Quleh Cove.

smooth granite spits running out from under the sandatone, and
appearing like sand spits from a distance. The cove is so narrow,
that there is not room for even the smallest schooner to turn
round in it, hence the vessels must be warped out stern foremost.

They lie lashed together, and to the rocks on either side, as along-

side a wharf.

Wood Island (of sandstone, much lower than the main, and
covered with moss and coarse grass) lies directly opposite Blanc
Sablon. Its north point is about j^ a mile off shore, and the

island is I J miles long, north and south, and nearly a mile wide at

its south end, which is the broadest. Its south point bears W. by
N., nearly 7^ miles from Point Forteau. There is a reef off the

west side of this island to the distance of about i of a nile, but
the shoal water does not, in any other part, extend further than a
cable's length.

Greenly Island (low, bare of trees, of sandstone, and nearly

I of a mile in diameter) lies 1^^ miles to the westward of Wood
Island, and 1^ miles S. by W. from Grand Point. There is a

patch of rocks about 200 fathoms off its south point, and the

shoal water extends about half that distance to the westward.

There is a clear channel between these islands, and also between

them and the main. The fishermen occasionally anchor iu 5

fathoms, off the mouth of the cove, on the east side of Greenly Greenfy Cove.

Island ; but the sea rolls round the island with S.W. gales, and
the ground is loose, and not to be trusted. Neither is the anchor-

age good under Wood Island, although vessels occasionally bring

up off the fishing establishments on its east side.

The flood tide and current combined occasionally run very

strong round the north point of Wood Island ; and when this

stream meets the heavy swell from the westward, it causes a very

high sea dangerous to boats.

Wood Island was formerly covered with trees, but they have
been all cut down by the fishermen, who now often go to New-
foundland for wood for their stages, &c. There are two large

fishing establishments on Wood Island, which, together with that

at Blanc Sablon, belong to Jersey merchants. They carry on the

seal fishery, as well as the principal affair of cod fish. Herrings

ave also taken in their season. The fishing vessels arrive from

home in the beginning of June, and are frequently for many days

Greenly

Island,

I Ro.ky Patch.

Fishing Esta-
b/ishmi'nt on
fVuoU hland.
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drifting about in the ice before they can get to their stations,

sometimes in great peril, and sometimes wrecked. The last ships
remain till October, when the ice begins to form again, and the
snow-storms are extremely dangerous. Every one returns to

Europe in the fall of the year, excepting a man or two at each
post to take care of the buildings, and to be in readiness to take
seals in the spring. They have numerous dogs, mostly of the
Esquimaux breed, crossed with the Newfoundland dog ; these draw
their sledges with firewood, or when they go over to the main to

hunt for bears, deer, foxes, martins, &c. The best idea I can
give of the climate is by stating the fact that, in the year 1833,
the channel between Wood Island and the main was frozen across
again, after the winter ice had broken up, on the 28th of June.
Packed ice lomained till the middle of July, and numerous icebergs
all the year.

I m
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PART THE SECOND.

CHAPTER X.

FROM GREEN ISLAND AND RED 18LET, TO THE TRAVERSE AND
COUDRES ISLAND.

87. General remarks.—88. Red Islet and Bank. White Islet and Reef.
Hare Island. Brandy Pots. Hare Island South Reef. Hare Island
Bank, and Middle Bank. Barrett Ledges, and Middle Shoal.—89. The
South Shone below the Traverse, Green Island, and its western reef.

Cacona. Perc^e Rocks. River Loup. Pilgrim Shoal. Pilgrim Islands.
Bank of St. Andr6. Kamourasca Islands. Cape Diable. River Quelle.
Shoals of St. Anne. St. Ar.ne Buoy. English Bank.—90. The South
Channel, from Green Island to the Brandy Pots, and from the Brandy
Pots to the Traverse.—91. The North Shore below Coudres Island. Point
Vachei aud Lark Point with their Reefs. Echafaud Islet, and Basque
Road. Dogs, Salmon, and Eagle Capes. Murray Bay. Goose Cape and
Cape Martin—92. The North Channel, from Bergeron to Coudres Island.
'-Qd. Remarks on the tides in both channels.

87. The estuary of the St. Lawrence has been considered to ter- From Green

minate, and the river to commence, at Green Island : not with any ^^^""'^ upwards
' considered as

pretension to geographical accuracy of definition, but because the PUot-wtter.

adoption of such a division, at a part wjiere the navigable channel

becomes divided, contracted, and difficult, naturally and conve-

niently separates the sailing directions into parts corresponding

with that distinctive change in the nature of the navigation.

Part the First of these Directions was intended to enable the

intelligent seaman to navigate his vessel as high up the St. Law-

rence as Gre^ u Island, without any other assistance than the charts

published by the Admiralty. But Part the Second treats entirely

of Pilot-water ; for which reason, and because the Admiralty plans

of the river are published on a sufficiently large scale to show

distinctly the nature of the shores, islands, and dangers, it will

not be ueceseary to enter quite so minutely into description as in

Part the First, where the object aimed at was often to enable a

stranger to recognize the land from sea, or to guide his vessel in

places not generally known.

Part the Second commences at what may be considered the

first difficult pass ascending the St. Lawrence—the difficulty
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arising not only from the dangerous reefs of Green Island, lied

Islet, and the Sagucnay, but aUo from the great velocity and
transverse dircc;ion of the tidal streams.

Some remarks and directions have already been given, and will

be found in Part the First, respecting the passage on either side

of Red Islet and its Reef, the Green Island Lighthouse und
Reef, and the anchorage under the latter. (See Aiticles 28
and 50.)

iht Rtver The whole distance from Green Island Lighthouse to the Light-
rtiVlileg tnio two

1 i 1 n-<
- o o

yreat Channels.
^^^^^' ^^ the i raverse is 54 miles. For the first 30 miles of

that distance the river is divided into two channels (theNoithand
South) on either side of Red Islet, White Islet, and Hare Island,

with the reefs and banks attached to them» or bea»ing their

names
:

all which, lyhig in the same direction, form a narrow but
not continued ridge of greywacke and slate rocks nearly in the
middle of the river. In the remainder of the distance the river

is unobstructed by detached shoals from the S.W. end of Hare
Island Bank, to the N.E. end ofthe middle ground of the Traverse.

The shoals just mentioned were supposed to be connected together
by the English Bank, which however terminates oflF Murray Bay,

7 or 8 miles to the westward of the Hare Island Bank. I shall

describe the islands above mentioned, with their reefs, banks, and
anchorages, and afterwards the mainland, and the channels on
either side of them.

Jiedh/et. 88. Red Islet, bearing N.W. by W. * W. 5^ miles from
Green Island Lighthouse,* is small, low, and of shingle partially

covered with grass, and resting on slate rock. This islet 's quite
Red hlet Bank, bold at its S.W. end, but a rocky bank or reef, nearly dry in some

parts at low water, extends 2J miles to the. N.E. and is I^ miles
wide. There is good warning by the lead in approaching this

bank from the eastward, as will be seen in the chart, but vessels

should be cautious in approaching U from the northward, because
the water is deep, and the ebb sets strongly upon it on that side.

In fine summer weather, vessels becalmed, or bound up, and
wishing to wait for the tide, may safely anchor to the east and
S.E. of this bank in 10 fathoms at low water, where they will

have good ground, and find the strength of the ebb tide much
broken by the bank. Vessels, in case of need, may also anchor

* The bearings are always magnetic, and the soundings the depth at low
water spring tides, unless it be especially mentioned to the contrary.
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in the same depth at the distance of 200 fathoms from the south Red h!et
side of the islet, but the ebb tide runs there at the rate of ^ '''""*•

miles per hour.

The Green Island Lighthouse and Beacon in one, bearing S.S.E.

i E , clear the Red Islet Bank to the eastward, as mentioned in

Article 28. White Islet, kept twice its own breadth open to

the northward of Hare Island, will clear it to the southward

:

but as these marks are distant, and may not always be plainly

distinguished, the lead should never be neglected, nor the vessel

taken nearer than 9 fathoms at low water. There are no marks
for clearing this bank to the northward, nor do the soundings,

there afford sufficient warning for the safety of a vessel.

White Islet, bearing S.W. i W. nearly 10 miles from Red iVhiie hi.,.

Islet, is small, low and wooded, presenting the appearance of a
clump of trees on the only part of Hare Island North Roef which
does not cover at high water. That reef, which however is com- Ha,,- ui,„„i

monly called the White Island Reef, is composed of a narrow ridtie
^yl['\ '^'f'

'"'

of highly inclined slate rocks, and extends 3 miles to the N.E. of Hee/.

the islet. Its N.E. end is extremely dangerous, because there is

no mark for clearing it, and the flood tide sets strongly upon
and over it, into the North Channel. On the N.E. end of the

reef, the north side of Hare Island and the south side of White
Islet are touching, and the west point of Cacona bears S.E. h E.

Vessels should come no nearer to it than 10 fathoms at low water.

The passage between the N.E. end of the White Islet Reef and
Red Islet is 6^ miles wide and free from danger.

Hare Island, ahout
1 J miles to the S.W. of White Islet, is Hare hfand.

*\l miles long in the direction of the river, and less than a mile
wide. In height it does not exceed 250 H)r 300 feet ; and it is

of greywacke and slate rocks, dipping at a high angle to the S.E.,

and thickly wooded. The supply of water is extremely scanty on
this large island, and fails entirely in the month of August in dry
seasons. The soil is not good, and it has no inhabitants.

The Brandy Pots are three round-backed islets of steep grey- nramly Pots.

wacke rocks, lying off the south-east side of Hare Island, at the

distance of 4. of a mile. The northermost islet is the largest and
highest, being about 150 feet high, and covered with trees. The
southermost islet, separated from the former by a very narrow

channel, dry at low water, is white, and almost bare of trees. The
norlh-castermost islet is small and wooded. Tiie three inlets together

T
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Brandy Pot$. cover a triangular Bpace about 4 of a mile in diameter. The
channel between them and Hare Island is only fit for joats.

There is a good spring well on the S.W. point of the northern

islet, but it fails in very dry eeasons.

The Bouth-rrstt point of the Brandy Pots bears S.S.W, \ W.
nearly 2 vW^i from '• T'.E, end of Hare Island ; it is extremely

bold, but a bank, with from \h to 2| fathoms allow water, extends

both to the N.E. and S.W. of it, and northward to the shore of

Hare Island. Small vessels anchor on this bank, half a mile to

the S.W. of the Brandy Pots, in 2| fathoms, hard clay and sand

bottom, and well sheltered frorA eubtcrlj winds. Large vessels

anchor further out in the stream, in from 9 to 14 fathoms at low

water, this being considered an excellent anchorage, although so

much exposed in easterly winds. The holding ground is excel-

lent, the tides not very strong, and the sea not so heavy as might

be expected. The anchorage to the eastward of the islets in

westerly winds is better sheltered, with a less depth of water.

Vessels may go as near as 6 fathoms at low water as far down as

White Islet, and have good ground and plenty of room to get

under way. The Brandy Pots is the usual rendezvous for

vessels bound down the St. Lawrence, and waiting for a wind.

A good mark for clearing the bank at the Brandy Pots for the first

mile and a half to the S.W. of those islets, as well as to guide large

vessels in anchoring with easterly winds, is not to shut the whole

of White Island in behind the east point of the Brandy Pots.

The bank which extends to the N.E. of the Brandy Pots will be

cleared by keeping the whole of the Pilgrim Islands open to the

southward of the Brandy Pots, or by going no nearer than 5

fathoms in a large vessel.

The Hare Island Scute Reef. The part of this reef which

the tide does not cover, lies 2J miles to the S.W. of Hare Island,

is small and low, of shingle covered with grass and spruce bushes,

and rests on slate rocks, which dry at low water for a considerable

distance from it, both up and down the river. This reef is situated

towards the northern side of the Hare Island Bank, which is of

great extent, with not more than 9 feet at low water, over the greater

part of it. The eastern end of this bank, in 3 fathoms at low

water, bears E. N. E. ^ E. 3 miles from the reef. About \ mile

to the westward of the east end of the bank, there is a small rocky

Knoll. Knoll, with 2 fathoms least water, the position of whicli has been

Hare I»land

South Reef.

Hare Island

Bank.

,!
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vaguely and erroneously described in the old directions. On this //«« hiand,
Knoll, White Islet is only just shut in behind the south side of

'^'"'"'

H .re Island; and the S.W. end of Hare Island bears N.W. Ij
miles. At the distance of | mile from the east end of Hare Island Paick.

Bank, there is a small 3 fathoms Patch, bearing from Hare Island

South Reef E.N E. | E. ; and from the S.W. end of Hare Island

E.S.E. i E. 2 miles, I think that 4 fathoms can be carried through

between this patch and the east end of the bank, by keeping Hare
Island and White Islet touching, but it is a narrow channel, and
the bottom is so foul and uneven that I cannot be certain. The
leading mark in the old directions, viz., White Islet, midwuy be-

tween Hare Island and the Brandy Pots, clears the Knoll, but lead«

rigiit over the 3 fathoms Patch. But in fact there is no channel
here for a very heavy ship at low water, for a ridge of sand and reck,

called the Middle Bank, with not more than from 3| to 4 fathoms MdJ/e Ba„k.
in low tides, extends all the way from the Hare Island Bank to

the Middle Shoal and Barrett Ledge. Between Hare Island Bank
and the S.W. end of Hare Island there is an unfrequented channel Vnf,eq«entvd
half a mile wide, and from 3J to 4 fathoms deep. To the S.W. C'""*"''-

the Hare Island Bank extends 6 miles from the reef of the same South m»t
name, and its S.W. end will be cleared in 3 fathoms, by keeoinir

^'""'•"» "f
mr 1 , .

J r a H<ne Island
Kaniourasca church just open to the westward of Grand Island, Bank.

bearing S. by W. J W.
There is very good anchorage all along the south side of this

bunk in 7 fathoms, which depth is near enough for a large vessel.

The Barket Ledges are two small patches of rocks 4 of a Burnt Ia;I,j,s.

mile apart, on a W. by S. line of bearing, and having 7 and 8
fathoms between them. There is equally deep water close to these

rocks on all sides excepting the S.W.; and there are 10 and 11
fathoms within a quarter of a mile of the eastern rock. The west-
ern ledge has 12 feet, and the eastern lOj feet least water. From Marhx for

the latter, the S.E. point of the Brandy Pots bears W.^N. 2^
'-'"''''"

mil s: White hlct centre N.N.W. 3^ miles; and Loup Point S.E.
'"'^'

by S. 3 miles. Moreover the east point of Great Pilgrim Island is

in one with a remarkable summit in the highlands of Kamourasca,
bearing S.W. by S. This summit kept well open clears the ledge
to the southward. The S.W. point t)f Hare Island is on with
the south side of Eboulemens mountain, bearing W.S.W. Tl)e

south side of the mountain kept well shut in behind the point of
the island will clear the ledge, and also the Middle Shoal to the

t2
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Barrtt Ltdyet. northward. For these leading marks, see views B. and C. on the

plan. Lastly the whole of the Bay of Rocks, on the north shore,

is well open to the eastward of Hare Island.

tVet/em Lrdge. The Western Ledge lies exactly in the line joining Loup Point

with the N.E. point of Hare Island, and with the S.W. side of

the Bay of Rocks : the two last bearing in one from the rock

N.W. i N. : and the south point of the Brandy Pots W. i N. 2

miles. A black buoy is professedly placed upon this rock, but

is seldom exactly on the rock, and often i of a mile distant from

it. Perhaps the anchor does not hold in the strong tide and rocky

bottom J but however this may be, I recommend vessels not to

approach nearer to this buoy than half a mile, unless they are well

acquainted with the mark for clearing the ledge.

The Middle Shoal is a small patch of rocks at the N.E.

end of the Middle Bankj it has lOj feet least water, and bears

from the western rock of Barrett Ledges S.W. i W. 1 /„ mile.

There is from 4 to 8 fathoms round and close to this shoal, and

5 fathoms between it and the ledge. This shoal lies exactly in

the line from the extreme of Loup Point to the N.W. point of

the Brandy Pots, the latter bearing N.W. by W. \ W., and the

south point of the same islands bearing N.W. i W. 1 J miles.

SOUTH SHORE;

BELOW THE TRAVERSE.

Middle Shoal.

Grem Island,

Green It^aiid

89. In Part the First, Article .^0, Green Island Lighthouse and

Reef have been described, and it is only necessary for nie to add, in

addition to the leading marks for clearing the latter, therein given,

that the south extreme of the Pilgrim Islands touching the west

extreme of Green Island will also clear the Green Island Reef in

5 fathoms : but the Pilgrims are so distant, that they can only be

made out from the reef in fine clear weather. Green island extends

5 miles S.W. by W. from the Lighthouse, with bold and rocky

shores. Its S.W. point is low and bare, and has a dangerous

reef extending from it a mile to the westward. This reef curves

out to the northward beyond the general line of the island, so ns to

bring the Lightliouse to bear N.E. by E. J E. Tiie north side of

this reef is so bold that there is no warning by tlie lead. At ni^hf,

vessels should come no nearer to it on that side than 25 fa'.homs,

nor bring the light to bear to the northward of E.N.E , until the

'I I i
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caBtcrn end of Cacona bears S.S E., which bearing clears it to the

westward.

The flood tide sets strongly over the tail of this reef towards

Cacona, and the ebb the contrary. There is generally a great

rippling off the end of the reef, caused by the meeting of the flood

tides from either side of Green Island.

Midway between the S.VV. end of the reef and Cacona Rock

there is good anchorage and shelter from easterly winds, in 6

fathoms muddy bottom, but there might be delay and difficulty in

getting out when the wind changed to the westward, on which ac-

count it is seldom used.

Green Island is of greywacke and slate rock ; wooded, and

rising to about 250 feet above the sea. The channel between this

island and the mainland is 1 mile wide in the narrowest part, and

dries at low water, with the exception of a very narrow channel

for boats.

Cacona is a remarkable rocky peninsula, about
1
J miles long,

three or four hundred feet high, and joined to the main by a

low and marshy isthmus. Its west point bears S.W. by S. 3i
miles from the S.W. end of Green Island, and is quite bold ; but

a reef of slate, dry at low water, extends from it north-eastward

to Cacona Rock, which is small, bare, bold, always above water,

and distant 400 fathoms from the north point of Cacona.

The PERcfeE Rocks form a long reef, which commences IJ

miles to the south-westward of Cacona, and extends 2 miles further

in the same direction, parallel to the shore, from which it is distant

about a mile. There are two patches of rocks, about a mile aport,

upon this extensive reef, which can almost always be seen, since

they are only covered in high tides. There is a narrow channel,

3j fathoms deep, between this reef and the mainland.

Green Island and Cacona, just touching, and bearing N.E. i E.,

lead along the north side of the Perctle Rocks in three fathoms.

Therefore keep those marks open, and you will clear the rocks to

the northward. Loup River church, on with Loup Point bearing

S. i W., will clear the rocks fully half a mile to the westward.

At night come no nearer to these rocks than 8 fathoms, for they

are very bold to the northward.

Loup River is 5| miles S.W. | S. from the west point of

Cacona, and 5 miles S.E. by E. from the Brandy Pots. It is a

considerable stream, opening to the westward, with 3 feet at

low water in its entrance. Boats can ascend it about a mile at

OrttH htand
Rtef.

m*.

Anchorage
S.fy.o/Oretn
Jtland.

Caeorta.

Cacona Rock.

Percie Rock*.

Loup River,

js'-^fr^
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Jiiver Loup,

Anchorage.

Lnup Bank.

Pt'grim Shoal.

I'l/fjiim

Inlands.

any time, excepting low water, and vessels have lain aground just

within the entrance, and taken in their cargoes of lumber ; but it

was not found to answer, and they now load outside. There are

rapids, mills, and a bridge, rather more than a mile up the

river, where boats may be sent for water when the tide is in.

The anchorage off this river is better sheltered than that of the

Brandy Pots in easterly winds, and is well sheltered in SW.
winds also, but the riding is very heavy with a gale from the

northward. The best berth is rather to the eastward of the line

joining the point of the river and the Brandy Pets, in 4^ fathoms,

mud bottom, and from | to 1 mile offshore. Further to the S.W.,

there is less water and bad ground on Loup Bank, which consists

of sl.te, thinly covered with sand and mud and extends 3 miles

out from the shore to the 3 fathoms line, reaching from the

river in a W.S.W. direction as far as the Pilgrim Islands.

The Pilgrim Shoat is a long and narrow ridge of red slate

rocks, thinly covered wiih sand, and extending 4 miles S.W. by
W., or parallel to the northern edge of the Loup Bank. The
shoal is not above a third of a mile wide, and has from 12 to 15

feet least water. The channel between it and the Loup Bank
;

- less than 2 cables' wide, and only 3i fathoms deep. On the

eastern end of this shoal, in 3 fathoms, the N.E. end of the trees

of Hare Island, and the eastern side of the Brandy Pots, are in one,

bearing N. 1 E. Cape Eagle and the N.E. side of Hare Island

Reef are just open, bearing W. * S. : St. Andr^ Point is seen

through between the Great and Middle Pilgrims, bearing S. W. i S.

;

and lastly the east point of the Pilgrim Islands bears S.S. W. f W.,

3i miles.

On the S.W. end of the Pilgrim Shoal, the centre of White
Tslet is in one with the N.W. point of the Brandy Pots : Cape
Salmon is well open to the westward of the Hare Island Reef, the

S.W. side of the latter bearing W.N.W., and the N.E. end of the

Long Pilgrim bears S.S.E., three quarters of a mile. The channel
for large ships is between the Pilgrim Shoal and the Hare Island

Bank, and is there only 1^ miles wide.

The Pilgrims are five islands of greywacke rock. Their

eastern point bears S.W. by W., 1^ miles from Point Loup.
The two westermost islands are nearly white, bare of trees

and so nearly joined together as to appear like one ; hence they

are called the Long Pilgrim, and form a narrow precij)itous

ridge 3 miles long, in a S.W. h W. direction. The two Middle
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PilgrimB and the Grent Pilgrim, which is the eastermost, are Pilgrimt.

connected by reefs, dry at low water ; but between them and the

Long Pilgrim there is a narrow channel not more than 2 feet deep

in one part, but having a deep hole with 4 fathoms water exactly

between the Long and the Westermost Middle Pilgrim.

The Middle and the Great Pilgrims extend about I4 miles to

the eastward of the Long Pilgrim, and the whole extent of these

islands is about 4| miles in a direction parallel to the shore, from

which they are distant H miles.

The Great or Eastern Pilgrim is the highest, being about 300

feet high, and partially wooded with scrubby spruce trees. It is

very remarkable, as will be seen by View B in the plan. Shoal

water extends only 200 fathoms off the eastern end of the Long

Pilgrim, but widens to 600 fathoms at the S.W. end of the island.

There is no channel between the Pilgrims and the main, where it

is so shallow that carts can cross in low tides. There is anchorage

for small vessels in westerly winds under the Long Pilgrim, and

abreast of the Great Pilgrim, in 24 fathoms.

The church of St. Andr^: is on the mainland opposite the St. Andri.

S.W. end of the Pilgrims ; and Point St. Andr4, a small and high

rocky peninsula, lies to the westward of it. The line joining the

east side of this peninsula and the church passes over the Hare

Island Bank, in 2i fathoms, and 1^ miles from its end. Everywhere

on the bank to the westward of that line, that is, with the church

hidden behind the peninsula, there is no less than 2f fathoms

water.

Si". ANDRi Bank extends from the Pilgrims to the Kamou-

rasca Islands, and in many places dries out more than a mile

from the shore. Its northern edje is very steep, but there is an

excellent mark for it, viz., the south sides of Burnt and Grande Mathfor its

Islands in one, bearing S.W. 4 W., which leads along it at the
"^^*"

distance of from 150 to 200 fathoms from the 3 fathoms line of

soundings.

The Kamourasca Islands are nearly 6 miles to the south- Kmmuraua

westward of the Pilgrims, and 2J miles from the mainland, to

which they are joined by shoals that dry at low water, Grande Grande bit.

Isle is the north-eastermost, and together with Burnt Island Burnt Island.

extends about 2 miles along the northern edge of the bank.

These islands are long and narrow ridges of greywacke rock,

and are extremely bold to the northward, there being 20

fathoms water clofc to them. Crow Island lies about three Cruw hland.

St Andre
I'jimk.
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Engtith Bank, about opposite the river Quelle) it runs nearly parallel to the edge
of the Shoals of St. Anne, at the average distance of a mile : fur-

ther eastward it trends to the northward towards Murray Bay,
which it approaches to within 2J miles, and its north-eastern

extremity, in 10 fathoms, is more than \ a mile to the westward
of a line from the church at that place to the church at Kamou-
rasca. On the western and greater part of this bank the depth is

between 6 and 8 fathoms ; and on the eastern part from 9 to 1

1

fathoms. The English and Hare Islmd Banks have been made
to join in the old charts and directions, but that is an error, since

there is a distance of 7 or 8 miles between them, in which the
river is deep from shore to shore, as will be seen by the T)lans.

South Chnnntl,

abreast of Hiire

Island.

Hramly Put

Channel.

SOUTH CHANNEL.
90. The South Channel is justly preferred for the common

purposes of navigation. In that part of it which is below the
Traverse, and which is now under consideration, the tides are
not so strong nor the water so inconveniently deep as they are in

the corresponding part of the North Channel below Coudres
Island. Moreover it possesses good anchorage almost in every
part, and water enough for the largest ships at all times of the tide.

It is true that several of our line-of-battle 8hi,-s and large frigates

have touched the ground in passing the S.W. end of Hare Island,
but thu

,
has arisen from their following the usual route to the

northward of the Barrett Ledges, and into the Brandy Pot Chan-
nel : a course which has been erroneously represented in former
directions as always to be preferred by large ships. It is, on the
contrary, only very large ships which need to shun that course,
as entailing upon them the necessity of crossing the Middle
Bank, in from 3J to 4 fathoms at low water, or even in a less

depth, if they cross it, r.ccording to the old directions, vith White
Island open between Hare Island and the Brandy Pots,

There is ver^ deep water, from 14 to 20 fathoms, between the
Middle Bank and Hare Island, but it ends in a "culdesac:"
there is no getting out of it into the Main Channel without crossing
the Middle Bank to the southward, which should never be
attempted in a ship of the line or very heavy frigate before half
flood. It would however be far better for such heavy ships to

pass to the southward of the Barrett Ledges, Mi. '.le Shoal, and
Middle Bank, whore the channel is direct, and for a very large

4

•i^'.'iim^iMimtmfiin^iMm.
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wide in the narrowest part with from 6 to 11 fathoms water over
-'"•''"* »/Hare

clay and mud bottom. If the river were likely to be much fre-

""""'"

quented by such heavy ships, it would be desirable that, in addi-

^e Middle Shoal, and 3 fathoms Patch off the eastern tail of the ^"S-
Hare Island Bank; also on the .astern and western extremes of
the Pilgrim Shoal. With the assistance of those buoys, a ship of
the line might be beat up or down with perfect safety
The circumstance which has given a preference to the Brandy Pot

Channel to the northward oftheBar-ett Led^^es. and whichv/iU con-mue to do so for the common purposes of navigation, is the advan-
tageous position of the anchorage at the Brandy Potp. especially in
northerly winds, when it is absolutely necessary that vessels bound
down the river should be to windward on account of the ranid
tide setting to the southward from between the White UU
Reef and Red Islet. Moreover vessels bound to sea usually
rendezvous at the Brandy Pots to wait for a wind, or the tide
one ebb being sufficient, with a moderately good working breeze,
to take them down below Green Island, where they can always
gam ground to the eastward whilst the weather remains fine
The Brandy Pots also are about the point that a fair sailing mer-
chant vessel can reach in one flood from the anchorage under
Green Island Reef, where they usually wait for the tr^.when
beating up with westerly winds.

Referring to Art. 28 and 50, for the approach to Red Islet and
Green Island Reef, I shall proceed to give brief directions for
ascendmg the river by the South Channel.

FROM GREEN AND RED ISLANDS TO THE BRANDY POTS.

Vessels arriving as high up as Green Island by day, with clear Soua channel
weather and a fair wind, will require little information, beyond

"'"'""' "f
that which the Admiralty plans furnish, for ^^e;r guidance to

"""" '*"""'•

anchorage ofT either the Brandy Pots or Loup Point; where
they "lav wait for a pilot, or proceed further as they may
prd-jr. i hey will of course observe the clearing mark" and
dir. ctv ,>, fjr Green Islaind Reef, Red Islet Reef, the Barrett
i^cdgcL, and PerctJe Rocks (Art. 88. 89), and that the Brandy
Pots and Hare Island, touching, and bearing S.W. | W. (see View
A.) lead through between Green Island and Red Islet nearly in
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Uland.

Set of the

Tides.

^ffaZ""""
"''^ ''^'""^^' ^^'^ ^e'-^e «« an excellent guide to vessels bound

' •
•

cither up or down, in this part of the river. The rate and direc-
tion of the strong tides will be found in the plans, and will more-
over be mentioned at the close of this chapter: they can never
be safely neglected, but must be especially attended to at night
or in thick weather. With a side wind, too, their oblique direction
across the river must be allowed for. Therefore in a vessel coming
up the river, and being under the north shore with a northerly
wind, attend to the following directions. If you wish to take the
South Channel.bring the Green Island Lighthouse and Beacon in
one, bearing S.S.E. i E, and run down upon this leading mark
till White Islet is opened fully twice its own breadth to the north-
ward of Hare Island. Then haul up, and if the tide be flood,
you have merely to ;ake care not to close those marks for clearin.^
the south side of Red Islet Bank, which, with the flood, you need
not approach nearer than 10 fathjms. It is of consequence to
observe (more particularly with a southerly wind than in this case)
that the flood L^ets through between Red Islet and the White Islet
Reef, and stron-l^ over the tail of the latter into the North Channel.
But with the ebb tide, you must Inff up close under the Red

Islet Bank, taking care however to keep White Islet fu)ly twice
its own breadth open to the northward of Hare Island, and not
to approach the bank nearer than 7 fathoms, till Red Islet bears
N.W., when you can keep your luff as close as you may find
necessary to prevent your being set over to the lee shore by the
strong ebb coming from the North Channel between White and
Red Islets, and setting over towards Green Island Reef. You
may keep the same marks (White Islet open of Hare Island) on
until you approach the White Islet Reef to 10 fathoms water;
then edge away along the south side of that reef, where the tides
set fairly up and do«n tht river, and are of moderate strength.

It is scarcely necessary to mention that in the voyage down the
river also, these tides must be attended to. For instance, with a
northerly wind and ebb tide, keep well to windward under the
White Islet Reef, and so as not to be set down towards the Green
Island Reef With a southerly wind end flood tide, on the contrary,
you must keep well to the southward, in order to avoid being
carried by the tide into the North Channel.

At night, when Green Island Light can be seen, its bearing and
the soundings in the chart will prove sufficient guides, even although

Off Green
lilttnd at

Niyhl.

1

I
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the land shoul J not be seen. In a vessel under the north shore, S...A Chan„el
commg up Wi.h a northerly wind, bring the light to bear S S E '•ff^'^''"

and bear np across the tail of the Red Islet Bank, allowing for the
""""^ "' '""*''

tide 80 as to keep the light on that bearing. Whilst crossing on
that bearing from the light you will have 11 or 12 fathoms when
in the stream of the bank, and be li miles distant from its eastern
end in 3 fathoms water. Keep your lead going of course, and
if the tide be flood, take care that it does not set you too near
the end of the bank. Ten fathoms is as near as you ought t go
at night.

Continue your course towards the light until you deepen to 20
fathoms, then haul to the south-westward under the Red Islet
Bank. Pass it in 20 fathoms, which is near enougli for a stranger
at night, and when the Light bears S.E. by E. ^ E., you will be
on the line from it to Red Islet, which will be distant about li
miles. From this position the south pcint of the Brandy Pots
will bear S.W. \ W., 13^ miles ; but you must remember what
has been said of the set of the tides between Red Islet and the
White Islet Reef, and must regulate your course accordingly
guiding yourself also by the bearing of the light, and more espe-
cially by the soundings in the plan.

In a vessel, at night, with an easterly wind coming up, as directed
in Article 27, and having made the Green Island Light, run up in
20 fathomi until you are within 3 miles of it, or till it begins to
bear to the southward of S.W. Then haul out into more than 30
fathoms, and run up in the deep water, till the light bears S.E.,
when you will be well past the reef, and may continue to run up',
coming no nearer to Greer. Island then 25 fathoms, in order to'

avoid its western reef, 8ee Art. 89. Violent and breaking rip- RippUuys.
phngs, which change their position with the time of tide, will be met
with between Green and Red Islands, but there is no danger beyond
those which are shown in the plans. An easterly gale against the
ebb tide causes a very heavy sea. As soon as you have past r.r.ake^He
Lacona, and wish to make the Brandy Pots, haul over to the north- ^'""''y ''"'*•

westward, towards White Islet, into 9 or 10 fathoms, and run up
in that depth till you see those islands : do not come to the south-
ward into deeper water for fear of Barrett Ledges. If you wish to
run up to the southward of that ledge, keep Green Island Light
only just shut in behind the west end of Green Island, bearing
N.E. i E., sheering to the northward occasiynally to ai^ht it, or
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"' "'"•
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'"''''
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Tn be 1„ T °'''- " " ""'"» '«•»'"" ">at the Light

dT. ,L. " " "" '""" ^'""=' " "i^PP™". P»vi-

1 r "; """" *"' ^°" "= P-' "« Pere "Rock^'h.,,!

IHavl1 . " ; "" ""'"'• ^""•-""f "» P'™ i or anchor"" ""ylight, as may he preferred.
I give no direction a. to what course should be steered or what

Twr"rh?""
""'r"" """ "' "i--.«l »r.

""
be seen on hrT' T' ?"""' ''™ »"' ""^ '° -<"l>"
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'

', *' '^™«" """"'S'-'- "' *= '«»<"•combined wuh the sounding,, can alone be trusted for the safeconduct of a vessel in such a navigation

Jl^^! "'"'',"• " ""'
'" °'*' """ " "«- »-«»>«>.

Observe that a vessel, wa,t,ng tide under Green Island Reef should

a. U « low water by the shore. She should then stand acrlhe«™m,ng stream of the ebb towards the .ail of theZBank where she „,ll meet the first of the flood, and should w rlup m „ as far as Red Wet. b, which time the flood will l" e m,

G nerally speaktug the ebb is very strong, the water deep, andThe

caerf :::!°1Z
°"*"""«' ""-^acona. nevertheless

case of the w,nd f«,hng. vessels are sometimes anchored in about

,t Ld T.u " "' ""' '"•> "'»"8 *"». >"" >!>= ground
'
W. --"he vessel so near the shore that the occurrc,,!, 7lsys northerly wind would be attended with much danger m1,merchant vessel,, with a good working breeze can be , /

e.ow Green Is,a„d Reef to the Brandy Pot. in rje Z.
"'

eTp.»]e.. however, tt., often no. easily accomplished, for .he flood.,he mpercept.ble in the centre of the passage, and a vesseT anbeat against it with ease.

BRANDY POTS TO THE TRAVERSE.
Vessels proceeding up the river from the Brandy P.ts may

4tv

i^
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%^

crosB the Middle Bank any where to the westward of a line

from those islands to Loup River church, and to the eastward of
Hare Island Bank. See Art. 87. But if they wish to have more
than 3 or 3^ fathoms, they must depart from the old directions,

and cross with the White Islet open to the eastward, instead of

westward, of the Brandy Pots. The N.E. extreme of the trees of

Hare Island, just open to the eastward of the Brandy Pots, is a good
line to cross upon. I do not think there is less than 4 fathoms in

ordinary spring tides upon that line. Having crossed the Middle
Bank, and der.pened your water to the southward into 8 fathoms,

stee. S.W. I W., and if your compasses are correct, the Kamou-
rasca Islands will be a little on your larboard bow. If the weather
be clear, you will be able to distinguish Burnt Island from Grande
Island by the time you are abreast of the Great Pilgrim. Open
the north side of Burnt Island, only just in sight to the northward
of Grande Island, bearing S.W. ^ W., and keep it so as a leading

mark to clear the western part of the Pilgrim Shoal. See Art. 89.

"When past that shoal, with a leading wind and clear weather,
nothing more seems requisite than to pay attention to the sound-
ings in the plans, and regulate your course accordingly. S.W. f W.,
allowing for deviation, will take you past the Kamourasca Islands,

after which you must incline more to the westward, following

the edge of the South Bank in 8 or 9 fathoms up to the Buoy
on the shoals of St. Anne.

In thick weather, or at night, after crossing the Middle Bank
to the southward, as before directed, either one side of the channel or

the othei- should be taken as a guide for running up by the lead :

say in "7 fathoms. Either side may be taken as high up as the

middle of the Long Pilgrim, after which the south side of Hare
Island Bank must be followed in the same depth ; for the western
part of the Long Pilgrim, the Bank of St. Andr<5,and the Kamou-
rasca Islands, have deep water close to them, affording no guidance
by the lead. After passing Kamourasca, the edge of the south

bank may be easily followed in 1 fathoms, or in 10 fathoms, if it

be a large ship, up to St. Anne Buoy.

With beating winds, the lead and the soundings in the plans

must tell when to tack, excepting in the case of St. Andre
Bank. In the board from the northward towards that bank,

tack immediately after Burnt Island disappears behind Grande
Island, and hdvte it reappears to the southward. See Art. 89.

South Channel
crottmg the

Middle Bank.

Leading Mark
between Pil-

grim Shoo/,

and Hare
Island Bank

at night,

along South
Side of Hare
Island Bank,

and crossing to

Kamourasca.

St. Andre
Bank.
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Lark Point, the south-western point of entrance of the Sneue- Lark i^. .

lay chflk, but much lower th„n those of Point Vaehes. LarkIslet, small and low, lies oil this point 1 mile to the E.N.E. and I Urk injoined to u by sand and boulders dry at low water
''

Lark Reef is of sand and boulders, dry at low water nearlv t . „out to the edge of the shoal water, .hich^ extends 3tle^
''''''"'

S.S.K direcfon from Lark Point. Between this extensive reef
Hi those wh,ch extend l-^ miles S.E. from Point Vaehes ihe entrance of the Saguenay River : but as the navigatio.! of
at nver .s qn.te d.tinct from that of the St. Lawrencefl shall

r serve U for a future chapter, and have here only menti ned the
extensive reefs off .s entrance in so far as they are dangers to beavoided by vessels bound up the North channel of the St.Wrence.

The mark for leading clear of those reefs and of Lark Reef \. n. . .
BO distant that it can only be made out in fine weather lUsh ^--^

-

western sides of the Brandy Pots and White Islet in one, and open
"'""' '"'•^*-

to tl^ southward of Hare Island, bea.;.g S.S.W. * W. Running
on this mark, a vessel will pass the S.E. extreme of Lark Reef in
6 fathoms, and at the distance of | of a mile from the 3 fathoms

Canard River is a small stream, celebrated for wild ducks at r .nthe western termination of the clay cliffs, 2* miles S.W. of lHPoint; and can only be approached in a boat near high water.The ECHAFAUD IS a small, steep, and rocky islet, Ivin-^ off the n r .outh of a cove full of rnpL-« ^ ^.i^^ o TT, i , 1 = °" ^^^ F:<:'<"/<.ud

Islet.

—r> """ »uv,«v^ iBici, IVin""
rnouth of a cove full of rocks, 5 miles S.W. of Lark Point. TheLark Reef terminatesclose to the «outh-west ward of the Echaftvud
after having trended for 5 miles in a W. by S. direction from its'o.h. extreme.

Cape Basque is the first mountainous headland S.W. of the Can. nSaguenay, bearir.g S.W. i S. 6* miles from Lark Point I is

""'
quite bold, having 20 fathoms close to it.

Basque Road, between the cape of the same name and Lark /;, n >Reef. IS a very good anchorage, well sheltered by the reef fr m
"'

'

easterly winds, and by the mainland from all northeilv and
westerly winds, as far to the southward as S.W. There is plentvof room for many vessels, but the best berth is with Eclafaud
Islet, bearing W.N.W. and distant rather less than a mill,

u
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Batque Road.

RIVER ST. LAWRENCE.

Ciipe Digg.

H Bayo/Rockt

Capif Safmon.
Shea/e Port.

B/ack River.

Port PariUij,

Cape Eagle.

JRirt Salmon,

Miirratj Bay,

and River.

where the vessel will be in 10 or 11 fathoms, with clay bottom,
and at the distance of nearly * a mUe from the 3 fathoms line.

Vessels may anchor further out in 13 fathoms ; but the further out]
the stronger the tide. At the anchorage I have recommended,
the tides are not strong, and the holding ground is everywhere
very good. There is no anchorage on the north shore to the S.W.
of this before we arrive at Murray Bay, a distance of 28 miles.
Cape Dogs. 5^ miles S.W. | S. from Cape Basque, is quite

bold, high, preciiiJtous, and of bare granite. Halfway between
these capes is the Bat ok Rocks, having an island and many
large rocks in it, as its name implies, and affording shelter only
to boats.

Cape Salmon is high and bold, like Cape Dogs, from which it

bears S.W. i S. 9^ miles. Between these capes are Shettle Port,
Black River, and Port Parsley; at the distances of 2^, 4|,
and 7* miles respectively from Cape Dogs. They are merely
places for boats,

i

Cape Eagle is 5f miles S.W. by W. i W. from Cape Salmon,
and of the pame bold, high, and precipitous character. The bay
between these capes is a mile deep, but affords no anchorage for
shipping, in consequence of the great depth of water. In it is
Port Salmon, a small cove which large boats can enter at high
water, situated about 14 miles to the westward of Cape Salmon.
The settlements on the North shore are beginning to spread to
the eastward of this place, and they are continuous from it along
the coast to Quebec.

Murray Bay, 6* miles W. by S. from Cape Eagle, is abput
li miles wide, and nearly as deep; but is all dry at low water,
excepting the very shallow channels leading to the river at its
head. The river is rapid and unnavigable, flowing down a beau-
tiful valley from two or three small lakes among the hills. There
are not many places in Canada that can be justly compared
with this for beauty of scenery. There is a church and village
round the head of the bay, and the settlements extend some miles
back from the St. Lawrence. There are grist e.vd saw mills on
the river. At the latter deals are made, and are for the most
part shipped to Quebec in small schooners, which lie aground
near or m the entrance of the river; occasionally however
vessels auchor off, and take in cargoes of lumber.

^^ww

m
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Slightshocks of earthquake, are not infreq^m at Murray Bay, Murrau Ba,.
and also at Eboulemens, St. Paul's Bay. and the neighbourhood.
The anchorage is close under the high rocky shore, a little to Po,nu Ga»,

the eastward of the bay; with Point Gaze, its east point, bear- J'*'"'
""'^

ing W. by N. about 400 fathoms; Point Pique, its west point ^'nckrage.
S.W. I W.J and Point Heu. E.N.E. i E. The bottom is of
clay, good for holding, and the depth 10 or 12 fathoms at the
distance of about 300 fathoms from the shore, but not above
i of a mile from the edge of the shoal water. Vessels here
Will be out of the strength of the tides, well sheltered from th«
prevailing winds, and in perfect safety if Well moored, although
inconveniently near the shore except in the case of a vessel taking

.
m her lading. It is possible to anchor a little further out in 15
or 16 fathoms, hut the tides are there very strong.

In running up from the eastward to anchor at Murray Bay, 3/.*,/.. Me
give the shore a berth of ^ of a mile, in order to avoid the shoal

«*-'•«""••

water which extends nearly i of amile offshore half way between
Cape Eagle and the anchorage. In running down from the west-
ward, keep Cape Sain, the first point westward of Point Pique. Cape Sain.
just open to the southward of the latter, in order to clear the edge
of the shoal water which fills Murray Bay; and when the church
bears N.W. you may haul in towards the anchorage.
Goose Cape is bold and rocky, and about 9* miles S.W. 4 S. from Ooo,e Caoe.

iZ^ r^T *l'
^""' P"^"' °^ ^^""''^y ^^y- At Malbay, and in

"'^''"

Li tie Malbay. between those two points, the shoals dry out i of amile from the shore, but there is no good anchorage.
Cape Martik the east point of Eboulemens Bay, is 3 miles ^«^ ''^-•'••

W. by S from Goose Cape. The shore between them is very
Brightly mdented, and the shoals dry out about i of a m l7hat IS. nearly to a line joining the two capes. Nearly half waybetween these, but rather nearer Goose Cape.a stream descends a
ravine, ahdoff the mouth of the latter there is a ve^y large boulde
stone called Grosse Rock.

^

Qr

well sheltered from easterly winds. It must be remembered,
however, that the tides will be found rather strong if the vessel be
anchored farthei >ut than is recommended, whereas in the proper

'

berth both streams are of moderate strength. When at anchor
too far outmSi fathoms with only a neap tide, the strength ofwhich was however aided by .„ easterly wind, we observed the
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aZnlBoJif
^"* "^*^^ ^°°^ coming round Goose Cape with a great rippling.

At first it set slanting on the shore, at the rate of 5 knots, but

soon decreased to 3^ knots. About an hour from its commence-
ment the stream increased again to 4* knots; and after continuing

at that rate only for a short time, decreased to 2^ knots, which
rate it retained for the remainder of the tide, setting fuirly along

shore. Further out still, that is in 10 fathoms, the ebb also will

be found strong as well as the flood. To avoid these strong tides,

anchor in 7 fathoms with Grosse Rock, above mentioned, bear-

ing N. by VV., and Cape Corbeau, the east point of St. Paul's

Bay, only just shut in behind Cape Martin, bearing W. i S.

Here you will have good holding ground, and will be about 400
fathoms from the shore at high water, but only half that distance

from the 3 fathoms edge of the shoals. Small vessels anchor
further to the eastward, close in under Goose Cape, which bears
from the anchorage I have recommended E.N.E. i^ E. 1| miles.

3lotmi Ebou/e- Mount Eboulemens is about 3 miles to the northward of that

anchorage, and one of the highest summits on the northern
shore of the St. Lawrence ; being, by our measurements, 2547
feet above the high water in ordinary spring tides.

The east end of Coudres Island bears from Cape Martin, S.W.
by S., 2f miles.

THE NORTH CHANNEL.
BELOW COUDRES ISLAND.

92. The channel to the northward of 'Red Islet and its bank,
and between the latter and the shoals off the Saguenay River, is

3f miles wide from 3 fathoms to 3 fathoms, and with very deep
water between. Further westward the North Channel is much
wider, excepting in one place, and even there it is nearly 3j miles
in breadth. Thus between Cape Dogs and Hare Island it is 4
miles wide; between Cape Salmon and the Hare Island Bank it

is 3* miles wide, and this is the narrowest part of the channel.
About 5 miles further to the westward, the islands and banks,
which divide the river into two channels, cease for a time. Thus
between Cape Eagle and the east end of Grande Island Kamou-
rasca there is but one channel, 7i miles wide ; the line from the
cape to the east end of the island passing the western extreme of
Hare Island Bank in 5 fathoms. The river continues thus clear

Nurlh Cktnnel.
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from detached ehoalB, and with deep water from side to side, for a North Channel.
distance of 6 or 7 miles, or until we arrive opposite Murray Bay,
which is opposite to Cape Diable on the south shore, and distant
from it lOj miles. A line drawn from the east point of the bay
to that cai will pass over the N.E. extreme of the EngUsh Bank
in about 11 fathoms, and to the westward of this line the river

may be considered as again divided into two channels by the
Enghsh Bank, although there is water enough over the latter for

the largest ships until it joins the Middle Ground about 3 mihs
below the buoys of the Traverse. The breadth of the St. Lawrence
between Goose Cape and Point Quelle is nearly 8 milesj but
the navigable breadth is diminished by the Shoals of St. Anne to

5 miles.

The North Channel from Red Island to Coudres Island ht^i. Bad anchorage.

a depth of water usually exceeding 30, and sometimes 50 fathoms

;

it therefore affords no anchorages excepting those which I have
described in the last article. A vessel however might anchor on
the north si)*, of the Hare Island Bank, and the English Bank is

common to both channels, but it is only in fine weather that
vessels could ride in such exposed situations. In time of need a
vessel may also anchor all along the north side of Hare Island,
and White Island Reef, but the giound is generally bad, and the
vessel, in consequence of the deep water, must be too close in
shore for safety, especially in the e\ent of a strong N.W. wind
occurring. It is this want of good and convenient anchorages
which renders this part of the Northern Channel unfit for general
use. In the South Channel, a vessel above Cacona can anchor
almost anywhere, or at any time when it may become necessary

:

but iu the north, in the event of its falling calm, she would be left

at the mercy of the strong tides, and might be in danger of being
set on shore if she were in the neighbourhood of Red Islet or the
shoals oflF the Saguenay. In other respects the North Channel
is a fine, wide, and straight channel, entirely unembarrassed by
detached shoals, and therefore there seems no reason why it should
not be used occasionally when circumstances may render it

advantageous to do so ; as in the case of scant and strong N.W.
winds likely to continue, as they generaUy are in the fall of the
year, and when it would be, for obvious reasons, desirable to keep
the north shore on board.

With easterly winds and thick weather, or at night, this channel
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^orMcW/. .hould never be attempted : for as the leading marka could not
then be seen, and the soundings are too deep and irregular to
supply the requisite guidance, a vessel would be very likely to
meet with a fatal accident under such circumstances. Besides
the meeting of the ebb tides down the St. Lawrence and out of
the Saguenay, at the rate of 5 or 6 knots, and their opposition to
the heavy swell up the estuary in N.E. gales, causes a very heavy
breaking sea, which it would be difficult to distinguish from shoal
water.

However, supposing the circumstances such as to render it

di-ec?oLV"'
^°" *° *'^' *''' ^'"^^ ^^"""''' *"'"'' *' *^' ^"""^'"K

If with a strong N.W. wind you have kept the north shore on
board until you have passed the Bergeron Coves, and if night
be approaching, and the flood tide nearly done, endeavour to
reach the anchorage 2 or 3 miles to the eastward of Point Vaches
(see Art. 91), and remain there till daylight. Having sufficient

f/VM ,^e Fn t^t' *° *"''' ^°^ *"'"«^ ^*^''° ^'^ '«'«* «°d the shoals offH.H ,,em the Saguenay proceed as follows :-Fin,t, with the ebb tide, keep
well to windward, running along under the north land at the
distance of a mile, until you open Cacona to the westward of Red
Islet, bearing S. i E. Then steer so as may be necessary to
bring the western extremes of the Brandy Pots and White Islet

!r« w'* X* w °P'° *° *^' '""^^''"'^ °^ ""^ I«l«"d. bearing
!>&.W. i W. Run upon that leading mark, and it will lead
you clear to the southward of all the shoals off the Saguenav In
crossing the mouth of the river you will have very irregular
soundings, from 12 to 60 fathoms, but when the lighthouse of
Green Island comes on with the west end ofRed Islet, you will be
off the S.E. extreme of Lark Reef, in 6 fathoms, and three
quarters of a mile from its 3 fathoms edge. Continue to run
on the same leading mark, with your lead going until the
houses at Tadousac open to the westward of Lark Islet, bearing
N. by W. You wUl now be off the south extreme of Lark Reef
and will perhaps be able to see a Patch of sand and stone upon it
wiiich never covers. If you have kept the mark on, that patch
will be about li miles to the north-westward, you will have
deepened your water to nearly 20 fathoms, and may. if you wish
haul up for the anchorage in Basque Road, guiding yourself along
the west side of Lark Reef by the soundings in the chart. But if

Saguenay
Reefs,

LarA Reef.

Lark Patch
nf er cove:-s
V
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you wish to continue your course up the river, nothing more is North CAnnn^i.
necessary than to keep well under the north shore with the ehb

^'^^'"•<"' '»

and more in the middle of the channel with the flood tide, for

^'""""'"*"''

there is nothing in the way as far up as Coudres Island.

Secondly
:
Coming up, and having past Bergeron with the flood W/A thep/ood.

tide, It 18 not necessary to keep the northern shore quite so close
on board. Open Cacona to the westward of Red Islet, as before
directed, and then steer so as to open the Brandy Pots to the
southward of White Islet, about the breadth of the latter, and
bearing S.W. by S. Take care to open the Brandy Pots as
directed, because the line of those islands and White Islet touch-
ing passes nearly over a rocky patch of 7* fathoms, which it is as Rocky PatcU.
well to avoid, although I do not think that there is less water
there. The cross marks for that rocky patch are Red Islet on
with the S.W. end of Green Island. A vessel running on the
leading mark which I have given for the case of the ebb tide
passes well inside, or to the northward of it. But to return:
having opened the Brandy Pots to the southward of White Islet!
keep them so as you run towards them, until Green Island Light-'
house is well open to the westward of Red Islet, when you may
steer directly up the middle of the channel between Hare Island
and the north shore. In the event of the wind and tide failing,

anchorage will 'be found on the Hare Island Bank, the English
Bank, Murray Bay, and to the westward of Goose Cape.

93. I shall close this chapter with a few brief remarks on the Tide, betu,een
tides, which, with the rate and course of the streams, as shown by

^'•'""»'«' c,u.

the arrows on the plans, the times of high water on the full and
''"' ^"'"*'

change days, and the rise and duration of the tides given in the
table at the end of this book, will, I trust, be all that seamen can
require on this head.

The principal stream of flood ascends along the northern side Flood
of the estuary. One part of this principal stream sets from below
Bergeron towards and over the tail of the Red Island Bank,
which it curves round to the southward, and then passes into the
North Channel between Red Islet and the White Islet Reef. At
the same tin\e an inferior stream of flood ascends along the south
shore close outside the R«zades, Basque, Apple, and Green
Islands

;
and inside of them also after the shoals are covered.

When these two streams of flood meet ^he last of the ebb, and
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Flood.

Jldei between afterwards each other, between Green and Red Ifilands, thev cause
Green and Cou- y- u i. i • • v i. , . .

dre$ himdi. "'g*^ breaking npphngs, which can be heard at a great distance oti

a still night, and which appear like broken water on a shoal.

Each of these two streams of flood is strongest near its own side,

and there is consequently little or no flood in mid-channel,

particularly in neap tides and westerly winds. To the westward of

Cacona the flood in the South Channel sets fairly up the river on
either side of the Barrett Ledges, Middle Shoal, and Middle
Bank ; but the strongest part of it passes up the deep water to

the northward of these shoals, between them and the Brandy Pots
and Hare Island ; and at the rate of 2J or 3 knots in spring tides.

On arriving at the Hare Island Bank, great part of this stream
passes into the North Channel between that bank and Hare
Island ; the rest over the tail of the bank into the South Channel.
The flood sets fairly up the South Channel, and between the

Pilgrims and the Hare Island Bank, but becomes very weak
above them, especially in neap tides, until we arrive as high as

Point Origneaui, whence it gradually increases in strength, being

aided by a branch of the northern stream from between the English

and Hare Island Banks, until it attains its full rate of 5 knots in

the South Traverse.

To return again to the principal stream of flood : another part

of it passes between the Red Islet Bank and the shoals off the

Saguenay, whilst a third part ascends that river 70 miles to the

rapids. When the flood first makes, it meets the ebb down the

channel to the northward of Hare Island, and causes a tremendous
rippling, extending from the Lark Reef to Red Islet. Above that

islet, the stream of flood, after sweeping round to the westward
past Rocky Bay, pursues a tolerably fair course up the north chan-
nel as high as Cape Eagle, off' which it divides : the southern part

proceeding to the southward of the English Bank, on its way to

the South Traverse; whilst the northern part passes between the

English Bank and the north shore up to Goose Cape. Off Goose

Cape this northern part of the stream of the flood again divides

:

one, the lesser and weaker part, passing to the southward of Coudres,

throws off at the first of the tide branches to the S.S.W., which

pass over the western part of the English Bank, on either side of

the Middle Ground, and between the latter and the shoals eastward

of the Seal Reefs, into the South Channel. This seems to arise from
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the floqd being earlier in the North than in the Snntl. ri i ,

hence the fir«f nf f».o a a / ^ Channel, and r,v/,, f„„vrennence the first of the flood comes from the N.N.E. at the Traverse ""''""""^ ^'"'-
ond set« for about an hour on the shoals of St. Anne and St. Ronue '

""* '^'"""

Ihe other and principal part passes between Coudres Islandand the north shore, where it attains the same rate of 5 knots inspnng tides as in the South Traverse.

alrLrl,
''' "?• T'"' ''' '''' ^''^^ ''^y-^ ^^^-^ '-« '^^'

ar ows :n the plans express. I may however remark generally

to that of the flood, excepting between Red and Green Islandsand to the eastward of the former. The principal part of the ehdown the North Channel, being turned ."the SE. by Lar Rcomes through between White Islet Reef and Red Let, sett^ove towards the east end of Green Island at the rate «; 5 or (knots ,n spring tides. The ebb out of the Saguenay River isequally strong, and sets over towards the east end of ied lllee

rel1 r''T.7*'*''
eastward, it unites with the St. Law-rence ebb from wh.ch it can be readily distinguished by the darkcolour of its water, and both together set down^he estuary asl.been e la d in Art. 15. and other parts of these directL.

Although the duration both of the rise and stream of the tides

useful to remark here that the flood and ebb are less unequal induration in the North than in the South Channel : and that n bo
hannels the streams of flood and ebb upon an average continue

shore
'^^P^'^^'^^ly «fter it is high and low water by the

fallt'e? .f
"'' ?'' '^' '^"* ""« ''' ^O-- -d the ebb

falls 6h. 34m., so that the ebb by the shore is about | of anhour longer than theflood. This inoquality of the tides inereasel

theSourT "' I ;""' *'" '' P'^'"^ St. Roque, opposite
the South Traverse, the flood is only 5h. 35m. and the ebb 6h 50m.The times of the high and low water by the shore do not seen.
to be much affected by w.nds ; but the amount of the rise and fall
of the tides, and the duration of the streams, are considerably
affected by strong winds

: nevertheless, as an approximation near
enough for practical purposes, we may state that. whe. the stream
«^ flood makes in mid-channel, the tide has risen by the shore, at
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^::n':'nTZ. ^''f
^^'y P«^

» ^^ot 3 inche«.and at theTraverse 2 feet 6in.l,

proportional aL^^l rardlu0"^^^ ^^ ^""^^'^^

their whole duration »!,. , ,
" ^°' ""7 P^rt of
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CHAPTER XI.

THK SOUTH, MIDDLE, AND NORTH TRAVERSBS TO QUEBEC

Crane Islands, ie^jeu B^k -st " Di?eT ^T'.^^^'
°°°'« -«»

-98. The South Shi: !bte the\^rr' W.fS'"^B ^i'""Bellechasse Island and Rock. St. ValUer Bal of^ V n T
Michel. Beaumont Reefs. Point Levi -99. iflalL 8^^^^^^^^^^ '"
the Northern Side of the South Channel. CrJu^Ti^tt^^TaU. Grosse Patch and Quarantine Anchorage at Grosw Sin

,

Grosse Island Tail. Banks of Madame, and MaSie Reef Tl» n

Island and the t^ShfrETor^s^TVa^Z 'V^
Sir^PrSe Sh'^r '"h^T'"''"""^"^^-

Coudreslli- pt>Bay, Prairie Shoal, and Directions for the Anchorage Shnlforming the South Side of the North Channpl Ja ^ a ^ *

J04.
Table showing the rxse and fall of the Tides, with Remarks on

94. We have now arrived at the most difficult part of the navi-
gation of the St. Lawrence, where the river becomes divided into
three channels by shoals and islands. The eastern entrances of
all three of these channels are rendered more or less difficult,
either by their narrowness, the want of good anchorage in them,

'

the southern shore, and between it and the shoals and islands occu
pying the central part of the river from the South Traverse to
Quebec This channel is the only one at present in use, and is
preferable to the others for the general purposes of navigation
having excellent anchorage and moderate tides in every part ex'
cepting for a few miles in the Traverse. If this channel were /</,./
sufficiently buoyed the largest ships might ascend by it to Qulc ^"^^^^^ '
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South Chamel. at all times of tide; but with no other assistance than the present
buoys there will always be danger of ships of the lin? or very
heavy frigates striking on some of the shallow and rocky patches
which abound in the Traverse, especially in its western part,

about 3 miles below the Pillars. The channel between Beaujeu
Bank and Crane Island should also be buoyed for the use of such
large ships, for scarcely more than 3 fathoms at low water can
be carried through to the southward of that bank where all ves-

sels at present pass. A large ship must wait for the proper time
of tide to pass such shallow parts of the channel, by which a iair

wind may be lost and much delay occur.

The whole distance, by the South Channel from the light-vessel

at the Traverse to Quebec, is 55 miles.

The Middle Channel lies between the shoals and islands which
form the northern side of the South Channel and the long line

of shoals and reefs which extend from Coudres Island to Reaux
Island. In one part of it, near the eastern entrance of the Middle
Traverse, there are not more than 3 fathoms at low water. (See .

Admiralty Plans, sheets 5 and 6.) Having passed this shallow

part there is both room and water enough for the largest ships

until we arrive at the group of islands between Crane Island

and the Isle of Orleans, where the Middle Channel communicates
with the South Channel by various narrow passages between
the islands. There is plenty of water in most of these passages

at all times, but the tides set strongly through them; and,

although they might be rendered available in case of necessity,

and though it would be possible to take even the largest ships

up to Quebec by the Middle Channel, were it requisite from any
cause to do so, yet they are too intricate and difficult for general

navigation. The other and belter channels will always be preferred

for general use ; but they ought to be known to the pilots in

common with every other channel in the river.

The Middle Channd was unknown before our survey It was
probably known to the French, but, if so, their knowledge had
been lost ; for, even in the most recent of the old charts and
directions, the Seal Reefs are represented as extending to Coudres

Island, and the islands between Crane Island and the Reaux
Island as being joined together by shallow water.

North Chawwl. Thr North CHANNEL stretches along the high northern shore

of the river, inside of Coudres Island and of the line of shoals
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which extend, from the latter to the Neptune Rock and the Burnt iVowACW/.
l^ape Ledge, and from thence through the North Traverse be-
tween the .hoalB which reach from the Burnt Cape Ledge nearly
to Reaux Island, and those which lie off the N.E. end of the
Isle of Orleans. From the North Traverse this channel continues
between Reaux and Madame Islands on the one side, and the
Isle of Orleans on the other, till it unites with the South Channel
opposite St. Vallifer.

The North Channel, as just described, was formerly in general F.„..,, ,.,,.
use, but U .s now l.tUe known to those pilots who have not been
required to qualify themselves for taking ships through it It
has been very much misrepreaented in former books of directions
wherem .he objections to it are, for the most part, either exaR-
gerated or imaginary. If a light were placed on the west point L,,^,. „w
01 Frairie Bay, in Coudres Island, and if th forth Traverse

*""^* """""'•

were properly buoyed and lighted, this channel would be of far
easier navigation for large ships than the South Channel ; for it is
much wider and less embarrassed by shoals in every part ex-
cepting in part of the North Traverse, which is narrow' .^,d
intricate

;
but with this great advantage over the South Traverse

that there is good anchorage in every part of ii, and Udes of
comparatively moderate strength; neither is there any want of
anchorage in other parts of the North Channel, excepting in the
middle of It. where in general the tides will be found too strong'
Between Coudres Island and the Main the water is so deep, and
the stream so strong, that there is no anchorage excepting in
Frame Bay, which is an excellent roadstead. (See Art 101 )Above Coudres there is a fine straight channel from U to 2^ miles
wide, entirely free from danger, and extending 18 or 19 milea
to the Burnt Cape Ledge. The depth of water is not (as has
heen represented) inconveniently deep anywhere above Coudres •

•t nowhere exceeds 11 fathom, at low water in mid^hannel. and
.s generally not above 1 1 or 12 fathoms, shoaling towards the sides-
of the channel, so as to afford good anchorage out of the strength of
the tides. There is, however, much more tide and more sea in this
long and open reach of 6 or 7 leagues than in the corresponding
parts of the South Channel ; and in the fall of the year the N.W
pqualls off the mountains are heavy and frequent. Altogether 1
think the South Channel preferable for the generd purposes of
navigation

; yet the North is a fine channel, and, as it frequently

y2
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remain* open, that is, free from ice, «ome time after the South
becomes unnavigable in the fall of the yoar, it becomes the more
requisite to require a fnU knowledge of it from all pilots in
future.

The channel to the northward of the Isle of Orleans has
water enough for the largest ships, but is too narrow and intricate
for general use.

Having thus generally noticed the three channels into which
the St. Lawrence is divided, I shall now proceed to give a parti-

^ cular and full description of that which is in general use; and I

shall afterwards notice more fully the North Chanuel.

SOUTH CHANNEL.
THROUGH IHE SOUTH TRAVERSE TO CRANK ISLAND.

South Shore. 95. The south shore of the St. Lawrence, from Point St.
Roque to St. Thomas, is low, and of slate, but rises gradually
into wooded ridges of considerable elevation at the distance of a
few miles back from the river. These ridges are of grevwacke
and slate rocks, and are no^ to be compared in height' to the
granitic mountains of the north shore opposite, which in some
parts exceed 2000 feet above the river. The houses are numerous
all along the south shore, and nre grouped into villages round the
churches of St. Jean, Islet, St. Ignace, and St. Thomas, where

Je "Td'h/'t
^"PP^'^^ "^y "'''"*y* ^ obtiuned. The churches of St. Roque,-««i,an "^ St. Jean, and Islet stand low down near the water's edge, and'
are distant nearly 1 miles from each other, the latter being oppo-

River Jo/ie and »it£ to Goose Island Reef. The river Jolie is 2| miles above"^ or to the westward of the church of St.Jean; and the river Trois
Saumons a mile further in the same direction. They both aflford

shelter to small craft and good landing for boats, excepting at low
water, and they have 1 2 feet water in their entrances at high water,
spring tides. The church of St. Tgnaie is 13^ miles to the west-
ward of that of St. Jean, and stands about three quarters of a
mile back from Cape St. Ignace, a small, round, rocky peninsula,
which will be easily recognised, and is nearly opposite Macpherson
House, on the east end of Crane Island. The churcL of St. Thomas
which is very large, and stands on the western bank of the River
Sud, is 5f miles to the westward of that of St. Ignace, and nearly

River Sud. opposite the west end of Crane Island. ?;he River Sud falls

St. Ignace-

St. T%mat.

:

I
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into the St Lav.rence by a cascade of 30 fpet just within its
entrance, and has mills and a considerable vUlage on its banks

Shallow water extends out from the shore to considerable dis- &«/A Bank.
tances all the way from St. Roque to St. Thomas, and is gene-
rally called the South Bank. The part of thisbank which projects
4 miles out from Point St. Roque to the light-vessel at the Tra-
verse, and is known by the name of the Shoals of St. Roque, S,. r^^
18 extremely dangerous, being composed of a thin covering of

^'^••
sanu, mud, and stones, over slate rock. The depth of water in
many parts of these shoals does not exceed 9 or 10 feet, as will
be seen in the Plans, sheet 5.

The Narkows of the South Traverse are between these ;v«rn«..o//*.
shoals and the Middle Ground, and only 440 fathoms wide from *«"*7V««r«.

3 faAoms to 3 fathoms. The depth of waver through the Narrows
.s from 5 to 14 fathoms The ebb-tide runs at the springs at the
rate of 1 knots, and the flood 5 or 6 knots; and. as the ground is
hard, there is no anchorage j, the stream. It is there that the

Admiralty Plans is that which they occupied when the survey was ^9f>t-ve»e{

made; but they are not every year in the same position, neither""'
^'"''"

would It be easy to place them so in such a tide-way, and without
sufficient marks for the purpose

; yet it is very desirable that they
should always be in the same place exactly, and they might be so
placed with the assistance of a beacon or two erected on the shore
for the purpose, together with angles by a sextant. We have
always found them so nearly in the position marked in the Plans
as to answer the purpose of guiding a vessel through thi channel
between them, but not so that they could be safely made too free
with; for in some years they were a cable's length within the
3-fathom8 edge of the bank, and in others 200 or 300 fathoms
S.W. or N.E. of the position they occupied the year before
Hence they could never be trusted as leading marks, in one with
each other or any other object.

The light-vessel is moored in 3 or 4 fathoms on the N.E. point
of the Shoals of St. Roque. nearly in the line from St. Roque
Church to the N.E. end of Coudres Island : the former bearbg
S.S.E. i E. 4tV miles, and the latter being distant 4| miles.
The Black Buoy, also on the St. Roque Shoals, lies between

'

i and 1 mile S.W. from the light-vesael, in from 2* to 3 fathoms of
water, with St. Roaiif> Church ^n or- '"it*- -« »->^~ ^ • -

I
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The White Buoy is moored in the same depth of witer, on the
edg6 of the Middle Ground, which there forma the north side of
the channel, 500 fathoms from the Black Buoy, and on the some
line of bearing from St. Roque Church. But, by the directions of
Mr. Lambly, the harbour-master, this buoy should be placed with
the Black Buoy bearing S.E. by E.; with the road behind St.

Roque open to the westward of the church, three times the breadth
of the latter

; with the second mountain orsummit of the high land
Of Kamourasca iu one with Cape Origneaux or with Point St.
Denis; and with the Wood Pillar open its own breadth to the
southward of Goose Island. But the Wood Pillar and Goose
Island are in reality touchiiig, and will appear so in certain states
of the atmosphere, or if the observer be elevated.

Thei^e is no mark for leading through the Narrows; and that
which leads up tto them froin the eastward, viz. Cape Origneaux
arid the high land of Kamourasca (see view <K) on sheet 5),
Can only be made out in clear weather. The western leading
mark given in the old directions, that is, the Wood Pillar just
touching the south point of Goose hland, must nev«r be trusted.
•Phis mark will ndt lead through; and. moreover. Goose Island
is so distarit that more or less of it becomes invisible according to
the state of the weather or the atmosphere. On the weather- tide,
however, the cliannel is pretty well marked out by the rougher or
breaking sea in the deep water, as compared with the smoother
surface over the shoals on either side.

The ^dge of the South Bank above the Narrows is not quite so
steep or shoal, bat it has many outlying patches of from 2i to 3
fathoms off it, which render it difficult to run a very large vessel
safely along it by the lead, excepting within two hours on either
side of the time of high water by the shore. One of these small
patches, with 3 fathoms least water, and which I have distin-
guished by the name of Channel Patch, lies directly in the way
of vessels, aVid in the deepest part of the channel. The marks for
the Channel Patch are the north sides of the Goose Island Reef and
of the Stone Pillar in one, bearing S.W. * W. ; the latter being
distant 2| miles. The north side of Goose Island (including the
islets close off it) and the south side of the Wood Pillar in one,

Channel Patch
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bearing S.W. by W. i W. Notre Dame, or Eboulemens Church SouthiVav^,e.

.

and the low N.E. point of Coudrea Island in one (only to be made
^**^'^ ^'"*''*'

out in favourable weather), and bearing N. by E. 4 E. And,
lastly, St. Jean Church S.E. ^ S. 2} miles. A buoy should be
placed upon the Channel Patch, and then vessels might pass on
either side of it in deep water; or a beacon should be erected
behind St. Jean Church, so as to be in one with it from the
Patch, and to serve as a cross mark.

The Red Buoy of the Traverse, as shown in the Admiralty Red Rmy of
Plans, sheet 5, bears N. | E. 3 miles from the church of St. Jean ; '** ^'«w*..

but it seems to be laid down by no rule, since I have known it to

diflFer in position nearly U' miles in different years. The shape
of the edge of the South Bank having been unknown before our
survey, it has always been placed in a bight, and has consequently

been of little use to large ships. It ought to be placed
1J miles

further out, on the same line of bearing from the church of St.

Jean, and with the church of St. Roque bearing E. ^ N. : it would
then be in 2| fathoms, on the outer S.W. point of the Shoals of
St. Roque, and 4 miles to the aouthward of the Black Buoy at the
Narrows. The Red Buoy so placed, and another on the Channel
Patch, would enable the largest ships to pass safely through the
South Traverse at any time of tide.

OS St. Thomas the South Bank is rather more than two miles Bank of St.
broad, and is there called the Bank of St. Thomas ; it consists of

^'*<"««-

sand, mud, and stones, and is dry at low water nearly to its north-
ern edge, which is very steep ; and the marks for clearing it are
Bellechase Island and Point St. Vallier touching. Therefore the
whole of the island should never be opened out clear to the north-

ward of the point; but these marks can only be made out in very

favourable weather.

96. The northern side of the South Traverse is formed of shoals North Side of
from the N.E. end of the Middle Ground to the Seal Islands and

^outhTraverse.

the Pillars, a distance of 13 miles: for, although there are some
S-fathoms passages between the Middle Ground and the shoals to

the westward of it, and also between the Seal Islands and the

Pillars, yet they are neither used nor required for the general

purposes of navigation ; and those last named are so narrow as
to be almost unnavigable.

The Middle Ground extends nearly 3 miles to the N.E. of the MiddUGround.
Wliite Buoy of the Traverse; and there is as little as 3 feet of
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ofMiddl*
Ground.

Sea/ Uand*.

fVood Pillar.

« Of Band and slate rock. To the S.W. of the White Buoy, inwh.ch dxrectiou the Middle Ground, including two detached

«W^.W On'^Tt" ^ """' *^" " ""* '^«« *^- 2i fathoms.««.^.W. On the shoals to the westward of the Middle Ground there is
as httle as U fathon^s

; and the slate rock dries in patches moreban 3 m,le, out to the N.E. of the Seal Islands. The outline ofh se shoah ,s extremely irregular, and there are several detached
shoals to the southward of them, with 2 to 3 fathoms, as will be
seen m ,h, p,.„, ^here are no marks for leading clear of them,
and the sounding, are too irregular to be a sufficient guide; hence
the northern s,de of the Traverse is rendered dangerous, and
should not be made too free with, especially i„ a large vessel.

and v'JT^'T
'""'"'' "'""'^ "P°" ^^'*^«' they are smalland very low, partly covered with grass and a very few bushes.They are occasionally visited by the " habitans » for seals, marsh

hay, and wild fowl, in their seasons. A vessel can only approach
near to them by ^ay of the Middle Traverse, where she may liewithm half a mile of their N.W. side.

The Piixars are two small and steep islets .uf greywacke rock,
neither of them exceeding 200 fathoms in diameter. The Wood
PiLi^AR has trees upon it, and is the highest and steepest of the
two; Its height is estimated at 100 feet above high-water mark.
It lies 2i miles S. by E. from the Seal Islands, and-2 miles N E
from Goose Island. A shoal extends from the N E. point of the
latter to it. and continues 2^ miles further to the N.E.
The Stone Pillar lies \\ miles to the east of the Wood Pil-

lar, and IS quite bare of trees. Shoal-water extends from it a mile
to the N.E. There is a half-tide rock, called the Middle Rock,
between the Pillars, and a passage too intricate for any but small
vessels,

The South Rock, a quarter of a mile S.E. by S. from the S E
point of the Stone Pillar, is of slate rock, about 50 fathoms in
diameter, dry soon after half-ebb. and bold all round. This rock
lies much in the way of vessels, and at night, or when it is covered
becomes very dangerous. The passage between it and the Pillar
IS too narrow for use, but the marks for clearing it to the south-
ward are, to keep the whole of Crane Island open to the south-
ward of the Goose Island Reef.

Goose Island Reef is composed of a long chain of rocks,

&»/» Ptllar.

South Rock.

^ooie hland
R*e/.

'BtW r.'l

lL.il
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commencing H miles S.W. of the Stone Pin«r «„^ .a- cr .^
3j- miles ,n that direction, or parallel to the course of the riverThe central part of thi, reef, nearly IJ miles long, is formed oflarge and high rocks always above water, and to be seen from agreat distance. There i. a narrow channel, only fit for small
craft, between it and the N E. end of Goose Island, to which
t he, parallel, at the distance of a long half-mile. It is bold tothe southward, on which side vessels may safely approach it to the
distance of 200 fathoms.

Mly gro«„d, .„d pwl, of me^low-Lnd. Tl,e e«tera p.",21 „,,le. b„g „ ,he highest, ^i .b„„, 150 „, 2„o fee, high. Oathe .ho.1, wh.oh dr, „„. ft.™ .h. id.„d ., I„„ „,„;„„
"°

but .emog to point out one of the few pl.ee. in the St. Lawrence"here ve»el, eould be laid on .h.,e in e.« „f neee-sit^f
msfnce. to ..nter s.fe from the iee. In ,h.t p.,, „f .he Ba,.between Goose and Crane Island., which is included betwJn
.be d,s^ces of half a mile and 2 mile, to the S.W. of *eHo.p.t.1 Rock,, the bottom i. fit f„, .hat ,„T,ose, being of mud.
ury at low water.

dis?ant7romT
" ^""' *' ^'' '''"''' '^ °^^'^--> and C.«„e /^„^.distant from its nearest point about 2* miles. It is 34 miles

long, and not quite so high a. Goose Island. Macpherson House

end, and there is a village with a church on the north side of
the island, but the church cannot be seen from the eastward Thelaland rises into a ridge of greywacke and slate immediately to theS.W. of Macpherson

; and all its S.W. part is thickly wooded.

c^ e IT::?"^
""' '^^"^^^^^"^^ ^-^ «^-t numbers ofcattle

,
they can be seen over from the deck of a vessel • and the

tZ:r 1 ''' "^"' ''-'' ^'"^ --' ^°«^'^- with tie :t
themselves, form one of the finest views in the St. Lawrence

«late. It IS 2 miles long, parallel to the course of the river, andha. not more than 8 feet at low water over some parts of it. ItsV ^jnd approaches to within less than half a mile of Crane Island
at Macpherson House, from which it bears S.S.E. A E.. bein«
directly m the line from the house to Cape St. Ignace

'

.

The channel to the southward of Beauieu Bank i« tb»t »k;„k
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SSSXT ';
"' t"*"^"* "-^^ ^y ''«"«I«

;
the depth in it is irregular, varyiug

from 5 to 3 fathoms
; and there are two rocky patches of 2*

fathoms in the way, and difficult to avoid ; so that the latter depth
18 al) that can be carried through there without buoys at low
sprmg tides, unless the vessel be conducted by an unusually skil-
ful pUot. in which case 3 fathoms might be reckoned upon.
The marks for passing the southern edge of Beaujeu Bank, along

the eastern half of its length, are the Stone Pillar, its own breadth
open to the southward of Goose Island Reef; and for the western
part of the bank, which turns up slightly to the northwani towards
Crane Island, Point St. Vallier in one with the south side of Crane
Island.

The channel to the northward of Beaujeu Bank is 2 miles
long, half a mile wide at its eastern entrance, and 9 or 10 fathoms
deep. The depth decreases to 4* fathoms in the western entrance
which IS only 220 fathoms wide from 3 fathoms to 3 fathoms A
buoy on each side of this narrow entrance would render this chan-
nel available at all times; but without buoys it would be diffi-
cult to take a large ship through it. because in coming up the
nver it is necessary to haul to the southward through the narrow
western entrance, to avoid a shoal extending 300 fathoms from
the high-water mark of Crane Island. The east end of that shoal
in 3 fathoms, bears S. J E. from Macpherson House, and west
220 fathoms from the west end of Beaujeu Bank.

Further westward, the south side of Crane Island is so bold
that It may be approached to within 200 fathoms; and the chan-
nel between it and the Bank of St. Thomas is three quarters of
a mile wide, and free from danger.

L/or^
**"

9''- S'^'Ps of Iwge draught of water, of the line, or heavy
MTVaverse. frigates, should not attempt the South Traverse without a settled

fair wind; for, although it might be possible to back and fill
through the Narrows in the day-time, and with fine weather yet
It would be attended with so much risk that it should never be
attempted excepting in a case of urgent necessity. They should also
choose their time of tide, so as to have water enough to pass over
the patches of shallow water mentioned in Art. 95, and in the pre-
ceding pages, at least until something shall have been done by
buoy or otherwise, to render the passing by them more certain and
easy than it is at present. The rise and fall of the tide, for every
hour after low and high water, will be seen in the table at the end
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of this Chapter, and from it the depth of watef. at any time, over &«A7V««^.
any shallow part of the river, may easily be deduced. Moreover, oifficuU a,
such large ships should not run through the Traverse at night, espe- "•>*'•

cially if the weather be bad, and so dark that the buoys and the
land cannot be seen : for, alihough the bearipgs of the Light and
the lead might enable a skilful and experienced pilot to take such
ships safely through on the last half of the 8tream.of flood, yet it

would be a heavy charge, and attended with some risk. It is Or with M.
desirable for vessels in general coming up the river, even with a
fair wind, to pass the Traverse on the flood-tide ; for the ebb is so
strong between the buoys, that little progress wiU be made against
it, even with a strong breeze.

DIRECTIONS FOR SOUTH TRAVERSE.

A vessel coming up the river with a fiair wind, and having ar- Dirtction* to

rived oflf the St. Anne Buoy, in from 1 to 10 fathoms, as directed at ^'i?*'-*""**'-

the close of Art. 90, should proceed as follows :—The Light-vessel

will bear S.W. by W. nearly 5 miles ; but the course to be steered

will vary on either side of that bearing, according to the tide.

The first of the flood will set to the southward, towards the
Shoals of St. Roque, and the ebb in the contrary direction

; you
must therefore be guided by the bearing of tbe Light, but more
especially by the soundings in the Plan. Keep the southern side
of the channel on board, but do not go into less than from 7 to

10 fathoms, according to the tir-e of tide, until up to the Light,

lest you get into the shallow Inlet in the Shoals of St. Roque, which SkaliM, Met
runs in to the southward of the Light-vessel and Black Buoy. SlS/..^'^
Steer S.W. by W. as you pass the Light-vessel, leaving her to

the southward, and at the distance of one or two cables. Run
past her about a quarter of a mile, and then steer S.W., or as may
be requisite, from wind and tide, to pass midway between the buoys,

from whence the course to the Stone Pillar is S.W. 4 S. But here
too the course alone must not be trusted, for there is no calculating

exactly the set of the tides. Generally you will have to steer a
little to the southward of S.W. ^ S. with the flood-tide, to keep
along the edge of the South Bank ; and with the ebb, a little to

tlie westward
: but the lead is the only sure guide. As soon as

you are past the two buoys haul gradually to the southward, so as

to bring the Light-vessel to bear between N.E. and N.E. ^ N., or
till you approach the southern side of the channel to 5 fathoms at
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low water, or to a depth corresponding to that at other time, of
the tide. See Art. 104. When you are 3 miles past the Light you
will have passed the S.W. Patches of the Middle Ground, and con-
sequently will have more room. Take now 6 fathoms a low
water, or a depth corresponding to it at other times of the tide
as a guide along the edge of the South Bank, keeping the Light
bearing about N.E. i N., and taking care not to cross tolhe
northward of the line of deep water (9 to 13 fathoms), which ex-
tends south-westward from the Narrows all through the Traverse
On arriving near the Channel Patch, if it be more than half-

flood, there will be water enough over it for the largest ship; and
the other patches to the eastward of it will be avoided by not
gomg to the southward into less water than I have directed. But
ifit be thought that there is not water enough over the Channel
Patch, you may pass to the eastward of it by proceeding as
follows :-Run up along the edge of the South Bank in the depth
before directed, until St. Jean Church bears S.S.E.j then open
the south side of the Goose Island Reef only just sufficiently to
be seen nearly in one with the south side of the Stone Pillar.
Haul up upon those marks, keeping them in one till St. Jean
Church bears S.E. \ S., when the Channel Patch will be about
150 fathoms to the northward of ycu ; and you may haul again
to the southward into the depth of 6 fathoms at low water, as be-
fore, until the South Rock is past, remembering that the marks
for clearing it are the whole of Crane Island open to the south-
ward of the Goose Island Reef.

To pass to the westward of the Channel Patch bring St. Jean
Church to bear S.S.E. as before; then haul to the westward
until the whole of the Goose Island Reef is distinctly open to the
westward of the Stone Pillar. Run upon these marks until St.
Jean Church bears S.E., when you will have passed close to the
westward of the Patch, and must haul immediately to the south-
ward, towards Port Jolie. to avoid the shoal water which extends
N.E. from the Pillar. Continue to run in that direction until you
are far enough to insure clearing the South Rock, as before directed.
You will now be through the Traverse, and will have little diffi-
culty m running the remainder of the distance to Crane Island in
the day-time; but yon must remember that there will not be
wa^er enough to the southward of Beaujeu Bank until after
half-flood for a very large ship. However, in order to clear

I
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Beaujeu Bank and run up to the southward of it in the deepest Sautkihwer^e.
water, proceed as follows:—As soon as you are a mile or two past

2''""""•

the Goose Island Reef, steer so as to bring the Stone Pillar its t^C^lH'
own breadth open to the southward c .ne Goose Island Reef,

'"*'

bearing N.E. ^ E. ; and run from these leading marks, steering'

about S.W. i W., or so as to keep them open, as just described, till

St. Ignace Church bears S. J W. ; then haul a Utile to the south-
ward so as to open the Pillar rather more than its own breadth
to the southward of the Goose Island Reef, and you will deepen
your water to 4 fathoms at low water. Run up from these marks,
keeping them as last described, till Point St. Vallier opens to
the southward of Crane Island about a quarter of a point, bear-
ing W.S.W,

; then haul up for Point St. Vallier, keeping it so
open until Macpherson House, on Ciane Island, bears N.N.W.,
when you will be past the west end of Beaujeu Bank, and may
keep away a little to the southward, running along the southern
shore of Crane Ishrnd, in from 1 to 10 fathoms according to the
time of tide.

In passing through the channel to the northward of Beaujeu Bemv'eu Bank,
Bank, buoys would be absolutely necessary for the guidance of a ^^1^"^

''""

large ship, but the following directions may be useful to vessels
of smaller size.—As soon as you are above the Hospital Rock,
or west end of Goose Island, bring the south sides of the Goose
Island R«ef and Stone Pillar in one, and run from and, upon this
mark until the N.E. end of the high-water beach of Crane Island
and the N.E. end of Onion Island come in one, bearing north

;

then haul to the southward immediately, keeping the last-named
marks on till Point St. Vallier opens out to the southward of the
S.W. point of Crane Island, when you will be outside the bank
and may haul to the westward. Onion Island is in the Middle
Traverse, and will be seen over the meadows of Crane Island;
but the high-water beach at the N.E. end of Crane Island is often
difficult to make out on account of reeds.

In the night-time Beaujeu Bank must be passed by the
lead, along the edge of the South Bank, or southern side of the
channel, keeping in 3 fathoms at low-water, or a depth corre-

sponding to it at other times of the tide, till Macpherson House
bears N.N.W., when you must haul up for the west end of Crane
Island.

Coming up with beating winds, tack by the lead in 6 fathoms '^'* *««'«'V
tuindi.

I
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on the south side of the channel helow the Light-vessel, but go
no nearer than 10 lathoms to the Middle Ground, which is very
•teep. In pawing the Narrows you will observe the water roughm the channel, or even breaking with a strong breeze against the
tide, while It » comparatively smooth upon the shoals on either
Bide. This circumstance, the lead, and the bearing of the buoys,
must guide you in the very short boards which you must make
through the Narrows. Keep more over towards the south than
the opposite side of the channel, especially in light winds, for
the St. Roque Shoal is less steep than the Middle Ground, and
therefore affords better warning by the lead, and a better chance
of bringing up with an anchor in case of necessity; and in no
other case should anchoring there be attempted, fn the event
of Its fallmg suddenly calm, boats a-head will generally enable
you to keep the channel till the tide shall have carried you into
a situation where you may more safely anchor. When above the
Middle Ground you will have more room to work in, and may
stand to the southward into 5 fathoms at low water; but in the
board to the northward you should tack at the first shoal cast of
the lead after pawing the line of deep water (9 to 13 fathoms),
which extends from the Narrows towards the PUlars, and which
« generally shown by rougher water than there is elsewhere.
Bewar, of the South Rock and in standing towards it at night
from the South Bank, tack at the first cast of deep water, that i,
10 or 11 fathoms. Nine fathoms is near enough to the Goose
Island Reef by day, and 10 fathoms by night. Tack at the former
depth all along Goose Island, taking care not to get to the north-
ward of Beaujeu Bank, along the southern edge of which you
may tack when you see the marks given in Art. 96 for its
southern edge coming on. In the night there is no other guide
for beating past Beaujeu Bank but the lead; and you must tack
from the edge of the South Bank in 3 fathoms at low water, or a
depth corresponding to it at other times of the tide, making short
boards towards Beaujeu Bank, which must be approached with
great caution, since ita southern side is extremely steep. haviuR
from 4 to 5 fathoms at low water close to it. In beating through
between Crane Island and the Bank of St. Thomas rememl^r
that the latter is extremely steep. The helm should be put down
at the first indication of a le^s depth than 5 fathoms at low water
See also the leading marks. Art. 95. A good sailing vessel with
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a moderate breeze will beat from St. Anne Buoy to Crane SoitkTraverf.

Island in one epring-tide; but in neap-tidea ahe probably would
^^*^'**°''*'

not get far above Islet Church.

ANCifORAORS IN SOUTH TRAVERSE.

Vessels may anchor oflF the St. Anne Shoals in 6 fathoms low

water, up to within a mile or two of the Light-vessel. The
ground is better, and there is less tide than on the tail of the

Middle Ground ; but the latter is the better position for weighing

with the first of the flood in northerly winds. Vessels do occa-

sionally anchor for a tide, in fine weather, on the edge of the

Bank of St. Roque, a mile or two above the Black Buoy ; but
this cannot be recommended, for the ebb-tide runs there at the

rate of 6^ knots, and the ground is not to be depended on ; hence,

if the anchor once started, it would be difficult to bring up again,

and there would be great danger of losing the anchor. Should
the wind begin to fail, or the flood be done, it would be better to

run down below the Light-vessel than to anchor anywhere at a
less distance than 3 miles above the buovs. Vessels often anchor
off the Red Buoy of the Traverse, in 6 or 7 fathoms in good ground,

but the anchorage is not reckoned very good until we arrive above
St. Jean Church. All along the edge of the South Bank, from
opposite the Pillars te Crane Island, the holding ground is a stiflF

clay, and so good that it is sometimes difficult to weigh an anchor.

OflF Crane Island, half a mile or more above Beaujeu Bank, in

6 or 7 fathoms at low water, there is excellent anchorage in west-

erly winds; and under the west end of the island, in 5 fathoms,

there is equally good anchorage with winds from the eastward.

Vessels bound down, and meeting a strong easterly winll anywhere
above the Light-vessel, had better run back to this anchorage.

Anchorage off
Si. Anne
Shoa/i.

On Tail of
Middie Ground.

On edge of St.

Roque Bank.

OffRed Bw^.

On edge of
South Bank.

OffC-ane
Island.

TIDES.

The flood begins much earlier in the North Channel than in Flood Stream.

•the South, and the first of the stream therefore comes from the

northward, setting at first about S.S.W. upon the Shoals of St.

Anne and St. Roque, but inclining gradually more to the westward,

until at a quarter flood it sets fair to the S.W. between the black

and white buoys of the South Traverse. After half-fljod it acts
*

S.W. by W., and towards the end of the tide still more to the

westward ; perhaps because, the time of high-water being some-
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Jw'S^' '''»" *•••"«' *•» the North Channel, the water has begtin to fall
before the flood has quite ceased in the South.m Strfom. The ebb-stream sets nearly in the contrary direction to the flood,M just stated; the first of the ebb letting oflF from the Shoals of
St. Anne and St. Roque, through the channels to the westward of
the Middle Ground, and over the tail of the latter to the N.N.B.

Above the Pillars both tides set fairly up and down the river.
In the Narrows of the South Traverse, the rate of the ebb is

from 6 to 1 knots, and that of the flood from 5 to 6 knots. The
rates of the flood and ebb tides decrease gradually as we proceed
to the westward until off the Pillars; they are SJ and 3 knots
respectively, a rate which they retain as far up as Crane Uland.

7U»« M Me
Narrote$.

PiaiHt St.

Thoma§.

fVgeRoekt.

Berlhier.

Thm de Btr-
tkier.

THE SOUTH CHANNEL,
ABOVE THE TRAVERSE.

SOUTH SHORE, rROM ST. THOMAS TO POINT LEVI.

98. Point St. thomas is low, and 3 miles W. ^ N. from the
entrance of the River Sud.

The Wte Rocks lie three quarters of a mile north from Point
St. Thomas, an^ are separated from the western part of the Bank
of St. Thomas by a channel nearly a quarter of a mile wide and
4 fathoms deep. They form a narrow ridge 400 fathoms long in
a S.W. direction, and have 4 feet least water at their western end.
The marks for these rocks, which are out of the way^f vessels

with a fair wind, are the Seminaire on the north shore in one
with the east point of R«aux Island, and Crow Island just open
to the westward of Middle Island.

The clearing mark is Bellechasse Island and Point St. Vallier

touching; this leads about two cables to the northward of the
rocks, and also along the norther >dc( of the Bank of St.

Thomas, in 4 ft thorns.

Berthier Church and Village : ut.'; Y.S.W. Jf W. from
Point St. Thomas. The intermediate shore is rocky and rather
low, with shoal water extending off it a third of a mile.

The Trou de Berthier, a tide harbour for the river craft, and
dry at low-water, is close to the eastward of the church.

Bellechasse Island, of high steep and bare greywackfe rocks,

is 300 fathoms long, parallel to the shore, from which it is dis-

tant 560 fathoms. The west point of the island bears W. by N.
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a mile from Berthier Church, and not more than 2^ fathoms &«M Chunntl.

can he carried through between the island and the main. North
from the centre of the island, and at the distance of 1 10 fathoms,
lie^i a small pointed rock, nearly dry at low-water, and with from Poinud Rock.

4 to 6 fathoms between it and the island. Within the island to

the a.W. is a shallow bay, and the small river Bellechasse.

Point St. Vallier, 2i miles W. * S. from Berthier Church, '*'• S'. A'aZ/.Vr.

is remarkable as being higher than any other point below it on the
south shore, above the Traverse. The church and village of St.

Vallier stand low down on the shore of the shoal bay between
Points St. Michel and St. Vallier ; and 2 miles S.W. by W.
from the extremity of the latter. A stone mill stands on the
ridge in rear of the church, and the small river Boyer enters the River Bayer.
bay 1^ miles to the westward of St. Vallier.

Point St. Michel is very low, and 34 miles W. by S. from '''• Si. Michel.

Point St. Vallier. Reefs of slate, dry at low-water, extend a
considerable distance to the N.E. from both these points, but
especially from the latter.

The Bank of St. Valuer fills the whole bay between them, «/• rniHer

and extends nearly three quarters of a mile to the N.E. from Point
^'"'*'

St. Michel. The eastern leading marks for clearing the Bank of
St. Vallier are Berthier East Point, just open to the southward of
Bellechasse Island, and tne lead also gives suflBcient warning.
The western leading marks are Beaumont Church just open to
the northward of Point Durantaye, the west point of St. Michel
Bay.

The Village and Church of St. Michel stand on the shore of the St. Michel.
bay, nearly 2 miles W. by S. from the point of the same name.
At Point Durantaye, a mile to the westward of the church, the Pi.Durauiaye.
shoal water extends only 100 fathoms ofT shore.

The Beaumont Reefs commence from Point Durantaye, 5,«««o„,
extending more and more from the shore as we proceed to the *"/*•

westward, until opposite Point St. Lawrence, on the Isle of
Orleans, their northern edge, in 3 fathoms, is nearly three quarters

of a mile oflF shore. Their extent out from the shore diminishes as
we proceed further to the westward, and they may be considered
to cease about a mile to the westward of Roys Mill, the shoal
water there reaching only 130 fathoms from the shore. These
shoals are rocky, and dry in part at low water; and their northern
edge is steep with, very deep water close to it. The warning by the

z
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Beaumont.

nJuuJ^t'r'-
'^"'^ '« insufficient in a vessel going fast, and therefore the..

Jieef». shoals shruld be approacLidwith great caution. The mark for
theii- northern edge, in three fathoms, as far westward as Beau-
mont Mill, is Points Durantaye and 3t. Michel in one, and
bearing E.N.E. i E. And to the westward of Beaumont Mills
the mavk is St. Joseph CI arch, Poiwt Levi, in one with Point
Martiniere

; these last marks char the western part of the shoals,
as will be seen in the Plans, sijeet 7.

Bv,AUMONT Church and Beaumont Mill are 5 miles W.S.W.
of St. Michel. The church stands on the high and steep banks
of the river, which extend several miles on either side of it, and
the mills low down at the foot cf the bank, Roys Mill, where
there is a water-fall, also stands low down, near the water's edge,
and a mile to the westward of Beaumont Mill.

St. Joseph Church, on Point Levi, bears W. by N., and is

distant 6J miles from Beaumont Church, and the shoal water
nowhere extends beyond a quarter of a mile from the shore be-
tween Point Levi and Roys Mill. OflF Point Levi a reef extends

180 fathoms to the northward, and should not be approached nearer
than 10 fathoms from between the north and west, or 7 fathoms
from between the north and east. On the N.W. extreme of this

reef, St. Jofceph Church is in one with the eastern side of a small
rocky Mound near the water's edge, bearing about S.E. by S., and
Points Pavilion and St. Pierre, on the N.W. side of Orleans Isle,

Point Lev

Reef.

are in one.

THE SOUTH CHANNEL,
ABOVE THE TRAVERSE.

ISLANDS AND SHOALS FORMING ITS NORTHERN SIDE.

hlands between 99. The islands in order westward of Crane Island, as will bet^rane and . , ._ '

Grosse Islands. ^^^^ '" the Plans, sheet 7, and in the enlarged Plan of the Tra-
verses, are Haystack, Mill, Race, Middle, Margaret, Cliflf, and
Grosse Islands. There are several other farther to the north-
ward, but they are in the Middle Traverse. All these islands are

of greywack^ rock, more or less steep, partially wooded, and the

highest not exceeding 200 feet above the sen.

inloMddu"'
^.^*'^'^^" *^^^« '^^^""^^ there are narrow and intricate passes,

Traverse. leading into the Middle Traverse, and with water enough for the

largest vessels ; but as they are of little or no use for the com-
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mon purposes of navigation, I shall not sv-ell these remarks by South Channel.

attempting a particular written description, whir h must of neces-

sity fail of aflPording the same degree of useful ir/ormation as that

given in the Admiralty Plans.

To the westward of Grosse Isle are Re»ux and Madame Madame and

Islands, of slate rock, low, wooded, and connected by reefs ^f
^^""^ '*'"'«'*•

slate nearly dry at low water. The S.W. point of Madame Island

is nearly 11 miles W. by S. from Crane Island, and opposite

Bellechasse Island, from which it is distant 2i miles. Extend-
ing from almost all ihese islands there are reefs of slate rock,

thinly covered .viih sand and mud, and bounding the South
Channel on its northern side for nearly 14 miles to the westward
of Crane Island.

Crane Island Spit is the first of these reefs, extending Crane hiand

If miles W. by S. from Crane Island, and \, Ith 9 feet least water.
'^'"''

There are no leading marks for the southern side of this Spit, and
therelore a vessel standing towards it should take care not to

bring the south side ot Crane Island to bear so far to the east-

ward as E. by N., and to tack at the first cast of the lead showing
less than 5 fathoms at low water.

The channel between Crane Island Spit and Margaret Island,

into the Middle Traverse, is half a mile wide, and more than 12
fathoms deep. The ebb tide sets strongly to' the N.E. through
this channel, and becween the islands into the Middle Traverse

;

thus causing a powerful indraught, which should be guarded
'

against in beating down the river, especially in light winds, and
with a heavy or slow working vessel.

Margarets Tail, extending a mile to the S. W. from Mar- MargaretsTail.

garet and Cliff Islands, v^-hich are nearly joined at low water, is

a very dangerous shoal, the slate being awash in some parts of

it in low tides. The mark for its southern edge in 4 fathoms
is, the south side of Haystack Island and Crane Island Church
in one, bearing E.N.E.

Grosse Patch is a narrow rocky shoal, 600 fathoms long in Grosse Patch.

a S.W. direction, and with 7 feet leas*^ water: it lies to the

west of Margarets Tail, and the channel between them is 210
fathoms wide, and 5 fathoms deep. There is also a channel to

the westward of Grosse Patch, between it and Grosse Island
Tail, and which, if a buoy were placed on the west end of the
Pttlch, might be conveniently used in westerly winds. Both these

z 2
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aZue^M' *=^*""«^» le^d t« t^e anchorage off the Quarantine Establishment

quarantine es- on the southern side of Grosse Island. The vessels generally lie

ancho^ge!"" ^^"^^^^ the Patch and island, to be near the establishment; but

the anchorage further eastward and to the northward of Margaret
Island is by far preferable. All merchant vessels, as the law now
stands, are obliged to anchor off Grosse Island, from whence, after

examination, they are allowed to proceed to Quebec, if not de-

tained at the quarantine anchorage. These vessels in the first

S^!-'7,lTr''^'"""
g'^nerally anchor outside Grosse Patch, and to the

westward of Margarets Tail, choosing their berth in 5 fathoms,

where there is one of the best roadsteads for riding out an easterly

gale in the river. For the guidance of the numerous vessels

which stop there, a red buoy has been placed on the S. W. end of

ZT^T'oi^l'e
^^SaretsTail, and a white buoy on the N.E. end of Grosse Patch

;

Patch buoy. ''"*> '" the absence of the buoys, the east points of Grosse Island

and the Brothers in one, bearing N. by E.j will lead through the

channel between them ; whence a vessel may either haul to the

eastward between Grosse and ClifFe Islands, or to the westward
between the Grosse Patch and Grosse Island, as may be preferred.

Quarantine In the latter case care must be taken to avoid a small rock with
rock wuh buoy,

.j f^ej jg^g^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^j^j^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^.^

rock lies 280 fathoms N.W. by W. from the white buoy at the

N.E. end of the Grosse Patch; and about 180 fathoms off the

shore of Grosse Island at high water. 'Ihe inner anchorage at

Grosse Island is not otherwise useful than as a place for vessels

to ride quarantine : but the anchorage outside the Grosse Patch
is a convenient place for which vessels, on the approach of a

strong easterly wind, may bear up, when there is not tide enough
for them to reach the anchorage under Crane Island, 4 miles

further to the eastward.

Grosse Island Tail, consists of sand, and extends nearly ij

miles S.W. from Grosse Island. The passage between tliis shoal

and the eastern part of the banks of Madame is less than 2 cables

wide and 3 J-
fathoms deep ; it leads (after passing between Reaux

and Grosse Islands) into the Middle Traverse. The leading mark
for the entrance of this passage is two-thirds of Patience Island

open to the northward of Grosse Island, as in the view F on the

enlarged plan of the North and Middle Traverses, and the cross

mark for it, and also for clearing the S.W. end of Grosse Island

Tail, is St. Fran9ai8 Church (on the Isle of Orleans), in one with

Groue Island
Tail.
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the S.W. point of Reaux Island, as in the view E on the same Soiuh Channel.

plan.

The Banks op Madame, in their eastern part, extend 1| miles MadameBanAt.
to the southward of Reaux Island ; and the mark for their S.E.
extreme in 2^ fathoms is, the south side of Two Heads Island

just open to the southward of Grosse Island, as shown by the

view C on the enlarged plan. The mark for clearing the southern

side of these banks, as well as the Grosse Island Tail and Patch is,

Race Island kept just open to the southward of Margaret Island.

The banks of Madame extend three quarters of a mile to the south-

ward of Madame Island, and also beyond it to the S.W. 2^ miles.

This western end of the banks has a large patch of slate rock, dry Mudame Reef.

at low water, near its S.W. extreme, and is commonly called

Madame Reef. The mark for its S.W. extreme is the north

side of Reaux Island just open to the northward of Madame
Island, bearing N.E. | E. ; and St. Vallier Church bearing S. \ E.
The cross mark for clearing it to the S.W. is Berthier Churcl

,

and the west end of Bellechasse Island in one.

The Isle of Orleans is of greywackfe and slate rocks, dip- Orleans hie.

ping generally at a high angle to the S.E. It is 18 miles long,

with an extreme breadth of 4|- miles. This beautiful and fertile

island forms a county, is divided into 5 parishes, has a good road

all round it, and rises gradually from generally steep >^anks, to

the central elevation, estimated at 350 or 400 feet above the

water. The southern shore of Orleans forms the northern side

of the South Channel, from opposite Madame Reef to within 3
miles of Quebec, a distance of nearly 14 miles. The Church of St. John.

St. John stands low and close to the water, on the point of Orleans

of the same name, 2 miles west from the Madame Reef, and If
miles from Point St. Michel, on the opposite south shore. At the

distance of 2 and 3 miles respectively, above St. John, are the

small rivers Lafleur and Macheux, off which there is a good MacheuxRoad.

anchoring road in 7 or 8 fathoms ; and in their mouths small

schooners and boats find shelter, but lie aground at low water.

St. Lawrence Church also stands low, and close to the water, St. Lawrence.

near the point of the same name, and 6 miles W.S. W. of St. John.

Around both these churches there are villages ; and along the

shore between them, as well as on the bank above, the houses

are numerous.

The slate rocks dry out to a considerable distance all along this
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Telegraphs.

Orha^J'hu'''
P"* ""^ '^^ '^^^"''' ^"* ^^^ shallow water in no part extends beyond
a quarter of a mile from the shore.

Patrick Hole. PATRICK HoLE is a small shallow bay, l^- miles to the west-

ward of St. Lawrence Church. A small brook enters the head
of the bay; and off it, in from 6 to 9 fathoms, there is good an-
chorage, well sheltered from easterly winds. Here vessels bound

Patrick Road, down the river frequently anchor for a short time previous to their

final departure for sea. On the high ground, about half a mile to

the westward of Patrick Hole, stands the Telegraph No. 2. Dur-
ing the last war the telegraph stations formed a complete chain of

communication as low as Green Island, but at the time of our
survey they had been discontinued and taken down, with the ex-
ception of No. 2. They have since been re-established as far

down as Grosse Island for the purpose of communicating with tlie

quarantine establishment.

The west end of Orleans Isle is about 4i miles W. by N. from
Patrick Hole

: there is a wharf and a group of houses upon it, and
it is quite bold. In the bay, a mile to the eastward of it, lie the

Murand Rocks. Marand Rocks, always covered; but they are out of the fair-

way, and within 3 fathoms' line, which there extends a quarter of
a mile from the shore at high water.

Under the west end of Orleans, in from 8 to 15 fathoms, there
IS a good place for a vessel arriving with an easterly wind to

anchor, which she ought to do, and wait for daylight rather than
risk running among the crowd of shipping off Quebec in a dark
night and rapid tide -way.

The Basin and Harbour of Quebec pre shown on so ample a
scale in one of the Admiralty plans, that a laboured written de-

scription becomes unnecessary. The basin is 3 miles long from
the west end of Orleans to the India wharf at Quebec, and about

If miles wide from Point Levi across to the shore of Beauport.
BeavporiBanh. Off the Beauport shore a bank of slate, thinly covered witli mud,

and great part of which is dry at low water, extends more than a
mile from the shore. The Observation Bastion, in one with the
Martello Tower in St. John's suburb, marks the southern edge of
this bank, from opposite the west end of Orleans to within half

a mile of the India wharf. But a stranger would not easily make
out the bastion, which ought to be distinguished by a white mark.
The breadth of the channel between this bank and the slioul off

Point Levi is 600 fathoms, and the dejjth of water nearly 30

• Orleans, west
tnd anchorage.

Quebec Basin.
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fathoms. The water is so deep in the basin that there is no good Qutbec Barin.

anchorage, excepting under Orleans, as I have mentioned, and off

the mouth of the River St. Charles.

It is difficult to imagine anything more strikingly beautiful

than the view which suddenly bursts upon a stranger ascending

the St. Lawrence and entering the Basin of Quebec, as the vessel

opens out the Fails of Montmorenci on the one hand and the

city of Quebec on the other.

The harbour may be considered as extending from off the river Quehec Har-

St. Charles up to the Chaudiere river, a distance of 5 or 6 miles,
*"'""

which all through the navigable season is thickly occupied by
vessels employed in the timber trade, for the most part lying

alongside of the numerous wharfs and blocks for embarking lum-
ber, and consequently out of the stream.

But sometimes the spring or fall fle.et arrives to the amount of

several hundred sail together; and then, before they have had
time to take their places for loading, the river is so crowded with

shipping that it is difficult to find a clear berth. A gale of wind,

occurring under such circumstances, is sure to do damage, since

the water is deep, the ground (sand and gravel) not good, the

tide strong, and the vessels often carelessly anchored.

A great annoyance to vessels at anchor off Quebec, are the Timber rafts.

large and heavy rafts of timber so frequently dropping down with

the strong ebb-tide. These often get athwart hawse of vessels,

and are almost certain to do them injury, either by forcing them
from their anchorage or otherwise.

The breadth of the St. Lawrence at Quebec is very little more
than half a mile, but it expands, immediately above the city,

to U miles. The depth amounts to 28 fathoms at low water

abreast the city, and to 20 fathoms in the wide part above—the
deepest water being over towards the Point Levi shore. The
best anchorage is on the Quebec side, in from 11 to 17 fathoms;

there being nothing in the way excepting an jjd wreck, with nreck.

9 fathoms over it, but by hooking which, many anchors have been

lost. The position of this wreck is shown by a rippling in the ebb

tide, and also in the plan of the harbour. Above the city, from

off Diamond Harbour all along the Bank of Laraouche nearly Lamouche

to Point Pizeau, the anchorage is much better than off it, the
^""*"

depth of water being umch less and the ground good. The mark
for clearing the outer or southern side of the Bank of Lamouche
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along its whole extent, is the N.W. sidea of Point Levi and
Orleans in one.

There is a narrow channel with from 3 to 4 fathoms at low
water, which commences just to the westward of Diamond Har-
bour, and runs up within the Bank of Lamouche to some distance

above Wolfe's Cove. In this is the most secure anchorage at

Quebec, and the only place, if any, where a vessel could safely

wmter afloat. I am, however, not aware that the experiment
has ever been made of wintering a vessel of large draught of
water afloat anywhere about Quebec, although it has been suc-
cessfully tried in the place I have mentioned, in the case of
steamers drawing so little water that they could be hauled
within the blocks or isolated wharfs. The small craft belonging
to Qi jbec winter in the Cul de Sac, and in the mouth of the
river St. Charles, being hauled aground for the purpose. In
the former of these places two or three vessels of the size of a
sloop of war might be secured from the ice, which closes the
navigation of the St. Lawrence from about the 25th November to
the Ist May. Sometimes, although rarely, the navigation closes

by the middle of November, and remains closed to the 8th or
10th of May; at others it would be possible to navigate it till

near Christmas, and ships have arrived in the middle of April

;

but these are extraordinary seasons, and the period first named is

that during which the navigation usually remains closed. The
river seldom or never freezes across below Quebec, and only occa-
sionally opposite the city ; but it is full of heavy ice, moving up
and down with the tides with irresistible force. There is gene-
rally, but not always, a bridge of packed ice formed 5 or 6 miles
above Quebec

; and higher up, as far as Lake Ontario, the St.

Lawrence is everywhere frozen across, excejjting in places where
llie current is very strong.

All necessary information respecting the tides, latitude. Ion- ,

gitude, variation, the height of the city and citadel, &c., will

be found in the Admiralty Plan, and in the table at the end of
these directions.

The Port of Quebec extends from Barnaby Island to the first

Rapid above Montreal; and a book containing the bye-laws and
haibour regulations of the Trinity Board is delivered to each
vessel on her arrival, by the harbour-master. The pilots arc
obliged to give all due information respecting (,uarantine to the
oommauders of vessels when they first cuuic aboard.

4
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4

UIRBCTIONS ABOVE CRANE ISLAND,

100. There is so little diflSculty in the navigation from Crane *'<«"* Channel

Island to Quebec that scarcely any further direction will ^g
''""""""•

requisite beyond that which may be gathered from the foregoing

description and remarks, read with reference to the Admiralty
Plans, which they are intended to accompany and explain.

With a fair wind vessels run up at night without hesitation, mih/mrwind.
unless it be too dark to see the land, and even beat up in fine

weather. With a fair wind in the day-time, and with the assist-

ance of the Admiralty Plans, and these directions, any seaman of

common intelligence might take a large ship up through this part

of the river.

From mid-channel between the west end of Crane Island

and the Bank of St. Thomas, to midway between Point St.

Michel and St. John's Church in the Isle of Orleans, the course

is W.S.W. ^ W., and distance 15 miles. In this interval the

channel is clear, direct, and from 1\ to 2 miles wide ; so that,

even at night, with the land in sight, and the h 1 going, there

cannot be any difficulty. As soon as it is ascertained beyond
doubt that the vessel is above the Madame Reef, haul gradually

over towards the Orleans side, sufficiently to avoid the Bank of St. Fallier

St. Vallier, and then steer for Point St. Lawrence, and keep it on
^'"'*'

board to avoid the Beaumont Reefs. Under the circumstances

which I am supposing, of a night not too dark to distinguish

objects, you will see St. Lawrence church, off which, and all

round the point to the eastward, the shoal-water extends to the St. L,w,ence

distance of 180 fathoms from the high-water mark, the &dse f^"' f,
^'"„,. ° ' o^ ttans Ute.

ot the shoal bemg very bold. Give the point a berth of a third

of a naile, or do not go nearer than 10 fathoms.

The whole distance from the west end of Crane Island to Point

St. Lawrence is 21 miles, and the course W.S.W.
J W. From

off Point St. Lawrence to Point Levi the course and distance are

W. i N. 7^ miles ; and from the latter to Quebec S.W. about

2 miles.

The shore of Orleans should be kept on board after passing

Point St. Lawrence. If it be blowiiig fresh from the eastward,

it will be advisable to bring up off Patrick Hole till daylight, or

under the west end of Orleans, rather than risk running among
the crowd of shipping in the nii>ht. Fn running up in the night
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Svli""''' '^ g««^ '«ok out should always be kept for vessels, of which there
are often many bound down and lying at anchor, in various parts of
the river, but especially under Crane Island and off Patrick Hole.
When St Joseph Church on Point Levi bears about S.E. by S. it

will be in one with the eastern side of the Mound or small hillock
at the water's edge, and you will be then oflf the N.W. extreme
of the reef. To the westward of the reef the Point Levi shore
becomes quite bold. Go no nearer to that reef or to the Beau-
port Shoals than 10 fathoms, and that with caution, for they are
very steep.

With beating winds, the leading marks which have been given
for the shoals on either side, and which will also be seen in the
plans, together with the soundings, will show when to tack. In
passing between Point St. Lawrence and the Beaumont Reefs,
which is the narrowest part of the channel, and only 600 fathoms
wide, some caution will be necessary : attend to the leading
marks, and go no nearer to the shoals than 10 fathoms.

Besides the best places for riding with easterly winds, there is

anchorage almost everywhere between Crane Island and Quebec.
The best ground for holding is generally on the northern side of
the channel, and one of the best places in strong westerly winds
is under Point St. John, Orleans Isle.

The tides are regular and not very strong below the Beaumont
Reefs, seldom exceeding the rate of 2J knots; but in the narrow
channel and deep water (nearly 20 fathoms) between these shoals
and Orleans the rate of the ebb sometimes amounts to 4 knots

;

above the shoals the rate of the tide is from 2^ to 3 knots,
increasing again as we enter the Basin of Quebec. Ships, there-

fore, running up with the flood, and before a strong easterly wind,
should be careful to shorten sail in time, and to give the reef oS
Point Levi a good berth, as they haul gradually round it through
the Basin, and to the S.W. towards Quebec.

Between Quebec and Point Levi, in very strong spring tides,

assisted by a strong wind, tlie flood will run at the rate of nearly

4* miles per hour; and the ebb, in the spring, just after the
melting of the winter snow, 5 miles ; but, under common circum-
stances, 3^ and 4 knots respectively are the usual rates of the

tides. A good range of cable should always be ready, for it is not

easy at times to bring a vessel up off Quebec, especially in the

deep water and loose ground in ti;c centre of the channel.

ndet.
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NORTH CHANNEL, AND COUDRES ISLAND.

101. It does not appear to me to be requisite or useful to enter Middle Chmmti

into any further account of the Middle Channel beyond the gene-
'"" •""•"•«'^-

ral and comparative view of it given in Art. 94. I have stated

that it is too intricate and difficult for general navigation, but

that nevertheless it would be possible to take even the largest ship

through it, choosing of course the proper time of tide, and placing

buoys where requisite. It is, however, not easy to imagine the

circumstances which could render it necessary to use this channel

;

but should such a contingency ever occur, the Admiralty Plans

would be of more use than many pages of written directions.

The North Channel does, however, require some further notice ; North Chamel.

for although it cannot be generally used without buoys, and a light

at night, of which it does not seem necessary to incur the expense

while the South Channel answers as well or better for the general

purposes of navigation
; yet there may easily occur cases, p., for

instance, when the South Channel is obstructed by ice. m which

it may be of importance to hftve more precise information

respecting so fine a channel than will be found in ihe general

and comparative description of it in Art. 94.

The entrance to the North Channel, between the reef which Entrance North

extends a mile to the E N.E. from the N.E. end of Coudres, "/ ^'"'*''» ^•

and the shoals which stretch across Eboulemens Bay, is 1^ miles

wide, and nearly 30 fathoms deep. The narrowest part of the

channel between Coudres and the Main is 860 fathoms wide,

between the shoal off the west point of Prairie Bay and the op-

posite side near Cape Corbeau. The leading mark for this part

of the passage, as well as for clearing the shoal on the west

side of Point St. Joseph, on the main land side, is Cape Martin St. Joseph

Shoal.

Eboulemens.

[

and Goose Cape in one. There is a large settlement at Ebou-

lemens, both on the high grounds around the church of Notre

Dame and also on the shores of the bay. Small craft lie aground

on the mud in this bay within the large boulders on the edge

of the shoals.

St. Pauls Bay, between Cape Corbeau and Cape Labaie, is St. Pauls Bay.

nearly opposite to the west end of Coudres and is shoal and
dry at low water, excepting a very narrow shallow channel into

the River du Goufrc, the entrance of which forms a secure tide- i(ive>(}nt,f,e.
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harbour for small schooners. There is a church (St. Pierre),

bridge, and village a mile up the river. Off Cape Corbeau, at

half-ebb, the spring tides run at the rate of 7 knots, causing a
great and whirling ripple dangerous to boats in bad weather.

Petite Riviere. The church and settlement of Petite Riviere is 7 miles S.W.
of St. Pauls Bay; and stands on a narrow strip of low alluvial

land at the foot of the granitic hills. The low land is fast dimi-
nishing by the action of the tides, obliging the people to cultivate

the higher ground in their rear.

Shoals of mud and large boulders extend three quarters of a mile
off Cape Labaie, and continue of equal extent off Petite Riviere.

Their edge will be cleared by keeping the extreme western capes
Rouge and Gribanne open to the southward of Cape Maillard.
The anchorage is very good along the edge of the shoals off

Petite Riviere, where, in 5 fathoms, clay bottom, vessels will

be out of the strength of the tides, and well sheltered from
westerly winds by Cape Maillard, which is 3 miles to the S.W. of
the Church of Petite Riviere. Aba.tis is a landing-place li
miles S.W. of Cape Maillard; and at the Sault au Cochon,

2 miles further S.W. the shoals, which line the shore all the way
from St. Pauls Bay, cease. The large boulders on these shoals
prevent landing or approach to the shore in boats until after

half-flood. There is only one landing-place between Abattis
and Cape Tourmente, a distance of nearly 11 miles. This land-
ing is at Gribanne, where a couple of boats might be hauled
up. To the westward of the Sault au Cochon the mountainous and
uninhabited coast is quite bold, the high and precipitous capes,
of various granitic rocks, being washed by the river as far as Cape
Tourmente, where the Seminaire Bank commences, and the

mountains tend to the N.W. away from the shore.

CouDREs Island, the largest island below Quebec, except-
ing Orleans, is 6 miles long, 2^ miles wide, and by estimation

nowhere above 250 feet above the sea. It is composed of grey-
wacke and slate rocks, is tolerably fertile, forms a parish by itself,

and has a church standing low down near its S.W. extreme. It

has as many inhabitants as it can support, having been settled at

a very early period. The southern side of the island is lined with
n»cky shoals which extend fully a mile out from the shore, as they
do also off its N.E. point ; but the north side of the island is bold
for about 2 miles to the eastward of Prairie Bay.

Gribanne land-

ing place.

Coudres Iiland.
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Prairie Bat is on the north side of Coudres Island, and North Clumnel.

near '.s centre; Cape Aigle, the f^ist point of the Bay, being
'^'"'"'* ^"y-

3 miles to the westward of the east end of the island. The Bay
is H miles wide, from Cape Aigle to Point Prairie, is not deep,
only slightly curved, and shews a sandy beach at high water.

Off" Poinc Prairie, its west point, a shoal, the greater part of

which is of mud and grass resting on slate, and only covered at

high water, extends 620 fathoms to the N.W. from high-water

mark, sheltering the Bay from S.W. winds. The line of Notre
Dame Church in one with the N.E. end of the low clay clifl'

of Point St. Joseph, passes 100 fathoms within the 3 falhoms north

extreme of this shoal ; but if the church be kept on with the

N.W. end of the same cliff, it will lead clear of the shoal in deep
water. The cross mark for the north point of the shoal is St.

Pierre Church and the east side of St. Pauls Bay in one.

Goose Cape shelters Prairie Hay from easterly gales, and pre-
vents any sea of consequence from rolling in, so that this an-
chorage is perfectly safe in all winds ; the ground, of clay, being
good for holding, and the tides easy if the vessel be not anchored
too far out. There is room for many vessels, the space to anchor
in being almost a mile long and about a third of a mile wide,
reckoning from 3 fathoms mark to 10 fathoms, beyond which the
water deepens rapidly, and the tides are of great strength. The
best berth is in 6 fathoms, near the centre of the Bay, where the
tides are not nearly so strong as at Quebec, and where we have
rode out a gale from the eastward (so heavy as to do great damage
to the shipping off that city) with ease and safety. Ships meeting
with an easterly wind below the Traverse will find this a good an-
chorage to run for- and should proceed as follows :—Being below
the Middle Ground, stand over towards Eboulemens, going no
nearer to the reef oflF the N.E. end of Coudres Island than 10
fathoms. Having passed the reef and opened out the channel,
bear up along the shore of Coudres, passing close to Cape Aigle
into the anchorage. Approaching this anchorage fro.n the west-
ward, bring the leading marks on for clearing the reef off Point
Prairie, viz. Notre Dame Church on with or open to the north-
ward of the N.W. extreme of the clay cliff of Point St. Joseph.
Run upon these marks until St. Pierre Church is shut in behind the
east side of St. Pauls Bay, when you may haul to the southward
into the anchorage.
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In Prairie Bay the flood-tide by the shore is longer than the
cbh, the water flowing for 6h. 20 in., and ebbing only 6 h. Om.,
which is contrary to our observations in every other part of the
river. The stream of flood at the anchorage in 6 fathoms, was
stronger than that of the ebb, and about 4 knots in spring tides.
The stream of the ebb is turned ott' in great measure by the
Shoal of Point Prairie. Its rate for the first two hours of the
tide IS about two knots. It then slacks for about five or six
mmutes so completely, that a vessel will swing to the wind. After
this the stream becomes stronger and regular during the remainder
cf the tide, its rate being about 3* knots in spring tides. Ves-
sels should moor at Prairie, or at least have a kcdge out to in-
sure keeping a clear anchor. The anchorage under Coudres in
easterly winds is very good, the best riding being in 7 fathoms,
and with the south point of Coudres bearing between E. and
E. by N.

The southern side of the channel from Coudres Island to Burnt
Cape Ledye is formed by Coudres Bank, and by an unbroken
line of «hoals, the northern edge of which is of sand, and so
nearly straight that it may easily be followed by the lead. The
soundings approaching it are such as to give good warning, and
vessels may anchor in fine weather all along that side in 6 or 7
fathoms, clay bottom, and out of the strength of the tides.

Neptune Rock. Neptune Rock is nearly 15 miles to the S.W. of Coudres,
and about 600 fathoma within, or to the southward of the edge of
the shoals. It is always above water and easily recognised.
Burnt Cape Ledge is an extensive chain of greywacke and

slate rocks, the southwestern part of which is always above
water. The S.W. end of this Ledge is 4^ miles S.W. from the
Neptune Rock, and nearly opposite to Cape Brule on the north
shore, from which it is distant 1 1 miles.

The Brule Banks are sands that dry in part soon after half-
ebb, and that lie to the westward of Burnt Cape Ledge, to which
they are joined by shoal water. The channel between these
banks and the north shore is 600 fathoms wide, and from 7 to
10 fathoms deep. This is the only channel, but between the
north-eastern part of the Brule Banks and Burnt Cape Ledt^e
there is a « Cul de Sac » in the banks, which must be avoided
by keeping the north shore on board, after arriving off the eastern
part of the Ledge. On the N.E. point of the Bruli; Banks, in 3

Burnt Oif/e

Ledffe.

Brule Bank.

Bni/f Cul de
Sue.
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fathoms, the west end of the Burnt Cape Ledge ia in one with North Channel.

the east side of Hsron Island, bearing S.E.

The Eastern Narrows of the North Traverse, between NorihTraveru.
the S.W. extreme of the Brule Banks and the N.E extrrmp „f

^'"""•" ^''"••

the Traverse Spit, are 3^ miles S.W. by W. i W. from the west
end of the Burnt Cape Ledge, and \\ miles S. from Cape Tour-
mente. Great part of the Traverse Spit, as well as the Brulfc T,aver,e Spit.

Banks, dry soon after half-ebb, and thereby greatly lessen the
difficulty of the passage. The Horse Shoe, and another sand. Hone Shoe.

lie to the N.W. of the Tiaverse Spit, the whole resting on an ex-
tensive reef of slate, running out from the N.E. end of Orleans.

Four fathoms can be carried through the Eastern Narrows, but
the passage is only 250 fathoms wide from 3 fathoms to 3 fa-

thoms
;
and as the leading marks can only be made out in fine

weather, and by experienced eyes, it would require buoying to
render it safe for large vessels. The cross-mark for the eastern
entrance of this passage, and for clearing the N.E. extreme of the
Traverse Spit, is the S.W. point of Two Heads Island on with
a distant blue hill bearing S.E. by E. i E. as shown in the view
A on the enlarged Plan of the Traverses, the N.E. point of
Margaret Island being at the same time just open to the westward
of Two Heads Island. The mark for leading through the Nar-
rows into the Traverse is the S.W. point of Reaux Island and
Point St. Vallier in one, bearing S.S.W. -J W., as in the view B
on the same Plan. From the Eastern Narrows the channel
runs S.W. by W. close along the southern edge of the Traverse
Spit, leaving all other shoals to the southward. At the distance
of 2J miles we come to the Western Narrows, of the same ,ves,ern Nar-
breadth as before (250 fathoms), 4J fathoms deep, and between

''"""

the Traverse Spit and the West Sand, which is U miles long, f^es, S.,n.l.

and with 7 feet least water. On the east end of the West Sand
Berthier Church is just shut in behind the S.W. point of Reaux
Island bearing S. ^ W. Patience Island and Two Heads Island
are touching, E. ^ S., and the mark for leading clear of this sand,
at the distance of 200 fathoms to the N.E., is Reaux and Grosse
Islands touching, S.E. by E. The west end of the same sand is

cleared by the line of St. Joachim Church and the east end of
Orleans in one. The leading mark to the westward, through
the Western Narrows, after having arrived as far as the east end
of the West Sand, are Points St. John and Dauphin in one,
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lorage

which will greatly aBsist you. Run along^ the northern edge North T.a-

of the Brulfe Bank, in the depth answering to 4 fathoms at low "^''etion,.

^

1<rater, until the cross-mark A, shown in the enlarged Plan of the Ea,iem Nar-

Traveraes, and described in page 307, comes on. Then steer
*^'^**

^.S.W. i W. for the S.W. point of Reaux Island ; but if you
iftili cannot . lake out Point St. Valliiir, take care to pass to

the southward of the Traverse Spit, by keeping on the south
side of the channel, running for that purpose in not more than

3i fathoms at low water, or a corresponding depth at other times
of the tide. This you will easily be able to do, because the

Brulfe Bank is here not near so steep as it is furtheV to the east-

ward. When the east points of Patience Island and the Brothers
come in one. bearing S.E. by E. | E., or when you have run a little

more than half a mile towards the S.W. point of Reaux Island,
from the time when the cross-mark A came on, you will be
through the Eastern Narrows, and must haul up S.W. by W.
for St. Fran9ais Church on Orleans Isle, or along the south side
of the Traverse Spit, in 4 fathoms at low water. Observe, now,
when the clearing mark for the east end of the West Sand comes ff'est Sand.
on, (viz. Reaux and Grosse Islands touching, and bearing
S.E. by E.) you will then be about 200 fathoms .o the eastward
dr the Sand; and, to insure passing to the northward of it, you
must keep the Traverse Spit on board, in no more than 4 fathoms,
until Point St. John (which will be the extreme point of Orleans)
comes in one with Point Dauphin, bearing S.W. ^W. Run
through the Western Narrows, keeping Point St. John just' in W«/.rn A^a.-

Bight. until St.Vallifer Church opens out to the westward ofMadame
*"'*"•

Island, or if that cannot be made out, untU St. Joachim Church
disappears behind the N.E. end of Orleans, then haul more to the
southward and you will be through the Narrows. The channel
is then clear and wide the rest of the way to the South Channel
at Point St. John. Besides the Western Narrows there is an fVe,: Sand
inferior chaimel between the West and Centre Sands, as wide as

^'""'^'^

the Western Narrows, but only 3i, or, at most, 3^ fathoms deep.
Point St. Valuer kept just shut in behind the N.E. point ofMadame
Island, bearing S.S.W., will lead through it; but for this, and
another still narrower channel to the southward of the Centre Centre Sand
Sand, I must refer to the enlarged Admiralty Plan of the North ^"""S'-

Traverse.

2 a
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verse. " To run through the North Traverse from the westward, enter

F^Telest
^'"*'™ ^^"'"'' ""''^ ^'- ^''"'^' ^^-""'^^ "P''" to the west-

icard.

* ""'
'
^"<* o^Madame Island, and steer from thence until Point St John
becomes only just open to the southward of Point Dauphin
Then steer N.E.*E., or so as to keep the last-named marks on until
the N.E. pomt of Patience Island comes on with the S.W. point
ofTwo Heads Island, bearing E. i S. Then haul more to the east-
wai;d, so as to run along the southern side of the Traverse Spit by
the lead. In doing this the course will be about N.E by E A E
and the Burnt Cape Ledge will appear a little on the lar-
board bow. In coming down you will of course have taken
notice of Point St. Vallife,. and will now be able to distinguish
•t. Bnng it in one with the S.W. point of Iteaux Island, and
run through the Eastern Narrows with this leading mark on

,
If you cannot make out Point St. Valli^r you must keep the
Traverse Spit on board until the cross mark A. on the enlarged
plan, comes on, or until you deepen the water to more than 5
fethoms at low water, when you will be through the Narrows, and
may haul over towards the north shore, and pursue your course
down the channel.

The North Traverse is narrow and diflBcult, and a stranger
would hardly at first sight be able to make out Point St. Vallifer
or the islands used as the leading marks ; neither could they be'
made out by any one in hazy weather. The pilots, however towhom every object in the river is familiar, might easily make
themselves acquainted with those marks, so as to be able to take
a ship through, in clear weather, when required. But to render

/^«oy...«„^.. the North Traverse safe for large ships, or for general use, two
buoys at the Eastern Narrows, and one on the N.E. extreme of the
West Sand, would be requisite. With these buoys the channel
would be perfectly safe and easy at all times of the tide

7W.J„^AVM The tides set fairly through the North Traverse, seldom ex-
ceedin^ the r.te of 3^ or at the utmost 4 knots in spring tides
The accession of the stream from the northward of Orleans
*nd the comparative narrowness of the channel, increases the'
rate to from 4 to 5 knots off Cape Brulfe, below which it decreases

. until we arrive below Cape Maillard. Below Petite Riviere'
the ebb, receiving a great accession from the Middle Channel'

"

especially during the first quarter of the tide, runs with great
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rapidity
;
the usual rate being 6 knots in sprir.g tides. In extra- North Tra-

ordinary high tides, assisted by winds, the ebb has been knownS
to run full 7 knots, and the flood 6 knots, between Coudres
and the Main

:
which is as strong as between the buoys of the

South Traverse. In gales of wind opposed to those rapid tides,
there is a high, boiling, and breaking sea, exceedingly dangerous
to boats.

10^. The Orleans Channel, between the Island of Orleans Or/ean,
and the north shore, being in several places not above 100 fathoms

^*'"""'-

wide, is too narrow and intricate for written directions to be of
any use, especially as there are no leading marks. With a fair
wind and the assistance of buoys 4 fathoms can be carried
through this channel, which lies between shoals of mud and slate
extending to a great distance from the shore on either side, and

'

nearly all dry at low water. The greater part of the shoals are

'

visible for an hour or two on either side of low water, and the
water is always rougher in the stream than on the shoals, espe-
cially during the weather tide: the^e circumstances enable the
river craft occasionally to use this channel, and steamers of light
draught of water have also several times passed through it. The
shoals cause the landing for boats to be extremely bad excepting
at high water, and the only good tide harbour in the channel for
the river craft and for boats is the River St. Anne, 6 or 7 miles
westward of Cape Tourmente.

The Seminaire, which has been mentioned as one of the Seminah-e.
leading marks for the Wye Rock in the South Channel, is a large
building with a tinned cupola and cross, standing on a rising
ground not far from the water, and 3 miles westward of Cape
Tourmente. The church and village of St. Joachim, one of the &. Joachim.
leading marks for the West Sand, is 1| miles to the westward of
the Seminaire. The other churches and villages on the north
shore, in order westward, and from 4 to 5 miles apart, are St. S/. Anne, Cha-
Anne. Chateau Richet, and Ange Gardien : the last being 2*'f"^"'*'''
miles from the Falls of Montmorency. S ^"^

On the Orleans side the church and village of St. Famille St. Fumiiie,

stands near the shore T or 8 miles from the N.E. end of the
island

:
and St. Pierre about a mile inland, and nearly opposite St. Pierre.

Ange Gardien.

2 A 2
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(104.) TABLE SHEWING THE HEIGHT OP THE TIDE AT
SftrnvAPv^L^^'^^^ ^^^ ^N° «'®H WATER INORDINARY SPRING TIDES.

Place Where.

Quebei'.

Hours
after

low

wafer.

Flood Tide

Height in

feet and
inches.

Hours
after

high
water.

Kbb Tide.

Height iu

teet and
inches.

Rensarkg.

The tides ofGrosse
Island were obser-
ved to rise and fall

nearly in the same
manner,«'xcepting
that the rise after
low water was not
quite so rapid.

St. Roque.

The Brandy
Pots.

Tadousac.
Entrance of the

Saguen^y
River.

The above table has been formed from the mean of the obser-
vations of several spring tides. The neap tides rise and fall
nearly at the same rate as in ordinary spring tides. So nearly
that any difference that there may be is far exceeded by the
action of strong winds. But, as in neap tides, the v.hole rise
and fall . not so great as in the ordinary spring tides shown inhe foregoing table, therefore the proportionate part of the rise and
fall for every hour after low and high water will also be less, and
an allowance must be made accordingly. (See the Rise in Spring
and Neap Tides given in the Plans.) s
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The use of the table will appear evident from a consideration of Tid, Tabte.
what I have said at the close of the last chapter (Art. 93) but to

^"""* '^''^*'"

render it still plainer we will suppose a case. A ship of the line,

**"* '" ^'"'"''

bound up the river, and drawing 23 feet water, weighs from off
the St. Anne buoy just as the strdam of flood begins to make : and
judges from an estimation of her rate of sailing, in addition to
that of the stream of flood, that she will be up to the Channel
Patch in li hours, and at BeauJ5u Bank in 3 hours. Will she
have water enough to pass over the Channel Patch, and after-

wards to the southward of Beaujeu Bank, and how much at each
place? On reference to the table at the end of this book, it ap.
pears that the stream of ebb at St. Roque runs down li hours
after low water by the shore, but that it is not low water until
about a quarter of an hour later at the Pillars. The flood had
therefore been rising about one hour there when the ship weighed.
The tide will therefore have been rising 2i hours when she ar-
rives at the Channel Patch, which may be considered the s»me as
the Pillars. Referring to the foregoing table, we find that the
rise from low water answering to 2i hours is about 1 fathom,
which being added to 3 fathoms, the depth (shown on the plan)
over the Channel Patch at low water, gives 4 fathoms as the depth
over it at the time when the ship is expected to pass, which is only
one foot to spare.

Again, it is not low water at Crane Island, near Beaujeu Bank,
until 40m. say three quarters of an hour later than at St. Roque:
the tide had therefore only risen half an hour at Beaujeu Bank
when the ship weighed : which being added to 3 hours, the time she
expects to be going there, will give 3* hours flood at the time of
her arrival. Now. for 3i hours after low water the table gives

about 2 fathoms rise, there will therefore be 5 fathoms to the
southward of Beaujeu's Bank at 3^ hours flood in ordinary spring
tides, to which the table is adapted, and consequently water enough
for the largest ships.

The following remarks apply particulariy to Quebec. The T,de, at

ordinary spring tides at Quebec, when unaffected by winds, rise
^"'**^'

17 or 18 feet; and the ntap tides 13 feet. The highest tide we
ever observed, during a strong N.E. gale, rose 21 feet above the

ordinary low water mark in spring tides. The greatest difference

of level observed, from the lowest fall to the highest rise, was 24
feet. The lowest neap tide observed rose only 10 feet from the

I

^
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preceding low-water mark; that is about 12 feet above thelow watermark in ordinary spring tides. In the spring, at the
meltmg of the accumulated snow of winter, ^hen the river is
generaly full of water and easterly winds prevail, the tides do not
fall so low by 2 or 3 feet as at other times; or rather there are 2-
or 3 feet more of water in the river wheti the tide is out. On the
contrary in the dry sea.on. as in August, when the supply of
water from the r-vers and lakes is much diminished, and westerly
winds pr. river is much lower than at other times. The
low water

,. ., then at a lower level by about 2 feet, and on
rare occasions even 3 feet, below the low water mark in ordinarv
spnng tides.

- It is generally thought at Quebec that the morning spring
tides rise higher than the evening tides, by about three feet, in
the month of May; and that in the month of October the con-
trary takes place; and our observations, as far as they go, would
seem to establish the truth of the popular belief, for we have
found It correct in the spring tides which follow the full as well
as the change of the moon, and whether the moon had north or
south declination. But it would require better and longer con-
tmued observations than we have been able as yet to obtain, to
justify me ,n speaking positively respecting this «

diurnal in-
equality" of the tides in the St. Lawrence; therefore until ad-
ditional observations shall enable me to speak with certainty I
leave the above as a general remark of considerable practical im-
portance when a vessel has to be hove oflFa shoal, to be launched
or to pass over any shallow part of the river. For this much is'

certain, that in every part of the river and gulf which we have
visited, there is a considerable difference in the rise and fall of
the spring tides of the same day, unless it may be when the moon
as on the equator, when it is believed to disappear, as it ought to
do, if the varying declination of the moon be its cause.
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CHAPTER XII.

THB RIVER SAOUENAT—AND THE ST. I-AWRENCE ABOVE
QUEBEC.

105. River .Saguenay. General Description and Remarks.—106. The
Entrance of the Saguenay. St. Catherine Bay. Tadousac. Directions
for entering the Saguenay.—107. Anchorages in Barque Cove, St.
Etienne, St. Louis Isle, St. Barthelemi Isle, St. Jean Bay, Kternit^
Cove, Descente des Feihmes Cove, Ah-ah Bay, Petites lies, and below
Point Roches. Chicoutimi, and concluding Remarks.—108. The River

- St. Lawrence from Quebec to Montreal.

105. The River Saguenay was very imperfectly known, in a River Sague-

nautical point of view, before our survey of it in 1829. In the T^' '**"f.
J.

^ "" known lill

precedmg year, 1828, Commissioners had been appointed to ex- '"'"'y-

plore it by the Colonial Government, and one of the results -f

their labours and ours was to dissipate all those extravagant exag-
gerations respecting the rapidity of its currents, its whirlpools,

and its unfathomable depths, which had found their way into

the few publications where any account of this river could be
found. There was, however, little need of exaggeration, for the

Saguenay really is a very remarkable and extraordinary river i

if that indeed can with strict propriety be called a river which
more nearly resembles a long and narrow mountain loch, for the

first 50 miles up from its confluence with the St. Lawrence. In
that distance the Saguenay is from two-thirds of a mile to

2 miles wide, filling up a deep transverse valley through
mountains of sienitic granite and gniess. These mountains rise

everywhere more or less abruptly from the water, forming, in

some parts, precipitous headlands more than 1000 feet in height,

and these, when seen one beyond the other up magnificent reaches

of many miles in length, give rise to scenery which, although wild

and barren, is yet full of grandeur and beauty.

Within the same part of the Saguenay the water is almost as Extraordinary
deep as the mountains are high. Between the shoals at the

''*^'*-

entrance of the river there is a bar across, on which, however,

there is from 18 to 20 fathoms of water, but immediately within

that the depth increases to upwards of 100 fathoms; and further
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Us shoals com,)08ed of large boulders. Above this shallowest
part, where at low water there is a complete rapid, the depth
varies from 2 to 8 fathoms, but between shoals of large stones
And the river contracts to little more than a quarter of a mile'
retaming that breadth nearly to the rapids.

'

The Saguenay discharges the walers of Lake St. John, contri- Lake S,. Jok,.butmg to the St. Lawrence a quantity of water only inferior to
that which is sapplied by the Ottawa.

The granitic hills of the Saguenay are in general quite barren ; Barren A.V/,.
hut the valleys through which the rapid tributary streams descend *"' ^""'^ "«'"

are filled with a deep deposit of sand and clav. and are thickly

"'''

wooded. At Ah-ah Bay and at Chicoutimi there are consider-
able tracts of good land, as there are also around Lake St. John •

so that it seems probable that this country will be settled at no
•
very distant day, especially as the lumberers have recently began
to turn their attention in that direction. At present the only per-
...anent inhabitants are the residents at the Hudson Bay Com-
pany 8 trading ports of Tadousac and Chicoutimi.

106. The river Sp.guenay enters the St. Lawrence opposite Red Sag.enay
and Green Islands, as will be found in Chapte- X. Art 91 ^""•«'"•^•

wherein I have described its points of entrance, namely. Lark
Point and Point Vaches, the former bearing from the latter

^
W. i S. 2* miles. In the same article I have also mentioned

Lark Islet and Lark Reef, which extends 3 miles out to the ,

t>.fc>.E. from Lark Point; and also the reef off Point \ache8
extending 1| miles out to the S.E. I must again refer to
Art. 91 for the leading marks to clear those reefs by vessels
passing up and down the St. Lawrence; as well as for the
anchorage, 2 to 3 miles to the eastward of Point Vaches

BTso^e Rtd t r'""':
"' """'" ^^"'^^ ""'^ «'- ^^^-- ««-Basque Road, affording anchorage on the other or western side

"'"^ ^"*?«'
Qf the Saguenay. Both these anchorages will be of great use to

""""'''''"'

the vessels now beginning to frequent the Saguenay. I must refer
to the charts for the shape of the extensive reefs on either side.
Ihe channel between the outermost part of those reefs, 2 miles off-
shore, and which may be called the Bar. is a mile wide, and from Bar.
18 to 20 fathoms deep. At the distance of U miles further in,
the Lark Islet Spit runs out eastward towards Point Vaches. £«,* /,/./
so as to contract the channel to about SOO fathoms; and this the

*^"-

narrowest part of the entrance, is 30 fatlioma deep. Immediately
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It is the principal of those posts for trading wjth the Indians which -.-/«« Bay
are known by the name of the " King's Posts," and are at present rTaZfLu
leased to the Hudson Bay Company. The French explored the
Saguenay before the middle of the sixteenth century, and Tadousac
soon after became, and remained till the settlement of Canada, their

principal post in the St. Lawrence for carrying on the fur trade
with the Indians The Saguenay is 700 fathoms wide from Point
Hot, the N.W. point of the Harbour of Tadousac, across to Point

Noire.

DIRECTIONS FOR ENTERING THE SAGUENAY.

Three buoys would be required to enable vessels to beat into Buoys

the Saguenay. One on the outer reef of Point Vaches ;
''"'"""^•

another opposite to it, on the N.E. point of the Bar Reef; and
the third on the same side of the channel, on the extremity of

Lark Islet Spit. These buoys are requisite because there is no
leading mark for the reefs on the S.W. side of the entrance. On
the N'.E. or Point Vaches side observe that the Points Hot and
Laboule in one, bearing N.W. by W. J W. just clear the S.W.
side of Point Vaches Reef; Point Hot being the rather low N.W. Hot Point.

point of thp Harbour of Tadousac, and Laboule, a high and LabouU Point.

round-backed hill, forming a steep headland, 4 miles above Ta-
dousac, and the extreme point seen on the same side of the river.

Winds from S.W. round by south to N.E. will enable vessels Saguenay

to enter the Saguenay on the flood-tide. The first, which is the
^""'""'•

prevailing summer wind, will not carry a vessel far up, since she

will be becalmed under the mountainous shores ; but the N.E., or

wind up the St. Lawrence, draws also up the Saguenay, and is the

only wind which can be depended on for running a vessel up to

the anchorages above Tadousac. The N.W. wind often blows

down the river in furious squalls, especially in the fall of the

year. Being bound to the Saguenay, approach the entrance early

on the flood, with a breeze on which you can depend, and plenty

of daylight to reach the anchorage of Tadousac. Remember that

the ebb sets like a rapid over Lark Island Spit and Point

Vaches Reef, and that it is dangerous to be becalmed just

within either of them, because the water is so deep that it is diffi-

cult to anchor. If night be coming or, or the tide or the wind be

unfavourable, anchor off" Moulin Baude or in Basque Road,
according to circumstances, and wait your opportunity for running
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the shore, there is good anchorage for many vessels, in from 8 to

40 fathoms mud bottom.

Eternite, on the same side as St. Jean, and 6 miles higher Eumiu Cove.

up the rivei, is a large cove, half a mile wide and U miles deep,

with a river of the same name at its head. At the head of this

Cove vessels may lie securely, in from 8 to 30 fathoms, mud
bottom, and as perfectly land-locked as if they were in a small

lake surrounded with mountains.

Descente des Femmes is a cove, 350 fathoms long, with De$cenie dei

a depth of 20 fathoms in its entrance, decreasing to 5 fathoms
^'""""" ^'""•

near its head. Several vessels might be moored in it in perfect

Becurity. It is 42 miles up the river, and on its northern shore.

Five miles above this Cove the Saguenay turns suddenly to the

northward, between Cape East and Cape West, but the pre- Capt» Eait

vious direction of the river is continued 6 or 7 miles beyond
""'' ^'*''

the point last named to the head of Ah-ah Bay, 55 miles from
the entrance of the river.

Ah-ah Bay is 6 miles deep and from U to 2| miles wide, the Ah-ah Bay.

widest part being at its head where four considerable streams

fall into it. The best anchorage i«i on either side of a small

islet joined to the shore at low water in the S.W. corner of the

bay, and from 7 out to 30 fathoms clay bottom. There is room
for any number of vessels, but they are rather exposed in easterly

winds.

The Petites Iles on the northern shore of the river, 52 miles Petitet lies.

from its entrance, and 4i above Cape East, are three small rocky

islets joined to the shore at low water. The bay on the east side

of them forms a small but secure anchorage. The depth of the

water is from 6 to 17 fathoms mud bottom. The Saguenay, which
is here nearly 2 miles wide and 65 fathoms deep, is contracted to

three quarters of a mile, by a high rocky point projecting from its

northern shore, at the distance of two miles to the westward ; but

expands again nearly to the same breadth in the next 3 miles,

which is the distance from the high point just mentioned to Point

Roches. On the north side of the river, from the high point to

within a mile of Point Roches, there is very good anchorage in

any depth out to 20 fathoms.

Point Roches is 57 miles from the entrance of the t'wQx^ Rochts Point

and here the navigation ends for shipping, but continues for

schooners to Chicoutimi, 8 miles further, as I have mentioned in
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THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE,

FROM QUEBEC TO MONTREAL.

108. Just above the entrance of the river Chaadiere, (which is SauH Pom.

on the southern shore, and 5 or 6 miles above Quebec,) the St.

Lawrence is rather less than 400 fathoms wide, between steep,

high, and partially-wooded banks, composed of greywack^ and

slate rocks, and of great beauty. The channel of the river is still

further reduced at low water by rocky shoals, which dry out from

the shore on either side. The breadth of the stream is then only-''

280 fathoms, but the depth is nearly 30 fathoms, and the rate of

the stream of ebb about 6 knots. Thid narrow pass is called

the Saalt; and it is here that the drift-ice packs and forms -
,

an ice-bridge over which a sleigh road ia formed almost every

winter.

At Cape Carouge, on the northern shore, and about 8 miles ^"P' ^<'*''>*'9*

above Quebec, there is an excellent anchorage ; and the river

there begins to expand into a magnificent reach, from 2 to

2if miles wide, which extends to the westward as far as the

eye can reach. The high and steep banks on either side forming

occasionally precipitous headlands, are suited to the grandeur of

the stream ; while the fields and houses of the peasantry, and the

villages, 6 or 1 miles apart, with their stone churches and tinned

steeples, often situated on the projecting points and headlands,

form altogether scenery of very considerable beauty.

The navigation i. devoid of all diflBculty as far as the dangerous Point Tremb/et

shoals of Point Trembles, on the northern shore, and 18 or
°"''

19 miles above Quebec. Those shoals extend westward for many
miles up. the river, leaving a channel between them and the

southern shore, in some places only 400 fathoms wide. Still

there are no difficulties in the navigation that may not be easily

overcome, even in the largest ships, as high as Port Neuf, which

is on the northern shore, and 32 miles above Quebec.

The first great difficulty in the navigation 'is the Ricbelibu Richelieu

Rapid, which commences just above Port Neuf, and extends

nearly to Grondine, 41 miles above Quebec. In the narrowest

part of the Richelieu the channel at low water is between exten-

sive shoals of immense boulder stones, and only 230 fathoms

wide. There is water enough ior any vessel, but there is only
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be lost in Lake St. Peter, since no alternate jrise and fall of the Lake St. Peter.

water, that could be attributed to their infli^nce, was observed

by us among the islands at its head. It would be possible to

take the largest vessels to the lower entrance of Lake St. Peter,

since 4 fathoms could be carried up by buoying the channel.

The distance up the Lake firom Point Lac to the Islands

is about 18 miles, of which about 4 miles are over a flat of

sand and clay, on which there is not more than 11 or 12 feet

in the ordinary state of the waters in the summer months. In
the spring, after the melting of the winter's snows, and in the

fall after the heavy rains, there is generally 2 or 3 feet more
water, While in summer the depth is sometimes r^uced to

10 feet. It is even said to have been reduced as low as 9 feet

in some extraordinarily dry seasons. It is in contemplation to

attempt immediately the deepening of the channel through Lake
St. Peter, by means of a steam dredging machine ; but in the

mean time the depth which can be carried through the Lake in

the ordinary state of the waters is 11 or 12 feet. At the western Light-vesiei

extremity of the flat or bar a small light-vessel and buoy are
""'^ *''°*'

placed, to mark the entrance to the principal channel through the

islands, as well as the deepest water through the Lake. Besides

the flat of Lake St. Peter, there is another impediment to the

navigation at Valtrie Bar, about 1^ miles below the light- Faltrie Bar.

house on Valtrie Island; the, latter being near the northern
shore, about 12 miles above Sorel, and 111 from Quebec. The
depth of water over that bar is about 6 inches more than over the

flat of Lake St. Peter. The bar is of no great extent, but is com-
posed of very stiff and tenaceous clay, with many embedded
boulders, and would probably, therefore, be difficult to remove.

If these barriers could be removed, vessels drawing 18 or 19 feet

might ascend the St. Lawrence to Montreal. The channel above

Lake St. Peter is often narrow, and difficult for sailing vessels,

and the current, the average rate of which does not exceed 2 or 3
knots, is in some narrow places of considerably greater strength.

At the Rapid of St. Mary, just below the city of Montreal, the Rapid of St.

rate of the current amounts to 1 knots, and used formerly to detain ^""V-

vessels many days waiting for a fair and strong wind to ascend;

but the steamers now overcome all such difficulties, reducing

the passage up"from Quebec, which not unusually occupied weeks,

to a certain duration of a few hours.

^ 2 B
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Ihe Harbour of Montreal has water enough for vessels as laree
as aj^ever likely to pass Lake St. Peter, and the distance to it from
Quebec ,s 138 nautical or 160 statute miles. Immediately above

me?rf/n"''r''°°
''' '^^^^^ '' '^'''^ ^y '^e commence-

ment of the Rapid of St. Louis.

In the long line of river navigation which has been briefly
described, written directions would be in most parts totally un-
avaihng. and in all cases could only give very imperfectly the same
mfonnation which is so cleariy and graphically given in the plans
of the nver. These plans will be of great use in pointing out
possible improvements in the navigation, in the selection of the
best route to be pursued by vessels, and in buoying and lighting
the channels to the best advantage. In some parts, as It theWcheres Islands and Bague Isle, where there is a light-house
the nver ,s dmded into several channels; yet one route alone
IS pursued to the neglect of the others, which thus become
unknown, although it would be easy to show how important aknowledge ^of them all might prove under circumstances ofcommon ocdurrence.

in!h! r'h'^^'p
'*,^''"' ''''' Valtrie,'and on the Islet -

in the R,heheu Rapid, are small and portable, so that theymy be remove' on the approach of winter, and thus escape beingearned away by the ice ; for in spring those low islets are over!
flowed, and the ice. moreover, in moving down the river, often
packs forn,.ng,« digue." or dam, behind which the waters risemany feet, until their pressure overcomes and bursts through the
impediment with such fo.ce that not only buildings would giveway before it, but even many trees are often prostrL in thell
grounds, and great banks of rolled stones are forced up by the iceon the upper ends of islands which are exposed to the currentGreat damage is sometimes done at Montreal from the ice taking
the ^ound and damming back the water so us to overflow thewharfs and storehouses in the lower parts of the city, and thus ex-posing them to the pressure of the drift ice. Hence it is that vessels
cannot winter at Montreal, and that the steamers are sent either
to Sore

.
at the entrance of the river Richelieu, or to the Boucher-

ville slands those being the only places where they or other large
-vessels can be safe from the ice, although there ar' many p,a !where D«rh«n boats and other small river craft may be secured
There is no doubt but that large stones are moved by the ice, and

lammm,
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that the depth of water over shoals will vary in consequence ; ^«P'* °" '*«

but from all I can learn there has been no material change in the
^'"^' vanes.

main channels of the river for many years. The islands and flats

of Lake St. Peter are doubtless extending to the eastward or down
the Lake, but without as yet affecting the depth of water in the

channel.

Besides the lights which I have mentioned, the navigation is P''o**' *«oy«

assisted by rough buoys, formed of logs and attached spruce
""'' '"'"^**'

bushes, placed in the most difiScult parts of the channel.

The numerous leading marks used by the pilots are seldom per-

manent, or of a nature to admit of such a description as would

enable a stranger to distinguish them from many other similar

objects in their vicinity. They consist almost always of trees and
houses, which can be easily and certainly recognised only hy those

who have become familiar with every object, and whose local

knowledge prevents them from being misled, even although the

trees be blown down, or the houses change their colour and
appearance at the fancy of the owners, as occasionally occurs.

These circumstances confirm what I have before asserted as to the

inutility of written directicis for the navigation of the St. Law-
rence, between Quebec and Montreal. But it is a rare thing now L<irge veueis

to see large vessels sailing in ti e St. Lawrence above Quebec, espe- TVttamer7
cially on the upward passage. The powerful steamers frequently

tow several large ships at once, and the commerce between the

two cities is never likely in future to be carried on without such

assistance, so that the seaman will have little to do with the navi-

gation of his vessel above Quebec.

END OF PART THE SECOND.
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Andre, St., Bank, 257, 265.

Church, 257.
Anne, St., Bay and Buoy, 259.

Cape, 88.

Church, 259.
Church, north shore, 311.
Mountains and River, 89.

Ange Gardien Church, 311.
Antelope Harbour, 235.
Anticosti Island, 3, 62.

Anchorages, 69, 72, 74.

Banks off North Coast, 23.
• • Dangers, 64.

• • Direction Boards, 65.
Exports, 64.

Lighthouse on Heath Point,

65, 66.

•

.

Lighthouse on S.W. Point,

22, 65, 68.

Passage north of, 23.

Passage south of, 25.

Provision Posts, 65.
Antrobus Point, 205.

Appeeletat Bay, 152.

Apple Island, 35, 103.
Arignole Cape and Reef, 94.

Audubon Point, Islets, and Rocks, 141.
Augustine Port and River, 197.
Aylmer Sound, 208.

Bad Bay, 234.
Bague Isle, Lighthouse, 326.
Bare-Rock, 94.

Bare-Rocks, 213.
Barge Bay, 212.

Buruaby Island, Road and Shoal, 30, 93, 04,

Barometer Marine, particularly useful, 7, 10.

certainty of its indica-
tions, 9.

Barque Cove (Saguenay River), 320.
Barren Hills but good Valleys, 317.
Barrier Entrance, 182.

.. Reefs, 180, 181.
Barthelemi, St., Anchorage, 320.
Basin (Magdalen Islands), 57.
Bason River, 111.

Basque Cape and Road, 267, 268.
Harbour (Magdalen Islands), 55.
Island, 34.

. . Island, Spit, deep Hole, Reefs, and
Half-tide Rock, 103.

Islands, Great and Little (Seven
Islands Bay), 114, 115.

Road (Saguenay River), 317.
Battle Islands, 228.

. . Harbour, 228, 229.
Bay of Rocks, 205, 208.

Beacon on Green Island, 38.

Beacon Islet, 313.

Bear Head and Bay, good roadstead, 72, 73.
Beating to the westward from Point de Monts.

36, 37.

Beaujeu Bank, 285, 286.

Passages, north and south, 289.
Beaumont Reefs, 293.

Church and Mill, 294.
Beauport Bank, 298.
Bellechasse Island, 292.
Belles Amours Harbour, 178.

is secure anchorage, 179.
Belleisle, 238.

Soundings and Tides, 239, 240.
Strait of, 239.

Navigation by night, 240, 241.
not recommended, 42.

Bergeron Coves, 138.

Bergeron to Coudres Island, 272.
Bersimis Point, 37.

Point, and Tides off, 134, 135.
River and Bar, 133.

. . Shoal, 33.

. . Tides and Falls, 134.

Berthier Ciiurch, and Trou, 292.
Betchewun Harbour, 156.

Liner Harbour and Tides, 158,
Ledge Point, 157.

2c
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Bic Channel, 97, 98.

Anchorages, 98, 99.
Anchorage at niglit, 99.
Anchorage coming from the

northward, 99.
Anchorage in E. wind, l()f>.

Anchorage ii- N. winds, 100.
Anchorage, to take in thick

weather, 100.
• • High land, 95.
•

. Inner Passage, 30.
•

. Island, 35, 36, 95.
.

. Fresh Water, 95.
•

. Old, Harbour, 94.
• Old, Road, 95.

.
. N.E. Reet; 97.

. . S.E. Reef, 96.
.

. West Grounds, 97.
Bicoque Rocks, 94.
Biquette Island and Reefs, 30, 94, 95.

Channel, 96.
.

.
to Green Island Lighthouse, 34.

Birch Islands and Channel, 166.
Bird and Magdalen Islands Bank, 21
.. Rocks, 21, 44.

• • Bank of Soundings, 45.
Bryon Island and Reefs, 46.

adjacent Soundings, 47.
.

.

water difficult to obtain, 46
Big Islet, 182.
Black Bay and Shoal, 214.

. . Fly Island, 224.

. . Reef, 210, 223.

.. River, 268.
.

.
Rock (Antelope Harbour), 236

Blackhill Island, 230.
^'

Blaskowitz Point, 111.
Blubber Cove, 175.
Bluff Head, 199.
Boat Islands, 211.

• . Point, 209.
Bold Islet, 206.

. . Rock, 184, 213.
Bonaventure Island, 78.
Bonne Esperance Harbour, 183— 188.

Islands, 184.
Bottle Islet, 199.

Boucherville Island, wintering place. 326
Boule Islands, 114, 115.
Boulet Islet, 190.
Boussier Bay, 215.
Bowen Rocks, 155.
Boyer River, 293.
Bradore Bay, 174, 175.

.
.

Harbour and Channel, 175. 176,
. . Hills, 173.

'

Brandy Pots, 35, 251, 252.
Bank, 252.

Channel, 260.
to make, 263.
to the Traverse, 264
Tide Table, 312.

Brule Bank, 306, 308.
.. Cape, 81.
. . Cul de Sac, 306.

Buchan Point, 110.
• . River, 111.

Bunit Island, 257.
•

. Cape, Ledge, 306.
Burts Buoy and Nipper, 2.

Bute-Ronde Hill, 53.

Cabane Bay, 38.
Cacona Peninsula and Rock, 255.
Calumet River, 124.
Camille Mount, 37, 92.
Camp Islands and Bay, 232, 233,
Canard River, 267.
Capuchin Cove, 90.
Caribou Cliannel, 227.

• • Islands, 227, 229.
•

. Point, 124.
Carleton Point, 72.
Carrol Cove, 244.
Carouge, Cape, Anchorage, 323.
Carousel Island, 114.
Castle Ledge, 234.
Cat Rocks, 205, 207.
Catherine, St., Bay, 318.
Cawee Bay, Ancliorage and Tides, 120

• • {f^'*"^/' Cove, Shoal, aud Ledge,' 1 IP.
Centre Reef, (Watagheistic Sound), 213. 214

.. Sand (North Traverse), 309.
Cham Islands, 184, 187.
Champlain Village, 324.
Channel Patch (South Traverse), 282, 288

• • Red Buoy, 283.
Charles Harbour and Island, 138, 159.
Charles, St., Cape, Harbour, and Island, 230.

• • Channel, 231.
• • Point and Reef, 111.
• • River, 232.

Chass6 Point, 114.
Chateau Bay, 234.
Chateau-Richet Church, 311.
Chatte Cape and River, 86, 89.
Chicoutimi River and Trading Post, 322
Clair, St, Bay, 246.
Claude River, 88.
C|?ar Water Point and Shoals, 160. .

Cliff Islands, 211.
Climate, 4, 221.
Club Cape, 226.
Cloudberry Point, 144.
Cluster Point, 207.
Coacoacho Bay and Breakers, 141.
„ ,* ' ^'^^'" and Tides, 143.

'

Cock Cove, 92.
Cod Banks, 109, 147.

.
. Fishery, 174, 220.

Collins' Shoal, (Anticosti), 24.

n 1 7- ^ (Mingan Islands), 155.
Colombier Cape, 135.
Columbine Shoals, 52.
Compasses, how affected, and where, 3,

•
.

local attraction, 3, 30.
'

Corbeau Cape, Tides, 304.
Cormorant Cape, Islets, and Reef, 111.

Point (Anticosti), 67.
Point (Labrador), 217,
Rucks (Labrador), 216.

t
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18.

!30.

t

Coudres hlaiid, 304.

Baiik, 300.
Cove Island, 212.

. . Point, 205.
Crab Island, 190.

Craig Point, 208.

Crane Island and Spit, 285, 295,
Crescent Point, 209.
Croix Point, 118.

Crooked Islands, 121.

Cross Point, 127.

Crow Island, 257.
Crumb Island, 189.

Cumlierland Harbour, good water, 196.
Curlew Point, 144.

Currents, 11.

aflected by the Tides, 13.

Belleisle Strait, 12.

Magdalen Islands, 61.
North Side of Anticosti, 75.

River St. Lawrence, 13 to 19.

south-easterly, eflFects, 33, 34.
Cutter Harbour, 220.

. . Reefs, 213.

Daly Island, 206.
Dead Cove, 200.

Deadman Islet and Reef, 48.
Deer Harbour and Point, 222, 223.
Demoiselle Hill, 55.

De-Monts Point Lighthouse, 125.

Rocks of, 126.

Denis, St, Point, 258.
Descente des Femmes Cove, 321.
Desolate Coast, 174.

Despair Cape, 77, 78.

Diable Bay, 244..

. . Cape, 258.

Dickson Islands, 209.
Diver Islet, 193.

Dog Islands and Rocks, 190.
Dogs' Cape, 268.

Douglas Road (Gaspe Bay), 82.

. . Town («asp6 Bay), 80, 81.

Doyle Islands, 209.
. . Reef (Magdalen Islands), 22, 51

,

Duke's Island, 197.

Durantaye Point, 293.
Dyke Island, 202.

Eagle Cape (Anticosti), 70.
. . Harbour (Long Island), 197, 198.

East Cape, (Anticosti), 66, 74.

. . Cape (Saguenay River), 321.

. . Coast (Anticosti), 74.

. . Point (Magdalen Islands), 50.

. . Rocks (Seven Islands), 114,
Eboulemens Bay, 303.

Mount, 270.
Echafaud Islet, 267.
Eden Islands, 205.
Egg Island, Anchorage and Reefs, 123, 124.

Watering Place and tides, 124.
, , Trade, 174.

Eider Group, 189.

Ellis Bay, 69.

English Bank, 259, 260, 266.
• . Bay, 129.

.. Point, 122.
Entrance Island, 202.
Entry Island, 57.

Esquamine Islets and Tides, 138.
Esquimaux Island (Mingan Islansb), 161.

Harbour (Mingan Islands), 162.
Island, Bay, and River, (Labra-

dor Coast), 188.
Etamamu River, 216.
Eternit6 Cove, 321.
Etiemie, St., Bay, Anchorage, and River, 320.

Fair Island, 187.

Fall Harbour, 225, 226.
Famille, St., Church, 311.
Father Point, 30, 32, 93.

Anchorage and Pilots, 37.
Felspar Point, 223.
Fin Rocks, 204.

Fishflake Island, 230.
Fish Harbour, 198.

Fishing Establishments, 191, 231, 232, 234.
246,247.

'

Five Leagues' Harbour, 181, 182.

Point and Reef, 180.
Flat Island, (Mai Bay), 79, 80,

. , Islands, 199.

. . Rocks, 178.

Flowerpot Rock, 80, 86,
Foam Rock, 229.
Fogs, dangerous, 4, 5, 15, 16, 89.
Fort Old, Island and Bay, 189.
Fort Rocks, 189,

Forteau Bay and Point, 245, 246.
Foul Rock, 207.
Four Rocks, 190.

Fox, Bay and Point, Anchorage, (Anticosti),
74.

. . Great, River, 87.
,

, Harbour (Labrador Coast), 222,
.

. Islands (Labrador Coast), 198,
. . Reefs (Anticosti), 24.

Fianyais, St., Church, 309.
Fright Channel and Island, 161.
Fresh Water, 70, 82

Gamaclie Rivor, good water, 70,
Garde Rock, 155.

Gaspe Bay, 80.

. . Basin, 84

. , Caiw, 80, 82.

. , Currents, Fisheries, and Tides, 85,
, . Harbour and Directions for it, S3, 81.
, . Rocky Patclies oft" the Cajw, 86,

Genevieve, St., Harbour, 156.
Island and Dangers, 21, 153, 154.

Gentilly Village, 324.
°

> > '

George, St., Cove- ^,1.

Giles, St., Point, 126, 12i).

Godin's House (Anticosti), 71.
Goodbout River, 126.

2c 2
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Goose Cape, 269.
•

. Island and Reef, 2H5.
(loufrc Rivpr, 303.
'Jran.1

K-Jj^y^^Harbour (MaR.lalen hlan.l,),

• • Wand, 187.
•

. Metii Bay and River, 02.
.

.
Pointand Reef (Labralor Coast), 17.5.

.. Pj^m'tajid Reef (BelleisleStraitl 246Grande Greve.Ga.p6 iJay, 81.
'"'^' **"•

• • Matte River, 88.

,, • • ^*!'' (Kamouraska), 257.
ureat Caribou island, 229.

•
. Fox River 87.

.
. Mecattina Island, 199.

Green Island, 103, 161, 2.51, 254.
Beacon, 251.
Lighthouse, 34, 103, 254.
Reef, 35, 102, 104, 254.
Roai and Tides in, 104, 105.
S.W. Anchorage and Tides,

.. Weighing from, 264.
Oreenish Bay and Point, 242.
Grt-enly Cove and Rocky Patch. 247
^ . • Island, 171, 247.
Grenville Point, 236.
Grfive Grande, Gasp6 Bay. 81.
Gribanne, landing place, 304.
Griffin Cove and River, 86.
Grindstone Island (Magdalen Island.), 55.
Grosse Island, Roadstead, 296.

Quarantine establishment, 296.
Quarantine Rock and Buoy,

.
. Patch and Buoy, 296.

• • Rock, 269, 270.
Gulch Cove, 246, 247.
Gull Island (Mingans), 161,

• Islet (Labrador), 9,00, 201.
.

. Islet (Magdalen Island*), 58
.. Rock and Ledge (B ore), 176.

Gulnare Shoal, 33, 135.
Gun Islaiul, 155, 158.

Ha-ha Bay (Bio Channtl), 94.
•• (Labrador), 198.

Haldimand Cajie, 82.
Hamelle Bay, 215.
Harbour Island (Mingan Islands), 166.

•• l8l« (Strait of Be] kisle), 243.
Hare Harbour, 205, 207.

•
. Island Bank, 252, 253, 265.

and North Reef, 251.
... South Reef, 252, 253.

Harrington Islands, 210.
Heath Point, Reef, and Anchorage, 66.
Henley Harbour, 223.
Herriot Isles, 204.
Heu Point, 269.
High Cliff (Anticosti), 72.
Horn Bay, 232.
Horse Sli<». (North Traverse), 307
Hospital Rock, (Magdalen Islands), 58.

.
.

Rock (Goi)se Island), 285.
House Harbour, 5f», 54.

Hudson Bay Company s Tru.lJi.g Vmu, 115,

JfJ^}5'»3«.
H3, 114, 151,1,52,169,

Hulk Rock, 166.
Hunting Island, and dangers, 24, 155.

Ice and Icebergs, 4, 42, 172, 300, 326
Ignace, St., Cajw and Church, 280.
Hot Point, 3! 9.

Inhabited Places on Ubrador Coast, 173.
Inner Islet and Channel (Labrador), 190, 192.
Jslarid Harbour (Mecattina), 199, 200.
Islet Bay (Labrador), 232.

T
.."

^^"'^^ '^^- I*wre»ce, a Shore), 280.
Istlimus Bay, 226.

Cove, 181.

Jean, St., Bay, Saguenay River, 320.
• • ^''"^^'^ S- Shore of St. Lawrence,

Jeremy Island, 1,35.

Joachim, St., Cinirch, 311.
John, St., Church (Orleans Isle), 297.

Mount (Mingan Island), 153.
River ( Gasp6 Bay), 82.

.
.

River (Labrador Coast), 107.
Johe River, 280.
Joseph, St., Shoal, 303.

Kalmia Island, 225.
Kamouraska Islands and Bay, 257, 258

•• Crossing to, 285.
Kegashka Bay, 144.

Point, water and wood, 145.
River, 146.

Kettle Rock, 215.

Labaie Bank, 304, 308.
Laboule Point, 319.
Uc Point Tides (St. Lfiwrence), 324.
i^fleur River, 297.
I^ke Island, 216, 21 7

• • St. John, 317.
Lamouche Bank and Channel, 299, 300
Landing Beaches (Anticosti), 68,
Lane 8 Survey, 194,
Large Island and Channel, 165
Lark Island Spit, 317.

T ,^"'*' '*'**' ^"1 Keef, 267, 272.
Laval Bay, 136.

Lawr..nce, St., Church (Orleara Isle), 297.
Gulf and River, I.

River, above Quebec, 32.').

T^„ I
' e .. *' "^ <^rfeans Isle, 301.Lead, use of, indispensable, 41

Lejuider shoal, 78.
Ledge Point, 157.
Ledges Island and Islets, 174 175
Levi Point and Reef, 294 '

Lewis,,St., Cape, 223.

Inlet, 224, 225.

Channel to, 223.
River,iiot examined, 223.
Sound, 2a 1.

.
.

H= =,vy sea in, 220.
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192.

30.

Lighthouse, on Green Nland, petition of, 34.

on Point de Monti, 26, 1 18, 125.
. . on Soutli-wrat Point, 68.

Lighthougpi, Portable, 320.
Light Veswl of South Traverse, 281, 282.

and Huoy, 323.
Little Mecattinu Island, 204, 208.

. . Metis Bay and River, 91,

Livreur Point, 324.
r-ol.ster Hay, 121, 190, 192.
Long Island (Ivihrador), 197.

. . Point (Mingan hhuida), 168, 170.

. . Spit, Magdalen IsLuid, 50.
Loon Hocks, 143,,

f-iouis, St., Isle (Saguenay), 320.
r^ouisa Harbour, 210.
I»u Road, 209, 210.
Loup Bay (Helleisle Strait), 244.

. . Bank (St. I^wrence, S. Sliore), ii'yO.

. . River, Anchorage, 255, 256.
Low Isle (Labrador), 230.

Macheux Road, 297.
Mackninon Cape^ 208, 209,
Madame Island, 295.

Banks and Reef, 297.
Magdalen Cai* and Rockn, 87.

Islands, 48.

Making the Islands, 60.

• . River and Anchorage, 87, 88.

Magpie Bay, Anchorage, 109.
. . River, 108.

Major Reef, 210.

Mai Bay, 79, 269.
Manicouagan Anchorage, 129.

Falls, Tides, 130.

Peninsula, 131.

Point, 37, 132—134.
Shoal, 131.

Manitou Anchorage, Point, and River, 1 10.
Manowin Island, 114.

Marand Rocks, 298.

Margaret, St., Point and River, 118.
Margaret's Tail and Buoy, 295, 296.
Mamham Island, 222.
Martin Cape, 269.

Mary, St., Islands (Labrador), 211, 212.
Rapid (above Quebec), 325.

Matan Paps and River, 90.

Ancliorage and Tides, 90, 91.
Matte Grande River, 88,

Mecattina, Cape and Harbour, 200—203.
Anchorage outside, 200.
Cove, 205.

Great Island, 173, 199.

Little Island, 173, 204, 208.
Little River, 204, 209.
Seal Rocks and Fi.shery, 201.

Mermot Islet and Ledge, 189.

Metis Grand, Bay and River, 92.

. . Little, Bay and River, 91.

Mica Cove, 233.
Mif.!,r1, St., Church and Point, 293.
Michaiix Cajw, 90.

Middle Bay
i Ubrador), 177. 180, 181.

Bank (Hare Island), 253, 265,
• Channel (Traverse), 278.
.

. Ground, South Trsverw, 283.
Western Slioal.s of, 284.

.
. Islands (Labrador), 21 1, 212.

.
.

Reef (Mingan Islands), 165, 166.
.

. Shoal (Hare Island), 25 1.

Mille Vaches Bay, Anchorage, 137.
Point, 37, 137.

Shoals, 33, 137.
Mingan Channel, 167, 168.

Harbour, and Harbour Island, 168.
169.

'

Islands, 152, 166.

Outer Hanks, 170.
Patch, 167.

Mistanoque Bay and Island, 192.
Diver Islet, 193.
Enter Islet, 193.

Harbour, 193, 194.
Mistasshii Stone or Gun, 216.
Modest, St., Islands, 244.
Moisic Bay and River, 112, 113.

.. Rock and Tides, 113, 114.
Moniac Island, 167.

Montreal, 326.

Mont Louis Bay and River, 88.
Monts, Point de, 3, 26,

Current off, 33,

Lighthouse, 26, 118, 125,
Sailing up the River from,

32, 33, 36—39,
Morts Point, 162,

.. Shoab, 164,
Moule Cap.', (Magdalen Island), 55.
Moulin Baude Anchorage, 317.
Mount St. Genevieve, 154, 157.

. . St. John, 153.

. . Joli, 146.

. . Partridge, 157.

Moutange Island, 167.

Muddle Channel, 227.

Harbour, 227.

Island, 226.

Murray Buy and River, 268, 269.
Murr Islets, Rocks, and Udge, 199, 202.
Mushkon'atawee Bay, 151.
Musquarro River, 144.

Mutton Island, 201.

Nabesippi River, 151.

Napetepee Bay, 191, 192.

Narrows of Nortli Traverse, 307, 309.
Sjufli Traverse, 281, 290.

Natasliquan Point, 117.

River, 148.

Little, HarboiT, 140, 150.

Srrea-.n, 149.

Neptune Rock, 300.

Neuf Port and River, 130
Tides, 324

Nest Rock, 218.

Nctagamu Islands, 210.

River, 211.
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Newfoundland, South Coast, Tidw and Cur-
rpiita irregular. 21.

Nianisca Iglaii<l, 1»?(), 163. 164,
Nicf.olas, St., C'ai«.*'i.l Htwhour, 127. 12S
NiKPr Island and Sound, 232
Nob Islet, 2(),1.

North Battle Island, 223.
North Cai)e, (Cajje Ureton Island), 20.

M ^i" 'r.,
(MMalen Islands), 60.

North Channel below Coudres, 270
within Coudres, 303-303, 308

• • to Quebec, 278, 279.
• • Directions, 308.

•
. Middle Hocks, 223.

•
.

Shore below Coudres Island, 2t)6.
of Anticogti, 71.

. . Traverse, 307.

Buoys wanted, Tides in, 310,
311.

'

North-west ClmnnelthrouRh Es<iui,naux and
Whale Cliannels, 187.

Observation River, 69.
Oil Islet, 242.
Old Harry Head, 51.
Olomanosheebo Iliver, 143.
Open Bay (I^brador), 223.
Ore Point, 109.
Orient Point, 135.
Origneaux Point, 258.
Orleans Channel, 280, 3U

. . Isle, 297.

r^'\^ T. . ^^?* ^'"'^' anchorage, 298.
Quelle Point and River, 258, 259.
Outard Bay, anchorage, 132, 133,'

•
. Point and River, 132.

Outer Islet (Wolf Bay), 111,
.
.

Rocks (Dyke Island) , 202.

Papked Ice, often swells into a Dam, 326
Pamter Point, 208. '

'

Panard Point, 83.

Pancras, St., Cove, 129.
Parsley Port, 268.
Pashasheeboo Bay, 151.
Patrick Hole and Road, 298
Paul, St., Island, 43.

p 1 c/ n „intei'»led Lighthouse, 20.
Pauls, St., Bay, 303.
Pavilion River (Anticosti Island), 67.
Peak Point, 180.
Pearl Reef, 54.

Peashtebai Bay, 152.
Pentecost River, 121.
Perc6 Bay, Town, and Reef, 79.

•
. Mont, or Table Roulante, 79, 80

. . Rock, 78.
> y -

Percfie Rocks, 255.
Peril Rock, 190.

Perroquet Channel and Islets, 167.
Perroquet Island, 175, 176.
Peterel Islands, 233.
Peter Point, Mai Bay, 79, 80.
Peter, St., Bay and Islands, 233.

I^ke, 325.
Petite Riviere, Church, &c.,30J.

Petiteg lies, anchorage, 321.
Pierre de Gros Cap, 59.
Pierre River, HS.

.. St., Church, 311.
Pilgrim Islands and Shoal, 256, 257.
Pillage Bay, l.W.
Pillar Islets, wood and stone, 284.
PiloU" Buoys and Marks, 327.

.
. Schooners' Stations, 31.

Pupie Point, 269.
Pitt's Harbour, Point, and Reef, 237.

water and wood, 237.
Pleasant Bay, 22, 30.
Plongeur Bay, 135.
Pocklington Island, 225.
Pointed Rock, 293.
Pond Biiy ( Labrador), 227.

.
.

Great (near Cape Rozier), 87.
Porjwise Rocks, 190.
Portage Bay, 201.

Harbour, 201.
Port Neui; and River, 136.

• • Sands, 137.
Prairie Bay, 305.

Tides, 306.
Price Island, 206.
Puffin Bay, 159.

Quarry Channel, 165.
Cove and Island, 16J.

Quebec, 298, 290, 300.
.. Tide Table, 318.

Quelachoo-Manicouagan Bay 152
Quin Ciiannel, 162.

• . Island, 161.

,

Rag Ledge, 206.
Ragg Bay (Mingan Islands), 159.
Ray Capo (Newfuiuidland), 20.
Kazade Islets, 34, 102.
Reaux Island, 293.
Red Bay (Labrador), 242.

Harbours, 243.
• .

Cape (Magdalen Island), 55. '

.
.

Islet and Reef, 39, 102, 250, 251
• • """^ ^'="' islands, passage between dan-

gerous, 35.
.. Point (Labrador), 199.

Reef Point (Anticosti), 74,
.

. Fox (Anticosti), 24.
Ribb Reefs, 228.
Richelieu Rapid, 323, 324.
Ridge Point and Rocks, 109.
Rimousky, Church, River, and Road, 93.
River Islands, 225.
Robert Cape, 73.
Roches Point, 321.
Rock, River, 119.
Rocks, Bay of, 203. 2u8, 268
Rocky Bay, 191, 193.
Roque, St., Church and Point, 239, 280

Shoals, 281.

Inlet in, 287.
.. Tide Table, 312.

Rmlaiite, T.-ihl^, or Moi.t Perce, 70.
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Round Head, 100.

.. hl.'t, 198.

. . Rock ( Little Metis), 91, 92,

Rozier Cape, 81, 8(1.

Saddle Hill, 152.

. . Inland, 212.

Safe Rock, 20(i.

Sagueiiay Ilnr, 317.

CliflTii, aiieliorage off, 2(i(l.

NaviKuhle 57 Miles, 3Ui.

U.«fs, 2(i7, 272.

River, 3S, 320.

Tide Table, 312.

. . Whirling Eddies in, 318,

Sain Cape, 209.

Saint. Names of places beginning with St.

will be found under their proiKT names.
Sainto' Channel, 157, 158.

. . Rocks, 154.

Salaberry Hay, 201.

Salmon Bay (I^brador), 183.

. . Cape (St. Lawrence, N. Shore), 268.

. . Fisheries, 191, 21 1, 215, 225.

and Trading Post, 216.

Islet, 182.

Salt Lake Bay (Anticosti Island), 68.
Sand Lark Spit, 168.

Sandwich Head, 234.
Sandy Harbour (Labrador), 196, 197.

. . Hook, (Magdalen Islands), 55, 56.

. . Spit (Magdalen Islands), 22.

Saw bill River, 109.

Schooner Cove, 244.

Sea Cow Channel and Island, 160.

Seal Island. Boussier Bay, 215.

. . Islands, South Traverse, 284,

. . Isles, St, Lewis' Inlet, 223, 225

. . Point, 198,

. . Rocks, Gaspe Bay, 81.

Seminaire, Bank, 304.

North Traverse, 311.

Seven Islands, 114.

Bay, 115, 116.

best anchorage, 116.

Shag Island, (Magdalen Islands), 53.

Reef (Sandy Harbour), 197.

.• Islet (Washtawooka Bay), 151.

. . and Rock (Mistanoque), 194.

Shallop Creek (Anticosti), 67.

.. River, 109.

Shecatica Bay, 196.

Island, 192.

Sheldrake Pohit, 109.

Shettle Port, 268.

Single Rock, 204, 207.

Size Island, 227.

Smooth Island, 232.

Sorel (Richelieu River), 326.

Sounding Machine, Massey's Patent, 2.

Soundings, along Labrador Coast, 183, 194,

195,203.

.. effect of neglecting, 85.

.South Bank, Bic and Biipiette, 101, 102,281.
.. Cliannel, 260.

Anchorages, 266, 302.
• • Barrett I^ulges and Perc6e

Rocks, at niglit, 26 1.

• • Brandy Pots to Traverse,
264.

Directions, 301, 302.
.« (ireen Island, 261,J2(il.

. • Green and Red Inhuids to

Brandy Pots, 2(il.

. I Hare Inland, 260.

Middle Bonk, 265.

to Quebec, 277, 278.

tlirough South Traverse, 280.
Tides, 262.

.

.

above the Traverse, 292.
. . Point and Reef (Anticosti Island), 67.
. . Rock, 284.

. , Shore below the Traverse, 254.

. . Shore from St. Tliomaa to Point Levi,
292, 293, 298.

. . Traverse, 281 to 292.

Directions for, 287.

Light Vessel and Buoys, 281.
Narrows, 281.

South-Makers Ledge, 216.

. . Shoal (Labrador), 213.

Southwest Islands (Labrador), 212.

. . Point Lightliouse (Anticosti), 68.

Spare Island, 230,

Spray Reef, 209, 210,

Sproule Point and Reefs, 120.

StM' Islet, Patcliand Ledge, 205.

Stage Island, 235.

Star Island, 187.

Stony Point, 178.

Sud River, 280.

Sunk Ledge, 242, 243.

Sunk Rock, 225.

Surf Island, 227.

Table Head (Labrador), 233.

(Anticosti Island), 73.

Tadousac, 318,

Tide Table, 312.

Telegraph Point, 224.

Telegraphs, 298.

Temperature, 173.

of tlie River, 14.

Temple Bay, 234.

. . Pass, 234.

Tender Reef, 212, 213.

Terres Rompues Rapid, 316.

Tertiary Shell Bay, 142.

Tliree Rivers' Tides, 324.

. . Saumons River, 280.

Thomas, St., Church, 280.

Point, 292.

Thunder Point, 109.

.. Storms, 6.
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INDEX.

Tide, and Currenta, Magdalen Islands, 61
60,61.,

. •
• Anticosti, 75.

.

•• ^^:27t275r"'
'^""•^^^^ '^"""^'

.
.

above the Razades Islets, 34.

t;.:'k d J'^ ^""" <*« Monts, ID.
TiWiberRafta, off Quebec, 299
Tower Point, 78.
Trading and Salmon Post, 216.
Traverse. North, Centre-Sand Passage, 309

Directions, 309, 310.
^tem Narrows, 307—309.
Western Narrows, 307 309

Treble Mel,
^^"-'-^^^ Parage, 309.

•• Hill Island, 199.
Trembles Point Shoals, 328.
Trilobite Bay, 159.
Trinity Bay, 28, 124.

T,„ I 'r 1
j-*"<='»o«ge and Pilots, 125.Truck Island, 233.

Twin Island, 242, 243
Two-feet Rock, 198.

Vaches Point, 266.
Vallier, St., Bank, 301.

'

.

.

Point, 293.
Valtrie Bar, 325. .

Variation of the Compa«, Change of, 195.

Walrus Channel, 162.
Island, 161.

Wapitagun Harbour, 217, 218, 219
Island, Cove in, 217. "

• • safe anchorages. 217 21«)
Washatnagunashka Bay; 151
Wash-shecootaBay, 144.
Washtawooka Ray, 151/
Watagheistic Island, 212—215.

Sound, 212—215.

Watcheeshoo Hill, 152.
Watcli Rock, 206.

^*J«'^*;^h,73,82,208,219.
Waterfall, magnificent, 110.
West Bay, 242.

•• Cape anchorage (Saguenay River), 321
.. Cove (Labrador), 180.

^

• • Pouit, Anticosti, 71.
.

.
Sand (North Traverse), 309.

.,,, ,
• • Passage, 309.

Whale Channel, 187.
..4 Fishery, 202.
. Gut, 235.

.
.

Island (Mingan Islands), 159.
(Labrador), 234.

„,,.,.•• ^ wasp6 Bay, 85.

•: ,No"l» Cliff (Anticosti), 73 '

Whittle Cape and ^ocks, 140
Wild Fowl Reef, 135.
Winds, gradual change of, 6.

.
.

meeting off East Cape, Anticosti,
and datigerous baffling space be-
tweei. those winds, 75.

;. prevailing, 5—7.

woi?'i^ltr'''''"*^"^^'='^=^«-
.
.

Island (Labrador), 141.

W-wi*i' 1 J
Magdalen Islands, 59.Wood Island, Fish Harbour, 198.
Greenly Island, 247.
Mingan Islands, 155.

• • St. Lewis' River, 224.
>\reckBay, Anticosti, 66.

.. Labrador, 241.Wye Rocks, 292.

York Point, 238.

London :_PHnted hP^^i::^;:;^^^:^;^ and SoKs, Stamford Stfeel.
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